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The Concordance Base material for Paul’s Letter to The Colossians 
     (Issue: 17 Dec. 2009)    1st Rev:  04 Nov. 2013    2nd Rev. 07 Aug 2015     3rd Rev. 06 Jan 2021 
 
The Aim of this document is to:- 

1.  Produce The Prime Reference Standard – most faithful  to The Original Greek for  reasoning/enquiring  minds. 
2.  Introduce The World back to  “1st Century Christianity”  as first taught by Jesus and is yet  never  taught today. 
3.  Show  specifically where  “Christianity”  of today is so vastly different to what The Bible really teaches us. 
4.  Explain to the  lowest detail  explicitly how Yahweh's Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation operates. 
5.  Give an  analytical  translation to The World that can be trusted to become  “The Disclosing Truth”  for study. 
6.  Become  The One-Stop  Oasis for The Real Knowledge sourced by Yahweh – bypassing what is given elsewhere. 
7.  To discover what The Almighty God,  Yahweh,  is really teaching Mankind,  and thus,  repudiates  “Religion”. 
8.  To  entirely remove all  “mystique and mystery”  within which Religious Leaders wallow for  “People Control”. 
9.  To  cause vociferous debate  and thus,  bring to The Fore within peoples' minds just how important is this subject! 

The appendix lists my primary sources to aid this translation. 
 

The Concordance section is given to bring the text alive showing us how Yahweh is using His Word to guide and teach us 
today – rather than to be pushed away from us today, where some leaders consider themselves as being  “wise and 
sophisticated”  supposedly not requiring guidance from an old era.  Sadly, we all need this guidance,  even more so today! 
The  “Brown Font”  is for my Electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  located at the Section Headers and given to assist the 
reader in discovering the depth of Bible content,  thereby making it so very different to  all  other worldly  “master”  
religious documents.  No  world religion can offer this depth and authority that just oozes out from the text – which gives 
“The Knowledge”  offered a quantum jump from anything that  this world  can offer! 

Allegory = description of one thing under the image of another. 
Comment = a statement and/or a rhetorical question Paul makes in his letter/epistle. 
Good News = (1) something for us to be aspiring towards, and/or (2) wonderful future prospect. 
Instruction = something that Christians are to be fulfilling in their lives to become TCs. 
Prophecy (to include “prophetic”) = prediction; public interpretation of scripture; instruction. 
Reasoning = explanation behind the given instruction/comment/prophecy. 
Warning = injurious to the  health/wellbeing  of a human. 

Note:  A couple of examples termed  “prophecies”  are more like  “words of advice to yield a result”  but given to keep the 
headings uncomplicated – and entice the reader to thoroughly consider the depth of the following subject matter. 
The point of this piece is not to contest there may only be 43 “allegories” to the 44 stated or that a  “reasoning”  should be 
classified as an  “instruction”  (and likewise with the other headings)  –  but they have been given to expose the many 
examples buried within the text,  enabling personal contemplation upon what is read without missing the important wealth 
of material given for our consideration! 
Furthermore,  I include  “one liners”  as  “parables”  under the strict definition of parable  (as “a comparison”) because 
these can be so easily ignored as we witness in the exceedingly substandard teaching given by  worldly Christian leaders, 
 

The Thrust of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  is twofold,  firstly it is directed to  elect/select  144000 
(Rev.14v1-4) grouping of people for God’s name/character/authority as “The 1st Part” of God’s Plan for Human Salvation,  
requiring  “The Early Adopters”  to become The Future World Leaders.  This is a special grouping of people  (1Pet.2v9, 
Isa.66v8)  proven  to have  precisely imitated Jesus Christ  (to the very best of their ability)  during the following Gospel 
Age,   that only  God/Yahweh  knows how long it shall be,  Matt.24v36  because of Matt.20v23.   Secondly,  “The Real 
Gospel”  teaches The World in fine detail of the future  “New World Order”  of The Millennium and how  all  resurrected 
people of the last some 6000 years  can  be personally successful as  “The Late Adopters” within its  “new operating 
procedures”.  This  “New System”  cannot  occur now  but will  only  occur  when Yahweh achieves His 144000 elected 
individuals from out of The Gospel Age.   Presently,  religious leaders who  were/are  false to this duty  were/are  those 
who claim to represent Yahweh being The Pharisees  prior to JC’s ministry and the  worldly Christian Leaders  after JC’s 
ministry.  The Religious Leaders are instructed to set  “The Correct Example”  (which is now to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle)  that the worldly leaders of Politics and Commerce are supposed to follow,  except the religious leaders 
imitate them,  by wholly misappropriating God’s Word to suit their own desires!   People spiritually inhabiting The World 
of Politics and Commerce for its personal rewards  are completely ignored  by Yahweh,  they form  no active part in  
bringing forth  The Millennium that finishes  “The 2nd Part”  of Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  (to 
complete  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”,  Luke.4v19 – see glossary).  Thus,  the vast majority of allegories and 
prophecies in The Bible have  no relevance to worldly people of today  –  being true on both sides of the equation! 
The allegories and prophecies of today are  only  specifically related to  “Christians”  who claim to represent Yahweh  by 
having a working knowledge of Yahweh’s Word.  Sadly, virtually all representatives choose to do  “their own  (worldly) 
thing”,  and thus, personally make themselves  “unelectable”  for a place in the 144000 grouping, and thus,  renege on their 
personal  “Contract”  with Yahweh,  which is  “to imitate Jesus and receive what he obtained”  by means of Anointing! 
People outside the 144000  “Early Adopters”  will only bump into Bible prophecies as and when these prophecies become 
progressively fulfilled throughout The Gospel Age,  of which very many are being fulfilled  now  at The Gospel Age close,  
because  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is almost complete,  for  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).    
It is  crucial to understand – The Bible is drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  and gives future options for everyone else. 
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Some important shorthand regularly used in the subsequent text: 
JC = Jesus Christ in a fleshly DNA body,      JCg = Jesus Christ in a heavenly body exceeding human comprehension! 
HS = Holy Spirit  (Spirit of/to/the Holy)        TC = True Christian.                                          CA = Copyist’s Addition 
{...} = one Greek word                                    .../... = several English renderings of the same Greek word 
1st 2nd C  =  “The 1st time of JC’s  2nd Coming”    =  “The 1st Resurrection”  to yield of the 144000 TCs  “First Fruits” 
2nd 2nd C  =  3.5 years after the 1st 2nd C to complete The Great Tribulation and bring in The Millennium  (Rev.19v16-21). 
(see Glossary on all these terms – where they are all carefully explained)       og = Original Greek 
 
Note:  This translation is commutative, -  meaning it is  so precisely accurate  to enable a near perfect translation back to 
the original Greek including nuances.  That is something that  cannot  be said  of modern-day translations;  many are 
human interpretations at crucial locations   and thus,  loose the original 2nd level meaning lying just beneath the more 
accessible high level  (of which these  interpretations  then severely distort at key doctrinal positions within the text).   
By consequence,  I was forced to create the  “Prime Reference Standard”  for analytical study of which I now present,  
together with exegesis in the  inter-verse  commentaries to shake The World from its present misdirection!    
To combat the mass corruption by  charlatan Christian Leaders,  I was compelled to plug the missing gaps within  “God’s 
(named “Yahweh”)  Word”  to expose what  was  truly in the scribe’s mind for the reader to understand Yahweh’s Mind.   
This precise amplified translation is structured this manner: 

Environmental Context for next section – are given in this font and colour 
Exact Translation is the      “Text in this font” 
   (Text in this font are the words buried within the original Greek words) 
   [= Text in this font enclosed in square brackets are helpful additions] 

Paul’s  epistle/letter  corroborated by The Old Testament citations  (and supportive instruction). 
The English amplified translation is the      “= Text in this font and colour” 
Standard English translation in this Text/Font [background highlight]  and  (local  word/phrase  explanation in this  Text/Font)  

Thus, I have constructed an  analytical translation  together with the understanding behind the original “Word of God”. 
It will cause much  “heart searching”  and  “consternation”  within The World as it draws out precisely what Yahweh is 
teaching us  –  there is no escape  –  are we prepared to imbue this “new wine – or do we prefer the old?”  Luke.5v39. 

Be prepared to be  winnowed/audited:  “Are we with JC gathering or against JC dispersing?”  Matt.12v30. 
 
Important Note   Under the Standard Gaussian Distribution Curve of any population  (furthermore,  within any generation)  we realise there are  
   1. (Few)  Christian Leaders who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire within their life  (at one end of the Gaussian Distribution Curve).   
   2. There are (very many)  worldly Christian Leaders who are mediocre  (wayward and passive to varying degrees in the middle).   
   3. There are (numerous)  iniquitous Christian Leaders distorting Yahweh’s perfect Word for their own glory (having the same future as Judas Iscariot).    
I will not state who is in which grouping  (though obvious when personally having  accurate  Bible knowledge),  but it is  incumbent upon the reader  to  
personally  audit  their leader against specifically what The Bible teaches us regarding Christian Leadership.   Else, you have what you ultimately desire  
(“birds of a feather flocking together” under the leader of their choice, 2Tim.4v3-4,  and flocks responding to the robber's voice,  of John.10v1-9)! 
Long overdue within this World  -  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  as a culmination of very many 10,000’s of my personal man-hours,  gives freely to  
The Reader the  knowledge,  understanding  and thus,   The Tools  to  carry-out  the most effective  audit  upon your Christian Leader to see if  he/she  
is  (1) a TC,  (2) a worldly Christian Leader or  (3) charlatan Christian Leader!   

Would you like to take up the offer?  -  Then please read on … …  -  to gain  “The Tools”! 
“Sons of God”  is only terminology  –  both  men/women  can be  “sons of God”  noting upon resurrection there is no gender  (Matt.22v30, Luke.20v36); 
gender is only required “to fill the Earth” (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  once it has occurred as foreknown by Yahweh for The Eternity,  then The Gospel Age closes. 
 
Please note my translation rules  
“The” as a masculine “he” is retained as “the”,  and I have added  “(person [individual’s name])”  thereby  (1) keeping everything  gender neutral, and 
thus,  more applicable today,  (2) the individual’s  reference/title  is given as a useful pointer for the reader,  else interpretation of text can be difficult. 
Words (for example) “For” and “And”  generally should be brought forward by one Greek word in the Literal Translation  (“og”).   
Certain words  (for example)  “and”, “also”, “but”, “both”, “through”,  etc.,  mean  specifically as stated.  I have  not   forced-in  an interpretation! 
“The Article” nominative or accusative is retained as “the”,  I have not forced an  interpretation  of an  “a”  into the text,  I allow the reader this option. 
“Ho Theos” nominative ( T/the G/god’)  is translated as  “T/the {S/specific G/god}” is context applicable,  I give the local reasons as to why this is done 
Plural “yourselves” buried within a word is translated as “you”  to keep the sentences shorter,  but plural is maintained for “specifically yourselves”. 
Everything that is humanly possible has been done to  retain  “The Integrity”  of the  original  Greek Understanding,  thereby being  wholly transparent! 
To achieve this,  I have been driven to ensure this translation is commutative,  inasmuch The Original Greek can be derived from my English translation. 
Finally,  a translation expresses both  competence and motive,  I trust mine expresses  “The Absolute Truth”  as desired by Yahweh and to further that 
desire,  then I welcome  all  scholarly input so that we together,  can bring any word within this translation  ever closer  to what was in the scribe’s mind. 
 
 
Paul’s letter to the Colossians:      Issued date: 01 Aug 2007 
               (Revised: 11 Dec. 2009)     2nd Rev: 04th Nov. 2013    3rd Rev. 07 Aug. 2015     4th Rev. 06 Jan. 2021 
 
1st Comment – Paul is declaring himself to be an apostle  (demonstrated by his fidelity to  “The Knowledge”). 
1st Instruction – Only Yahweh appoints apostles  (= “appointed to tell”  thus holy = TCs) -  no  human is able! 
2nd Comment – Paul recognises there are TCs located in Colossae  –  they do work hard to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and 
thus Paul states:  They are  “also  faithful/trustworthy  within the  Christ/Anointed”. 
2nd Instruction – The Anointed Jesus is the exemplar for us to imitate to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”  (as JCg’s 
bride/brother/sister,  Rev.21v2,9, Matt.12v48-50)  likewise having inner compassion to our neighbour for us to edify them. 
3rd Instruction – repeat - Gifts/favours/benefit are  (1) things assisting a person to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  (2) being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence, (3) a goal for which to aim,  (4) good habits, 
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(5) pleasing persona,  (6) extra-terrestrial assistance within the environment.   All of which come together in a TC to best  
promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  to yield the next generation of TCs  (until Yahweh attains His 144000 quota). 
1st Reasoning – Gifts/favours  operate firstly in our mind to become manifest in our deportment. “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs!  
1st ‘Allegory’ – Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests”. 
4th Instruction – “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
2nd Reasoning – Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined and 
then given by Yahweh = to become His future  “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 
1st Good News – Paul states  “peace/prosperity/rest”  being what  The Real Gospel  gives to The Mind in this world’s pain 
5th Instruction – Yahweh sourcing all  ideal/good  things is  The Forebear/Father  of JC,  and of the  “adopted in”  TCs. 
Col.   1v1 og (The) Paul  (the) apostle/delegate/commissioner/{appointed to tell}  (of the) Jesus   
Col.   1v1 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  through (reason of)   (the) determination/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}   
Col.   1v1 og (of the) God [Yahweh],   also  (the) Timothy  the  brother,  
Col.   1v1 = The  Paul  the  apostle/{appointed (by Yahweh) to tell}  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   

through reason of  the  Determination/Desire  of the  God  (Yahweh),   also  the  (spiritual)  brother  Timothy. 
 

Paul,  the apostle of the Anointed Jesus   (Paul speaks about  “The Goal of Anointing”  that JC gave as  “The Prime Requirement of God's Plan”)  
through reason of The Determination of God  (Yahweh,  desiring that Paul speaks about Yahweh's “Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”) 
also the  (spiritual)  brother,  Timothy  (alongside Paul,  who is likewise appointed to explain Yahweh's Plan of our future success). 
 

Paul and Timothy are appointed by Yahweh  (and not by The World [of Religion])  to tell The World precisely what Yahweh Desires to be told,  so The 
World might be edified to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  which is -   

1. Generally - Human Salvation for all those people (as “The Late Adopters”)  in the 2nd part  of their physical life who ultimately desire 
to imitate JC’s lifestyle  requiring The Millennium for this personal reform to occur within a perfected environment  but –  

2. Specifically - For those people who  also  precisely imitate JC’s ministry  (as well as [1])  during the 1st part  of their physical life to 
become “The Early Adopters”  (of ministry + a fidelity of  lifestyle/deportment  to what The Ministry really means)   then,  they shall be  
awakened/roused  (at “The 1st Resurrection”,  Rev.20v6)  into the 2nd part of their physical life as future  “Sons of God”. 
As kings/priests  (2Tim4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6,  and as The Heirs, Rom.8v17,23)  of The Millennium (Rev.20v7)  they shall teach  “The 
Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  –  so the people  of (1)  might have salvation from a judgement made upon them over an 
individual’s 2 part physical life. 

This is Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  never  correctly taught by those  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  claiming to 
represent Yahweh,  because quite simply they cannot obtain a worldly return by teaching  “The Above”!  
However,  this website explains how this is to precisely occur by righteous exegesis based upon  precisely what The Bible  tells us  with many citations. 
Col.   1v2 og to the (persons [TCs])   in  (to the [= within]) Colossae  (to the) blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]   
Col.   1v2 og also  (to the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  (to the) Brothers/{The Brethren}   
Col.   1v2 og in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Col.   1v2 og (the) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  {to yourselves}   
Col.   1v2 og also  (the) peace/prosperity/rest  off/away/separated/from  (of the) God [Yahweh] 
Col.   1v2 og (the) Father/Forbear  {of/from us}  also  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Col.   1v2 = To the  blameless/{holy people}/TCs  within  Colossae 

also  the  trustful/faithful  Brethren  (people actively aiming to become TCs)   within  the  Christ/Anointed,   
the  gifts/favours/benefits  {to yourselves},   
also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  from  of the  God  (Yahweh)   our Father,   
also  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

To the  blameless/{holy people}  (TCs)  within Colossae   (“The Elders” appointed by Paul,  and  not  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
also the trustful Brethren   (the people actively aiming to be TCs) 
within the Anointed   (the TCs and brethren know of  “The Goal”  that JC laid down for us,  and are personally running forward to achieve it), 
the  gifts/favours/benefit  to yourselves   (being what  “The Word of God”  delivers to a mind  entirely rejecting worldly methodology) 
also the  peace/prosperity/rest   (being what  “The Word of God”  delivers to a mind  entirely rejecting worldly methodology) 
from of the God (Yahweh)  our Father   (Yahweh becomes the  “adopting Father”  only  to those people aiming to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
also  (Yahweh God,  is The Father)  of the Anointed Jesus   (JC led  “The Way for Adoption”  as  “The Goal”  to The Father  [John.14v5-15]). 
 

Here we have the two groupings of Christians given to us by Paul - 
1. TCs who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (to the very best they are able, hence beloved, Matt.3v17, 17v5) 
2. The Brethren here,  who are presently learning how to imitate JC  -  and are thus aiming to become TCs in their own right.  

Paul is writing to  no other person, He tells us in other epistles those people who backslide should be helped back into understanding  why  they are to 
aim to become TCs –  else upon personal refusal,  then they should be allowed to slide back into The World.  This advice is given so they do not hinder 
the active ministry work  (1Tim.1v19-20, etc.),  being Yahweh's  primary aim  to yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”,  starting  with His “Early Adopters”. 
Thus,  to those people who  are genuinely  (as defined by The Bible  [and not  worldly Christian leaders])  prepared to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to the very 
best they are able,  then Yahweh works around and with the TCs through  gifts/favours/benefits  to aid their ministry work so His Word might cover The 
Whole Earth before The World implodes through its self-indulgence.  This was prophesied by JC at Luke.21v24,  to close  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (The 
Jews at 70 CE)  v25-26  like a mirror to close  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (The Christian Nation in mid-21st Century CE)  thereby ending The Gospel Age 
and numerous other examples .  I carefully explain this interlocking exegesis throughout all my commentaries of The New Testament of some 4,000,000+  
words that precisely explains Yahweh’s  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation” thereby fulfilling both Matt.24v14, Rev.12v15-16, etc. 
Import Note   Yahweh’s Plan is absolutely  not  as our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  erroneously  tell us  (Matt.15v4, Luke.6v39). 
Yahweh is  “our”  (as spoken by  “Paul - a proven TC”)  Father and The Lord of the  proven perfect  JC. 
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Where we too,  should ideally aim to become likewise adopted by  “The Adopting Father”  “Yahweh”,   that becomes a demonstrable acceptance of 
adoption if we are  awakened/roused/resuscitated  (= resurrected)  in  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).  We are then truly  demonstrably “Born 
Again”  upon the gestated  “Word of God”  as the spiritual RNA upon which we personally built our  “synapse construction”  during the 1st part of our 
physical life to become  “the new spiritual creature/creation within”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15).  This is the “heavenly Treasure”  as received by Yahweh 
upon our death  (“The 1st Death” mentioned as “asleep” John.11v11-15,  noting “The 2nd Death” of annihilation mentioned at Rev.2v27, 20v6)  as the  
“captured synapse construction mapping”  of our brain.  This  “synapse construction mapping”  is what JC calls “Heavenly Treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, 
Luke.12v33)  because  “Heavenly” means Yahweh has safely retained our “synapse construction mapping”  in His  depository/library  and it is our  
“Treasure”  being the most important thing to us –  because it  “uniquely describes/defines us”  as  “individuals”. 

What could be more important to us as  “a treasure”  than something that uniquely describes/defines  us as individuals!?  
I have discussed in other epistles what  “peace/prosperity/rest”  means and thus just  lifted-out  what I wrote in Eph.2v14. 
Quotation of my work at Eph.2v14 - 
I need to explain  “peace/prosperity/rest”  because this terminology appears to run against the  “trials/tribulations/afflictions”  of which we are told  
will befall TCs from those people of The World feeling threatened by the TC’s righteous lifestyle –  that imitates JC’s lifestyle. 

The Answer is all to do with The Mind rather than the body.   
“Peace” is gained from the  accurate  Knowledge  (as “The Word of God”  of which JC  was/is).  “The Knowledge”  releases us  hearkening 
individuals,  from the stresses of the present day and of the future demise of human civilization  (global warming,  rising sea levels,  lack of food and  
clean/pure  resources,  all forms of pollution,  selfish grabbing of the last remaining resources,  “tribalisation”  within nations,  phishing, social media, 
software viruses, computer hacking, invasion of personal privacy by either the state or criminals, identity cloning, etc.).   This  “Knowledge”  “releases 
our stress”  because we know Yahweh will step in  “before all flesh is destroyed”  (Matt.24v22, Mark.13v20)  and  “save the situation”  by replacing this 
present worldly system with Yahweh's leaders for The Millennium. 
Also  “good moral behaviour”  personally removes all the present social problems spawned from general immorality,  this personally delivers  “rest”  
from the pressures accruing from social misbehaviour.  Likewise,  if we defraud no person,  then we have no need to keep looking over our shoulder to 
see if we are being followed by a person for some form of retribution. 
“Prosperity” does not mean  “material prosperity” as stated by  charlatan Christian leaders in their  “marketing sales spiel” for personal worldly gain! 
This prosperity is the  “heavenly treasure”  comprising of the  “synapse construction mapping”  of The Mind  (that precisely defines us as individuals)  
becoming more Christlike,  thus,  being worthy to be placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body upon resurrection as a future “Son of God”. 
JCg makes TCs become at one with him because of  “The Knowledge”  given as  “The Word of God”  and is accepted by  receptive/hearkening  people 
who carefully reason upon  “The Knowledge”  to realise it is the  only  way forward for Mankind as a whole.  Thus,  they freely choose to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  and so become the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and in this manner,  JC has broken down the barrier between us TCs  
(formally as  heathen/foreigners/strangers)  but now welcomed by Yahweh to become His future adopted sons  (by metaphorically becoming “sons of 
Abraham”).  Moreover,  these TCs as the future Bride of Christ become as one at their marriage  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)  to their husband  (JCg)  at the 1st 
2nd C of JCg  (The 1st Resurrection”)  being as one metaphoric flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  
As explained earlier,  we have taken upon ourselves JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because we have taken upon ourselves  his knowledge  (as  
“The Word of God”)  and faithfully acted upon it,  rather than ignoring it and doing our  “own worldly thing”  to please our animalistic emotions lusting 
to please  “The Immediacy”.  By consequence,  Yahweh now judges us upon  “what we desire to do”  rather than upon  “the accidents of what we might 
actually do”  – thus,  we are not judged upon  “The Law of Moses”,  but rather on what JC did for us,  of his “Mind” driving him to fulfil The Law 
(Matt.5v17-18).  This occurs,  because we truly  are  trying to imitate him by what we do to others  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt),  and thus,  
we do not  sin/offend,  but  only  “sidestep/trespass”. 
“Rest” is gained from the above two,  we have separated ourselves away from  “The Mental Toil”  of The World  when its members strive after worthless 
vanity,  both of The Mind and of The Flesh.   I am not suggesting we should ignore money and not protect ourselves against a financial  “rainy day”  but 
we must not make  “money”  the focus of our attentions – else we are always running after the wind  -  that certainly is not “rest”. 
However,  I am stating we must not chase after The Lures of The World,  certainly of commerce,  but also of politics and religion  -  where all three are  
“The Three Bastions of Society that prop up The World  under Satan’s present tenure  (1John.5v19, 2Cor.4v4),  do not waste our time supporting them! 
Returning specifically to this verse. 
TCs become at one with JCg because of  “The Knowledge”  given as  “The Word of God”  and is accepted by  receptive/hearkening  people who 
carefully reason upon  “The Knowledge”  to realise it is the  only  way forward for Mankind as a whole.  Thus,  they freely choose to precisely imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus become the  one/same  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  (being co-minded, think alike).   It is in this manner;  JC has 
broken down the barrier between us TCs  (formally as  heathen/foreigners/strangers  thinking like worldly people/Christians)  but now welcomed by 
Yahweh to become His future adopted sons  (by metaphorically becoming “Sons of Abraham”). 
Furthermore,  these TCs become the allegoric future  “Bride of Christ”  as one at their marriage  (Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9)  to their husband  (JCg)  at the 
1st 2nd C of JCg  being as one metaphoric flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-31,  and the counter warning given at 1Cor.6v16).  
As explained earlier we have imbued JC’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  because we have inculcated his knowledge  (as “The Word of God”)  and 
acted upon it  (to become !The Wisdom of God”)  rather than ignoring it,  thus Yahweh now judges us upon what we desire to do,  rather than the errors 
of what we might actually do. 
By consequence,  we are not judged upon  “The Law of Moses”,  but rather on what JC did for us  (by fulfilling The Law,  Matt.5v17-18) –  because we 
are actively trying to imitate him by what we do for others  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt, Matt.22v31-40,  please read my cited commentaries,  
because it does  not  mean what our leaders of Christendom tell us  [as usual]). 
 
3rd Comment – TCs will express gratitude to Yahweh for assisting their personal work in bringing more TCs to God. 
6th Instruction – Yahweh is The Father of JC – hence the  two separate Entities – The Almighty God Yahweh in The 
Heavens,  while JC (formally JCg)  as  “the specific god”  of us here upon The Earth redeeming his  personal  creation. 
7th Instruction – Mature TCs express sincere concern over The Brethren they are nurturing to become future TCs. 
8th Instruction – TCs “pray with a vow”  over people they have brought into  “The Real Faith”,  with further spiritual 
support through personal  one-to-one  instruction and guidance through the Scriptures –  for  no  worldly return. 
3rd Reasoning – Real Faith derives from  {Accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity}  and without  all three,  then it is  
impossible  to achieve Sonship to Yahweh – that is  why  Satan is working over-time  (knowing his time is short, Rev12v12)  
to infiltrate his methodology within Mankind – especially through  worldly Christian leaders  distorting  Yahweh’s Word. 
4th Reasoning – Thus Real Faith comes from “The Real Gospel” (accurately taught) that is imbued within the individual,  
then practised by the individual with fidelity to produce a TC worthy of Sonship – it is as simple as that!  But never taught! 
9th Instruction – The Brethren will always give time and material support to further the ministry work of the TCs in 
gratitude for The Gospel  accurately  given  (obviously, –  that is  why  The Brethren are faithfully responding)! 
5th Reasoning – “love”  (as blandly written in worldly translated bibles)  needs to be explained:- 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of “love by principle”  operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 
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2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1)  and is the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how they  too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

Col.   1v3 og (We) {give thanks}/{express gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God [Yahweh]  
Col.   1v3 og also  (the) Father/Forbear  of the  lord/master  {of/from us}  (of the) Jesus  (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Col.   1v3 og {every when}/{at all times}/always  concerning/about  {of yourselves}   
Col.   1v3 og (the) {toward supplicating}/{praying with a vow} [for a mutual result]   [middle voice, plural], 
Col.   1v3 = We (TCs)  {give thanks}/{express gratitude}  to the  God  (Yahweh),   

also   (Yahweh)   the Father  of our  lord/master  of the Jesus  of the  Christ/Anointed,   
always  personally  {praying with a vow}  (for a mutual result)   concerning/about  {of yourselves}, 

 

We (TCs,  who precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle)  give thanks to the God  (Yahweh), 
also the Father (Yahweh)   of our  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  entirely controlling  our mind  to imitate JC  [1Pet.2v20-23]), 
always personally praying with a vow   (to personally achieve a mutual result,  between Yahweh, TC to yield the future new TCs)   
               (This is  not  worthless “praying”,  as is done in “Christendom”  in mock concern,  just letting You [God] know,  just in case You did not!) 
concerning of yourselves   (Paul put in the ministry, then sent letters and emissaries to ensure they too imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle). 
 

TCs personally  “pray with a vow”  to Yahweh for a mutual result to be achieved,  being how both the TCs and Yahweh can work together to bring forth 
the next generation of TCs for Yahweh’s Pleasure  -  being people who  (1) precisely imitate JC deportment and  (2)  become worthy leaders of  “The 
Resurrected World”.    TCs truly care about immature Christians as the  “spiritual children in their charge”  to look after them and to assist their 
spiritual development  (1Cor.3v7)  to ideally become TCs in their own right.  They are not a commodity to be bought and sold  (Rev.18v13). 

But it does not stop there! 
We are told,  Paul does so very much more to help them.  
We read for our example,  his missionary journeys were physically lacking much  (being materially impoverished),  through trials and tribulation from  
“The Religious Authorities”  who tried to impede his work of teaching  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  (being of  [1]  “The 
Acceptable Year of The Lord”  [Luke.4v16-19]  and  [2] precisely how Yahweh was going to achieve this)  to those receptive individuals  (2Cor.11v24-
28,  for example).  

This shows  true unfeigned concern –  being the person who does  more than  “just pray”  for others  –  where   “words are cheap”! 
We must imitate Paul  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc.,  being what he did 2Cor.11v24-28) and -  

Personally,  put in the physical effort  –  else what we do,  becomes mere  “hypocrisy”  (James.2v16-26, etc.)! 
But our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will  not  teach this  –  because it exposes their ineptitude in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire either for their 
devotees or for themselves,  counter to the instructions below. 
The Crux is for Yahweh to gain His  prophesied 144000 TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  that must be fulfilled to become  “The Trigger Threshold”  before JCg 
can come in  his 2nd Advent  to collect these individuals at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).   In like manner as The Prophets gave  “The Word of 
God”  in “prophecy”  to yield JC's 1st Advent,  to become “The Word of God” personified  (Rev.19v13) 
Moreover,  stating the obvious again because it is so important  

This prophecy  must be fulfilled before  this stupendous event  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v35-55, Rev.11v11-13)  can occur! 
For this to occur,  then reform must  first  “start at home”  -  being with us – “personally”  by aiming to become a TC ourselves! 

Furthermore,  if our congregational members are  not  being encouraged to precisely imitate Paul  (as he imitated JC),  then likewise our  worldly 
Christian leaders are equally  not  imitating Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.)  -  then consequently,  both  groupings 
are  not  forming any TCs and hence Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39  –  where  both  groupings are  not  fulfilling  “Yahweh’s Desire”  –  but  “Satan’s Desire” 
–  please see glossary.   I profusely explain why in my commentaries to the letter to the Philippians. 
Yahweh is  after The Mind  driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  rather than a hypocritical “love” –  being  “a pretence”  of fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire – 
always knowing 1Sam.16v7-13  (is the route for future kingship)  –  where  “The Specific God is the  heart/{seat of motivation}  knower”  (see Luke and 
Acts where this terminology is explained)!   
Where we might ask  

What type of  “love”  are our  worldly Christian leaders truly promoting in both their word and their deed? 
Is it - 

Agapao yielding agape?  (“edifying love”  that operates within The Mind physically displayed within works as “charity”). 
(Being what both Yahweh and JC  exhibit/practise  to us,  as “Mankind”  for both The Early/Late Adopters of His Methodology). 

Phileo  (“attractively loved”,  because both parties  are  truly of one mind). 
(Being what both Yahweh and JC do  not  exhibit to us generally but will do in The Culmination upon  “The Three Remnants”). 

Storge  (“family love”  - consisting of a bond often called  “blood is thicker than water”). 
(Being what Yahweh and JC  exhibit/extend  through Yahweh's  intimate  “Family”  as new members progressively enter it). 

Eros  (“self-indulgent love”  expressed to satisfy animalistic desires of “The Immediacy, this attribute is not shown by Yahweh, JCg, and TCs. 
(This  self-indulgent “love”  extends much further than just “sex”,  it is expressed to pacify fleshly wants and emotions). 

What the word “love” means as given by our  worldly Christian leaders is undefined,  shows how nebulous it is in their presentation and use of it,  
meaning,  people can read into the word  “Love”  whatever view they want into it  (often distorted to be eros, an impassioned, unreasoning form that 
may be very dangerous,  of which I suspect most of the recipients to these worldly sermons ascribe).   Perhaps if nothing else than   “If I patronise You,  
God,  then I will get eternal life or a kinder life now!”    Is this not “Eros”?    This is  not  the kind of “worship”  that Yahweh wants! 
However,  this is  “the kind of worship”   “Professional Leaders of Religion”  promulgate in their great error – that is why Yahweh detests them! 
I write like this –  not to criticise –  but to cause contemplation,  reflection and ideally personal reform. 

“Hard Words  –  who can do them” (John.6v60) – but 144000 TCs elected out of The Gospel Age  can do them –  as deemed by Yahweh! 
Noting the specific prophecy gave in Matt.20v16, 22v14  of  “Many (3 billion Christians) are invited,  but only a few (144000 TCs)  are elected.” 
It is these  specific 144000 individuals  Yahweh requires as  “trusted in small things”  (Luke.19v16-19)  to be  {The Leaders}/Heirs  (as  “The Early 
Adopters”)  of  {The Resurrected World}/{The Inheritance}  in The Millennium to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 
I ask the reader    

Have you learnt more in the commentaries to these first three verses of perhaps ten minutes than for  all the years  you have attended your 
local church,  and yet this epistle has some four chapters and I have written commentaries like this for all the New Testament to yield the most 
comprehensive understanding of Yahweh’s Mind regarding Mankind’s Salvation on this planet  – so  please read on! 

Col.   1v4 og (the  [persons]  having)  heard/listened/understood/responded  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  
Col.   1v4 og {of yourselves}  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus,   
Col.   1v4 og also  the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love,  the [charity] 
Col.   1v4 og into/unto  (the) all  the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs], 
Col.   1v4 =  (we, TCs)  the having  heard/understood   

the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves}   within the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus,   
also   (of)   the  {charity love}/agape  unto  all  the  blameless/{holy people}/TCs, 
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(We, TCs)  having  heard/understood   (the TCs are carefully monitoring the spiritual growth of the people in their charge [hence, agapao]) 
the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
of yourselves   (being of the required 3 stage process in their spiritual development) 
within the Anointed Jesus   (the brethren are aiming for  “The Goal of Sonship”,  opened up by JC  Luke.23v45) 
also of  agape/charity  (the works freely given  without any strings attached)   unto all the  blameless/{holy people}/TCs 
 

Notice how Paul commends The Brethren in their charity work  (given without any strings attached)  that is conferred specifically to the  blameless/{holy 
people}/TCs  and this charity work is  not  to be donations of material things to  The Public!   
Thus,  from Yahweh’s point of view regarding promotion of   “The Real Gospel” - 

1. Charity works through the giving in the form of  material things for the TCs  who are  living in poverty. 
2. Charity works to The Public in the form of  time  given to  teach The Gospel Message to The World. 

This is an  important differentiation –  it is absolutely  not  as we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders who seem to have more interest in the 
fleshly body  destined for  destruction   (being this is worldly –  and brings worldly accolades),  rather than for The Mind being the  “synapse 
construction”  that is to be retained by Yahweh for our  awakening/rousing  into the 2nd part of our physical life!    

Get the Mind correct in humans –  and a perfect society will follow! 
“The body always follows the mind.” 

Where the output of both  (1) and (2) yields the resultant that fulfils Yahweh's Desire for The Gospel Age  (to gain more TCs),  where the people with 
greater DNA given gifts in  “face to face teaching” of (2)  are given material support by those people of (1)  not so gifted  (or having responsibilities that 
would otherwise inhibit teaching work).   Noting,  we can all exhibit JC’s lifestyle and teach by example  (of what is required to be successful in The 
Millennium)  within our local community now. 
However,  our worldly leaders  (of politics, religion, and commerce)  are driven by worldly methodology to climb  “to gain more”  from ever more 
people below them;  that is why they are leaders,  and we are not.  Consequently,  they do  not  have the correct mind to rule in The Millennium,  and that 
is specifically why The World remains as it does –  operating under the same methodology that Satan brought into this World as  “worldly methodology” 
= “self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt” 

Hence the next verse in context - 
 
10th Instruction – The Brethren  actively  helping TCs are themselves building up a reservation for themselves in the 
heavens  being the  “synapse construction mapping”  worthy of Sonship  (to become part of The Family of Yahweh). 
11th Instruction – People work to make The Expectation a reality,  by contrast,  apathetic people vainly hope something 
happens,  invariably it does not occur!   This is exactly what the first part of The Gospel tells us to yield the second part! 
6th Reasoning – These Brethren are aiming to become TCs because they have the correct heart motivation based upon  
“The Word of God”  for  The Expectation  of becoming  “The Heirs”  of/over  “The Inheritance”  that is ultimately to be 
built upon  “The Word of God”  to fulfil  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
2nd ‘Allegory’ – “Heavens” (plural) = All the zones above The Earth = The Universe,  thus points to Yahweh’s domain. 
(Yahweh’s domain means the zone where the entities fulfil Yahweh’s Desire;  – the pariah World fulfils Satan’s desire). 
Heaven (singular) = the zone immediately above The Earth = The Authority that surrounds The Earth,  over The World. 
3rd ‘Allegory’ – The Gospel = Yahweh’s “Plan for Human Salvation” –  Yahweh’s “Righteous Method”  to yield a 
perfected society into the eternity  (for those individuals ultimately choosing to imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
12th Instruction – “The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
1st Warning – The Gospel was “Truthful”  when given as “1st Century Christianity”,  however today,  The Gospel is  “not 
Truthful”  when given as  “worldly Christianity”  of the last some 1700 years. 
1st Prophecy – Yahweh is retaining  “The Synapse Mapping”  of the individual’s mind so the individual can be awakened 
(= resurrected)  in a perfected body  (1. heavenly)  for/gaining  The Inheritance or  (2. fleshly)  to become part of it. 
13th Instruction – “The Real Gospel”  operates within in TCs and The Brethren aiming to become TCs and in so doing,  
they are  fervently active  in  accurately  spreading The Gospel to The World so Yahweh might gain more TCs. 
2nd Good News – Those people who are actively fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire are yielding fruitage. 
4th Allegory – Fruitage = people who become part of The Brethren –  but more importantly,  ultimately become TCs. 
Instruction – repeat- Gifts/favours  operates firstly in our mind becoming manifest in our deportment. “The Word of God” 
teaches how we should think.   Because we now think differently to worldly people,  then we  (1) freely help our neighbour 
for no return  and  (2) do no stupid or self-indulgent things in our life.   Item (1) means we have friends and  (2) means we 
have no enemies.  This knowledge keeps us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  
pleasing persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield 
more TCs.  The problem is this,  it exposes certain Religious Leaders as being  “hypocrites”,  who then hate TCs! 
Reasoning – repeat - gifts/favours/benefit = things to assist the human in fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire  (to spread The 
Gospel),  being knowledge to keep us safe from Worldly self-indulgence,  a goal for which to aim,  good habits,  pleasing 
persona,  extra-terrestrial  assistance within the environment to  promote/publicise  “The Word of God” to yield more TCs 
7th Reasoning – The Brethren aiming to become TCs  respond  through  fervent occupational effort to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire  because  “The Real Gospel”  means something to them –  they do  not  just accept it –  else it is hypocritical! 
Importantly it is  not  “a job  –  for which to sustain our fleshly existence  (under the pretence it is  “a vocation”)! 
Col.   1v5 og through (reason of)   the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence   
Col.   1v5 og the  {being reserved}/{to await/appointed}/{being laid up}  {to yourselves}   
Col.   1v5 og in  to the [= within]  heavens [plural],   
Col.   1v5 og whom/which/that  (you) {heard already/before}/anticipated/{listened earlier}   
Col.   1v5 og in  to the [= within]  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  truth/verity   
Col.   1v5 og of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}, 
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Col.   1v5 = through reason of  The  Expectation/Confidence  the  {being  reserved}/{laid up}  {to yourselves}  within the  heavens   
that  you  {heard before}/{listened earlier}  within the  truthful  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  {good news}/gospel. 

 

         (The work given by the brethren and TCs through  “The Real Faith”  in the  “Anointed Jesus”  occurred … … )  
through reason of The Expectation   (thus their mind is driven for The Expectation  which is … … ) 
being reserved to yourselves   (because they  are  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  as  given/required  by  “1st Century Christianity)   
within the heavens   (being what The Heavens [plural] sources =  “Sonship to Yahweh”,  made possible by Yahweh) 
that you heard before   (because I, Paul,  taught you  “1st Century Christianity”  “face to face”  when I explained everything to you by spoken word) 
within the truthful words of the gospel   (“1st Century Christianity”  never  taught today by our  worldly Christian leaders for the last 1700+ years). 
     (Paul states “Truthful” as the trigger word for them to compare The Gospel with that given by the new worldly Christian leaders coming to the scene) 
 

The TC does not vainly “hope” of  “some/any future”  as do our  worldly Christian leaders weakly preach in their sermons,  but rather the TCs have   
“The Anticipation/Confidence/Expectation”   of what will occur  –  because  

1. They  absolutely know of The Millennium  (as taught in “1st Century Christianity”  and of their positive position within it to further Yahweh's 
Desire –  having built their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  upon  “The Word of God”  to thoroughly understand Yahweh's Desire for them! 

2. They personally work hard  “to make that expectation a reality” -  of which Yahweh duly obliges when He has 144000 TCs having proved 
themselves to The World during “the window”  of the 1st part of their physical life within The Gospel Age. 

Paul is teaching The Brethren,  their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  created by the truthful  words/reasoning  of  “The Real Gospel”  (as only given by 
TCs and  not  the false gospel  “slid in alongside”  by the new  worldly Christian leaders, 2Pet.2v1)  will reform the  “old man”  into the  “new man” 
(Col.3v10)  within our mind.   Where  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  will  transform/transfigure  The Mind by creating the  
reformed/readjusted  “synapse mapping”  (personally built upon “The Word of God”)  of which Yahweh shall read and  safely  retain  (like  
“application software”  coding)  in The Heavens.   This is The Domain under Yahweh’s Control  –  hence the use of  plural  heavens  within The Bible 
text  –  lost by inept standard bible translations,  one of the worst being the NIV, a travesty of a translation at  key doctrinal places). 
Notice JC spoke about this as being  “Heavenly Treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke12v32-33)  retained by Yahweh off this planet – so He might use it in our 
resurrection to  recreate  us being The Two Israels’  resurrected  ([1] Spiritual [leaders = “The Heirs”] 144000 TCs as “The Early Adopters”,  and  
[2] Fleshly [population = “The Inheritance”]  The Resurrected World – 1Cor.15v35-55)  (to ideally reform as many “Late Adopters”  as possible 
(noting Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9). 
These two resurrections  (of the 1st [Rev.20v6] and staggered 2nd Resurrections)  as Ezekiel told us by illustration at Eze.37v1-20 noting the  follow-on  to 
describe The Millennium  (as with Isaiah in chapters 65+)  –  where it is described as “Treasure” -  because it is our  most important possession  (hence 
“treasured”) –  because it precisely  “defines us as individuals”  –  and Yahweh stores this in The Heavens  as JC so carefully explained to us  (please 
see my earlier citations). 
Paul had  explained to them  earlier  what is on offer - 

“The Prize of Sonship”  being  The Goal  of The Christian becomes only possible for those individual people,  of whom Yahweh considers as 
having imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able during the 1st part of their physical life  –  yielding much accrued  
positive  heavenly treasure  (being of a  very worthy  synapse construction mapping).  

Thus,  there is the possibility of Sonship as explained earlier and we are to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire by aiming towards this most worthy goal so when the 
144000 places have been  personally validated  on  “The Scroll of Life”  (Phil.4v3 and Rev.3v5,  5v1-9, 13v8, 17v8  20v12, 21v27  relating upon different 
groupings of people)  then  and only then, Yahweh shall instruct JCg to move forward to collect his Bride  (Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v35-
55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v16-9, 20v6, 21v2, 9, etc.),  consisting of Yahweh’s 144000 “Sons of God” at  “The 1st Resurrection”   which is JCg’s 1st 2nd C to 
then herald in The Millennium some 3.5 years later  (Dan.12v11-12, Rev.19v16-21, 20v1-3, etc.). 
While this  is  precisely  what we are told by The Bible  (please see the quotations and citations above to substantiate what I state) – it is at utter variance 
to what our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  teach  in error  to us   (if anything about it at all)! 
The Crux in understanding the character of these people  (being the  new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  “The New Person”)  is the following - 

Patience –  we do not  control/force  people today in Satan’s World because Yahweh is  only desirous  for self-motivated  “Early Adopters”. 
 Because as leaders of The New World,  we must be patient to allow people to reform in their own time  (coming from within). 
Truthfulness –  we always are open and speak The Truth in every part of our life. 
 Because as leaders of The New World,  we must teach  “The Whole Truth”  and  never lie  –  else we will not be trusted! 
Contriteness –  we always take the lowly position in society,  so our mind is prepared to listen and consider all matters. 
 Because as leaders of The New World,  we must place ourselves in the same position as those whom we are mentally rescuing! 
Sanity/Sobriety – we must never appear to be ridiculous or stupid in what we say or do. 
 Because as leaders of The New World how will any person hearken to our instruction if we are foolish,  thinking us to be stupid? 
Sincerity/Honesty – we must never practise hypocrisy and learn not to become two-minded between what we say and what we do. 
 Because as leaders of The New World how will any person trust or respect us if we ask them to do something and we do another? 
Respectful of Authority –  we  never  protest against our leaders  irrespective of what they do  (they are allowed to be there by Yahweh). 
 Because as leaders of The New World,  we must place ourselves in subjection to Yahweh through JCg. 
 Also,  how could we expect our spiritual children to respect us,  if we had  not  demonstrated this quality in the 1st part of our life? 
In this manner we,  as “The Heirs”,  shall be respected by “The Inheritance” (= The Resurrected World)  as shining examples to imitate. 

Because we have demonstrably proven ourselves  (to be disclosed Luke.12v3, Mark.4v22)  while under duress in the 1st part of our 
physical life. 

All this is  precisely what The Bible teaches us –  to make us as being  no  part of The World  (John.15v5-15, noting how The World views us 17v15-18). 
These are the genuine traits that we are  unable  to see within our leaders of “Religion”,  “Politics”  or  “Commerce”  because they are of like worldly 
mind,  wanting to  “Control a  flock/group  of people”  for a worldly return either in religion, politics, or commerce –  and thus they are  not  worthy to 
lead  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium!    
That is precisely why JC states    

The Last/Least  (today in society)  shall be  The First/Most  (in The Millennium),  and  The First/Most  (today in society)  shall be The  
Last/Least  (in The Millennium),  (Matt.19v30, 20v16, Mark.10v31, Luke.13v30).  Where,  it was JC teaching his listeners of  “The 
Millennium”  being closing section of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19, Matt.13v24-30). 

Where,  as I explain elsewhere    
The Acceptable (= The Righteous path to Salvation)  Year comprises of  (1) “Winter” having no seed of  “The Word of God”,  (2) “Spring” is 
The Planting of  “The Word of God” and germinating,  (3) “Summer” is the full growth to maturity upon  “The Word of God”  to become a 
New Person,  and (4) “Autumn” is The Harvest into Yahweh’s Granary of eternal life for The Successful Reformers. 

Sadly, all this is presently  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders –  because they  never  teach it –  but yet it is precisely what JC and The 
Apostles taught as   “1st Century  Christianity”!    And if religious leaders do know,  and remain silent,  then they are  doubly culpable  to Yahweh! 
Col.   1v6 og of the (one [Gospel truth])  {to be near}/{at hand}/{time being}/presently  
Col.   1v6 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves,   just/as/that/how/when  also   
Col.   1v6 og in  (to the [= within]) all  to the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   
Col.   1v6 og also  (it) is  (the) {(the bringing forth)/(bearing) fruit} [middle voice],   just/as/that/how/when   
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Col.   1v6 og also  in  {to [= within] yourselves}  off/away/separated/from  {of whom/which}  (the) day/{period of time}   
Col.   1v6 og (you) heard/listened/understood/responded   
Col.   1v6 og also  (you) {knew upon some mark}/recognised/{fully acquainted}/acknowledged/perceived   
Col.   1v6 og the  grace/{gift/favour}/benefit  of the  God [Yahweh]   in  (to the [= within]) truth/verity. 
Col.   1v6 = of the  (one [Gospel])   {being near}/presently  unto/for  {specifically yourselves},    

just/as  also  within the whole  world/life,   
also  it is  personally  {bringing forth fruit}   (new Brethren out of whom can become future TCs),   
just/as  also  within yourselves  off/from  the  day  {of which}  you  heard/understood/responded   (upon hearing of  “The Word of God”) 
also  you  recognised/perceived  the  gift/favour/benefit  of the  God  (Yahweh)   within the  truth/verity. 

 

of the  (The Real Gospel  of  “1st Century Christianity”)   presently for specifically yourselves   (hearkening unto it), 
just/as  also within the whole world   (inasmuch it is  “The Responsibility”  of  “Christians”  to teach  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World) 
               (Just as it was  “The Responsibility”  of The Jews to live according to The Principals of The Law of Moses as an example to The World then!) 
also it   (“The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to yield the next generation of TCs for Yahweh’s Pleasure) 
is personally bringing forth fruit   (“new brethren instructed how to become TCs”;   worldly Christian leaders are  incapable  of doing this) 
just/as  also within yourselves   (the brethren becoming The Fruitage,  so they too may soon become TCs and  sow/water  “The Word of God”) 
from the day of which you  heard/understood   (these brethren are progressively growing to become competent teachers themselves) 
                 (Importantly however,  they are demonstrating a  humble/contrite  lifestyle that  defrauds/hurts  no  person, company, institution, government) 
                 (Because these people are aiming for The Goal of Sonship,  being  “The Rulers of a new society” –  that  must not  operate upon  fraud/hurt!) 
and recognised the  gift/favours/benefit   (derived from a  new mind built upon  “The Word of God”,  yields protection from worldly methodology) 
of the God  (Yahweh as The Source of  “The Word of God”  [JC, Rev.19v13])   within the Truth   (as given by  “1st Century Christianity”) 
 

As I state elsewhere when Paul uses  “{specifically yourselves}”  I generally take this to be pointing directly to The Elders of that particular ecclesia  (to 
whom The Letter is written),  who  are  personally motivated to drive themselves to become future TCs in their own right.   
Thus,  as Paul tells us   The Gospel is  “near”  to them –  to mean they do not only know about it,  but they also  practice what they know  –  being their 
lifestyle follows what  “The  (Real [as taught by Paul])  Gospel”  instructs of us.   

So that to us  “{specifically yourselves}”  “heard/responded and recognised/perceived”  to mean  “The Real Gospel”  content is working 
within us who are aiming to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to become  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within us  (Luke.17v21)  so we,  as 
TCs,  might be future “Sons of God”,  are in a legitimate position to teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium.   

Therefore,  it is in Yahweh’s interests to shower us with  gifts/favours/benefits  so that we  operating in truth  become mightily effective in our ministry 
work to  accurately  publicise  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World. 
 
4th Comment – Paul and Epaphras are fellow-slaves of JC, -  where slaves  implement what their owner desires.   
Is this what we see today  –  do those persons called  “Christians”  today know what to do –  if not,  then  why  not? 
Do our religious leaders fulfil what their owner desires?   From what we see  -  who really is their owner? 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 
and then given by Yahweh = to become His future “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 
14th Instruction – TCs are  trustful/faithful  for the sake of The Brethren,  to mean TCs will  accurately  teach The Word of 
God (sowing)  and be on hand to explain any mysteries (watering)  so that all  humans know how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire 
8th Reasoning – Because TCs fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  then they are accepted by Yahweh as being ministers of Christ. 
3rd Good News – Those humans who imbue  “The Word of God”  within their  being/existence,  have a knowledge which 
changes their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to become at one with JC to yield charity love assisting in Yahweh’s Work. 
Col.   1v7 og just/as/that/how/when  also  (you) learnt/understood/taught  off/away/separated/from  Epaphras   
Col.   1v7 og (of the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved  (of the) {co-slave}/servitor/{fellow servant}  {of/from us} [TCs],   
Col.   1v7 og who/which/that  (he) is  (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true   
Col.   1v7 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
Col.   1v7 og (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Col.   1v7 = Just/As  you  also  learnt/understood  from  Epaphras,     (not only his news –  but also of his  ministry/lifestyle),   

our  beloved  {co-slave}/{fellow servant}  who  he is  trustful/faithful  for  {the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves},   
the  attendant/servant  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

Just/as  you  also  learnt/understood  from Epaphras   (The News but also of his  [1] spiritual teaching  [2] endorsed by his works imitating JC) 
our beloved co-slave who is  trustworthy/faithful   (hence,  not  a hypocrite to  “The Word of God”) 
for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves   (Epaphras has genuine concern and works hard to help educate the brethren to become TCs) 
the servant of the Anointed   (Epaphras slaves to  “The Requirement”  that is to achieve  “The Goal”  of which JC had laid out for us). 
 

Thus,  Epaphras is recommended by Paul –  What an honour for Epaphras!   
How many of us could be recommended like this by Paul? 

Especially when we consider what Paul said about Epaphras’  trustworthiness/faithfulness  for those people in his care,  also to be considered by Paul as 
someone who was truly a  minister/servant  of the  Christ/Anointed  to achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”.    
Epaphras was prepared to  “run for errands”  as a  “waiter on duty”  to faithfully serve those people around him with an  accurate  version of  “The 
Gospel”  being only of  “1st Century Christianity”  teaching of  (1) how we can become  “Sons of God”  and  (2) what life will be like in The Millennium 
and how we can become personally successful within it. 
This  “1st Century Christianity”  is  not  the worthless subset of  “Religion”  we have taught today throughout The World,  of what I call   “worldly 
Christianity"  of a  “New Jesus”  (2Cor.11v4)  that is a  “Gospel of Excuses”  to remain human  (Jude.v4)  being  “light years”  away from what JC 
taught us by word and deed! 
Col.   1v8 og The (person [Epaphras])  also  (the) {made plain}/declared/showed/signified  {to us}  the [agape]   
Col.   1v8 og {of yourselves}  (the) agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love   
Col.   1v8 og in  (to the [= within]) spirit/personality/desires/traits. 
Col.   1v8 = Also  the person   (Epaphras)   {made plain}/declared  {to us}  (TCs)   
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{of your}  {charity love}/agape  within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits.     (The  one/same  as that in Paul sourced by Yahweh). 
 

Also the person  ([Epaphras])  made plain to us  (TCs)   (as an emissary giving his report back to Paul on their progress) 
of your  agape/charity  within the  spirit/personality/desires/traits   (as that yielded by  “The Word of God”  through Paul,  sourced by Yahweh). 
 

Paul sent many trustworthy envoys between the various ecclesia and himself –  especially when he was confined to  {house arrest}/prison.   
Here we read Epaphras,  a loyal servant  of  “The Anointed Jesus”,  was reporting back to Paul about the Colossians who were showing much  {charity 
love}  (physically expressing the  spirit/desires/traits  in his mind)  to  (1) support the  TCs/Apostles  in their ministry work and  (2) teaching  “The (Real) 
Gospel”  locally to their  neighbours/strangers. 
They demonstrate a lifestyle that imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus driven by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that within JC 
through the  one/same  “Word of God”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to generate  “The Real Faith”  (that only comes from  accurate knowledge + 
assurance/competence/authority + fidelity). 
 
Instruction – repeat - Mature TCs express sincere concern over The Brethren they are nurturing to become future TCs. 
Instruction – repeat - TCs “pray with a vow”  over people they have brought into  “The Real Faith”,  with further 
spiritual support through personal  one-to-one  instruction and guidance through the Scriptures –  for  no  worldly return. 
15th Instruction – We must imbue  “The Word of God”  to gain  “The Knowledge”  enabling us to gain  “The Real Faith”  
when through assurance we act in fidelity to exhibit  “The Wisdom of God”  through our spiritual understanding. 
9th Reasoning – It is because “The Knowledge” has entered a person with The Motivation to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  
to be demonstrated through  Agape/Charity  to give this knowledge  accurately  to all people interested around-about. 
5th Comment – We can only become  competent/authoritative  to recognise Yahweh’s Desire by  {mentally assembling}/ 
{carefully reasoning}  upon  all  “The Word of God”,  and then  accurately  operate upon it to become  “The Wisdom of 
God”  to become  “The Light”  (disclosure)  to The World.  Sadly,  this is demonstrable impossible for  worldly Christian 
leaders,  as we  (of God’s Word)  are so competently able to witness –  hence The Demise of  worldly Christianity today! 
10th Reasoning – Real Wisdom  is  “The Accurate Application of Knowledge”. 
    There is “Godly Wisdom” based upon  “1st Century Christianity”  sourced by Yahweh that shall lead to everlasting life. 
    There is “worldly wisdom”  based upon the faulty  “worldly methodology” (Religion)  that shall lead to annihilation. 
Col.   1v9 og Through (reason of)   that/this/there/here,    
Col.   1v9 og also  {we ourselves}  off/away/separated/from  {of whom/which}  (the) day/{period of time}   
Col.   1v9 og (we) heard/listened/understood/responded,    
Col.   1v9 og not  (we) pause/restrain/quit/desist/leave/refrain/cease [middle voice]   
Col.   1v9 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
Col.   1v9 og (the) {toward supplicating}/{praying with a vow} [for a mutual result]   [middle voice],   
Col.   1v9 og also  (the) asking/begging/craving/desiring/requiring/requesting [middle voice]   
Col.   1v9 og that  (you may/should be) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled   
Col.   1v9 og the  recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation   
Col.   1v9 og of the  determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  (of the) him  in  (to the [= within]) all   
Col.   1v9 og (to the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
Col.   1v9 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {assembling mentally}/intelligence/knowledge/understanding   
Col.   1v9 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}, 
Col.   1v9 = Through reason of  this   (the Colossian Brethren are spiritually growing to imitate JC’s lifestyle),   

also  off/from  the day  (of this news)  {of which}  we  heard/understood,   
we   (TCs/Apostles)   have not ceased  personally  praying with a vow   (for a mutual result)   {for the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves},    
also  the  personally  asking/requesting   that  you  may/should  be  {filled up}/imbued   
(with)   the  recognition/knowledge of  His  (Yahweh’s)  Determination/Desire  within all  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
also  in the  spiritual/{pertaining to the mind}  {mental assembling}/knowledge/understanding. 

 

Through reason of this   (the Colossian Brethren are spiritually growing to ideally imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
also from the day  (of this news)  of which we (TCs)  heard/understood   (of your  agape/charity) 
we (TCs/Apostles)  have not ceased personally praying with a vow (for a mutual result)  for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves, 
               (“The mutual result”  is Yahweh working with mature TCs to yield the next generation of TCs within the Colossian Brethren) 
also personally asking that you might be filled up   (where the apostles make this a reality by their constant support, letters, visits, etc.) 
with the recognition of His (Yahweh's)  Desire   (recognising how  “1st Century Christianity”  is to unfold in The Environment) 
within all wisdom   (being “the accurate application of knowledge”  and thus to be operating with fidelity upon  “The Word of God”  to imitate “JC”) 
also in spiritual mental assembling   (vigorously  assay/test/prove  “The Word of God”  to  [1] gain assurance,  and  [2] to validate its source). 
                (We only gain “Real Faith”  by thoroughly understanding “accurate knowledge” and outputting it with fidelity to freely aid other people.) 

                (Furthermore, “outputting with fidelity”  requires us to be competent and authoritative with God’s Word  [thus not “Religious Leaders”!]) 
 

The TCs are working to support for what they ask of Yahweh to aid where their human weaknesses fail  (by metaphorically opening doors)  to enable 
their spiritual children to further grow in spiritual understanding.  This is  not  what we hear today within  worldly Christian congregations,  when all 
manner of things are self-indulgently  “asked for”  from Yahweh in an excuse for us not to do anything,  but just  “Push the problem onto Him”  -  just in 
case He was not aware of it happening and we are  “Good enough to wake Him up about it!”    

How blasphemous is that sentiment promulgated by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
Do they,  “Not get it?” 

Furthermore,  this help in  “what we cannot do” is the only thing for which we pray  –  we must  never  pray for worldly materialism,  nor for our 
worldly leaders,  nor other secular activities  –  but  only  to maximise our personal efforts in the  accurate  promotion of Yahweh’s Word to The World,  
by  making it  personally  occur  –  by what we do in our life.   The Bible instructs us,  this is our prime requirement to make new TCs for the 144000 
prophesied trigger threshold to occur (Rev.14v1-4),  being people who consciously understand they must precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
We should not hypocritically  “make mention”  and then personally do  nothing  about what we have just spoken in our prayers!    

Yahweh finds this  “hypocrisy”  a detestation! 
The  most  important thing we can do is to  accurately  teach The World what is  “The Real Gospel”,  being that of  “1st Century Christianity”  by both 
word and deed.  Then we can start to improve society because this generates the required  internal reform  initiated by the  credibility of what a TC 
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teaches  (who imitates JC),  thereby enabling their recipients to understand what The Millennium will be like  –  when “Righteousness”  pervades 
throughout all of society. 
This will be enforced by JCg (Rev.19v16)  and imposed by the 144000 TCs  –  as future  “Sons of God”  having  infinite  authority/capability  given to 
them by Yahweh  –  all as we are told in The Bible  –  Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15 – and again I state    Never  taught by our  worldly  Christian leaders 
ignoring the warning given at  Rev.22v18-19! 
A 4th revision addition. 
I just heard on Prayer for Today on Radio 4 (22nd Dec. 2020) given by a Bishop of wherever in the UK ramble on about  “JC coming at the end of time”   
and supposedly  “Jesus is within and with every person during the day”   -  just an absolute load of unrighteous nonsense – clearly showing us,  one of 
the highest authorities of Christendom has not a clue about “The Real Gospel”!   I will take a transcript of his nonsense output and delineate through its 
contents to show where he was completely adrift from what The Bible truly teaches us!   But this is what I face every day in my combat to present  “The 
Disclosing Truth”,  – terabits of garbled nonsense spouted by “supposed representatives of God”  –  and yet they have no  “Mind of Yahweh”  but the 
mind of the  “present god of this world”, Satan  (2Cor.11v13-15, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19).  Professional Religious Leaders’ output is just an “unrighteous 
farce”  regarding “1st Century Christianity”,  but they are so competent at preaching “Religion”  of which they do daily! 
 
16th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to occupy their  life/deportment  worthy of  The Lord/Master. 
17th Instruction – lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves precisely fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
11th Reasoning – This means Christians are to precisely imitate JC’s lifestyle as a minimum,  being that this is ultimately 
required to have eternal life over our 2 part life –  get in early – start now!   This does not mean being apathetic to  “The 
Knowledge”  or imitating worldly standards to  fit-in  with what pleases The World  (see later). 
18th Instruction – The Brethren  (Christians)  are to bring forth fruit in occupational effort. 
Allegory – repeat - Fruitage = people who become part of The Brethren –  but more importantly,  ultimately become TCs. 
19th Instruction – “Occupational effort”  means just that,   “daily work” repeatedly done,  eight hours a day! 
How many Christians imitate JC in this manner every day?   Certainly not  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because 
they have too many worldly things to do with their life!  -  That is why we must look to other people! 
12th Reasoning – Occupational effort means regular work that fulfils  “Yahweh’s Desire”  (see glossary).   Therefore,  
what is this most regular work?   Actually,  mostly it is “a deportment”  that imitates JC being like a mini temple  
(1Cor.3v16) so people around a TC are self-motivated to invite themselves to ask the TC what makes them like they are! 
20th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to give increase in Godly  knowledge/recognition. 
13th Reasoning – “To give increase in Godly  knowledge/recognition”  is  not  just personal because when mature then it 
becomes a  personal responsibility  “to give increase in Godly  knowledge/recognition”  to our  neighbours/strangers. 
21st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are  “to give increase in Godly  knowledge/recognition”  by becoming a TC. 
4th Good News – Behaving as a TC means Yahweh’s favour is showered upon us so that we become fully efficient in 
accurately  preaching/teaching  “The Word of God”  to  new  people though the HS working with great vigour within us. 
14th Reasoning – Yahweh will  only  work with great vigour within those fulfil who  fulfil  His  Desire,  having 
“enabled/qualified”  themselves by virtue they have thoroughly traversed the required 3 stages to gain  “Real Faith”. 
6th Comment – TCs with  like-thinking  Brethren operate with great patience while people all around ignore  “The 
Knowledge”,  forbearance and stoicism against worldly opposition,  and thus cheerfully rally together for mutual support. 
15th Reasoning – TCs’ sole desire is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – to teach  “The Most Marvellous Gospel”  to The World. 
22nd Instruction – TCs thank Yahweh for the attributes within us enabling us to become effective luminaries of His Word. 
5th Good News – TCs (elected by Yahweh)  as holy persons (= The Heirs)  shall each have a portion of  “The Inheritance”  
(being of “The Resurrected World”  that shall be split into 144000 segments around The Earth). 
5th Allegory – The Inheritance = The Resurrected World  in The Millennium,  whose members are to be taught  “The Word 
of God”  from the 144000 TCs  (the Kings/priests = the 144000 future “Sons of God”,  doing the final assay Rev.20v7-15). 
6th Allegory – light = The Knowledge  of how we,  humans,  are able to fulfil Yahweh Desire and thus survive,  where this 
knowledge is displayed without hypocrisy - our deportment is clearly seen by all people  as being righteous to God’s Word 
People operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology have no fear of public  scrutiny/assay  of their private lives. 
6th Good News – Yahweh will rush in to aid those people He desires to become one of His future Sons.  
2nd Prophecy – There is  “The Future Inheritance”  on offer to those people who are judged as being successful TCs. 
16th Reasoning – Yahweh loves those specific people who imitate His Son JC,  operate in humility and patience while they 
methodically preach  “The Word of God”  as  accurately  as they are able,  knowing they have Yahweh’s full support. 
7th Allegory – darkness = Wayward self-indulgence to the hurt of our neighbour and thus opposing Yahweh’s Desire,  
where people hide their hypocritical activity from public gaze –  because they know they are hurting their neighbour. 
Representative of people operating to worldly methodology preferring their private life hidden from public scrutiny. 
17th Reasoning – Because TCs have a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating upon  “The Word of God”,  then through 
agapao/{edifying love}  driving their  agape/{charity love}  means they have  “The Spiritual Kingdom of God”  operating 
within their mind  (Luke.17v21)  ready for  “The Physical Kingdom of God”  operating in The Millennium under  “The 
Rule of JCg”  (Rev.19v16). 
18th Reasoning – Kingdom of the Son - “The Word of God”  entirely reforms our mind  (Luke.17v21)  to what it shall be 
like in The Millennium where all people will be educated to only operate in  agape/charity  (not in  fraud/hurt  of today)! 
Col.   1v10 og (To) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}  {specifically yourselves}   
Col.   1v10 og (of the) appropriately/{as of godly sort}/worthily  of the  lord/master   
Col.   1v10 og into/unto  (the [things]) all  (the) complaisance/pleasing/agreeable,   
Col.   1v10 og in  (to the [= within]) every   (to the) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed   
Col.   1v10 og (to the) {intrinsically good}/{wellbeing}/ideal   (the) {(the bringing forth)/(bearing) fruit} [middle voice]   
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Col.   1v10 og also  (the) growing/enlarging/{giving increase}  into/unto   
Col.   1v10 og the   recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  of the  God, 
Col.   1v10 = {specifically yourselves}   (are)   {to occupy your life}  appropriately/worthily  of the  lord/master 

into/unto  all  things  the  pleasing/agreeable   
the  personal  {bringing/bearing  forth fruit}  within  the  every  {intrinsically  good/ideal}  {occupational effort}/work/labour, 
also  the  growing/{giving increase}  unto  the  recognition/discernment/knowledge  of the  God  (Yahweh); 

 

Specifically yourselves are to occupy your life  appropriately/worthily  of the  lord/master   (JC as “God’s Word”  must  control our mind) 
unto all  pleasing/agreeable  things   (to Yahweh's Desire being fulfilled on this planet culminating in  “The Great Sabbath Day of The Millennium”) 
the personally bringing forth fruit   (being the next generation of TCs – that must be repeated throughout some 2000 years until “144000” occurs) 
within every intrinsically  good/ideal  occupational effort   (precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to teach  “1st Century Christianity”) 
also giving increase  (of the next generation of TCs)  unto the recognition of the God [Yahweh]    (to fulfil The Prophecy of 144000 TCs) 
                  (Inasmuch,  Yahweh recognises you have personally brought to Him the next generation of TCs – as best you are able  [Luke.19v16-19].) 
 

Paul instructs us  
1. To bring forth  new brethren  as our  personal  fruitage. 
2. To have  constant personal growth  by never stop learning and operating with fidelity,  else we personally slide back into a worldly lifestyle. 

(The reason why we slide back,  is because “The present Environment” is conducive for us to become drawn back into its machinations unless 
we keep personally working to be ahead of its encroaching methodology,  as the air we breathe is drawn into us, Eph.2v2). 

Personal growth in Yahweh’s eyes is to witness the  “40, 60, 100, fold increase”  of personal fruitage  (Matt.13v23)  to bring more TCs as an offering to 
Yahweh in our  personal  sacrifice.  It is through  “intrinsically ideal/good  occupational effort”  of The Ministry work to be  accurately  promoting  
“The Real Gospel”  that assists the TCs to  “grow unto the  recognition/knowledge  of the God”  driven by  “The Word of God”  operating within  
“{specifically yourselves}”  through JCg’s  presence/parousia  built upon  “The Word of God” specifically driving our brain  (as  “The New 
Creature/Creation”  within).  It is by being personally focussed on this work by not having time to think or do anything else –  that keeps our mind from 
being drawn into worldly methodology –  being that of  self-indulging  to our neighbour’s hurt.   Where our neighbour’s hurt  “in the limit”  is they are 
not  “being given the opportunity”  to become a future  “Son of God”  because we have reneged upon our covenant with Yahweh at Baptism. 
It is well known in business –  if we stop  “developing” –  then we go backwards –  because everyone else around overtakes us –  this phenomenon  is 
called  “Red Queen Theory”  taken from  “Alice in the Looking Glass” -  where she was always  “running to stand still”  inasmuch in the example 
given -  merely to keep in with “the pack”.    
I realise these are worldly examples –  but I am merely using illustrations as did JC to explain a point.  Therefore,  we must be constantly 
studying/working  in  The Ministry –  else we are effectively spiritually dead –  and certainly have  no  real faith  (but blind faith)  because we are not 
operating with fidelity to what we should know –  being to absorb  “The Knowledge”  and then precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle!    

I realise this is all repetitive – but I need to bring  some balance  into the proceedings,  where our  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian 
leaders spin  “The Truth into a Lie” –  so they personally gain from the resultant!   This is obviously  not  what Yahweh Desires! 

See my 4th revision addition in context of the previous verse!    
It is a constant spiritual battle against  “Professional Leaders of Religion”,  being very much the same problem JC and the apostles had in their day 
when trying to return  “Israel”  (of its two epochs [Jews/Christians])  back to  “The Word of God”! 
Col.   1v11 og in   (to the [= within]) all  (to the) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}   
Col.   1v11 og (the being) enabling/strengthening/empowering,  down/according/intensely/against (to)   
Col.   1v11 og the  {great vigour}/dominion/might/power/strength  
Col.   1v11 og of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (of the) him,   
Col.   1v11 og into/unto  (the) all  (the) patience/endurance/{patient continuance}    
Col.   1v11 og also  (the) forbearance/long-suffering/patience  amid/together/with  
Col.   1v11 og (the)  cheerfulness/{calm delight}/gladness/joy; 
Col.   1v11 = The being  enabled/empowered  within  all  {miraculous power}/{mighty work} 

according to  the  {great vigour}/power  of  His   (Yahweh’s)   glory/honour/magnificence,   
unto  the  all  patience/endurance  also  the  forbearance/long-suffering  together/with  the  cheerfulness/joy. 

 

       (We who are TCs,  and the brethren actively aiming to be TCs … … )  
Being enabled within all mighty work   (“The Word of God”  correctly inculcated will drive our minds to yield more TCs in our labours) 
                 (Thoroughly  knowing/understanding  our subject matter gives us authority on which we faithfully behave,  Yahweh then works with us) 
according to the great vigour of His  glory/honour   (Yahweh will ensure,  His Desire is ultimately made manifest in The Environment) 
                 (Because of the above,  then Yahweh will produce more TCs through our work  [1Cor.3v4-6]  that further expresses His glory) 
                 (More TCs into The Environment to become future “Sons of God”  teaches the whole World,  Yahweh is worthy of this honour in their work) 
unto all patience  also forbearance   (exercised by mature TCs in their active service to bring forth new TCs  [facing religious opposition]) 
together/with  joy   (as another possible TC is brought to Yahweh in our sacrifice upon His Altar,  being that of our local environment). 

                 (These are the qualities required in TCs for them to become future  “Sons of God”  administering The Resurrected World in The Millennium.) 
 

This is a common sentiment expressed within The Bible.  
It means  

The HS = Yahweh’s Pure Desire exercised through capability  within The Environment,  is demonstrated to all entities which exemplifies  
Yahweh’s glory/honour  within His righteous works  to ensure that equality shall everlastingly prevail between all lesser entities. 

To enable this to occur then there are certain individuals  –  being specifically TCs on this planet during The Gospel Age who are working with Yahweh 
to fulfil His Desire so that through the full redemption process of all humans choosing to imitate JC’s ministry in their 2 part life shall ultimately 
appreciate Yahweh’s rightful position of  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  (in their lifestyle). 

This is  “Yahweh’s Right to Rule”  our life  (= Yahweh’s Methodology)  and not  “Satan’s right to rule”  (= worldly methodology). 
Where - 

Yahweh's Methodology  =  to edify our neighbour to our own hurt that shall lead to a perfect society starting in The Millennium. 
Worldly methodology = self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt,  being the rampant  pain/hurt  we have  seen/experienced  for some 6000 years. 

As we read here,  Paul tells us,  TCs in the 1st part of their physical life  (living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life  [to purify it])  must exercise patience 
before  “The Kingdom of God”  physically operates over the whole Earth in The Millennium.  TCs will imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in exercising 
patience with  forbearance/long-suffering  during the  duress/affliction  forced upon them by the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  feeling their 
position is threatened by the righteous actions of these TCs persevering in cheerfulness inherently knowing they  truly are  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
Thus,  JCg’s  presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  is personally operating within the  compliant/hearkening/subjective  TC yielding 
the internal HS to give fortitude and refines the TC for the future priesthood  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.).  
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Furthermore,  because  change has occurred within  our brains to reform our mind  (as the synapse connections)  to yield the HS   (of its composite 
definition given by  “FutureLife.Org”)  truly  operating within us  –  then Yahweh freely chooses to operate within The Environment around the TC to 
assist in the constructive dispersion of  “The Word of God”  to other hearkening recipients who likewise are trying to become TCs. 
All this is done so that Yahweh might ultimately achieve His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs over the 2000 year Gospel Age.   
    This  is  how the HS operates  –  not  in The Nonsense as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders,  having demonstrably  no  HS within or without! 
A 4th revision addition. 
The HS operates like this because it  is  Yahweh’s Pure  Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  to achieve  “The Salvation of Mankind”  by means of firstly,  
“The Early Adopters”  (imitating JC)  who are to become His Tools in The Millennium thereby secondly,  to draw at every possible  “Late Adopter”  
from out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

That last sentence  encapsulates  “The Real Gospel”  of which JC taught and personally made possible through his works! 
“The Real Gospel”  is  not  just  “JC so loved us that he died for us and if we believe in him, as Christians,  we have eternal life”  and nothing else. 

There are almost  as many “half-truths”  in that statement  (hence equally, “half-lies”)   as there are words! 
However,  we need to be  “an authority of our subject matter”  to recognise  “the half-truths”  and  “half-lies”  in that statement. 
This “authority” (Mark.1v22) comes from gaining  “Real Faith”  through the  required 3 stage process as I regularly explain elsewhere. 

Therefore,  that  worldly Christian statement is an unrighteous travesty of what JC  really  taught and did -  but is something that Satan would be very 
pleased to hear publicised through his agents  (2Cor.11v13-15)  because it  lets him off the hook of becoming accountable  for what he has done to JCg’s 
creation.  Perhaps when I have finished my 4th revision of all The New Testament,  I will take that worldly Christian Statement and tear it apart  using 
The Bible in context to explain myself!   I have immense righteous anger welling up within me when I hear the output given by Leaders of Christendom! 

Virtually everything they state is wrong regarding “1st Century Christianity”  -  but they are so good at preaching  “Religion”! 
Col.   1v12 og (the) {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  Father/Forebear,   
Col.   1v12 og to the (One [Yahweh])   (having) enabled/qualified/{made able}  us/our/we  into/unto    
Col.   1v12 og the  portion/province/share/participation   
Col.   1v12 og of the  {drawing bits together}/acquisition/patrimony/heritage/inheritance/lot   
Col.   1v12 og of the  blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]    
Col.   1v12 og in  to the [= within]  shining/illumination/fire/light/radiance/luminosity,   
Col.   1v12 = the  {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}  to The Father  (Yahweh), 

to  The One   (Yahweh)   having  enabled/qualified  us   (TCs)     (having judged us upon  “The Word of God”  –  proven as JC) 
unto  the  portion/participation  of  The  Acquisition/Inheritance  of the  blameless/{holy people}/TCs  within  the  light/illumination. 

 

The giving thanks to The Father  (Yahweh)    (that He through JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within TCs is yielding Mankind's Salvation) 
to The One (Yahweh)  having  enabled/qualified  us   (TCs with  “The World of God”  judged worthy for possible “Anointing”) 
                (This is very much a  symbiotic relationship.  We must first want to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – before we can imbue God’s Word to then do it!) 
                (Then we become proven worthy by the  watching/judging  World for Yahweh to confirm our election unto Sonship as per the next line.) 
unto the portion of The Inheritance   (to become part of the 144000 TCs resurrected as heirs,  and future Sons of God over The Resurrected World) 
of the  blameless/{holy people}  (TCs)   within the light   (“The Word of God”  guides our mind to fulfil Yahweh's Desire). 
  

Paul is enforcing what he has already told The Brethren on his missionary journeys  -  being what is available to TCs and exhorting The Brethren using 
the inclusive  “us”  to become imitators of  “us”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17,  etc.,)  so they too might also obtain a portion of  “The 
Acquisition/Inheritance”  given by Yahweh to the  blameless/{holy people},  being those specific people who fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.    
Where,  Yahweh’s Desire is presently,  we precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able,  to copy The Apostles so we might also  
obtain a portion of The Inheritance  as a future  “Son of God”  (having 1/144000 of  “The Inheritance”  under JCg as our metaphoric husband).   

We have no need to go to distant lands,  but by our demeanour, deportment supporting what we  accurately  teach  within our local 
environment,  so we become publicly known as being truly  holy/innocent/blameless/pure/{separate from this world of sin},  hence an 
exceptionally honourable person having utmost integrity!    

That is all it means by being a TC,  we must  not  become a pious religious person! 
      These are people having demonstrably shown the  correct  mindset as given in my commentary of Col.1v5 for the reasons given alongside! 
The  “Adopting Father”  Yahweh  only  adopts those worthy candidates to become His Sons  (formally male/female)  through   “The  Special/Greater 
(1st) Judgement”  made during the 1st part of a “Christian's physical life”,  else we  will not  be adopted and thus have  no  legitimacy in calling Yahweh  
“Abba, our Father”  and thus become bastards  (Heb.12v8)  to what we profess!   That is precisely why  no  human  (irrespective of what  any  worldly  
Religious Authority might claim)  can through any  “beatification/canonisation”  process,   “presumptuously make saints”  of people  –  because it is 
“Yahweh’s Call”  (Matt.20v23)  and not  “the fraudulent call”  of demonstrably  deviant  worldly humans!   “Adoption” process  is a  Bilateral 
Agreement  and  not  Unilateral,  nor can a 3rd party  (worldly religious authorities)  make  “The Adopter”  become  “The Adopting Father”!     

What an audacity and impudence shown! 
Do these perpetrators really understand this  -  or is their worldly focussed mind so bent away from Yahweh,  they do not care?  
Obviously,  the latter  (Matt.6v24) 

Even Paul could not make that claim of himself  (Phil.3v11-15)  –  he was still striving not having yet fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  (and it is my opinion)  
what he had done by then  (2Cor.11v23-28),  was far superior to the present  “manmade saints”  supposedly coming after him  (2Cor.11v13-15).   
Yet there are many more worthier candidates omitted off the  “human constructed saint register”  that perhaps Yahweh would include  –  not be it for me 
to judge,  but maybe for example   William Tyndale,  to mention but one of very many other worthy people ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders! 

However,  William Tyndale would be pointing the spotlight far too close to home,  being the very people who murdered him as JC commented 
on this subject at Matt.23v27-32. 

Therefore,  Paul is teaching us, 
TCs as  “The Heirs”  (as  “The Early Adopters of The Word of God”  while under persistent religious opposition)  will  be given  “The 
Inheritance”  (= The Resurrected World)  by Yahweh because they  are  worthy of   “The Inheritance”.   They become worthy,  because they 
precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to  accurately  teach people through The Generations of  “The (Sinful Gospel) Age”  while in 
adversary to  “The Leaders of The World”  who feel their privileged positions threatened by the common uptake of  “The (Real) Gospel”  of 
“1st Century Christianity”  (John.11v47-53).   

Consequently,  these worthy people as  “The Early Adopters”  have put in  “The Practise”  as faithful stewards,  to then be given  more responsibility  
(Matt.25v18-20, Luke.19v16-19)  of “The Inheritance”  in The Millennium within which to teach  “The Resurrected World”  (Yahweh’s 3rd Epoch Israel)   
“Righteousness”.   After some 1000 years of learning,  then JCg and the 144000 TCs (Kings/Priests)  can draw out  “The 3rd Remnant”  to Yahweh  from 
out of  “The 3rd Epoch of  (metaphoric) Israel”  (see glossary on all these terms).    “This 3rd Remnant of the 3rd Epoch of Israel” (3rd action of Isa.10v20-
22)  become  “The Late Adopters”  drawn out at the end of The Millennium,  enabling them to continue with their life into the eternity. 
“The Early Adopters”  of Yahweh’s Methodology are recognised as TCs by Yahweh,  because they operate in  The Light  (= to be  “Disclosing”)  of  
“The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  sincerely  working within them as  “The  Presence/Parousia  of JCg”,  by now having the  one/same  mind as 
both JCg and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26).   
Col.   1v13 og who/which/that  (he) {rushed in}/rescued/delivered [middle voice]   us/our/we  {from/out of}  
Col.   1v13 og of the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power  of the  shadiness/obscurity/darkness,   
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Col.   1v13 og also  (He [Yahweh]) transferred/{carried away}/deposed/moved/translated/{turned away}  into/unto   
Col.   1v13 og the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  son  of the  agapao/{love by principal}/{edifying love}  (of the) him, 
Col.   1v13 = (Yahweh)  Who  personally  {rushed in}/rescued/delivered  us  (TCs)    (by “The Word of God”  reforming our mind) 

{from out of}  of the  authority/power  of the  obscurity/darkness, 
also  He  (Yahweh)   transferred/{carried away}/translated   (us)   into  His   son’s  (JCg’s)   kingdom/realm  of  {charity love}/agape. 

 

(Yahweh)  Who Personally rescued us  (TCs)    (Yahweh operating through JC as  “The Word of God”)  
from out of the authority of the  obscurity/darkness   (worldly methodology originally having control over our mind,  blinded us away from “Life”) 
also He (Yahweh)  transferred/translated   (us, TCs and the brethren  actively aiming to become TCs)   
into His son's  (JC's)  kingdom of  agape/charity   (to rule our mind [Luke.17v21]). 
                 Inasmuch,  our mind becomes compassionate to end The World’s present  pain/suffering,  by being zealous to make possible 144000 TCs.) 

 

Yahweh is keenly  rushing-in  to rescue those  hearkening  people becoming  “The Early Adopters”  of His Methodology who  precisely imitate  JC to 
personally yield guaranteed everlasting life as future  “Sons of God”.  
This rescue operates at  two  levels - 

1. Firstly,  it is by His  “Word of God”  conveyed to us by JC's ministry/lifestyle  that reforms our mind  away from  worldly methodology. 
(This protects us from the inevitable painful fall-out of which practised worldly methodology would bring to us.) 

2. Yahweh will operate within The Environment to provide a means of escape from absolute persecution  (1Cor.10v13). 
Obviously,  this  cannot  be said of people who say   “They believe in JC”  but do  not  imitate him – because quite simply that makes them   a hypocrite!   
Hence,  Yahweh cannot work within and around them  (James.1v6-8)  because they are of two minds,  say one thing and do another! 
Consequently,  they require The Millennium to realise  why  they need to learn how to precisely imitate JC for an eternal life within a perfected society.   

This cannot occur now if the individual is quite comfortably operating within the present worldly order! 
As we are told –  it is the TCs choosing to only be sojourners in this present world  (having placed  no  spiritual roots within this world)  who have 
“logically reasoned”  through The Evidence and changed their mind towards Yahweh’s righteous manner of viewing The World on this planet. 
Therefore, they have been truly rescued  (guaranteed)  from this present worldly system of darkness  (whose proponents desire to hide their “hypocrisy”)  
–  being a methodology  (to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt)  that is distant from Yahweh’s Methodology  (= to edify our neighbour to our own 
hurt)  of The Millennium.  JC gave a foretaste of this future during his 3.5 year ministry within his local environment  (being Yahweh's metaphoric Altar). 
Notice here,  it is  only  by having JCg’s  presence/parousia  fully operating within us  as  “The Kingdom of God within our mind'”  (Luke.17v21) 
delivering works commensurate with what we know,  that positions  “us”  as possible  kings/priests  ruling  as  “Sons of God”  in The Millennium.   
Thus,  those individual people of whom Yahweh considers worthy as future leaders,  become an extension to what they knew and practice in simplicity  
(= no strings attached)  –  being to put themselves out on a limb in danger,  through personal time and considerable effort to help others freely,  so the 
recipients may to come to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Therefore,  we enter  “this kingdom on Earth”  that  only  presently  (in Satan’s worldly system)  operates within The Body of TCs  (1Cor.12v12-22)  
under The Headship of JCg being a  presence/parousia  within each of us to become  “The New Creature/Creation  (2Cor.5v17,  Gal.6v15) built upon 
the spiritual RNA of  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13). 
Consequently,  these TCs become  “The Reformed People”  (1Cor.3v13-16),  as miniature temples  (each TC,  metaphorically to be a single stone of the 
144000 future stones of The Temple of God  (1Pet.2v5)  in The Middle of The New Jerusalem [= Yahweh's Organisational Authority]  – Rev.21v1-4, 
etc.),  which becomes collectively,  the places where all people can come to learn how to worship The Lord by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
An example would be like the communication nerve cells running down from the brain to all the different parts of the body.  The HS would be the 
communication signals running down the nerves of JCg’s presence to cause the activity within the body parts (1Cor.12v12-22).   
Thus,  the HS is  thought/communication  to get something done  (that fulfils Yahweh's Desire within The Environment).  That is why this is such a good 
allegoric example – because this is exactly how the electrical stimuli operates within our nerves. 
Important Warning    
The Bible tells us in numerous places  (e.g., John.15v1-6 as the example of The Vine,  metaphorically of the whole body by warning Mark.9v47, etc.),  
those parts of the body  not  performing correctly  (by  distorting God’s word  or become  dead through  passivity/inactivity)  are  removed from the body 
of JC.  The nerves are cut away  (JCg presence removed)  and thus  no  HS flows down these nerves to the cut-away,  rejected part.  Another example 
would be  “the Olive Tree”  (Rom.11v15-25)  and its branches pruned by Yahweh. 
These examples show the HS  will  metaphorically die away if a Christian becomes worldly –  irrespective of what  any  false/worldly  Christian leader 
fraudulently states to the contrary! 
It does not mean however these people with the HS metaphorically dissolved away  (by personal choice)  will never be resurrected again  [unless the 
knowledgeable baptised person actively works  against  “The Real Faith”  (as do  charlatan Christian leaders)  –  but merely they have lost their  only  
chance to partake in The Priesthood of The Millennium,  being the most wonderful prize now on offer of  “Personal Sonship to Yahweh”. 
 
7th Good News – JC has given all members of The World a 2 part life and thus an opportunity to make a personal decision 
for salvation when each member has experienced both the evil now,  and the perfect society of The Millennium. 
19th Reasoning – TCs have made the choice  now  with  “The Knowledge” –  they have  “The Kingdom of God”  
operating within them now (Luke.17v21),  based upon  “The Vista”  this Knowledge gives within their mind,  so they are 
guaranteed  everlasting life as future  “Sons of God” ruling during The Millennium over  “The Resurrected World”. 
3rd Prophecy – By imitating JC’s lifestyle  guarantees  “Salvation”  (1st part of our physical life for Sonship to Yahweh for 
“The Early Adopters”)  or leave it to the 2nd part of our physical life to become sons of JCg in The Millennium and thus 
become  “The Late Adopters”  by then imitating JC’s lifestyle to yield personal salvation for these latter people. 
(Note: Worldly Christian leaders have  no  understanding of what has been stated in this prophecy – one day they should)! 
8th ‘Allegory’ – Salvation = What would have been utter annihilation at our death has been changed to  “asleep”  because 
of JC’s ransom sacrifice.  Thus, our life now comprises of 2 parts where the 2nd part of our spiritual life starts when we are 
exposed to  “The Word of God”  (JC, Rev.3v20, 19v13),  then,  we have a  “personal choice”  to fully imbue the contents 
of this knowledge,  so we are in the position to precisely imitate our saviour (JC) for an eternity =  perfected society! 
Then and  only then,  do we achieve  “Salvation”  by pledge to precisely imitate JC our saviour  (for an eternity).  
9th Allegory – Blood = “life giving”  (often in a form of sacrifice by the giver for the wellbeing of the recipient). 
23rd Instruction – sins/faults  are premeditated and deliberately done – this is what makes humans evil,  JC atones for this. 
By contrast, sideslips/trespasses  are accidental being an unintentional failure from perfection,  “The 2nd Covenant”  
being a judgement for The Mind,  covers this.  All this simple exegesis is  unintelligible  to our leaders of Christendom! 
20th Reasoning – Freedom/Pardon  of our own sins occurs because JC can cover the members of his creation on a like-
for-like  individual  basis,  thereby righteously enabling Yahweh against His Decree on sin to  “awaken/rouse”  (= 
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resurrect)  us again to give a RESET condition,  for us then to learn how to imitate JC in a perfected DNA fleshly body.  
TCs are resurrected into a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body created by Yahweh like the one inhabited by JCg,  which is 
immune to  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation –  as we are told at  Rev.2v11, 20v6. 
8th Good News – JC is the  image/likeness  of the invisible Yahweh  =  JC as “The Word of God”  displayed as  “The 
Wisdom of God”  becomes  “The Template/Pattern”  for us to precisely imitate so we might also fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
21st Reasoning – JCg is not Yahweh,  never was Yahweh,  and  never  will be Yahweh  –  however he is the  one/same  
with Yahweh,  just as the TCs are  one/same  with JCg as  “The Body of Christ”  and will themselves become the future 
144000 Sons of God – and are  one/same  with Yahweh  (of the HS = thinking/reasoning  the  one/same,  John.17v21-26). 
This means all three “groupings”  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to provide Human Salvation. 
9th Good News – JCg is the  firstborn/begotten  of all creation  from out of  The Resurrection  (see v18 and glossary). 
22nd Reasoning – Contrary to what we are  errantly  told by our  worldly Christian leaders - this really means:- 
JCg fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire in his  ministry/{self-sacrifice}  and thus rightfully became The Firstborn of all Creation – 
being  The New Creation of Yahweh  operating  within humans –  being  The New Office/Position  over the future people, 
firstly the 144000 TCs who are to become The Firstfruits,  and then later  “The Resurrected World”  to be yielding what 
will become  “The 3rd Remnant out of Israel” (“persevere with subjector”) –  see glossary on all these terms. 
It absolutely does not mean Firstborn before creation of any inanimate  object/grouping,  but  from out of sinful Mankind. 
This is what The Gospel is all about –  “The Reformation of Mankind”  -  not  The Universe/{Solar system}/Earth. 
This is utterly beyond the comprehension of our Leaders of Christendom –  not understanding “1st Century Christianity! 
Col.   1v14 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  (we [TCs]) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
Col.   1v14 og the  salvation/{ransom in full}/deliverance/redemption  through (reason of)   of the  blood  (of the) him,   
Col.   1v14 og the  freedom/pardon/deliverance/forgiveness/liberty/remission  of the  sins/faults/offences;   
Col.   1v14 = within  whom   (the son, JCg)   we  obtain/have  the  salvation/{ransom in full}/redemption   

through reason of  his blood,      (shed on our behalf through JC's Ransom Sacrifice)   
the  freedom/pardon/remission  of the  sins/faults/offences.     (on a  “one to one basis”  JC can balance our  old  self) 

 

Within whom (JCg)  we (TCs)  have the  (guaranteed)  salvation   (by becoming a future  “Son of God”  alongside JCg) 
through reason of  his blood   (being his sacrifice of expressed agape freely given,  to atone the sins committed in the 1st part of our physical life) 
the  freedom/pardon  of the  sins/offences   (“deliberate fault”  on a  “one to one”  basis,  JC has “The Once”  given a 2nd part to our physical life) 
 

Quite an important verse that needs to be explained,  else the contents become lost in illogical, unrighteous, and erroneous  worldly Christian doctrine. 
The first part of explanation.   
The salvation of which Paul speaks is the redemption from the immediate Death that occurs at the end of our present existence,  being  “The Curse of 
Satan”  that was placed upon a perfect new “superhuman” creation  (being a new type of mind placed in an  existing  humanoid frame)   some 6000 
years ago that could  “reason like gods”  (Gen.1v26, John.10v34-35).  This “superhuman species”  started with Adam and Eve and could make complex 
moral decisions,  have empathy across species –  for instance,  recognise deities,  furthermore,  this pair had perfected DNA fleshly bodies that could  
“live forever like gods”  (unlike earlier humanoids of the previous some 100,000+ years, Gen.4v14-17]),  yet both these new entities became blighted by 
Satan’s intervention  (Gen.3v1-5). 
JC  volunteered  himself  (he was not  “sent”  as our bad translations of The Bible state,  but  “{set apart}/{put forth}/commissioned”  (being the correct 
translation for “apostello” [StrongsTM = 649])  and was able to become  “The RESET”  for this dire situation placed upon  “superhuman species”  
(Adam, Eve and lineage)  preferring Satan's methodology   To self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt. 
Thus,  “Death of Annihilation”  at the end of our present conscious existence would become only  “asleep”  as JC  tells us  (John,11v11-15),  so that  
righteously an  “awakening/rousing”  shall occur  (as The Bible tells us)  to enter the 2nd part of our physical life in The Millennium  (yet for Christians  
this comes early  as an entry into the spiritual 2nd part of our life while we exist in the 1st part of our physical  “conscious existence”).   
This is the point Paul is making.  As Christians,  we have entered  “The 2nd Part of our Spiritual Life”  at baptism,  where we are to imitate our saviour 
JC –  else ultimately,  we will become annihilated by Yahweh’s over-riding decree on sin  (Gen.2v17)  which  effectively  states - 

“In the day you sin you will  (begin to)  die  (everlastingly)”. 
It is JC who  atones/{buys back}/redeems/resets  us before Yahweh’s  Decree/Stipulation  so the  immediate/forthcoming  “Death”  that would have been 
“annihilation”  can now be termed  “The 1st Death”  (because of JC's Ransom Sacrifice)  becomes simply  “asleep”. 
Inasmuch upon our immediate death Yahweh can capture our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  entrapped within our  “synapse construction mapping”  
(perhaps in a parallel universe  –  I really do not know  –  but 100 years ago we did not have ECG or MRI scanners  -  and we do now  –  so consider 
what would be possible if we had a further some 1000 years, or perhaps a million years)?    
While in this state  (of “The 1st Death”)  we are unconscious –  because this “synapse construction mapping”  has  no  physical operating platform 
within which to operate  –  very much like a software application program on a  disc/{memory stick}  before it is loaded into a physical computer  –  
where it then becomes  “alive”  (being the closest similarity of which I can give). 
Thus,  as Christians,  we have entered into the  bilateral  agreement with Yahweh  

If we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  while in the 1st part of our conscious existence,  then we expect an awakening to  “Sonship to Yahweh”  as 
a  “Son of God”  –  just as JCg is now.   
However,  if we do  not  precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we are able,  then we shall be awakened in a perfected fleshly 
DNA body  (given  in trust)  to further learn how to imitate just JC’s lifestyle  to attain continued salvation in the 2nd part of our life  (thus The 
Millennium shall,  in practical terms,  extend to eternity).   

Consequently,  this now becomes a  personal  decision for individual salvation  (beyond The Millennium). 
In direct contrast,  to what was a decision of  death/annihilation  forced upon us  by our ancestors  (Adam and Eve). 

Clearly if people are  non-Christians  then they shall be  atoned/{bought back}/redeemed/reset  by JC’s ransom sacrifice  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  and upon 
awakening,  enter the 1st part of their part of their spiritual life to be  accurately  taught  “The Word of God”  as  “1st Century Christianity”  by the 
144000 TC  kings/priests  (1Pet.5v4, Rev,1v6, etc.).  Consequently “non-Christians”  shall enter the 2nd part of their spiritual life while having entered 
the 2nd part of their physical life  (upon resurrection),  to become very much like the  “unsuccessful Christians”  (not attaining  “Sonship”  in one of the 
144000 place allocations located on  “The Scroll of [guaranteed] Life”, Rev.5v2-9). 
That is specifically  why  iniquitous Christian leaders presently living in the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  who despoil God’s Word by twisting it and 
making a very nice worldly,  self-indulgent living from it,  cannot  be righteously resurrected from their present conscious existence because effectively it 
means JC would need to die a 2nd time to redeem them into a 3rd part of their spiritual life because they have already rejected JC’s  “Once only offering”  
and have no conscious occasion  in which to turn back.  They publicly demonstrate to have  no  interest in practising The Millennium methodology.   
This is explained by Paul in Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28 and by Peter at 2Pet.2v18-22.   
This understanding is so critical,  that JC gives his exhortation for these type of individuals  “to return to 1st Century Christianity”  in Luke chapter 15 –  
of which text these charlatan Christian leaders know –  but  “they do not care”,  having  “no regard  to what they read”  –  but spouting out all the 
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charming sweeteners of eloquent speech to  “please the ears”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  of their collective  million upon millions  of deluded devotees  (Matt.24v23-
26, Mark.13v21-23, etc.)! 
Let me give an example as I write the 3rd Revision,  I hear today about the exposure of Lord Sewel  (UK, 27th July 2015)  filmed allegedly taking drugs 
with prostitutes and forced to resign as The UK's deputy speaker,  and chairman of the  “Lords privileges and conduct committee”  as this exposure 
became public -  what a conflict of interests!   The point being,  a person takes this position to supposedly set  “The Required Standards”  of behaviour, 
but being the very thing,  they do themselves,  operating as  “hypocrites”  to what they publicly espouse  –  precisely as the  “perhaps millions”  of  
charlatan Christian leaders  behave today,  and yet beloved  (like Lord Sewel)  before their public exposure  (Luke.12v3, Mark.4v22).    
It is interesting,  Paul states likewise by warning to The Corinthians at 2Cor.12v21-22, etc. 

That is the 1st section explained. 
Now for the second part to be explained. 
JC  “spilt/poured his existence”  (= lifeblood)  for our  atonement/{buy back}//redemption/reset  and thus if we do not ultimately imitate him over our 2 
part life as I carefully explained earlier,  then we are mocking what he provided  (Gal.6v7)  and by consequence,  we become a hypocrite to what we 
profess to claim  (as a “Christian”)!   Yahweh has no place for a  “hypocrite” –  especially of a human who can  only rely  upon His most perfect son 
(JCg)  for ultimate salvation  both of  (1) The Mind (God’s Word)  and of  (2) The Body (Ransom Sacrifice)!    
Therefore,  it is through JC redemption of us from our  sins/offences  (deliberate faults)  so we consciously  (premeditated)  never deliberately  sin/offend  
again  (though clearly as humans,  we will  accidentally  sin = sideslip/trespass  that shall be forgiven  provided we are truly repentant). 

What does this mean? 
Sadly,  worldly Christian leaders,  as usual in their unreasoned contorted output,  muddle all this up into the most unrighteous hocus-pocus and thus 
errantly force the victim to feel obligated to forgive  “premeditated  sin/offence”  -  this is a  “unrighteous lie”  on their part,  publicly showing us they 
persistently  “do  not  understand their subject matter”!    Consequently,  they are  false/fraudulent  representatives of  “The Righteous Yahweh”. 

However, The Bible is  very careful  in The Original Greek  to separate   [1] (deliberate)“sin/offences” and   [2] “sideslips/trespasses”. 
The Bible teaches us - 

1. To  only  forgive (unconditionally)  “sin/offences”  provided  “The Perpetrator repents”. 
2. To  unconditionally  forgive  “sideslips/trespasses”. 

Thus,  the former is  premeditated  (and has conditions attached),  while the latter is an  accident  (and has no conditions attached). 
However,  we are taught to  agapao/{edifying love}  our enemies  –  and thus apparently this opposes (1) above. 

Yes! -  In the unrighteous  nonsense  as taught by the  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders –  opposing  “Righteous Yahweh”! 
But No! –  In the  “righteous teaching”  of The Bible as carefully  delineated/explained  by  “FutureLife.Org”. 

The Crux is the word  “agapao”  and  not  “(English) Love”  (being of its many differing forms). 
We are taught to avoid a harmful situation  –  and if it comes upon us,  then we are not to hold vengeful grudges in  any  situation –  because it ultimately 
destroys our mind –  but we must focus on the fact,  Yahweh through JC has given us  all  (except charlatan Christian leaders)  a 2nd part of our physical 
life in The Millennium.   Thus,  we all shall learn  “Righteousness”  in  “a perfect world”  (enforced as such)  when ruled by JCg  (Rev.19v16). 

However now in the 1st part of our physical life -  we must avoid,  but accept when it comes,  “evil upon us”  by  “evil perpetrators not 
knowing any better”!   Of which we could have been like them,  if  raised/nurtured  with their background. 

Consequently,  we do not seek revenge –  but treat it as  “water on a duck’s back”,   let it roll off and away from us  “the harm done to us”.   
It does  not  mean we forgive the perpetrator – but merely we  “cut away the hurt”  from us,  so as not to fester within us.   

However,  this does  not  mean,  we  “shut the door”  to the perpetrator  –  but allow  him/her  to come to us,  to apologise and seek forgiveness from us.   
Then we are instructed by The Bible to  forgive entirely –  and thereby be in the position to teach them about  “our Christlike methodology”  driving our 
mind built upon  “The Word of God”, -  just as it will be in The Millennium –  when precisely the same thing will be the general interaction between 
people entering the 2nd part of their physical life  (from  “the hurt done”  in the 1st part of our physical life  [of today]). 

Sadly,  this  “righteous logic”  is completely  unintelligible and incomprehensible   to our  worldly Christian leaders  –  because they do  not  
understand The Millennium =  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and the apostles!   

JC teaches,  we must unconditionally forgive  7 x 70  (metaphorically to mean an infinite  “complete/perfect”  number – Matt.18v22 – see my local 
commentaries that explain the subtle difference in the Greek wording used)  being a condition that will occur in The Millennium  (and beyond)  between 
us all  brothers and sisters.   We are  only  instructed to forgive in the former condition  if  the perpetrator comes to us  (= we as “the victim”)  to fully 
repent,  and thus we are then placed in the position to teach them  why  we  “as True Christians”  (TCs)  have truly forgiven them. 

This is then utterly consistent with JC’s redemption of all humans that can then lead to personal salvation throughout The Ages,  after and 
beyond The Millennium.  

Furthermore,  it is entirely consistent with Yahweh's Character  (that is unchanging.  Mal.6v3, James.1v17)  in how He acted in The Old Testament to 
those people  (in  “the know”)  who actively rebelled against the HS  (Yahweh’s Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment) – see “blasphemy” 
in glossary. 
Sadly,  these commentaries are so long because I am forced to unscramble the  unrighteous nonsense  of  errant  worldly Christian doctrine –  put out by 
those leaders who self-claim to represent Yahweh –  but clearly,  they do not and are thus  “fraudsters”,  if they persistently present such illogical, 
unrighteous,  and thus unscriptural reasoning! 
How  “on Earth”  can they have - 

The  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/{separate from this world of sin to make Yahweh’s Pure Desire manifest within 
The Environment” (“HS)  when they perpetuate  “nonsense”  as sourced by Satan to oppose the “HS”  (Matt.12v31, Luke.12v10, etc.)! 

Yet the answer is simple, – it is because they  are  “on Earth”  noting Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19,  and hence become 2Cor.11v13-15,  because their 
spiritual  (and hence driven physical)  roots are  firmly within this world  and not focussed on The Millennium  (as their output clearly demonstrates). 
Col.   1v15 og who/which/that  (he [JC]) is  (the) likeness/image/representation/resemblance  of the  God [Yahweh]  
Col.   1v15 og of the  invisible/unseen  (the) {first born}/{chief begotten}  (of the) all   
Col.   1v15 og (of the) formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance; 
Col.   1v15 = (JC now as JCg)  who  he is  the  likeness/image/resemblance  of the  invisible/unseen  God  (Yahweh),  

(JCg)   the  {firstborn}/{chief begotten}  of all  formation/creation   (see v18  in context). 
 

         (JC now as JCg … … ) 
who is the  likeness/image  of the invisible God  (Yahweh, Ex.33v20)    (JC set  “The Required Standard”  that fulfils Yahweh's Desire), 
the firstborn   (JC was in a fleshly body,  became resurrected to become JCg,  thus returning to his  former state  of a  heavenly/celestial  body) 
of all creation   (from out of Mankind [of fleshly body]  built upon “The Word of God”  for a further 144000 TCs to be elected out of The Gospel Age);  
                  (Inasmuch “The Bible” was  written for Mankind,  it was  not  written for every lifeform in The Universe – they have  “their own Bibles”) 

 

This is another verse that will need a long commentary to  untangle the utterly  errant  nonsense of  worldly Christian doctrine. 
First thing we must establish - 

The Bible is written for Mankind and it is  “The Instruction Manual”  on how Mankind will be saved from “The Curse of Satan”,  being that 
of  “annihilation”  (of which  “Mankind”  brought in upon itself   and whose members have need to  personally  extract themselves out of it). 

Would everyone agree with this all-important and all-embracing statement? 
I expect the last ten words may cause a problem – to “worldly Christians”  having been nurtured on unrighteous “Worldly Christianity”. 
If having been written for Mankind –  then The Bible would  not  be written for a life-form living on a planet orbiting Alpha-Centauri? 
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(I simply give an arbitrary example,  but because it is a binary star system it is unlikely to have a planetary system supporting life,  yet as a star system,  
it is  very close  to us!) 
This is the point being made   The Bible given to us is  relative to us and of our salvation. 

So, what does this verse  really  mean? 
1.  JC truly represented Yahweh's interests here upon this Earth.   
     JC was “The Most Perfect” ambassador for Yahweh  (and spoke as “The Word of God”). 
     JC practised  “The Word of God”   (being what he  knew/nurtured)  within his deportment,  and thus became  “The Wisdom of God”. 

JC relayed and behaved to us,  precisely how Yahweh desired entities to  behave/interact  –  inasmuch they would be having His  one/same  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits/character  that is  blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest 
within The Environment”   (this is the “HS”). 

In this manner JC was the  likeness/image/representation/resemblance  of Yahweh on this planet instructing us  by example  “how to behave”. 
This statement absolutely does  not  mean JC  (as JCg now)  was Yahweh. 
JC  was/is  “the specific god”  of humans  (being our creator, Gen.1v26 plural [hence two Entities, one learning off The Superior],  John.1v1-3 [as “ho 
theos” hence two levels]),  and Yahweh is  “The Specific God”  of JC  (being JCg’s Creator). 
Furthermore - 
    Yahweh becomes  “The Adopting Father” (and “The Specific God”)  of those specific individuals  He (Yahweh)  elects/chooses  to become His future  
“Sons of God”  to rule The Resurrected World in The Millennium. 

This is all  PRECISELY  what The Bible  tells us –  but  as usual,  it is absolutely  not  what our spiritually blind  worldly Christian Leaders 
persistently and  errantly  tell us   (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  passing God’s Word through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-29! 
It really makes me wonder if they can get anything correct!   -  Actually,  when we interrogate their sermons,  we realise they get  very little  
correct,  as soon as they stray from directly quoting The Bible  (as my 100s of transcripts of their near useless efforts testify)! 

Thus,  JC tells us in John.14v7,  if we know JC  (by having his  presence/parousia  truly operating within us to fulfil  “The Word of God”  –  Rev.19v13)  
then we know and have seen  “The Father”  operating through JC,   thus JC became  “The Image/Likeness  of The Father”  (John.14v5-15). 
2.  Clearly,  Yahweh must remain invisible to us,  humans,  as we presently stand,  because we are sinful and guilty. 
This must be true,  else personally we would not presently exist in Yahweh’s “Midst of Perfection”  being  “The Absolute Standard” (Ex.33v20).   
However,  when the 144000 TCs have been resurrected as  “Sons of God”,  then they shall personally see Yahweh  –  because  Yahweh has  personally  
chosen  His  future   “Sons of God”  deemed as being perfect according to JC’s Standard as laid down –  having been chosen by their fully Adopting 
Father.    They  have  perfected their mind upon “ The Word of God”  and become  assessed by Yahweh  as equalling His  presently  first/only  “begotten 
Son of God” = “JCg”.  It is hardly likely,  Yahweh would annihilate those individuals of whom He has just elected as having equalled His Premier Son 
of God,  and we know that JCg returns to The Father (Yahweh) as  “The Firstfruit Barley”  and likewise so shall the future 144000  “Sons of God”  as  
“The Firstfruit Wheat”  -  precisely as we are told  by prophetic allegory at Lev.23v5-25, Acts.2v1+  occurring at  “The Ingathering/Pentecost”  of what 
is to occur in the future).   Part of many stupendous prophetic allegories wholly  ignored  by our  “worldly eminent Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
Moreover,  by inductive extension –  to be reasoning like Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  for  “The Early Adopters”,  then I can see no reason why 
“The Late Adopters”  consisting of fleshly bodied humans who  ultimately succeed  through The Millennium and beyond into Yahweh's Granary  (after 
Rev.20v7-18)  shall likewise be in the position to see Yahweh  (as were  Adam/Eve  prior to sin) –  having been accepted by JCg and thus fully covered by 
him on an exact 3.5 year  like-for-like  justification of  assay/proving  (at the end of The Millennium – Rev.20v7-12+). 
Thus,  in summary that is  why  we can  presently  only  come to Yahweh through our  “{go-between}/intercessor/mediator”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5, etc.,)   
JC who is now JCg –  that conveniently leads us onto the third section of which  worldly Christian  Leaders/theologians  get  entirely wrong  (as usual). 

I have need to sadly repeat    
What do they get correct?  -  Not much – they are almost useless when it comes to fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!   

Hopefully,  this website with its accurate and thorough exegesis shall become that bright luminary –  beaming forth its penetrating light into the darkness 
-  that will shine into their minds and hearts to show them  “The Absolute Truth”  accurately  and  precisely  explained –  by rigorous exegesis – based 
precisely what The Bible tells us in context!    Being directly contrary to the worldly inventions out of the minds of old  sages/gurus  of the last some 
1700+ years who had not much clue about what they were speaking or writing  –  I know,  because I have read enough of their output to dismiss it as 
being near to “worthless”  for Mankind’s Salvation! 
3. “the  {firstborn}/begotten  of all creation”.  
To reduce the size of this commentary please read  “begotten”  in glossary that fully explains the first section  (with appropriate citations).   
But quickly paraphrasing my glossary entry  “begotten”  and be giving other supporting evidence    
Firstly   The Bible was written for “Mankind”,  and not the inhabitants of a planet circling another stellar system.  If the readers of Genesis placed 
themselves upon The Earth  (and  not  viewing Creation  off  the planet),  then the sequence given in Genesis is precisely as described.  All this 
underwrites my assertion The Bible was written  (1) for Mankind,  (2) about Mankind,  (3) how Yahweh was sourcing The Plan to redeem Mankind and 
finally  (4) how members of Mankind ultimately personally gain  salvation  into the eternity.    

The Bible is  not  written for the inhabitants on another planet,  it is written about what  has,  is,  and  will  occur on this planet Earth!    
Thus, Yahweh is describing  (1) “The Process of Mankind’s redemption through JC” –  and for that,  (2) Yahweh needs His Tools as  “The Early 
Adopters”  in The Millennium  to rule alongside JCg as his mate  (wife) –  hence  “The Marriage” analogy  from out of which to yield  “The Late 
Adopters” as “The Children”  from this perfect union in The Millennium.  Supportive citations would be,  Matt.22v1-10  (v11-12 = worldly Christian 
leaders  “gate crashing”  the celebrations),  Matt.25v1-21,  Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9, etc., –  and the many references to  “marriage”  for example Eph.5v30-
32, John.2v1-12,  3v28-30,  –  please read  all  my cited local commentaries to understand precisely what we are being told. 
Thus,  with all this background understanding,  then we can reason - 

JC became  awakened/roused  as  “{firstborn}/{chief begotten}”  as  a Son of God  from out a fleshly body  as The First Fruit “Barley”!  -   
(See supportive text at  [by allegory Lev.23v5-25]  Col.1v18, Rev.1v5 – and  “begotten”  in my glossary). 
Where,  JC was for 33.5 years an entity living within a corruptible  (= capable of dying and rotting away to nothing)  fleshly body.   
JC physically became  “The Creation of Yahweh” in a celestial body,  because of his perfect mind entitled him to it,  to become “The Premier 
Son of God”  back into his rightful position again within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body that is incorruptible = incapable of dying and 
incapable of rotting away to nothing  (being precisely what Paul taught us at 1Cor.15v35-55).   

This is precisely the route,  of which we should ideally take (John.14v5-15),  of whom we are to imitate,  as Paul teaches us in 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15. 
The Crux being  

There has  never  been any entity created from  “corruptible flesh to an incorruptible  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body”  before 
this event in time  –  thus JC was  The First  “humanoid”  to become JCg.   

Furthermore,   at the time of writing JC was  The Only  “humanoid”  to become a  “Son of God”.  This does not mean, JCg was the first and 
only  “Son of God”  created before the existence of  “humans”  (please see Job.1v6, 2v1 in a decent Bible  [KJV]  and  not  “the useless and 
corrupted NIV”).   Moreover, by being controversial,  only to facilitate additional reasoning,  I further suggest based upon the physical  
allegories/representations  of Cain and Abel,  Ishmael and Isaac,  Esau and Jacob,  Ephrem and Manasseh,  then I strongly suggest Satan 
was the first created before Jesus Christ  (but this is merely  supposition/conjecture  on my part  [to cause thought] – we will know in The 
Millennium). 
Thus returning,  “The  Only/First  Begotten JCg”  relative to this planet  “Earth”  becomes  “The Head of Office”  of  “The New 
Methodology”  that all humans are to ultimately imitate if they desire  “everlasting life”  –  being  “The  {New Thing}/Creation”  that 
Yahweh sources to express His HS  (through JC). 
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However being The Head  (JC/JCg)  to lead his body  (of 144000 TCs – 1Cor.12v12-22)  being  “The Firstfruit Wheat” waved  (Lev.23v5-25)  some 50 
days later when The Door of The Gospel Age opened for 144000 entrants to become  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  that 
must be  first  fulfilled before  “The 2nd Advent of JCg”  comes to collect Yahweh’s future  “Sons of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6).   
Consequently,  we reason this body  (144000 TCs)  demonstrably proven  to have been driven by  “The Head”  (as “The Word of God” controlling their 
minds as  “The Lord/Master”)  in the 1st part of their physical life,  shall be JC’s body that follows The Head later.  Likewise,  it too shall have been be 
fully Created  by Yahweh  (1) by perfecting The Mind of these 144000 individuals upon  “The Word of God”  -  to become future  “Sons of God”  as  
“The Bride of Christ”  (being the perfect union of The Head and/{over the} Body) –  also,  they are to be  (2) placed within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
body to become metaphorically as one flesh  (Gen.2v24, Eph.5v30-32,  and by warning 1Cor.6v16). 
Furthermore,  we are told in 1Cor.15v50,  flesh and blood  cannot  inherit  The Kingdom of Heaven  as  “The Heirs”  (but flesh and blood  can  become  
part of  “The Inheritance”).  Thus,  it is the  “Sons of God”  being “a Creation of Yahweh”  “not of flesh and blood”  but in  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
bodies created by Yahweh that shall become  “The Inheritors  of The Kingdom of God”  through the route described in 1Cor.15v35-55  -  because they 
demonstrably proved they had  “the kingdom of God”  operating within their minds  in the 1st part of their physical life  (Luke.17v21). 

Hopefully,  this commentary has been useful in extracting the correct understanding from out of this verse. 
As the reader can see this bears  no  resemblance to the  unrighteous nonsense  as taught by our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars – 
because quite simply they do  not  presently have the HS  (being of its composite definition)  to understand such things sourced by Yahweh!   Essentially 
their brain receptors have demonstrably  not  been tuned to understand such things  (unlike the apostles, Matt.11v11-13) –  because  they reason as 
worldly people –  as taught in their seminaries by peers,  and to be fawning over worldly sages of millennia before,  thinking likewise  (Matt.23v15). 
I have read some of their output and their reasoning is shambolic – as though they are on drugs!   Someone really needs to stand up and shout out   “The 
Emperor has no clothes!”  (ref Aesop’s fable). 

This is precisely why they do  not  teach this knowledge of  “1st Century Christianity”  to us  –  because they  cannot  think outside  “worldly 
reasoning”  –  taught to be clones of world  “Religion”  hence JCg’s call to us,  “to get out of her”  (Rev.18v4)!    
We must become  “The Nicodemus”  (John.3v1-12)  and enquire upon  “The Word of God” -  to  personally  “seek and find”  (Matt.7v7-8)! 

Hopefully,  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  shall become The Catalyst to cause reform  (perhaps like the interception by JCg upon Saul to become Paul,  
to remodel their muses and errant assumptions)  –  so they might understand and start personally teaching  “The Real Gospel”  (Matt.24v14)  by both 
word and deed  to  “The Real  Glory/Honour/Majesty  of Yahweh”  (within the recipients’ minds).  Where it is,  He,  “Yahweh”  Who has set up and 
orchestrated this  most wonderful  and righteous  “Plan for Human Salvation”  through some six millennia  –  Amen to the 7th Millennia,  being that of 
The Millennium  (Heb,4v4)  to  complete/perfect  “Mankind”  in  “The Great Sabbath Day of The Lord (JCg)”  –  Mark.2v27-28  fulfilled! 

All of this is what our Christian leaders  should be teaching,  and  not  their current  “worldly religious”  “useless and mindless dribble”! 
To which they will need to answer to JCg –  if fortunate enough to be resurrected into The Millennium  (as decided only by Yahweh)! 

However,  Yahweh is letting them have  “their day now”  to show The World how useless they are in fulfilling His Desire  (Rom.1v16-32) – and why they 
are to be rejected from a place of rulership in The Millennium  (Luke.20v16, as one citation of so many that could be used). 
 
‘Allegory’– repeat - “Heavens” (plural) = All the zones above The Earth = The Universe,  thus points to Yahweh’s domain. 
(Yahweh’s domain means the zone were the entities fulfil Yahweh’s Desire;  – the pariah World fulfils Satan’s desire). 
Heaven (singular) = the zone immediately above The Earth = The Authority that surrounds The Earth,  over The World. 
4th Prophecy – All present mastery over The Earth is just a foreshadow of what is to occur in The Millennium,  when it is 
wholly reformed away from Worldly methodology unto what will be  “The New Kingdom”  expressing Yahweh’s 
Methodology through what JC had done at his 1st Advent to redeem his creation,  to righteously make possible his Rule as 
JCg  (Rev.19v16)  over all things  pertaining to this planet into the eternity. 
23rd Reasoning – JCg is The First Born/Begotten  now of The Resurrection (v18)  as  “The New (physical) Creation”  of 
God (Yahweh),  likewise this becomes  “The  Ownership/Fabrication”  of those entities  (TCs)  who equally operate under 
Yahweh’s Desire to continue alongside JCg in The Millennium.   These 144000 TCs assist in  “The Organisation”  
pertaining to this planet,  they become part of  “The New Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v1-4)  see glossary on all these terms. 
24th Reasoning – When JCg  (with his organisation - as above)  rules in The Millennium,  then The First/Most  (in Satan’s 
world)  shall become  The Last/Least  in JCg’s World –  so they might learn  “humility”  to start that very necessary  
reformation/readjustment  in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and hence have an opportunity to live forever by precisely 
imitating JC’s lifestyle without the hypocrisy  (hence “without darkness” hiding their deportment)  as witnessed today. 
25th Reasoning – Plural heavens  terminology is used because Yahweh’s Authority makes The Decision to enable  “The 
Resurrection/Transformation  of The First Begotten Process”  occur from out of Mankind to yield a new Entity for The 
Heavens.  This shall be repeated 144000 times in a blink of an eye,  at “The 1st Resurrection”,  in “The 21st Century CE”. 
10th Good News – When JCg is ruling,  then the 144000 TCs being the future Sons of God shall be  exhibited/commended  
as being  “The Worthy Bride”  to her adoring husband (JCg)  in the midst of all  “The Resurrected World”. 
Col.   1v16 og because  in  (to the [= within]) him [JCg]   
Col.   1v16 og (he/it was) {proprietorship of the manufacturer}/fabricated/formed/created   
Col.   1v16 og the (things)   (the) all  the (things)   in  to the [= within]  heavens   
Col.   1v16 og also  the (things)   over/upon/concerning  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region,   
Col.   1v16 og the (things)  {gazed at}/{capable of being seen}/visible  also  the (things)  invisible/unseen,   
Col.   1v16 og {if too}/whether   (the) {stately seats}/thrones,   
Col.   1v16 og {if too}/whether  (the) {all mastery}dominions/governments/lordships,   
Col.   1v16 og {if too}/whether  (the) beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/ 

/wholly/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders,   
Col.   1v16 og {if too}/whether  (the) privileges/competencies/freedoms/capacities/authorities/powers 
Col.   1v16 og the (things)  all  through (reason of)   (of the) him [JCg]   
Col.   1v16 og also  into/unto  (the) him  (the have been) {proprietorship of the manufacturer}/fabricated/formed/created; 
Col.   1v16 = because  within  the him   (JCg)   he/it  was  {proprietorship of manufacture}/fabricated/created   

all  the things  within  the  heavens,   also  the things  upon/concerning  The  Earth/land,   
the things  {gazed at}/visible,   also  the things  invisible/unseen,   
whether  the  {stately seats}/thrones,   
whether  the  {all mastery}/dominions/governments,   
whether  the  chiefs/principalities/rulers,   
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whether  the  privileges/authorities/powers,   
all  the things  through reason of  the him   (JCg)  
also  these  (things)   have been  {proprietorship of the manufacture}/fabricated/formed/created  unto/for  the him   (JCg). 

 

Because within him  (JCg)    (inasmuch JCg was The Centre of what was to occur on this planet –  being his zone of responsibility) 
it was fabricated all the things within the heavens   (being  “The Authority of Yahweh”  establishing what was to occur  through JCg) 
                (This means,  JCg was “Assigned Authority” by Yahweh because of the used “within”,  it does not mean JCg fabricated things in the heavens) 
also all things upon The Earth   (being “Life” precursors on Earth were created by JCg –  having  “The Authority”  assigned to him from Yahweh) 
the things visible  (being the obvious),   also the things unseen   (of a vastly greater degree then, at their creation,  than of what we know today), 
                (both physically  and  furthermore,  administrations around the world  [therefore at all levels] -) 
whether the thrones,  whether governments,  whether rulers,  whether powers,   (forming  “only a basis of a system”  for  “society to function”) 
all the things through reason of him   (being what was established to make society function of which JCg will gain into The Culmination) 
also these things have been created for him   (JCg made all this possible, so he might then gain  these to be perfected things  into The Culmination). 
               (Inasmuch,  we needed to see  “a flawed system first” -  for us to appreciate  “a new perfected system”  in The Millennium under JCg’s rule.) 

 

I leave something here upon which The Reader might care to muse –  being of what I originally assumed in my 1st Revision - 
Notice the differentiation here.  
The Angels  pertaining to this planet,  subjecting themselves to Yahweh’s Decree  (hence the plural heavens)  are thus attributed as being 
owned by JCg  hence the  “{proprietor-ship of manufacture}/fabrication”  assigned to JCg.  The text within the verse then moves on to tell us  
all things pertaining to this planet are to be subject to JCg  –  this is to include the physically unseen demons constrained to only operate upon 
this presently  “pariah planet”  affecting those specific humans who dabble in The Occult.   
All other people  avoiding  The Occult like the plague  -  have the automatic protection of Yahweh.  

I write like this to motivate the reader to carefully think about what this verse is telling us. 
Now explaining my thoughts.  The above commentary I wrote as explained on my 1st Revision was my initial reaction,  and now 4 years or so later after 
rolling through my translation and commentaries for the other books of The New Testament  –  I now revisit this verse and make my 2nd Revision to 
clarify what is being precisely stated here - 

Heavens [plural]  always  means   “Yahweh’s Methodology ruling across The Universe”  –  there is  no  exception to this rule! 
Sadly,  the NIV rendition loses all this important knowledge in the near useless interpretation for any analytical work  –  proudly stating in 
The Foreword the translators see no need to differentiate between singular and plural heavens  –  and likewise much else in its  faulty  
interpretation at key doctrinal places,  thus “a travesty of a translation” – best to avoid it  “like the plague (to our minds)”  (James.3v11-12)! 

The Crux of what I add here in my 2nd Revision is this - 
Globally speaking,  entities driven by Yahweh's Methodology are deemed to be  “within the heavens” -  because they are controlled by  
“The Authority of The Heavens” –  being Yahweh driving their mind  (hence of the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  
pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  = the “HS”). 

The point of this statement is - 
People  truly  having The HS  (as defined above)  operating within them,  never  have need to pray for it  (counter to what we see  in the 
hypocritical and showy manner as given by our  worldly Christian leaders).   Why?   Because having thoroughly imbued  “The Word of God”  
–  to gain  “The Accurate Knowledge”,  having  assayed/proved  it within the mind to gain  assurance  and then are motivated to operate with  
fidelity  to what has been inculcated and assayed,  yields Real Faith  –  and the HS.   Moreover,  Yahweh chooses to operate within The 
Environment to further His Desire in a  compliant  individual who precisely imitates JC -  to bring forth the next generation of TCs so Yahweh 
might achieve His  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4, which must righteously be fulfilled)  to bring on The Next Stage of 
Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  (please see my cited local commentaries).   
The Next Stage  (after “The 1st Resurrection”  of the participating the 144000 TCs) = The Millennium following about 3.5 years later  (+ 45 
days, Dan.12v11-12). 

Note   We aiming to be TCs,  internally  yearn to gain  The Knowledge and  work at gaining it,  then  with fidelity we operate  in 
godly  wisdom  to The Knowledge –  then  we gain  understanding  and  discernment –  then  we gain the HS.   

The HS is absolutely  not  gained by merely praying in a vain manner for it –  because I might ask    
Can any reader righteously explain why it should be so? –  We only become spoilt,  self-indulgent children –  given trinkets! 

However,  this is  not  the type of message  worldly Christian leaders want to give to their deluded devotees for worldly return –  wanting an 
easy life in this present worldly system –  counter to what The Bible tells us throughout   (for an example of many 2Tim.3v14-17,  because how 
else are we to know how to do  Eccl.12v13-14?)! 

Thus,  in The Millennium when  “the tables will be turned”  by JCg taking all control over The Environment of The Earth  (Rev.19v16-21, Matt.22v44). 
JCg shall bind The Demons ([not as defined by Charismatics] they know what is coming Mark.1v24)  and make those people presently  The First/Most  
(worldly leaders)  in this miserable worldly system of  self-indulgence  to become  The Last/Least  in The Millennium.   By contrast,  the TCs who are  
The Last/Least  now in practised humility,  shall then become the future  “Sons of God”  as The First/Most.  This is all as JC prophesied will occur when 
he becomes  “The Lord of The Sabbath” (Mark.2v27-28) –  being the 7th Day of  perfection/completion  (same root of shaba/sheba  StrongsTM = 7650/1)  
of Yahweh’s “Most Righteous Plan of Human Salvation”  where  “The Day of The Lord”  is as a 1000 years,  told to us  twice  in the same verse so that 
we should  “not be ignorant”  of this fact  (2Pet.3v8,  occurring at Heb.4v4, Rev.20v7)! 

Thus,  in The Culmination all things shall be utterly subservient to  “The Rightful King Anointed Jesus”.  (Rev.19v16 - Amen). 
Just for completeness  
The 3rd revision gave the text backed by yellow,  and the 4th revision added the detailed parenthesis within it,  plus tidying up the commentary. 
Col.   1v17 og also  he [JCg]   (he) is  fore/{in front of}/prior/before  (of the [things]) all,   
Col.   1v17 og also  the (things)  all  in  (to the [= within]) him [JCg]  
Col.   1v17 og (He [Yahweh] has) {set together}/{introduce favourably}/approved/commended/ 

/exhibited/evinced/{put in striking view}. 
Col.   1v17 = also  he  (JCg)   is  prior/before  all   (things),   

also  He  (Yahweh)   has  {set together}/commended/exhibited/evinced  the  things  within  him  (JCg). 
 

also  he (JCg)  is prior all things   (inasmuch JCg becomes “The Premier Son”  of God –  precisely as this website  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches), 
                 (Inasmuch JCg created all  “Kinds” of “Life”  as  the precursors  of what we see now spun out in the myriad of species we have today) 
also  He (Yahweh)  has  {set together}/exhibited/evinced  the things  (pertaining to this planet)  within him  (JCg). 

                 (Yahweh established JCg’s Authority because JCg took upon himself  “Accountability, Ownership and Responsibility”  for all  “Life”.) 
 

Because of what JCg did for his personal creation then he is  all-pre-eminent  (“for/{in front of}/prior/before” as  “The Leader”) –  and ultimately after 
The Millennium then  all  things/people  shall be  {set together}/commended/exhibited  as being perfect alongside him  –  a perfect society able to enter 
Yahweh’s Granary –  being the friendly interaction with all of Yahweh’s Creation throughout The Universe. 
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Importantly,  when Mankind has become perfected,  then this  “pariah planet”  will be removed out of quarantine for us to have unfettered  two-way  
interaction with all other perfected life within The Universe.  This explains why SETI is presently a waste of money, time,  and effort – because all other 
extra-terrestrial life is under orders not to communicate with us – except a few reneges as “UFOs”  who are subsequently  “dealt with”  by Yahweh! 
Moreover,  it is quite ironic and somewhat paradoxical – that  “The Most Intelligent Life”  in The Universe  interacts with us as detailed in The Bible 
and most of Mankind has absolutely  no interest  in positively responding to this communication  -  how weird  and stupid  is that reaction! 
 
7th Comment – JCg is “The Head of The Body”,  and as such,  “The Word of God”  gives instructions to the  compliant  
limbs on his body -  so they  operate with fidelity to the instructions given  during the 1st part of their physical life. 
26th Reasoning – Notice the Bible states,  it  is  JC being “The Head of the (his) Body”,  and not Yahweh.  Clearly JC is 
thus alive as JCg  (being that he is resurrected as “the specific god” of us)  and thus JCg is a separate entity to Yahweh. 
10th Allegory – The Head = The Mind  being  “The Source of Instruction”  to  “The Body”  =  JCg as “The Word of God” 
11th Allegory – The Body = Those specific people who are ultimately accepted by Yahweh to be an intimate part of JCg, 
become metaphorically as  “one flesh”  in union as husband and wife upon resurrection.  To be in this position they must 
be of  one mind  (equivalent to the one head)  and not amputated away by Yahweh.  Thus,  we accurately reason  “The 
Body”  does not comprise of  worldly  Christians as deemed by Yahweh in his  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
The Body  only  comprises of specific people who  have imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able. 
12th ‘Allegory’ – The Ecclesia = “A calling out”  comprising of people  accurately  “calling out” “The Real Gospel” of 
The Inheritance by both word/deed.  They imitate JC’s lifestyle,  accurately teach this message = imitates JC’s ministry 
Good News – repeat - JCg is the  firstborn/begotten  of all creation  from out of  The Resurrection  (see v18 and glossary) 
Reasoning – repeat - Contrary to what we are  errantly  told by our  worldly Christian leaders - this really means:- 
JCg fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire in his  ministry/{self-sacrifice}  and thus rightfully became The First Born of all Creation – 
being  The New Creation of Yahweh  operating within people –  being  The New Office/Position  over the future people, 
firstly over the 144000 TCs becoming  “The Firstfruits”,  and then later  “The Resurrected World”  to be yielding what 
will become the 3rd Remnant out of “Israel”  (“persevere with subjector”)  –  see glossary on all these terms. 
Reasoning – repeat - JCg is The First Born/Begotten  now of The Resurrection (v18)  as  “The New (physical) Creation”  
of God (Yahweh),  likewise this becomes  “The  Ownership/Fabrication”  of those entities  (TCs)  who equally operate 
under Yahweh’s Desire to continue alongside JCg in The Millennium.   These 144000 TCs assist in  “The Organisation”  
pertaining to this planet,  they become part of  “The New Jerusalem”  (Rev.21v1-4)  see glossary on all these terms. 
5th Prophecy – Those entities truly believing in JC  (= imitate what they know = JC,  else they are hypocrites to what they 
know)  shall dwell with JCg forever – either as his bride of 144000 TCs,  or as The Children being “The Remnant” from 
the 3rd Epoch of Israel  (those resurrected people who ultimately imitate JC’s lifestyle over their 2 part life). 
27th Reasoning – These people shall live forever because JCg has  reset/atoned  the 1st part of their spiritual life  (worldly 
methodology in the 1st part of their physical life)  and during the 2nd part of their spiritual life these people have made a 
conscious effort to perfect the 2nd part of their spiritual life to imitate JC’s lifestyle.  Thus,  before Yahweh’s Decree on sin 
we have been redeemed on a precise  “like-for-like”  for the 1st part of our life and in the 2nd part we are being judged on 
JC’s two laws located at Mark.12v30-31 based upon The Mind of the 2nd part of our spiritual life.  Yet  not  judged on 
“The Law of Works”  because any errors are  sideslips/transgressions  created  by accident  and are  not  premeditated. 
11th Good News – The successful JC  awakened/roused  by Yahweh as JCg enables those specific people who ultimately 
imitate  him  (and thus truly  “believe on him”)  to become fully reconciled to Yahweh. 
Allegory – repeat - Blood = “life giving”  (often in a form of sacrifice by the giver for the wellbeing of the recipient). 
28th Reasoning – making peace with Yahweh of our individual sins occurs because JC can atone the members of his 
creation on a  like-for-like  individual  basis enabling Yahweh to righteously against His Decree on sin to “awaken/rouse” 
(= resurrect)  us  (as The World)  giving a RESET condition to learn how to imitate JC in a perfected DNA fleshly body. 
13th Allegory – Fixed Posts = Self Denial of one’s life from this world  (killing self-indulgence),  thus culminating in life. 
12th Good News – All people operating according to  “The Methodology of The World”  (= self-indulge to our 
neighbour’s hurt)  were redeemed by JCg who  (as JC)  reconciled all these individuals with Yahweh of The Heavens – 
because he was “The  Link/Intercessor/Mediator”  to reform our minds upon  “The Word of God”  so that we,  who are 
personally successful,  shall operate according to Yahweh’s Methodology  (= to edify our neighbour to our own hurt). 
Col.   1v18 og Also  he [JCg]   (he) is  the  head  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily,   
Col.   1v18 og of the  {calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church;   who/which/that  (he) is   
Col.   1v18 og (the) beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/wholly/ 

/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders   [middle voice]   
Col.   1v18 og (the) {firstborn}/{chief begotten}  {from/out of}  of the  {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers,  
Col.   1v18 og that  (he may/should) {become to be}  in  (to the [= within] things) all  he [JCg]  
Col.   1v18 og (the) {to be first (in the front row/rank/influence)}/{have the pre-eminence}; 
Col.   1v18 = Also  he  (JCg)   is  The Head  of the  {whole/sound body},    (the 144000 TCs + brethren actively aiming to become TCs) 

of the  {calling out}/ecclesia,    (but demonstrably not the head of the “church” whose members rejected  imitating JC millennia ago) 
who  he  (JCg)   is  personally  the  commencement/beginning  {first born}/{chief begotten}  {from out of}  of the  {dead people}/corpses,   
that  he  (JCg)   may/should  {become to be}  the  {first in rank}/{pre-eminent}  within  all  things. 

 

Also he (JCg)  is The Head of the whole body   (the 144000 TCs who are  truly controlled  by The Head  [meaning, to be of  one/same  thought]) 
the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (being  [1] The TCs and  [2] the brethren aiming to be TCs  [but  not  worldly Christians,  who are  not  imitating JC]) 
               (because quite simply “worldly Christians”  are headed up by their worldly “Religious Leaders”  who are certainly not headed by God’s Word) 
who (JCg)  is personally the beginning first born from out of the dead people   (hence  “first/only/chief  begotten [resurrected] Son of God”), 
               (“Begotten” both spiritually and physically.  JCg spiritually selected to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  was physically resurrected in a celestial body) 
that he (JCg)  might become to be the first in rank in all things   (pertaining to this planet  [Rev.19v16] –  it being of his responsibility). 
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Let me add a few words into the verse to explain precisely what this means - 
Also,  he (JCg)  is  “The Head”  of  “The Body”  (comprising of the 144000 TCs elected  (by Yahweh)  from out of The Christian Nation over 
approximately 2000 years),  the ecclesia  (having been selected by Yahweh as having  accurately  “called out”  “The Word of God”  by both  
word/deed  according to  “The Requirements”  of  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   (before it changed to be  “worldly 
Christianity”  of a  “new Jesus”, 2Cor.11v4, noting 1John.2v18-19). 
This ecclesia  (to become  “The Bride of Christ”  comprising of 144000 TCs),  who (JCg)  is personally the beginning  {first born}/{chief 
begotten}  {from out}  of the  {dead people}/corpses  (Rev.1v5),  that he (JCg)  might become to be the  {first in rank}/{pre-eminent}  in all 
things  (when ruling as  “The Rightful King”  in The Millennium [Rev.19v16]). 

Thus presently  (during The Gospel Age)  JCg is  “The  (spiritual)  Head”  {ruling over}/of  His  (fleshly)  Body  (the 144000 TCs)  by having his  
presence/parousia  operating as  “The Lord/Master”  within those 144000 TCs who actively imbue  “The Word of God” (JCg, Rev.19v13)  within their  
lifestyle/deportment  in a  non-hypocritical  manner.   
They face persecution from  “The Established Religious Authorities”  (John.16v1-4, etc.,)  only because the TCs do  precisely imitate JC,  thereby casting 
light upon The Environment as by means of a contrast,  on how to  “correctly behave”  (to edify our neighbour to our own hurt)  without hypocrisy. 
JC was  awakened/roused  by Yahweh's capability that expresses His HS  (His Pure Desire successfully made manifest within The Environment)  as a   
“Son of God”,  thus becoming JCg (see glossary).  In this position he becomes The First  (as The Waved “Barley”)  of the Firstfruits  (= 144000 TCs 
becoming The Waved “Wheat”)  (at [as]  The [New] Temple,  as given by prophetic allegory at Lev.23v5-25, Acts.2+ into The Gospel Age as  “The 
Ingathering/Pentecost”).  JCg is now patiently awaiting his Father’s instruction to move in and install The Millennium  (when Yahweh has His 144000 
proven TCs)  some 2000 years or so,  after his  resurrection/awakening.   Notice how JCg is  {the first born}/{chief begotten}  from out of the  {dead 
people}/corpses,  and thus clearly this is the link,  as I carefully explain with numerous Biblical evidence of  “begotten”  in glossary to what  “begotten”  
in context with this planet,  telling us what The Scriptures really mean.  This is in stark contrast to the utterly  errant and somewhat  spiritually childish  
understanding of  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  teaching   JC was the first thing that Yahweh created  (insinuating even before The Universe).  
There is absolutely  no  Biblical credibility offered  anywhere  to support this nonsense  (not even John1v1-2 when  correctly  translated  –  please see the 
translation and my commentary as given on this website  “FutureLife.Org”! 

I welcome the  world's  very best  scholars of The Bible to give evidence to counter my claim! 
I suggest they dare not,  because they should realise my counter  (having read my some 4,000,000+ words of explanation)! 

Continuing,  when  The Millennium is installed and JCg has collected his Bride of 144000  “Sons of God”  then  “The Main Resurrection”  shall begin 
to occur of people into perfected DNA fleshly bodies  (given  in trust)   so they might learn  “Righteousness”  within an  enforced perfected  society ready 
for the final assay of some 3.5 years at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15).  It is essential to read my local cited commentaries,  and just  wholly 
ignore  (put out of our mind)  the nonsense  given by our  worldly Christian leaders behaving exactly as did the Pharisees in the day of JC.   
Again,  this  accurate  and righteous scenario makes a mockery of the ridiculous teaching of  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  stating,  “as soon as 
we die,  we go to heaven in a conscious state to supposedly look down on those people still alive on the Earth”!     
         Do these theologians actually read The Bible  (2Tim.2v18 written some 30+ years  after  JC's resurrection –  and what has changed since them)? 
         Please will they tell me! 

Of course not!   They only read  “the bible they invented”  within their heads having been passed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19. 
Thus,  we can understand JCg is starting a new era,  being that of Redemption  –  and thus enabling  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  to be laid down so 
Yahweh can equitably judge in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” (James.3v1, Matt.20v23)  those very specific people  (TCs)  who have personally 
imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  enabling them to be righteously  awakened/roused/resuscitated  as future  “Sons of God”.  They have  personally  seen 
and become part of solving  “The Mystery”  of which  “The Prophets of Old”  looked to find.  but could not  see/understand  (because they had no 
standard upon which to use –  Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10).    
         Notice the important comment by JC at Matt.11v11 – please read my local commentary. 
Finally notice how this verse is written in the  future  tense some 25 years  after  JC had  awakened/roused  as JCg –  and thus we can  accurately  
reason this still has  not  yet occurred –  even after all the special events  (Resurrection, Pentecost, Cornelius, etc.)  upon which our  worldly Christian  
leaders/theologians  try to pin the commencement of JCg’s reign –  blithely ignoring the fact that it was some 2000 years ago –  so The Millennium of 
1000 years is almost  twice  over  –  and  nothing has changed  in  “the spirit of the air”  (Eph.2v2) as sourced by Satan  (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)!   
I really despair at just how they can be so spiritually blind  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39),  but sadly they are taught  “not to think”  at their seminaries  
(Matt.23v15,  else be excommunicated,  then what else can fund their lifestyle?).  By consequence,  they remain as spiritually blind clones of their 
forebears in past generations  (Luke.5v39)! 

Thus, at the time of writing  (2015/21 CE)  the start of The Millennium is still  future  tense  –  but  “Oh, it so very close”  now!   Amen! 
As I explain elsewhere,  Satan’s tenure shall be completed at or before 2067 CE,  being the final Jewish Jubilee year (of Rev.21v1-4)  built upon the 
steady progression of what occurred on the previous three Jewish Jubilee years for Israel and specifically “Jerusalem”.   I explain elsewhere. 
 
Col.   1v19 og because  in  (to the [= within]) him  (He/it was) {thought well of}/approved/{thought good}/delighted   
Col.   1v19 og (the) all  the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}   
Col.   1v19 og (to) {house permanently}/{firmly inhabit}/{persistently dwell}, 
Col.   1v19 = Because  he/it  {thought well of}/approved/delighted  within  the him  (JCg)    (see commentary) 

the  all/whole  {item filled}/{full container}  to  {house permanently}/{persistently dwell}. 
This short verse yields a multitude of different bible translations – check your one out! 
The translation given hinges upon the word   “eudokeo”  StrongsTM = 2106,  the variation used in the Greek text as explained by the lexicon I prefer to 
use  (ISBN  0-943575-33-8)  out of my four Greek Lexicons,  is given as  3 pers. sg. aor. act. indic.   
Now depending whether Paul is positioned in  “the present time”  and he is looking back as being a past single closed event  (as the standard option 1) ,  
or in his mind’s eye positioned in  “the future time”  at the close of The Millennium and he is again looking back over what has occurred to Mankind  (as 
given in my proposed new option 2,  –  for consideration only). 
The point is,  we must understand both  (1) the context and also  (2) how Paul views The World  (noting what he said at Phil.1v20-23). 
Paul views The World as being very much in a  transient situation,  as Ecclesiastes tells us   Our present existence is  “vanity/worthlessness”  in our 
return to death Eccl.3v20.  Paul knew Ecclesiastes “like the back of his hand” –  having been educated on The Torah throughout his youth -  and knew 
The Jews were waiting for  The Messiah/Christ/Anointed  to come and rescue the  Jews/Israel  (actually Mankind/{as 3 Epochs of Israel})  from 
annihilation,  and he understood how JC fulfilled that role for Mankind  (hence Rom.1v16, Col.3v11, and likewise elsewhere).   
Paul also knew from what JC taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  given to him by the original disciples how The Millennium was The Solution to bring 
righteous reform to Mankind by yielding  “The 3 Remnants of the 3 Epochs of Israel back to The Lord”  Isa.10v20-22 –  of which Paul equally knew of 
these many prophecies given by Isaiah,  to be speaking of The Millennium  (being  “The Bedrock”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  of which JC fulfilled). 
Thus,  with this background of both context and being The Driver of Paul –  then I propose this verse could equally yield option 2,  where it is this 
knowledge that ardently drives Paul unto The Culmination  (especially after his instruction,  of which he tells us in part at 2Cor.12v1-3) –  he is not 
thinking of the present world –  he is thinking of The Eternity  after  The Millennium –  this is what drives him forward. 
Likewise this is what drives me forward in my many, many  10,000s hours given freely to The World  (outside my secular work of some 50+ hours a 
week)  to explain  “1st Century Christianity”  now  (2015/21 CE)  at  the closing  of The Gospel Age   (perhaps likened John the Baptist heralding  “JC’s 
1st Advent”  that was soon to close  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  of The Jews,  but now closing  “The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  of The Christian Nation,  being that 
of JC’s 2nd Advent at  “The 1st Resurrection”). 
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Now returning,  with that background of what is in Paul’s mind together,  with the context of The World at both sides of this specific verse,  then Paul 
could be looking back in his mind’s eye while in  “The Culmination”  at  “The Purified World”  (being of its 3 Remnants that have returned to The Lord)  
to state Option 2,  again being  (from this different vantage point – in the mind’s eye)  a past single closed event. 

Option 1 (very much the standard translation – without the frills). 
 

Because He (Yahweh)  delighted   (being of what JCg perfectly did to save his own personal creation from annihilation) 
(for)  all the fullness   (of what Yahweh offered both to JCg  [The Authority given at Rev.19v16]  and of our purification,  through what JC did for us)  
to persistently dwell within him  (JCg)    (thereby acknowledging JCg has all right to be The King of kings and The Lord of lords over The Earth). 
 

Option 2 (an alternative for consideration). 
 

Because it (The Perfected World in The Culmination)  delighted   (upon reflection of what JCg did to save The World from annihilation) 
(for)  all the fullness   (“The Justified Recognition”  by all members of The World,  JCg  deserves  “The Highest”  position over us  [Rev.19v16]) 
to persistently dwell within him  (JCg)   (thereby acknowledging JCg has all right to be The King of kings and The Lord of lords over The Earth). 
 

Thus,  in the culmination,  all reasoning entities pertaining to this planet will fully appreciate what their creator has done for them,  having  (1) Created 
them, and (2) Redeemed them when they failed,  and thus giving all members of the failed creation an opportunity to escape The Original Curse of Satan  
by use of The Millennium to yield “The Late Adopters”. 
And now - 
I ask the reader to look in their bible translation,  the only sincere translation is the KJV,  others generate all manner of interpretation to the basic (1). 
However,  I give a  transparent  translation and offer alternatives  of (2)  for the reader to consider,  and thus my translation is an  honest  translation!  

What would a reader who is  truly searching  (Matt.7v7-8)  desire to read  (noting the warning given at James.3v11-12)? 
Col.   1v20 og also  through (reason)   (of the) him [JCg]   (to) {fully reconcile}/{mutually resolve/settle absolutely}   
Col.   1v20 og the (things)  all  into/unto  (the) him [Yahweh],   
Col.   1v20 og (the) {being a peacemaker}/harmonising/{making peace}  through (reason)   of the  blood   
Col.   1v20 og of the  {fixed stakes/posts/poles}/{self-denial}/{public execution (away from this world’s methodology)}   
Col.   1v20 og (of the) him,   through (reason)   (of the) him  {if too}/whether  the (things, plural)   
Col.   1v20 og over/upon/concerning  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region  [singular],  
Col.   1v20 og {if too}/whether  the (things [plural])   in  to the [= within]  heavens  [plural]. 
Col.   1v20 = also  through reason  of the  him,    ([1]JCg who became  [2] JC and then resurrected,  to become  [3] JCg again)   

the  all  things   (pertaining to this planet)   to  {fully reconciled}/{mutually resolved}  unto  the  Him   (Yahweh),   
(JCg)  the  {making peace}  through reason of  his  (JC’s)  blood   
(given on)   of the  {fixed stakes/posts}/{self-denial};   (JC’s self-sacrifice nullified worldly methodology) 
through reason of  the him  (JC)   the  (things/entities reconciled)   whether  upon  the  Earth    (people operating to worldly methodology)  
whether  within  the  heavens.     (people/entities  freely choosing to operate according to Yahweh's Methodology) 

 

also through reason of him   (JC giving the  [1] Ministry to purify our mind,  [2] Ransom Sacrifice to give us a 2 part physical life) 
to mutually resolved all things   (on this planet - because it is of  this  “World/Life”  for which The Bible has been written –  not  for The Universe) 
unto the Him  (Yahweh)    (JC’s self-sacrifice to become our  “Intercessor”  [Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5]  to Yahweh’s Requirement of us) 
                 (JC cannot reconcile us to himself,  but as a mediator,  JC can reconcile us to Yahweh regarding the  sin/fault  made in the 1st part of our life) 
(JCg)  making peace   (between our sin committed in the 1st part of our life and Yahweh’s Requirement for  “perfection of all entities in The Universe”)   
through reason of his (JC’s)  blood   (the ultimate  “physical sacrifice”  of agape driven by agapao -  a mind operating on Yahweh’s Methodology)    
of the  {fixed posts}/{self-denial}   (JC’s physical self-sacrifice superseded and thus nullified  “worldly methodology” within  “Religious Leaders”) 
through reason of him (JC)  the things whether upon the Earth   (being  “Life”  and  Mechanisms/Protocols/Systems/Protocols  reconciled)    
whether within the heavens   (being people [TCs]  freely enduing themselves in Yahweh’s Methodology,  and new  “Interfaces”  established). 
 

Firstly,  before we enter the commentary,  I would like to draw the reader's attention to   The plural “things” - where both are used alongside the 
singular Earth and plural Heavens.  I introduce this comment early,  because to counter my reasoning,  some Greek scholars might  slide-in  a  “smoke 
screen”  in a retort,  by stating,  plural  “heavens”  is associated with plural  “things”  -  and thus a singular heaven interpretation is  “supposedly 
justified”.   
My response would be this    

If what they may suggest is true,  then “Earth” should equally be plural,  and yet it is given in the original Greek to be singular! 
After clearing that possible abstraction,  then let us understand what this verse is really teaching us. 
Sadly,  again I need to state  worldly Christian theology operates in utter confusion and is demonstrated over this verse when the proponents of this 
doctrine muddle the two “Hims”  together,  because quite simply they do  not  understand  The Holistic Righteous Plan of Human Salvation  as taught by 
The Bible to be giving  “The Real Gospel”  as taught by JC and the apostles as  “1st Century Christianity” –  that is  never  taught today in Christendom. 

I wonder if it is just  “laziness of thought”  academics/theologians  just lump the two  “Hims”  together as the one Entity  (see also v22)? 
Obvious reasoning tells us,  JC makes peace with those certain members of his creation who ultimately turn to him,  of which JC knew would occur  
before  he laid down his life, –  that is  why  JCg gave his sacrifice in the first instance -  else he would be wasting his time!   However,  we are told there 
is  no  peace between Yahweh and sinful Mankind –  which is precisely  why  we need  “The Intercessor”  (JCg)  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5, etc.),  who as we 
are told in the correctly translated version of John.3v16  

“Who  as The Son of God  being  “the specific god”  of  this/his  world/life  so loved his creation that he sacrificed his life so those people 
who ultimately  “believe on him”  (= “precisely imitate his lifestyle”)  might have eternal life. 

Thus it is  after  JCg has become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  that enables Yahweh to  righteously/equitably  become reconciled to JCg’s creation,  to be in 
the position to  RESET  the individuals of this creation  (of JCg’s)  so  “The Decision”  might now become a  personal  decision on  “life”  or 
“annihilation”  to be made either now during The Gospel Age  (for  “The Early Adopters”  [for guaranteed life]  or  charlatan Christian leaders 
[annihilation]).  However,  for everyone else,  this decision is made  during/end  of The Millennium  (after a righteous 1000 year  education process –  on 
what a society operating according to Yahweh’s Methodology is really like  [being a  paradise/park]). 
JCg does  not  physically give  “The Resurrection”  to anyone –  but rather JC becomes  “The Enabler”,  for Yahweh to be placed in  “The Righteous 
Position”  (based upon Gen.2v17)  Who approves,  and thus sanctions what JCg has done to make  “The Awakening/Resurrection”   a reality  -  being  
“The One who makes become  who/what  He chooses to become” = “Yahweh”. 

Can the reader understand this? 
I realise it might be difficult because of almost 2000 years of stifling doctrinal  illogical and unrighteous nonsense  has been pumped out into The World 
by  “The Representatives of The World”  –  and yet I am presenting  “The New Wine”  of  “understanding”,  –  where the question is   

Does the reader prefer the new wine or the old wine?  (Luke.5v39)  –  The Gospel Age is  now coming to a close  and Yahweh is making 
known His complete plan to The World,  just before He heralds in The Millennium  (Matt.24v14). 

Therefore,  it is JCg who  is  able to make peace with his Father’s edict on sin  (Gen.2v17)  through JC’s personal sacrifice. 
This means   The previous sin of JCg’s creation is now  reconciled/reset  through him  (JCg)  to his Father,  Yahweh.   
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Consequently,  in The Culmination  the whole Universe  (plural heavens)  is subject to Yahweh’s Laws whether on Earth or in the Heavens  (plural). 
Hence again this shows the  two separate reasoning  Entities,  working together,  to righteously yield  “The Salvation of Mankind”  in a future 
perfect society  (because it is impossible to have one entity reconciling to The Other’s Edict,  if They are the  one/same  Entity). 

I am exceedingly desirous for  The MOST eminent  worldly Christian Theologians to contact this website to  “irrationally defend”  their very  errant  
understanding so I might publicise to The World using The Bible in context to illustrate their  illogical  reasoning  –  please note the terms and conditions 
of acceptance. 
However,  I would  much prefer  they leave their  “sinking ship of unrighteous and illogical myths”  (created by  spiritually blind worldly  sages/gurus  of 
old),  and join  “The Ship of Righteous Salvation”,  rather than attack  their  last  “hope”! 

Now in context please see the next verse - 
 
8th Comment – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs where alienated,  hostile (from Yahweh),  in deep 
thought with harmful works – but JCg,  when as JC,  has reconciled those  past attributes in the 1st part of our spiritual life 
29th Reasoning – JC was murdered while assayed during his 3.5 year trial as being perfect (without sin)  to The 
Ministry/lifestyle  (wholly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire) –  but he should  not  have died according to Yahweh’s Decree on 
sin,  and thus was automatically resurrected again  (“death could not hold him”)  but in doing-so,  he has enabled all 
people over their now 2 part life imitating his lifestyle,  shall also have eternal life with him in a mutually perfect society. 
14th Allegory – Death = spiritually separating ourselves  entirely away from  “worldly methodology”.   
30th Reasoning – It should be clearly noted,  only  the TCs truly recognise JC’s qualities having Yahweh’s Methodology 
driving his mind,  that they too wish,  volunteer themselves in  “spiritual death”  away from worldly methodology. 
Sadly, by doing this,  they become instant targets by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  for an early physical death! 
31st Reasoning – Notice that presently,  only  the TCs (holy people)  are irreproachable before Yahweh,  but  not  worldly 
Christians (not imitating JC’s ministry)  who need The Reality of The Millennium before they fully imitate JC’s lifestyle. 
32nd Reasoning – Logically, it is  only  the 144000 TCs who can become the future  “Sons of God” –  because they  are  
deemed as being irreproachable by Yahweh –  enabling Him to adopt them as His sons from The World to The Heavens. 
13th Good News – Yahweh can find 144000 TCs of whom He can elect from out of  The Christian Nation  over some 2000 
years of The Gospel Age who truly  did/do  imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they  were/are  able. 
24th Instruction – The Brethren are to persevere within  “The Real Faith”  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)  
if they desire to be placed upon  “the short list”  for  election/selection  to sonship by Yahweh  (Matt.20v16, 22v14). 
Note : JCg compiles The Short List  (by giving 5, 2 and 1 talents)  –  but it is Yahweh Who makes the final decision 
between those persons having the 2+ talents and the 1 talent,  Matt.25v15-23, Luke.19v14-22. 
9th Comment – TCs accurately practising The Knowledge  will  “become founded also steadfast”  because their lifestyle is 
built upon rock,  and  not  rapidly shifting  hype/indulgence  “built upon (quick) sand”  “taken wherever the wind blows!” 
25th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs  respond  to The Gospel – but unless we know what  “The Real 
Gospel”  means,  then we  cannot  respond in The Manner that Yahweh Desires  (and therefore not  able to become a TC). 
14th Good News – The Real Gospel Message is becoming  publicised/broadcast  to all of creation under the sky. 
15th ‘Allegory’ – Expectation = having  “The Accurate Knowledge” of  “The Real Gospel”  message of a perfect society 
operating in The Millennium,  and  if  we precisely  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (driven by  agapao/{edifying love}  for 
our neighbour’s edification)  then  we will become accepted by Yahweh as having met  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  
set by JC,  and thus worthy to be resurrected as a future  “Son of God”  to make  “The Kingdom of God”  which was 
spiritually operating within our mind to become  “The Physical Reality”  in The Millennium. 
26th Instruction – It is those specific people aiming to become TCs who  are  accurately  publicising  “The Real Gospel”  
unto The World to produce new TCs,  for them to then personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire of 144000 future  “Sons of God”. 
27th Instruction – It is  TCs/apostles  precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  who become ministers to JCg’s creation. 
Instruction – repeat - “The Gospel”  is  “The Knowledge” of how we are to exactly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle 
“The Gospel”  is always two part  (and both are  never  taught by leaders of Christendom). 

1. Firstly, - aim for  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Early Adopters”  by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
2. Secondly, – how Yahweh uses The Millennium to purify Mankind to yield  “The Late Adopters”. 

The “Gospel”  is  not  “JC died for us”,  that is just The Mechanism  to enable  “The Gospel to be righteously fulfilled”! 
Instruction– repeat- People work to make The Expectation a reality,  by contrast,  apathetic people vainly hope something 
happens,  invariably it does not occur!   This is exactly what the first part of The Gospel tells us to yield the second part! 
Reasoning – repeat - These Brethren are aiming to become TCs because they have the correct heart motivation based 
upon  “The Word of God”  for  The Expectation  of becoming  “The Heirs”  of/over  “The Inheritance”  that is ultimately 
to be built upon  “The Word of God”  to fulfil  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Col.   1v21 og Also  {specifically yourselves}  {sometime past}/then/previously  (the) am/being/have   
Col.   1v21 og (the) {estranged away}/{been non-participant}/alienated/{been alien} 
Col.   1v21 og also  (the) hateful/hostile/adversaries/opposers  
Col.   1v21 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  {through deep thought}/{faculty of the mind working}/imagination/understanding  
Col.   1v21 og in  to the [= within]  {occupational efforts}/doings/works/labours/deeds   
Col.   1v21 og to the (ones [works])   hurtful/evil/wicked/harmful/malicious/grievous/lewd;   
Col.   1v21 og {just now}/presently  and  (he [JCg]) {fully reconciled}/{mutually resolved/settled absolutely}. 
Col.   1v21 =  Also  {specifically yourselves}   (were)   previously  being  {estranged away}/alienated,   

also   (you were)   the  hostile/adversaries  in  {deep thought}/imagination  within  the  hurtful/harmful  {occupational effort}/works;   
and  {just now}/presently  he  (JCg)   {fully reconciled}/{mutually resolved absolutely}. 

 

Also specifically yourselves  (were)  previously being  {estranged away}/alienated   (from Yahweh,  initially driven by worldly methodology) 
also  (you were)  the adversaries  (to Yahweh)  in  {deep thought}/machinations   (by your worldly methodology opposing Yahweh’s Methodology) 
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(expressed)  within  (your)  hurtful occupational works   (worldly thoughts yielded worldly works  [to the ultimate hurt of our neighbour]); 
and presently he  (JC)    ([1] as “The Word of God” driving your mind,  [2] Ransom Sacrifice covering your fleshly  body/life/existence). 
mutually resolved absolutely   (JC has enabled all people  who wholly repent and imitate him  to become acceptable to Yahweh). 
 

As I state elsewhere,  Paul was writing to  “The Elders of The Ecclesia”  when he states  “{specifically yourselves}”  and exhorts this message to filter 
down through the ecclesia  (Col.4v16) –  so the immature people might  also  become elders in  “The Knowledge”  (Heb.5v12-14).  Thus,  the Elders 
have a mature understanding and thus are actively aiming to become TCs in their own right by imitating Paul as he imitates JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, 
Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17,  and elsewhere),  precisely as Paul instructs of Timothy throughout his letters. 
Paul states these Elders were once  (long ago)  thinking like The World having operated under its methodology –  climbing to the top of whatever 
“institutional tree”  to self-indulge upon The Fruits the  “Institutional Tree”  takes from The World,  being a tree within the  “three forests”  of politics,  
religion and commerce.  The methodology of The World is harmful –  because for us to climb  “the institutional trees”  requires a mindset that operates 
under worldly methodology that is  hurtful/harmful  to an individual somewhere on the planet  (within the one family of JCg’s creation)  to “control 
people”  for  “worldly gain”  this control generates.    These leaders  “gain out of people” –  being the leaders’ methodology  (wherever in society – 
noting Jer.10v23)  that is to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt, – in direct contrast to Yahweh’s Methodology that is   “to edify our neighbour to our 
own hurt”.  As I muse “The definition of a businessperson” is  “someone who makes gain out of other peoples’ efforts”!   Yet precisely the same ethics 
can be said of the leaders within Politics and Religion. 
Thus,  irrespective  of what claims are made by  PR  (public relation)  officers  on behalf of their paying clients,  these leaders (of whatever)  are alien  to 
“The Methodology”  required to succeed  in The Millennium under JCg’s rule.  That is why  “Leaders of Religion”  never  teach of The Millennium”! 

The common denominator between leaders of  politics/religion/commerce  is  “To Control People”  to yield the fruits of self-indulgence from 
this practice  (the more-intelligent leaders naturally spinning out some good cause to deflect possible criticism)!   Hence their  “hypocrisy”! 

These Elders  where  like this –  but  no longer  are they like this –  thus like Paul,  they made a  personality change  at their conversion – they have 
made readjustments to their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  based upon  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued within their  being/existence.  
Because this  has  demonstrably occurred  (as displayed in their output),  then within these individuals,  JCg has become The Mechanism to   {fully 
reconcile}/{mutually resolve absolutely}  this wholly hearkening person to Yahweh.   Moreover,  because this change had occurred within the 1st part of 
their physical life to become an  “Early Adopter”  of  “The New Methodology”  controlling their mind,   then  upon resurrection they  might/maybe  just 
become a future  “Son of God”. 
Most important note   Paul is  only  speaking to  “{specifically yourselves}”  elders who  are  truly imitating Paul,  imitating JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1). 
Paul is absolutely  not  speaking to The World,  nor  either to  worldly Christians who themselves are  not  presently reconciled to Yahweh and thus 
require  “The Reality of The Millennium”  under JCg’s righteous rule  to teach  (1) The Non-Christians and  (2)  Worldly Christians  how  to become 
personally reconciled to Yahweh.   This can  only  occur by making a  genuine/sincere  personality change during the 2nd part of our spiritual life,  while 
in the 2nd part of their physical life that could become an eternity if we truly make that change and fully  “believe in JC”  (= “precisely imitate JC’s 
lifestyle”). 
Let me ask our  worldly Christian leaders to answer this question - 

How is it righteously possible for any human to become everlastingly reconciled to Yahweh if they continue to remain being worldly? 
Obviously  “The Early Adopters”  make  the genuine change to precisely imitate JC  and thus become everlastingly reconciled to Yahweh,  because JC 
has  atoned/reset  them over the 1st part of their spiritual life, and having truly hearkened then remained as perfect virgins to be married to JCg upon 
their resurrection (at “The 1st Resurrection”). 
However,  all  other people  (about 99.99+% of all people)  have not,  and that is why JC had to  cover  “The Great Sabbath Day”  in his death  
(John.19v31, 20v1)  being representative of The Millennium to become  “The Lord of The Sabbath” to purify Mankind (Mark.2v27-28),  because this is 
the only way most humans can make the fundamental change from worldly methodology to Yahweh’s Methodology.   Most of the 99.99+% of resurrected 
people require a proven perfected environment of The Millennium to realise this society operating under  “Yahweh’s Methodology”  in the 2nd part of 
their physical life  is preferable  to  “worldly methodology”  of the 1st part of their life,  to then become  “The Late Adopters”. 
I must repeat  
This  righteous teaching is  incomprehensible  to our  worldly Christian leaders because they  “slide-in a  teaching alongside 1st Century Christianity”  
(as Paul stated to The Galatians, as did Peter at 2Pet.2v1),  being  “a teaching”  that is more appealing to the worldly sensibilities,  inasmuch    

(1) JC has done everything,  and  (2) we have no need to do anything except  “believe in JC”,  being only that  “he existed”!   
Noting what JC said at John.6v64 and what James stated at James.2v19 –  (Do we tremble?). 
These are salutary warnings,  especially when we witness the  “supposed thousands/millions”  of  charlatan Christian leaders apparently having Yahweh 
like  “a puppet on a string”  doing their bidding with staged feigned miracles.  This is all contrary to Matt.4v7,  where these circus-acts are given amid 
the  bewitched/adoring  crowds  (unreformed from The World)  giving more money by return for the greater spectacle –  it is an utter abomination! 

Thus,  let me repeat this again from another angle –  because it is just so important  (and presently,  alien to  worldly Christian doctrine). 
It is the TC  now  being  made clean through works in JCg  (by  doing what JCg as  “The Word of God”  asks of them  John.15v14-17).  
      (Noting.   Later we  all  must do this  in The Millennium  to be saved  for  real “salvation”  into “The Eternity” after The Millennium.)    
Yahweh recognises these TCs  (as “The Early Adopters”),  through their hard works  (James.2v16-26),  in the 1st part of their physical life  (while 
purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life ),  are truly worthy to become TCs and thus become future  “Sons of God/Yahweh”  upon their  
awakening/rousing/resuscitation (= resurrection)  to become fully  “Born Again”  (please see glossary on what this term really means).  
An important differentiating note    

It is  not  our personal works that save us from “The 1st Death”   but  only  JC’s  actions/work  that saved us from annihilation  “the first time 
around”  to now become  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15). 
Importantly, it is what we do in The Millennium that will decide whether we achieve  personal salvation  beyond The Millennium – or not! 

It is by taking up the commands  (John.14v15, 21, 15v10)  JC requested of his future Bride  (Rev.21v2,9, being  “The Positive Works”,  Mark.12v30-31,  
– whose  “actions speak louder than words”).   Yahweh recognises within those TC people their sincerity to imitate JC that inevitably results in 
retaliation by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  and thus resurrects them at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C of JCg)   when JCg comes to 
collect his bride.  Furthermore,  to become JCg’s bride in the future  (as Paul tells us at Eph.5v30-32, by warning at 1Cor.6v16,  based upon Gen.2v24),  
then we  must  have the same type of body as he has now.   This new body is  not  a fleshly DNA body created by JCg in  “the beginning of Life”  on this 
planet –  but rather  a physical body created by Yahweh  (as given to JCg upon his resurrection)  that is  heavenly/spiritual/celestial – 1Cor.15v35-55,  
where  “The Decision”  is based upon what we personally sowed in the 1st part of our Physical life. 

Quite simply   “Have we  precisely imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle”  during the 1st part of our physical life? 
Those people who do not perform works  (of imitating the apostles,  who themselves imitated JC’s ministry)  are resurrected as fleshly humans in The 
Millennium to then learn and  practise  “Righteousness”  (not done in the 1st part of their physical life),  to then gain salvation  by now believing in JC  
(through displayed works)  and so avoid  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation  (because JC only covered  one  death and  not  two serial deaths)! 

By contrast,  the TCs as Priests  automatically avoid  “The 2nd Death” because they have been resurrected into  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  
bodies  commensurate with their proven perfected mind  (see Revelations explanation and my commentaries at 2v11, 20v6  [noting the last 
citation is a commentary of some 17,000 words]). 

All this is precisely as The Bible  tells us -  and yet  utterly ignored  by our  worldly Christian leaders existing in  “hope”  rather than by  “expectation”! 
“Hope”  is based upon  “apathy”  yet by contrast,   “Expectation”  is   “Worked for”! 

“Spelling it out” -   our  worldly Christian leaders operate in  “apathy”,  and sadly that is how their progeny operate likewise  (taught to do no other and 
then we are back to Matt.7v16-19)!   
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Col.   1v22 og in  to the [= within]  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the  flesh/{carnal minded}  (of the) him   
Col.   1v22 og through (reason)   of the  death/{deadly result}/fatality,   
Col.   1v22 og (to) exhibit/constitute/commend/approve/substantiate   
Col.   1v22 og {specifically yourselves}  (the) blameless/{holy persons} [TCs]  
Col.   1v22 og also  (the) unblemished/{without blame/fault/spot}/faultless [plural]   
Col.   1v22 og also  (the) unaccused/irreproachable/blameless/{without charge} [plural]   
Col.   1v22 og (the) {directly in the face of}/{within the presence}/{in sight of}   (of the) Him [Yahweh]; 
Col.   1v22 = Through reason  of the  death/fatality  (as The Ransom Sacrifice)  within  his  (JC’s)  {fleshly body},   

to  exhibit/commend  {specifically yourselves}   (as)   the  blameless/{holy people}  (TCs),   
also  the  unblemished/faultless  (people)    (the old life is atoned – and JC as  “The Word of God” operates within the reformed person) 
also  the  unaccused/{irreproachable}/{without charge}   (people)  
the  {directly in the face}/{within the presence}   of the  Him  (Yahweh). 

 

Through reason of death   (JC driven by Yahweh’s Methodology to sacrifice himself both spiritually and physically away from worldly methodology) 
within his (JC’s)  fleshly body  (that encompassed JC’s mind  [= spirit/personality/desires/traits],  “both operational together”  = “soul”) 
      (JC’s mind operating to Yahweh’s Methodology allowed his body to be killed by Religious leaders with their mind operating to worldly methodology) 
to  exhibit/commend  specifically yourselves  (as)  the  blameless/{holy people}  (TCs), 
also  unblemished/faultless  people   (the TCs were  “Reset”  to be prefect  by JC  – and  remained perfect  by imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
also  unaccused/irreproachable  people   (having remained  perfect  –  no  human can cast any accusation against them!) 
directly in the face of the Him  (Yahweh)    (Where , Yahweh is making  “The  Special/Greater  [1st] Judgement”  upon  all  “Christians”). 
 

JC had provided The Ministry by words and deportment,  this action caused shock waves throughout  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  and they 
detested the consequences of JC’s wisdom expressed within the population  (John.11v47-53).  JC was  only  teaching “1st Century Christianity”  (never  
taught today)  that fulfilled  “Yahweh's Methodology”  operating within JC that  righteously trumped  “worldly methodology”  operating within the 
minds of  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”. 
“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  operating according to worldly methodology  (to self-indulge to their neighbour’s hurt)  murdered JC,  thereby 
enabling JC to righteously stand before Yahweh and state  

Because of what I have done  (surpassed worldly methodology with Your Methodology)  then I ask You,  “Yahweh” (that means, “I make 
become  who/what  I choose to become”)  to resurrect this person.   
Then JC can move to the next person and state   Because of what I have done then I ask You, Yahweh to resurrect this next person.  
Likewise,  for  all  humans who have existed on this planet  (provided they are  not  charlatan Christian leaders  –  because righteously,  JCg 
cannot make the same request of them  (as I  thoroughly explain  elsewhere)! 

That is how everything righteously operates to enable  all  people attain the 2nd part of their physical life –  within a perfected DNA physical body  (given  
in  trust)  as created by Yahweh for each of us within which to house our captured  “synapse construction mapping”  =  the “Heavenly Treasure”. 
This becomes a perfect physical body  (having its “Junk DNA” repaired),  precisely as JC showed in his ministry period to indicate what was on offer to 
our physical frame –  no more diseases, lameness, blindness, mental problems, etc.   It must be clearly understood,  Yahweh was causing The Cures,  JC 
was  “The Frontman”  underwritten by Yahweh -  as JC said to  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  (The Pharisees),  John.10v37-38, etc. 
Thus,  we see how JC was righteously able to balance  “The Curse of Satan”  (being of our annihilation)  –  because he volunteered himself through his 
ministry,  knowing he would expose the hypocrisy operating within  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  provoking them to react according to their 
worldly methodology  (rather than come to JC as did Nicodemus in humility  –  John.3v1-12, 7v50, 19v39  –  please see my local commentaries). 
JC was murdered by  “The Worldly Religious Authorities”  (John.11v47-53, manipulating the secular authorities to do their dirty work for them, 
John.19v12,  –  likewise throughout the ages – as we witness – “hand in glove”),  and we realise as explained above,  it was JC being able to accept on 
his behalf all humans to have a  fair/just/righteous/equitable  opportunity to come and  “believe in JC”  over what now becomes both of their 2 part 
physical and 2 part spiritual life.   
It is most important for us to recognise this  “Most righteous scenario”. 

All people will have experienced both systems  (1) Satan’s system of evil  (1st part of our physical life in “spiritual darkness”)  or  (2) the 2nd 
part of our physical life in JCg’s system of wonderful  equality/justice  (2nd part of our life in the “spiritual light”)  of The Millennium that can 
be extended to an eternity for all people who  personally choose to imitate  JC when personally knowing of  both  systems (1) and (2). 

Notice how following on from v20,  it is  only  the TCs as  “The Early Adopters”   having  made the step change in reform and become personally 
reconciled to Him (Yahweh)  by JC’s action -  that could not occur without JC’s  (1) Ministry and (2) Ransom Sacrifice.  However,  this does not 
preclude resurrected humans from becoming fully reconciled to Yahweh in The Millennium while in the 2nd part of their  one/single  life  (comprising of 2 
physical parts  –  thereby enabling the 2nd part to extend into the eternity.   If  and only if,  we perfect the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of 
God” –  to truly  “believe in JC”  meaning,   “precisely imitate JC”). 
That is how we can be,  I quote The Bible   “resurrected to life or death”  based upon what we did in our single life  (now comprising of two physical 
parts) -  where the “death”  (= “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation)  is  not  immediate  but can occur at some point of time in the future  (of The 
Millennium)  if we refuse to change our lifestyle during our single life.  Where our single life now comprises of 2 parts because of what JC did for us  –  
his personal  creation! 
A comment on the unrighteous doctrine promulgated by or  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”   (lacking much Godly Comprehension). 
Notice the words in every context where they are used   “resurrected to life or death”  have  “no time domain”  attached to them,  and thus covers the 
following interpretation of - 

A resurrection to  (1) “ life” everlasting  or  (2) the  “death/annihilation”  that can be immediate, or 10 years, or 1000 years or 1,000,000 
years after our resurrection  -  is still fully consistent with that statement.   

Noting the  one and only  reference in The Bible where  “a resurrection to immediate death”,  is given in the first sentence to Rev.20v5.   
Interestingly,  (1) this sentence is deemed by all scholars to be a copyist addition  (of which my local commentary of some 17,000 words elucidates)   
and  (2) The Bible (for this very reason)  instructs us to take the testimony from two or more witnesses (Deut.17v6, Matt.18v16, 1Tim.5v19)  shall the 
evidence be accepted as truth.  The Bible is  “The Document of Yahweh’s Testimony for our Instruction”  - to which we should hearken and yet if there is  
only one  reference where  “death/annihilation  upon resurrection is supposed to be immediate”,  and  together this one record universally accepted as 
being a fraudulent “Human addition”  not  sourced by Yahweh!   Consequently,  it should be personally struck out of our minds! 

Yet instead  of the Christian Leaders following the advice of The Bible  (being supposedly their source of instruction)  as I explained, 
by contrast they build their  “Whole Doctrine”  on one demonstrable fraudulent sentence in The Bible added by  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  in the first instance  and we know of whom they represent (2Cor.4v4, 1John.5v19)  –  as witness their output! 

What a fraudulent farce! 
A sentence only added into The Bible by people solely motivated to  “Put the fear of God”  into the people at the bottom of the pyramid to 
support the religious cronies  “resting above”  the bottom layer funding “The Worldly Religious Edifice”!    What a scam! 
Moreover,  how is both - 
1. Promulgating a demonstrably  “unrighteous concept”  truly representing  “The Mind of God”  (“Righteous Yahweh”)? 
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2. Behaving in a manner to add words into The Bible  (Rev.22v18-19)  showing a mind that is obedient to “The Word of God”? 
(Thereby showing the perpetrators initiating it and afterwards giving credence to it -  are  adversarial/satanic  to Righteous Yahweh.) 

So,  let us muse upon the fatuous proposition promulgated by  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”. 
If the death of annihilation becomes an immediate death after resurrection  -   then - 

“WHAT IS THE POINT”  that some supposedly “vindictive god”  goes to the trouble of resurrecting a person to then annihilate them!    
This is all utter nonsense as preached by our  worldly “Professional Christian leaders”!   

Do they actually,  righteously think about what they give out?    
Do they  even care  about what they tell us –  to  promote myth against “The Mind of Yahweh”? 

Obviously not!    
Quite simply   They do not care,  they only care for this  present  world,  being what they can get out of it from their deluded devotees! 
They are just twisting “God’s Righteous Word” to become “a Tool”  out of which they can make worldly gain out of their deluded devotees. 

(Wholly ignoring the warning given by JC at Luke.12v46-48,  and most of his parables were aimed for those leaders to come)! 
By contrast,  if  the person is resurrected to  learn over a period of a 1000 years  “how to imitate JC’s lifestyle”  and  then  refuses this new lifestyle at 
the final 3.5 years assay,  after which   as  The Bible tells us   They have been  “resurrected  …  to death”,  while by contrast,  those people who during  
this same period  reform their mind  “to imitate JC”  then  they have been  “resurrected  to life … ” 

Can the reader understand this perfectly righteous logic? 
Yet it is utterly alien to the  unrighteous  worldly Christian doctrinal  “irrational logic”. 

“Strangely”,  what I  righteously  scribe is  purely and precisely what The Bible tells us,  and  “strangely”,  worldly Christian doctrine is 
based on precisely what The Bible as sourced by Yahweh,  does not tell us –  but on some twisted and unrighteous  “worldly religious logic”! 

Moreover,  we are told,  Yahweh  is  Righteous  (2Pet.1v1, etc.,)  –  So who should the reader believe? 
Can the reader see and understand  how the mind of a Religious Leader truly operates  “behind the painted smile and warm handshake”? 

I repeat,  The Invitation in v20 is given to all  worldly Christian theologians  “lost in their mysteries”  to contest this statement I have just made! 
Let us return to some common sense,  being importantly,  what The Bible tells us. 
Paul tells us,  JC was assayed righteous by Perfect Yahweh and for this proven action,  he was resurrected by Yahweh to become  “The Head”  of his 
future body of TCs  (1Cor.12v12-22)  who  also imitated him  to the  very best they were able.  Thus because of the strength of  agapao/{edifying love}  
based upon  “The Word of God”  operating as JC’s presence/parousia  within the TCs to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  then Yahweh considers 
the 144000 TCs as being  {without blame}/{holy people},  irreproachable in the demonstrated  agape/{charity love}.   This agape is of sacrificing their  
time/lives/energy  in  “The True Service”  of  accurately  teaching “The Word of God”  (for absolutely  no  worldly return)  to those people presently 
living within  “The Darkness”  of this world’s existing methodology  (that ultimately leads to annihilation  [if of no personal reform]). 
Hence the continuous exhortation to make  “The Required mindset change”  based solely upon  “The Word of God”  that must persistently operate in 
our mind to ultimately achieve our personal Salvation  -  that requires The Millennium for most people  (including virtually all Christians). 
The obvious statement to be made from the above is this - 

Once in this state then we  cannot  {go back}/backslide  into The World again  (being of its methodology operating within our mind)! 
JC only died  The Once  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28)  and as Peter tells us   Do not be like the dog returning to its own vomit  (2Pet2v22)! 

Else we are  not  persisting in  “The Real Faith”  (based upon  accurate  knowledge + assurance + fidelity). 
I throw in a passing comment for the reader to consider. 
No doubt the reader has heard our  worldly Christian leaders give the  “wonderful alluring soundbite”  to make it seem they,  and  “their minions”  of  
“their group”  are such wonderful people by following this supposed advice  

“When there is a decision to be made,  then we should ask ourselves    
What would JC do in this situation?” 

The reader might ask   What is my point –  surely that is a wonderfully constructive thing to do! 
However,  by counter –  I make the point the TC would  never  ask that question of themselves! 

Why? 
Because they would  instinctively behave  as would JC  –  without  even having the need to consciously ask a question like that! 

Why? 
Because they truly have  the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within JC! 

Thus,  we can reason the TC truly has the HS by not having to ask the question in the first instance,  and by contrast,  because  
worldly Christians behave differently by proposing the question should be asked,  must mean they do  not  have the HS! 

I make this comment  not  to attack “Christians” generally  -  but only be giving  “The Goal”  to show how our minds should be  instinctively working. 
However,  I do attack  worldly Christian leaders giving such distorted information to lull their devotees into a false sense of security  (by lowering  
Yahweh’s Required Standard),  so they feel it is unnecessary to aim to become TCs by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle,  and thus miss the 
opportunity of becoming a future  “Son of God”.   A goal being missed because of specifically of their leaders’ misrepresentation of what we should be 
doing (Matt.23v13),  and we must ultimately do to survive beyond The Millennium to achieve  “Real Salvation”!     

Hence their action is “Anti-Christ”,  “Anti-Anointing”  of the 144000 TCs as John could see beginning in his day at 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3. 
As I state elsewhere,  our Religious Leaders are so good at preaching a “Gospel of Excuses”  to  “Remain Human”. 
Yet I let the reader into what is presently a secret to The World! 

Yahweh does  not  want any  “humans”  to survive beyond The Millennium! 
Yahweh will  only allow  “people who precisely imitate JC”  to survive in His Universe  beyond  The Millennium! 

After that most profound and  entirely accurate  statement –  then let me continue - 
Finally,  what is the fallout in this false teaching given by our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”? 

Our  worldly Christian leaders are  actively  delaying  “the onset of The Millennium”  (and thus prolonging the present  pain/suffering,  Rom.8v22)  by  
reducing the opportunity  of Yahweh gaining His 144000 TCs Prophesied Trigger Threshold  (Rev.14v1-4  that must be fulfilled first)  in their preaching 
of  “apathy”  (counter to what we are repeatedly instructed in The Bible).   Consequently we can further reason these leaders are  demonstrably 
adversarial  to  “The Fulfilment of Yahweh's Desire”  that is to bring forth  “The Prophesied Millennium”  (of which they  never  mention)  and thus we 
speak of them in the same manner as did JC against Peter at  Matt.16v23  namely “Satan”,  because likewise Peter was hindering  “The Plan”  that JC 
had formulated many years earlier  –  to become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  on  “The Great Sabbath”  of  “The Passover”  of that specific year. 

Can the reader understand the subtlety behind this example,  which is a mere drop in  “the ocean of misinformation”  our  “Professional 
Leaders of Religion”  source   (as I explain within my thousands of inter-verse commentaries of The New Testament,  shown to The World)! 

Please see next verse in context - 
A 4th revision addition  

I should add, – while  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  actively delay the onset of The Millennium and thus personally add succour to the 
present pain and suffering on this planet by their actions,  Yahweh knew to the nearest attosecond when He would bring about  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  long before the creation of Adam and Eve.  Hence Yahweh was able to give the many thousands of allegoric prophecies during 
the approximate 6000 years  of which more than half of those prophecies have already been fulfilled.  Most of the rest will be fulfilled within 
then next 40 or so years.  Sadly,  our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have absolutely no interest in this,  and thus wholly disrespect 
Yahweh’s Omnificence either within their own life  -  or that over The Present World! 

Col.   1v23 og {if indeed}/{seeing that}/unless/otherwise/{if so be that/yet}   
Col.   1v23 og (you) {stay over}/persevere/abide/continue/remain/persist   
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Col.   1v23 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Col.   1v23 og (the having been) {the laid base}/erected/consolidated/{become founded}   
Col.   1v23 og also  (the) sedentary/immovable/settled/firm/steadfast [plural],   
Col.   1v23 og also  not  (the being) {stirred to a place elsewhere}/removed/{moved away}  off/away/separated/from   
Col.   1v23 og of the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  of the  {good news/message}/{the gospel}   
Col.   1v23 og {of whom/which}  (you) heard/listened/understood/responded,   
Col.   1v23 og of the (one [gospel])  heralded/proclaimed/publicised  
Col.   1v23 og in  (to the [= within]) all  to the  formation/{the Thing}/creation/ordnance  to the  (one [creation])   
Col.   1v23 og under/through/inferior/below/by  the  heaven [singular]  {of whom/which}  (I) {became to be}   
Col.   1v23 og (emphatic) I/me  (the) Paul  (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant. 
Col.   1v23 = {if indeed}/{seeing that}  you  persevere/abide/persist   

in/with  the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  the having been  {laid the base}/{become founded}/consolidated 
also  the   sedentary/firm/steadfast,    (unshakable “Real faith”  being built upon  “The Rock-Mass” of “The Word of God” – Matt.7v24-25) 
also  not  being  removed/{moved away}  off/from  The  Anticipation/Expectation  of the  Gospel  {of which}  you  heard/responded,   
the  one  (Real Gospel)   heralded/proclaimed  within  all  the  formation/creation,    (“Life”  culminating in  “Mankind”)  
to the  one   (formation/creation,  Mankind)   under  the  heaven/sky   
{of which}   (The Real Gospel)   I,  Paul  {became to be}  the  attendant/servant   (to Yahweh through JCg,  as The Word of God). 

 

Seeing that you persevere  (as seen)  in the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity,  wholly built upon  “The Word of God”) 
having been  founded/consolidated   (through rigorous  personal  assay/prove/testing  to yield  assurance/competence  within us,  as individuals)   
also  firm/steadfast   (because the  assurance/authority  gained from assay,  makes us immovable to what we have learnt from  “The Word of God”) 
             (“1st Century Christianity” [not “Religion”]  gives us  “The Mind of Yahweh”  regarding our future and  “The Authority”  to accurately teach)  
also not being removed from The Expectation of The Gospel   (being  “1st Century Christian”  teaching of firstly  “The Goal” of “Anointing”) 
of which you heard   (from the TCs teaching “1st Century Christian”  instruction that is sadly  never  taught today) 
the one  (“The Real Gospel” that JC … )   proclaimed  (by JC and the Apostles)   within Creation   ([Super]human life)  
to the one  (creation/Mankind)   under the heaven  (singular [sky/{local authority})   of which I,  Paul,   
became to be the  {runner for errands}/{waiter on duty}   (to JC as “God’s Word” – to publicise this knowledge of JC  to The World). 
            (Paul behaves in this manner of precisely imitating JC.   Do our  worldly Christian leaders copy likewise?   Hence who has The Mind of Christ?) 
 

Paul is stating some interesting things in this verse. 
1. He acknowledges the Colossian Brethren are maintaining  “The Real Faith”  and  not  meandered off on their own  thinking/schism  (as did 

The Galatians, Gal.1v6-7, 3v1, etc.,)  led by the deviant  (newly rising)  worldly Christian leaders  (then as Jewish reneges,  50+ years later 
Gnostics, 200+ years later, “worldly Christians”)  infiltrating what Paul had accurately laid down.   Noting,  “anything other  than  1st 
Century Christianity”,  I would term to be  “worldly Christianity”,  being of a belief that centralises JC but does not teach of what JC taught! 
We conclude,  the Colossians continual  adherence to  “1st Century Christianity”  pleased Paul. 

2. Paul states  “The (Real) Gospel”  (“1st Century Christianity”,  and  not  that we have preached today)  is to be proclaimed throughout all of 
creation (Mankind),  concurring with the teaching of JC  (Matt.24v14).  Even though  -  if  Mankind behaved properly  (in a non-self-
indulgent manner)  then  all non-human life would breathe a sigh of relief –  especially when we consider the extinctions brought out by 
Mankind’s tenure upon this planet,  animal  maltreatment  throughout time  and the  wasteful desecration  of this planet’s resources! 
I find all this an utter abomination –  of which our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  endorse and perpetuate because they are truly “Anti-
Christ”,  irrespective of the fake façade they present  (of “love” [ultimately “eros”])  and their protestations to the contrary! 

3. Paul is acting responsibly over JCg’s creation, –  he knows,  it is his duty to act in utter fidelity to what he teaches and moreover,  what he 
teaches is precisely what Yahweh desires to hear!   Compare this to what we worryingly hear,  given today in the now some 42,000+ very  
worldly Christian schisms,  all having their common  one/own  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  of  deviancy”  Eph.2v2, 2Cor.4v4, 
1John.5v19)  away from “The Real Faith” as given by JC,  hence my desire to create  “The ONE  Working Standard”  for The World to use! 
Present dissidents either contest This Standard against The Original Greek  –  of which I give here  –  or should remain silent. 
We must fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that is to personally  reform/readjust  our  mindset/thinking  to become the  one/same  with Yahweh’s  
Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/{separate from The World of sin}”  (the HS)  for the future  Anticipation/Expectation  of 
becoming  “The Heirs (Sons of God)”  over  “The Inheritance (The Resurrected World)” –  only to fulfil Yahweh’s and  not  our original 
worldly desire!   Where,  “own original desire”  is ideally to  change/become  “The One/Same Desire as Yahweh”  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 

Ultimately it is Yahweh Who makes  “The Decision”  in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement” (Matt.20v23, James.3v1),  it is that I,  as an authoritative 
auditor,  must give an assessment  (and concerned warning)  of what I witness,  when compared against what is stated in  “The Quality Manual”. 
Else as an assessor,  I too become condemned by Yahweh as being  “delinquent to duty”  -  if I do not accurately fulfil my assignment as given in 
Eze.33v1-20  –  especially now in  “The Last Days”  of The Gospel Age  (of its last 20 to 50 years, ref 2021 CE). 
 
2nd Warning – TCs face  adversary/hardships  for several reasons. 

1. They take nothing for their teaching work and must live off a secular employment.  Naturally,  if half of our 
time is freely teaching,  by consequence,  this means we can only achieve basic survival from secular work. 

2. Because TCs are very  fair/honest  and take “The Minimal/Least”  then they cannot amass much money. 
By consequence they live a very basic lifestyle that minimises their footprint upon the planet’s resources. 

3. By virtue,  TCs truly imitate JC,  then their lifestyle becomes  “The Publicly Visible Righteous Standard”  
against which  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  can be judged by The World.   This becomes a most 
sore irritation for them,  and they retaliate first by slander,  then to destroy “This Irritant”  (John.11v47-53). 

4. TCs’ successful fruit  (another TC)  is about 1 in 100,000 people and by consequence they will not become 
very worldly rich on that ratio (if a TC had a mind to do so)!   By contrast,  worldly religious leaders have an 
uptake of about 1 in 3 devotees,  a much better ratio upon which to sequestrate a worldly return of like mind! 

33rd Reasoning – TCs are cheerful in adversity  (instigated by  “The Religious Authorities”  throughout The Gospel Age) 
knowing  “The Resultant”  yields more people becoming imbued with the  accurate  knowledge of Yahweh  and brings 
forth  ever-more-quickly  The Millennium,  to bring an end to the present pain and suffering  (Rom.8v22, Rev.21v1-4). 
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10th Comment – More Brethren brings a higher  workload  upon the TCs,  requiring more time to carefully guide their 
spiritual children through the maze of deceit created by aspiring  worldly Christian leaders weaving their charm to gain 
“their own flock”  (like the robbers)  of which they can then farm for a worldly return  (John.10v8, Acts.20v29, etc.). 
34th Reasoning – As  “The Short-List”  of Brethren increases,  then there are more people being brought into  “The Body 
of Christ”  that need to be carefully nurtured and protected from the misinformation spun out by  “Leaders of Religion”.  
Allegory – repeat – The Body = Those specific people who are ultimately accepted by Yahweh to be an intimate part of 
JCg, become metaphorically as  “one flesh”  in union as husband and wife upon resurrection.  To be in this position they 
must be of  one mind  (equivalent to the one head)  and not amputated away by Yahweh.  Thus,  we accurately reason  
“The Body”  does not comprise of  worldly  Christians as deemed by Yahweh in his  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
The Body  only  comprises of specific people who  have imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able. 
16th Allegory’ – Administer of a household = Personally taking upon ourselves “The Responsibility of nurturing a family” 
Either badly in self-indulgence  (as do worldly Christian leaders)  or with great merit copying JC  (as do the 144000 TCs). 
‘Allegory’ - repeat - The Ecclesia = “A calling out”  comprising of people  accurately  “calling out” “The Real Gospel” 
of The Inheritance by both word/deed.  They imitate JC’s lifestyle,  accurately teach this message = imitates JC’s ministry 
35th Reasoning – TCs  are  the  “true Ministers” (= freely-serving)  unto The World from which come The Brethren,  The 
Brethren have been called out by the ministering TCs so they too might become part of the  active  ecclesia. 
36th Reasoning – TCs are continuously guiding their appointees within the ecclesia to become competent TCs .  
In this manner  “The Word of God”  is completely fulfilled within these  “next generation” TCs  and becomes  a geometric 
progression  so over the 2000 years of The Gospel Age,  Yahweh might achieve His 144000 TCs Tools for The Next Stage. 
Col.   1v24 og Who/Which/That  now/present/immediate   
Col.   1v24 og (I) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{be well (salutation)}/rejoice/greeting   
Col.   1v24 og in  to the [= within]  hardships/sufferings/pains/afflictions  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Col.   1v24 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves},   
Col.   1v24 og also  (I) {supply in addition}/supplement/{the complement to fulfil}   
Col.   1v24 og the (things = pressures/burdens/etc.)  deficit/poverty/{that which is behind}/lacking/penury/want   
Col.   1v24 og of the  afflictions/pressures/burdens/persecutions  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Col.   1v24 og in  to the [= within]  flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my    
Col.   1v24 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily  (of the) him,   
Col.   1v24 og who/which/that  (it) is  the  {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church; 
Col.   1v24 = Who  I (Paul)  now/presently  cheerful/rejoice  within my  hardships/afflictions  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves},   

also   I  {supply in addition}/supplement  within  my flesh  the  deficient/lacking   the  pressures/burdens  of the  Christ/Anointed   
{for the sake/behalf of}  of  his  (JCg’s)   {whole/sound  body}    (TCs + brethren aiming to become TCs) 
which  it is  the  {calling out}/ecclesia.    (TCs  [+ the trainee apostles = The Brethren actively aiming to become TCs]) 

 

Who,  I now rejoice within my  hardships/afflictions   (being what  “Leaders of Religion”   throw against TCs who are truly teaching God's Word) 
for the sake of yourselves   (Paul is pleased he can teach  “1st Century Christianity”  to these people,  and  they positively responded). 
Also within my  flesh/{animalistic mind}   (being the exertion to keep going in the midst of local religious opposition) 
                  (Inasmuch  if   “Leaders of Religion” supported TCs,   then  TCs would not be burdened,  because who else would burden them?) 
I supply in addition   ([1] sowing “The Word of God”  locally and  [2] then watering,  by explaining what is required to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
the  (things)   lacking   (so few people behaving as TCs)  pressures/burdens  (of “Responsibility”)  of the Anointed   (“The Goal” JC laid out). 
                 (Thus, what is lacking is both  physical  [TCs]  and  spiritual  [TC teaching]  –  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest in The Environment) 
for the sake of his whole body   (JCg's fleshly body that is to ultimately comprise of 144000 component parts  –  driven by The Head  [JC]) 
which is the  {calling out}/ecclesia   (the people who  [1] actively and  [2] accurately  call-out  “The Word of God”  with no regard to themselves). 
 

This verse may be difficult to understand  (especially when there are several different bible interpretations to be found of this verse)! 
Let me explain what Paul is telling us in context. 
Paul is pleased with the Colossians’ progress  –  it makes what he has done in life  –  all worthwhile!   
He tells them,  he has been appointed to teach  “The (Real) Gospel” of  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World,  and The Colossians have  responded 
positively. 

Paul tells us here;  he is cheerful in his hardships for the sake of their positive response to  “The (Real) Gospel”! 
Where his personal additional  pressures/burdens  brought upon his flesh by  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  (= the burdens of 
“Christ”)   for the sake of edifying JC’s whole body here upon The Earth.  Which is as we are told  -  JC’s whole body are the  active  
members  fulfilling  Yahweh’s Desire by  accurately  “calling out”  “The (Real) Gospel”  (“1st Century Christianity”)  to The World.   
This requirement is performed by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
Consequently,  it is not  “Christ”   (The Goal of Anointing)   directly being burdensome to the TC,  but rather it is the retaliatory response of 
“The Professional Leaders of Religion”  (John.16v1-4, etc.)  being shown as hypocrites that become the  burdens/afflictions  borne by a TC 
who  accurately  teaches by both  word/deed   “The Word of God”.  Where this persecution for  Christ/Anointed  (for Sonship)   would not 
have normally occurred,  if we were coalescing as  “a member of Religion”  or likewise being an atheist –  but both having the common 
denominator of worldly methodology –   not reformed by “The Word of God”. 

This is precisely what our  worldly Christian leaders  should be  teaching/doing - imitating Paul, as exhorted by Paul at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.! 
However,  they preach “Religion” for a worldly return,  and the more  worldly  attractive they make their efforts then the more worldly return received! 
This is  not  the teaching of  “1st Century Christianity”,  where the requirement of this teaching  is  a  total and complete personal reform away from 
worldly methodology -  and quite simply,  the vast majority of people see no reason why they should change –  it should always be  “someone”  else! 
That is specifically why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  falsely  teach - 

1. There is no reason to internally change  –  just think you are good  (with all the excusing mitigating circumstances). 
2. Any difficulties then ask your deity for our change  –  and thus  push-off  personal  responsibility and accountability. 
3. Be verbose in saying wonderful things – to flatter the ears of the deity –  presupposing a deity would reason like Mankind  (devotees of 
worldly mind are not able to think outside this imposed  “box'”). 
4. This mentality is consolidated by  “Leaders of Religion”  because it is easy to promote this worldly attitude  (of “no change required”). 
5. The leaders positioning themselves to be endorsing points 1-4 means they can in a presumptuous manner,  justifiably take a worldly return 
for this supposed service! 
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All this is adversarial to the principles,  and of what is taught in  “1st Century Christianity”  where Yahweh requires  (actually “demands”)  His “Early 
Adopters”  first  who do not think as do the people in “Religion”,  but rather think in the  one/same  manner as  did/does  JC/JCg,  as does Yahweh.   
Importantly,  for us to know how Yahweh thinks so we can fulfil His Desire,  means,  we must read and thoroughly understand  “The Word of God”,  
being what we will be taught in The Millennium that closes  “The Lord's Acceptable Year”  to yield  “The 3 Remnants of the 3 Epochs of Israel that 
return to The Lord”. 

Seems obvious –  but very clearly,  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  will not teach this –  they  only  preach soundbites,  because they 
cannot gain any worldly return by teaching  “1st Century Christianity”  as I very carefully explain elsewhere.   

Col.   1v25 og {of whom/which}  (I) {became to be}  (emphatic) I/me   
Col.   1v25 og (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant,   
Col.   1v25 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  {administrator of a household}/stewardship/dispensation   
Col.   1v25 og of the  God [Yahweh]   the (one [stewardship])  given/bestowed/granted  {to me}/mine   
Col.   1v25 og into/unto  {specifically yourselves,   
Col.   1v25 og (to) {make replete}/imbue/{filled up}fulfil  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  God [Yahweh], 
Col.   1v25 = {of whom} (= The Brethren)  emphatic I (Paul)  {become to be}  the  attendant/servant,   

according to  the  {administrator of a household}/stewardship  of the  God  (Yahweh),   
the  one  (stewardship)   given/bestowed/granted  {to me}  unto  {specifically yourselves},   
to  {make replete}/imbue/fulfil  the  word/reasoning  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Of whom  (the brethren actively aiming to be TCs)   emphatic I (Paul)  become to be the  attendant/servant   (in teaching God's Word) 
according to the administrator of a household   (the  future  people to bring forth all the 144000 TCs)   of the God  (Yahweh), 
the one (stewardship)  given to me unto specifically yourselves   (it is Paul's Responsibility to accurately teach “1st Century Christianity”  to them) 
to fulfil  “The Word of God”  (“JC”)    (being what JC instructed of us to gather 144000 TCs through the generations over The Gospel Age). 
 

Paul tells us that as an  apostle/TC  it is his responsibility to be an  attendant/servant  to grow the  “(calling out)/ecclesia”  from its present size to 
become 144000 TCs  over the entire Gospel Age.  He is to become a steward of  “The Household of God” –  where  “The Household of God”  is to 
become  “The Future Sons of God”  from a base of presently immature Christians through The Age of some 2000 years –  but personally striving to 
become TCs in their own right as  elected/chosen  by Yahweh  (for His Personal Family).     
The commonality of their mind is. 

To entirely fulfil Yahweh’s desire  (accurately teach by both  [1.1] word and  [1.2] deportment). 
1.1.  To  thoroughly Learn  “The Word of God”  so we personally know where we are going and what we are to do. 
1.2. To  express this  “Knowledge”  in our deportment  (as  “Wisdom”)  so other people can  (and desire to)  learn from us. 

Where,  1.2 means  
A. We  never  defraud/cheat/lie  to any person, company, organisation, institution, government. 
B. We remain as perfect secular citizens – by following The Law of The Land  (provided it does not contravene Yahweh’s Laws). 
C. We physically help as we can  any person who by  perchance  crosses our path within our life,  requiring our physical help. 
D. Most importantly,  we  accurately explain  to The World  why  we do A, B and C  -  being  “1st Century Christianity”  fully expressed. 
E. All four above enables us to  personally solve  “The Mystery of God”   relative to humans  (thereby becoming  “the specific god”  of 

humans and thus a  “Son of God”   [“a brother/sister of JCg”  and  “a Child of Yahweh”). 
       Parts 1.1 and 1.2 are utterly and completely incomprehensible to our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  as we witness in their output. 
It is for this very reason  why  Paul is explaining  “The Mystery”  that had been kept secret until JC came,  to become  “The Solution to the Mystery of 
God”,  so we  can  personally  become part of that  “solved mystery”  –  which is quite simply stated    

Personally imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  during the 1st part of our physical life to become a future  “Son of God”! 
This is all precisely as we are told in the next verse –  and further explained within my local commentaries. 
Note   I find  “minister”  such a  “dirty word”  today  (being a misnomer)  having become so badly tainted and abused by those people of  “politics and 
religion”,  so I prefer to use the word  “attendant”  which seems more appropriate –  along with  “servant”  of which the members of both groupings 
show themselves to be neither! 
 
11th Comment – The Mystery was concealed until JC’s “ministry, sacrifice and awakening” which  revealed  The Solution 
12th Comment – The Mystery is  only  revealed to the  {holy people}/TCs  of The Gospel Age. 
37th Reasoning – Why?  Because the TCs now have The Example of achieving Sonship to Yahweh and  they act upon it  by 
precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle to  the very best they are able.  They sacrifice a self-indulgent lifestyle delivered 
by The World for a lifestyle where their time is devoted to accurately teaching The World of The Gospel by word and deed 
38th Reasoning – Obviously,  those people knowing of JC and state they  “believe in JC” –  but do no more than this – 
(and certainly do not imitate him) – then clearly The Mystery has  not  been revealed  and  it is  still  a mystery to them. 
“The Mystery”  is revealed by people positively acting righteously upon this knowledge as did the 5 and 2 talent stewards. 
13th Comment – “the specific god”  ensures those people who might become viable TCs will have access to  “The Real 
Gospel”  (Rev.3v20)  to ensure they will grow through The Brethren to become TCs in their own right. 
17th ‘Allegory’ – “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from The 
World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god”  of us who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20),  then as the person 
matures in The Real Faith,  Yahweh becomes the Adopting Father  “The Specific God”  expressing His HS for TC growth. 
Furthermore,  when referenced upon JCg then  “ho theos”  points to Yahweh. 
15th Good News – “the specific god”  ensures potentially viable TCs  will  have access The Gospel,  so they might grow. 
16th Good News – The Mystery comprises of  glorious/honourable  wealth/abundance  of attributes that is open to 144000 
individuals who are to become “Sons of God”,  and The World shall be resurrected to be taught “Righteousness”. 
18th Allegory – Mystery = unknown until JC explained it by his ministry, sacrifice and resurrection to become “The First 
Begotten  Son of God”.  Essentially: “How can members of The Creation (Mankind)  become like their Creator (JCg)?” 
It is personally solved by the member of the creation precisely imitating  his/her  Creator (JCg)  to become a Son of God 
(Yahweh)  as  elected only by Yahweh,  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  able to make become  who/what  He chooses to become! 
19th ‘Allegory’ – Christ/Anointed = “The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests”. 
28th Instruction – “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
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17th Good News – Christ/Anointed  within the TCs so they might become Sons of God married to JCg in The Millennium. 
29th Instruction – “Complete/perfect in Jesus”  means just that, – we precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  for Sonship. 
It does  not  mean  “The Gospel of Excuses”  to remain human,  as taught by leaders of Christendom  (not to imitate JC)! 
20th ‘Allegory’ – Expectation = having  “The Accurate Knowledge”  of  “The Real Gospel Message”  of a perfect society 
operating in The Millennium,  and  if  we  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (driven by  {edifying love}  for our neighbour’s 
edification)  then  we too become accepted by Yahweh as having met The Golden Standard set by JC,  and thus worthy to 
be resurrected as a future  “Son of God”  to make  “The Kingdom of God”  that originally operated within the mind,  to 
become a physical reality in The Millennium.   Hence demonstrably worthy to rule The Resurrected World. 
39th Reasoning – The  “glory/honour/dignity”  obviously comes upon a TC in The Millennium upon resurrection at JCg’s 
1st 2nd C when they become a  “Son of God”  alongside JCg.  “The First/Most”  people/leaders  in The Millennium were  
The Last/Least  (TCs)  during The Gospel Age  (see examples at  1Cor.4v9-14, 2Cor.11v23-29,  plus others). 
21st Allegory – The Prize = “The Goal of Sonship”,  “The Office of Appointment”,  the TC having been proved righteous 
to Yahweh’s Requirement – by the TC persevering to maintain JC’s standard driving The Mind for this expectation. 
This is the greatest accolade any entity in The Universe can achieve directly from Yahweh that can only occur in The 
Gospel Age when Yahweh makes His Special/Greater Judgment based upon The Golden/Kingly Standard laid down by JC. 
18th Good News – Yahweh as “The Specific God”  of TCs will work within and around TCs to further His desire which is 
to gain the next generation of TCs until The Prophesied Trigger Threshold is achieved,  to bring forth The Millennium. 
Col.   1v26 og The  Secret/Mystery  the (one [mystery])   (having been) {concealed away}/{fully hidden}/{kept secret}   
Col.   1v26 og off/away/separated/from  of the  ages/perpetuities/{Messianic periods}   
Col.   1v26 og also  off/away/separated/from  of the  generations/ages/nations/times;   
Col.   1v26 og {just now}/presently  and  (it was) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared   
Col.   1v26 og to the  blameless/{holy persons}/saints  (of the) Him [Yahweh], 
Col.   1v26 = The  secret/mystery  having been  {concealed away}/{fully hidden}  off/from  of the  age   (of pre-JC’s ministry),   

also  off/from  of the  generations/ages/nations/times   (of humans before JC’s 1st Advent),   
and  {just now}/presently  it was  {rendered apparent}/{made visible}  to His  (Yahweh’s)   blameless/{holy people}/TCs. 

 

“The Mystery”  having been fully hidden from of the age   (prior to JC's 1st Advent  [some 2000 years ago]) 
also from the  generations/nations   (of all humans until JC's 1st Advent with us), 
and presently it  (The Mystery)  was made visible   (hence  “The Solution to The Mystery”  “became known”  to  “The Early Adopters”) 
to His (Yahweh's)  blameless/{holy persons}   (the TCs who  precisely imitate  JC) 
                 (The solution is to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  -  of which The Prophets had not that example of which to imitate –  but TCs can) 
 

Paul clearly tells us,  The Mystery is now  known  to the TCs  –  thus if  any  Christian  still  says it is   “A Mystery”,  then they must be in the  wrong  
vocation if they are claiming to represent Yahweh!  

What do I mean  –  being    What is The Bible telling us? 
We must view this at two levels - 

1. The higher level is to truly understand what  “The Mystery”  really means from Yahweh’s point of view.  Please see my glossary that explains 
it quite thoroughly –  however it is simply interpreted thus - 
 How is it possible for a member of JCg’s Creation to become like The Creator (JCg)? =  A future  “Son of God”!  

2. The lower level is the practical application at a human level.  Quite simply stated   –  It is where the specific person freely chooses to imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best  he/she is able during the 1st part of  his/her  physical life. 

A knowledgeable reader of the scriptures can see  (now  “The Explanation”  is given,)  how the known specific verses will come together to fulfil the 
requirements at these two levels  (see next verse for example). 
As I profusely state throughout this website  “The Number”  Yahweh has foreknown  before  the creation of Mankind  (Rom.8v29, etc.);  “is to be 
144000”  TCs  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  elected from out of The Christian Nation throughout The Gospel Age,  being a period of about 2000 years  (before 
Mankind implodes through uncontrolled self-indulgence by those people with the power to exercise it).   

Please read my local cited commentaries that explain precisely why this is  not  allegoric number.  
Obviously,  the early Apostles,  together with Stephen as the first Martyr recorded (Acts.7v58-60) were TCs having personally solved  “The Mystery of 
God”,  but then I would perhaps include William Tyndale following some 1500 years later  (however I am not The Judge,   only  Yahweh is to determine 
who is to be “A Child of God” =  “A Son of God”).   Where, at the time of writing (2015/21 CE)  then this number of 144000  is nearly complete –  there 
are just a few more places to be filled during the next  “relatively few”  years before The Gospel Age is terminated by Yahweh through JCg at  (1) The 1st 
Resurrection and  (2) The Great Tribulation  (where all worldly leaders are  “kicked out of office”  by JCg and the returning 144000 TCs (Rev.19v16-21, 
2Pet.3v8-13)  to herald-in The Millennium.   
However,  I would  not  include the very many  “man-made saints”  (to be supposed “Sons of God”)!  –  Where we might ask  

Who do the  “Leaders of Religion”  really think they are  –  presumptuously claiming competence and authority to assign the word  “saint”  
to  any  human! –  
Do they consider themselves  “The Almighty God”?   

I suggest they,  in humility,  read The Bible at   Matt.20v20-23,  Mark.10v35-40   –  and reasoning thus    
If JC is  not  in the position to choose,  but  only  Yahweh Who prepares things for His future Sons then  -  “how on Earth”  can a mere 
human(s)  presume to know –  especially upon the very subject they profess to be making  “The Decision”  is an apparent  “Mystery”  to 
them”     How absurd,  and so very bizarre  (but yet,  so very fraudulent)! 

The whole situation we have here on Earth is preposterous –  and those leaders claiming to be in this position  (for its worldly returns)  will be brought 
very low in The Millennium  (if in the fortunate position for Yahweh not to consider them to be  charlatan Christian leaders,  else they shall  never  be 
resurrected)! 
Col.   1v27 og {to whom/which} (ones [TCs])   (he) determined/{delighted in}/desired/{be pleased}  the  {specific god}   
Col.   1v27 og (to) {make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether   
Col.   1v27 og the  wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence   
Col.   1v27 og of the  secret/mystery  {from/concerning this}/{such manner of}/thereabout   
Col.   1v27 og in  to the [= within]  Gentiles/nations/heathen/peoples,   
Col.   1v27 og who/which/that  (he/it) is  (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  in  {to [= within] yourselves},   
Col.   1v27 og the  anticipation/expectancy/confidence  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence, 
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Col.   1v27 = {to whom}  (the TCs)   “the specific god”    (at its required two levels,  1st, JCg as God’s Word,  and 2nd, Yahweh electing) 
he  determined/desired  to  {make known}/declare  what  the  wealth/abundance  of the  glory/dignity/magnificence  of  The Mystery 
{concerning this}/{such manner of}   within  the  nations/peoples,   which  it  (as the subject, rather than the person)  is:-   
Christ/Anointed  within  yourselves,  The  Anticipation/Expectation  of the  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence. 

 

To whom  (the TCs)   “The Specific God’   (Yahweh,  being relative to TCs as “The Early Adopters”,  as  brothers/sisters  with JC  (Matt.12v50)   
                 (Noting it required JC as God’s Word  first to be inculcated  before  Yahweh could righteously make the election possible) 
                 (Hence the use of  “ho theos”  in this position  [1] “JC”  as the Interface for humans,  [2] “Yahweh” as The Father of The Adopted Sons) 
He   (Yahweh  “through JC”  as  “The Interface”  [1Tim.2v5]  as  “The Word of God”  practised with fidelity to yield  “The Mystery of God”  in Sons)   
determined to make known the  wealth/abundance  of  glory/honour/dignity/magnificence  of  “The Mystery”  
                 (to the people who  may  become future  “Sons of God”  that first requires them to wholly inculcate and faithfully output “The Word of God”) 
concerning this  (“Mystery” to be made known)  within the nations which is:- 
Anointed  (being  “The Goal of Sonship”)  within yourselves   (you can achieve this goal,  being  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  laid down by JC), 
“The Expectation”  of the  honour/glory   (to be a future  “Son of God”  alongside JC –  if  successfully chosen by Yahweh). 
                 (Successful people work at making The Expectation a Reality,   apathetic people vainly hope something will occur – and it does not for them!) 
 

We are  now  told  what  “The Mystery”  is in relation to us  (who are assiduously aiming to become TCs)! 
We are told elsewhere   The Promise came from  Abraham  (always allegoric to Yahweh)  through Isaac  (always allegoric to JC). 
We are told elsewhere   The Promise is for “The Inheritance”  (to be co-rulers,  Rom.8v17, 23, 29, etc.). 
We are told Paul was aiming for The Prize and he received The Crown of  kingship/priesthood  (1Cor.9v23-26, 2Tim.4v6-8). 
We are told those people partaking in “The 1st Resurrection” are blessed –  because “The 2nd Death” has no power over them  (Rev.20v6). 

Interestingly we  are  told these things,  and common sense would tell us to put what we are told together -  and not merely to ignore them! 
Sadly,  our  worldly Christian leaders/theologians  do both things that common sense tells us  not  to do!  -  How so very strange! 
(Actually,  not really  –  when we gain  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”,  then we  precisely understand  how their mind operates). 

We are also told that once having this Gospel News  then  we  are  to go out and tell The World about it  (Matt.24v14, Heb.5v12-14, etc.)! 
Which naturally  worldly Christian leaders are  not  able to practice because they cannot get the 1st part correct!  -  And they claim to represent Yahweh! 
They cannot get the 1st part correct,  because - 

1. The do  not  understand The Mystery,  and if they did,  then - 
2. They would  not  want to personally solve The Mystery  (which is simply explained   “Precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  freely”). 

Thus, it becomes an utter farce  –  and explains  why  Yahweh has closed His ears to them  –  as again we are told in numerous of places! 
That is precisely  why  The Christian Nation  (particularly its leaders)  as  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  mirrors so precisely that of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  –  
and  why  “The Inheritance of The Millennium”  becomes  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (= The Resurrected World) –  and  why  Paul was invited during his 
encounter with the resurrected JCg on the road to Damascus at Acts.9,22,26v1-12 (34 CE).   Furthermore, as Paul mentioned in his letter to the 
Galatians,  he had an encounter some seven years later (41 CE)  given the details,  some of which was divulged to us at 2Cor.12v1-3 –  where he was to 
become part of the heaven (singular)  (= Yahweh’s authority over The World)  being  “The 3rd Epoch heaven (singular)”. 
That is  why  The Mystery  “solved within an individual”  becomes  “The Anticipation/Expectation  of  The  Glory/Honour/Dignity”  given to those very 
specific individuals who become future  “Sons of God” –  just as JCg is a  “Son of God”  upon whom,  I would assign the title as  “The Premier Son of 
God”  – because he was the initial route to redemption for his creation.  However, we must not forget the 144000 TCs also become  “The Route of 
Salvation”  for the rest of  Mankind because of their  teaching/administration  work to bring Mankind back to Yahweh  (in The Millennium)  over 
Mankind’s now 2 part life  (only  made possible because of JC’s ransom sacrifice). 

Thus  “The Mystery”  became solved by the respective individuals through the following method - 
1. JC showing his  capability/works  now as a foretaste of what it will be like when he is ruling in The Millennium as JCg  (Rev.19v16);  and he 

sacrificed his fleshly life to make all this possible  (more importantly he put his  very existence  in jeopardy to redeem his creation in the midst 
of Yahweh’s Edict on sin). 

2. Spiritually acting  now  as if we were in His future physical kingdom by rejecting this present Worldly methodology and living like a TC 
precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  Then we will be transformed from  (personally)   taking  The Last/Least  (by living on expectation  
–  through  agapao/{edifying  love})  to be  given  (by Yahweh)  The  First/Most  in the form of  glory/honour/dignity.  Thereby becoming more 
effective in reforming humans by getting them to understand  why and how  they are to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in the 2nd part of 
their physical life in The Millennium. 

Consequently,  we understand as I profusely state elsewhere - 
The Mystery of God is:- 

How can members of a creation,  become like their creator  (JCg,  and thus become future  “Sons of  God/Yahweh”])? 
The Answer is likewise simply stated - 

To  precisely imitate  “The Creator”  (JCg,  [of Gen.1v26, John.1v1-3, etc.]) 
And how is this possible? 

1. The members must utterly reform to  precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (freely,  simply for absolutely  no  worldly return). 
2. Yahweh as  “The External 3rd Party Assessor”  will make  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (Matt.20v23, James.3v1)  upon 

that Creation to elect those people who truly precisely imitate their Creator  (JCg).  We must just ignore what  spiritually blind  
worldly Christian leaders tell us –  because they really have not the faintest idea about how Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation 
operates –  they  never  teach of it. 

Thus,  as The Bible tells us elsewhere  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.),  this glory is to be  “Kings/Priests  of The Millennium”  in  “The Administration”  
of teaching  “Righteousness”  to all people resurrected in  “The General Resurrection”.  The bonus being that a  TC will be a  “Son of God”,  like JCg 
in a  celestial/heavenly  body that can  never  die  (Rev.2v11, 20v6,  by contrast to  all the other people resurrected in perfected DNA fleshly bodies  
(given in trust)  who then  can  die forever {= annihilation)  if they once  “deliberately sin”  after their training period.   Please see 1Cor.15v35-55 for  
two  types of future body given  after  resurrection.   

This  is  the mystery now explained! 
Therefore,    No  “Mystery”! 

It was however a  “mystery”  to all people  before  JC’s ministry  (for example the Old Testament prophets,  thinking they would  only  be resurrected in 
The Flesh [perfected DNA genome]  Job.19v16,  Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 1Pet.1v10, etc.),  but after JC explained it  and proved it to be possible as The 
1st  (Waved Barley)  of the following Firstfruits  (Waved Wheat)  starting  some 50 days later at  “The Ingathering/Pentecost”  (Lev.23v5-25,  Acts.2v1-
41)  then  “The Mystery”  is  no more –  it was made  very clear  to all those people having any desire to know about it! 
Just an obvious aside  

The Mystery can  only  be that of Sonship to Yahweh and  not  only  “everlasting life”  –  because people of other faiths  can  have everlasting 
life when in the 2nd part of their physical life – if they come around to  (truly)  “believe in JC”  by imitating his lifestyle –  when correctly 
taught in The Millennium by the 144000 previous TCs.  These people of The World  (not TCs)  are thereby perfecting the 2nd part of their 
spiritual life to become commensurate with the perfected DNA fleshly body of the 2nd part of their physical life  –  righteously  given in  
temporary trust  over The Millennium)! 

Noting,  all these people are righteously covered by JC over  “The Great Sabbath Day” in death  (John.19v31, 20v1)  that is The Millennium as we are 
told at 2Pet.3v8, Rev.20v7, Mark.2v27-28)  and by implication at Heb.4v4 when Paul is explaining in that chapter about  “Yahweh's Rest”  being  “The 
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Great Sabbath Day” of The Millennium.  This shows us,  he knew there would be about 2000 years from his writings before The Millennium starts.  We 
are very close to it now,  hence this website  “FutureLife.Org”  explaining Yahweh's  “Most Righteous Plan for Mankind’s Salvation”  to The World on 
The Internet – as we are told at Matt.24v14. 
Col.   1v28 og whom/which/that  {we ourselves}  (we) proclaim/promulgate/declare/preach,   
Col.   1v28 og (the) {putting in mind}/cautioning/warning/admonishing/{reproving gently}  
Col.   1v28 og (the) every  countenance/{human-being}/man,   
Col.   1v28 og also   (the) {causing to learn}/teaching   (the) every   countenance/{human-being}/man    
Col.   1v28 og in  (to the [= within]) all  (to the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge},   
Col.   1v28 og that/{so as}  (we may/should) exhibit/constitute/commend/approve/substantiate   
Col.   1v28 og (the) every  countenance/{human-being}/man   
Col.   1v28 og (the) complete/perfect/mature  in  (to the [= within]) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) Jesus. 
Col.   1v28 = Whom  {we ourselves}  (TCs)   proclaim/promulgate/preach,   the  cautioning/warning/admonishing  every  man,   

also  the  {causing to learn}/teaching  every man  within  all  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge},   
{so as}  we  (TCs + brethren)   may  exhibit/commend/substantiate  every  man  the  complete/perfect/mature 
within  the  Christ/Anointed  of the  Jesus. 

 

Whom we ourselves (TCs)  proclaim/preach   (“1st Century Christianity”,  which is  never  taught today by  worldly Christian leaders) 
               (“Preach/Proclaim”  is  not  just in cheap words that are so easy to say,  but rather the works that imitate JC’s Deportment [Matt.25v31-40]) 
the  cautioning/admonishing  every  man/woman    (does this occur in  worldly Christian congregations  –  hardly,  but the very opposite) 
so as we   (TCs and brethren actively aiming to become TCs)    
may  exhibit/commend  every  man/woman  complete/perfect/mature   (“The Required Standard”  of  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
within the Jesus Anointed   (achieving  “The Goal of Sonship”  that JC made possible for us to personally fulfil  “The Mystery”). 
  

Interestingly – we are told - 
This is what  The Apostles teach  (being what I call  “1st Century Christianity”  to distinguish it from the  “worldly Christianity”  of today  
[and of the last some 1700+ years when  worldly Christian leaders “got hold of it”  for worldly gain]  to now become a subset of “Religion”). 
Once we have gained  “The Real Knowledge” of  “1st Century Christianity”  then we realise what The Apostles taught,  is  never  taught 
today –  because quite simply  worldly Christian leaders  cannot  make a worldly return  on what is  “The Real Gospel”   (as we read at 
John.11v47-53)!     (Please see my local cited commentaries) 

Note   When the word  “complete/mature”  is used,  it always means  “strong/confident”  (having gained a perfected mind)  in the  accurate  knowledge 
of  “The Word of God”  that is  “The Required Precursor”  to yield  “The Real Faith”. 
So,  there we have it! 
We are told what  “The Mystery” is,  and what it means  –  then in this verse,  Paul tells us how to achieve it –  by becoming like him –  a TC! 
Notice here what a TC must do.  Then as we read through this verse and consider what our  worldly Christian leaders do  (being spiritually blind – 
Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39).  Moreover,  the worst,  being what  iniquitous  charlatan Christian leaders do  (deliberately using  “The Word of God”  as a  
“money making machine”  to sequestrate from what is of Yahweh's,  and in the process bring shame and infamy to  “The Word of God”  within the 
minds of  sane/reasoning  individuals,  the atheists)! 
Where,  we have at the one extreme,  there are the spiritually dead traditional congregations operating only on customs  (Matt.23v23)  and at the other 
extreme,  congregations operating upon hype and froth to self-indulge in a showman’s act  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.,   ignoring Matt.4v7).   
Then it might be worth considering what both extremes and all the groupings in between do  not  practice,  and then we should ask ourselves   

Do we really think they are TCs?  –  Where TCs are to precisely imitate Paul’s ministry and lifestyle  (for example 2Cor.11v24-28)!  –   
Then read Mark.13v21-23 together with Gal.4v14 and carefully reason upon the contents given at these places together with 2Tim.3v5, 
Titus.1v16 and 2Tim.3v3-4 –  being things our  worldly Christian leaders hide under the carpet for obvious reasons hence Rev.22v18-19. 

Does the sane minded reader  (Titus2v2-8)  really think Yahweh is anywhere near these people behaving in this manner? 
It is an abomination and detestation to Yahweh when He witnesses the shenanigans performed supposedly in His Name –  but certainly  not  
in His Character or Authority!    But Satan is most pleased!   Please see “Yahweh’s Desire” and “Satan’s Desire” in my glossary,  to 
understand precisely what is occurring on this planet today. 

Consequently,  we understand a TC  (operating through  agapao/{edifying love}  –  see glossary and elsewhere in this website) - 
1. Will  intimately  know the scriptures Eph.6v13-17, 2Tim.3v15-17, etc.  to become an effective fighting force within this present dark age. 
2. Will  accurately  teach  “The (real) Gospel”  to all people  (being no respecter of any person,  Matt.22v16, 1Cor.9v19-23). 
3. Will  caution/admonish  all people accordingly  (being no respecter of any person). 
4. Will teach all people how to  apply  “The Word of God”  in their lives  by example   (being no respecter of people). 
5. Will  exhibit/commend  all  (receptive/hearkening)  people as  new  TCs to Yahweh in the personal sacrifice of the elder TC’s work. 

(Where  all  TC’s operate in  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC,  God’s Word  controlling all  their minds). 
6. Will give  “The Word of God”  freely/simply  for absolutely  no  worldly return –  except abuse and persecution from  “Leaders of Religion”. 

So,  we might ask ourselves the very pertinent question - 
How do our religious leaders compare with that listing? 

Because that listing  fulfils “The Mystery”  (as exemplified in the next verse)  within an individual operating in  humility/contriteness –  to be declared 
worthy by Yahweh for  “The Anointing/Christ”  of becoming a future  “Son of God”  in righteous majesty.  This is precisely  why  there are  only  
144000 individuals that Yahweh can find sufficiently worthy out of the approximate 2000 year period yielding perhaps some 3 billion  “Christians”  (a 
ratio of approximately  1  20,000,  in other places based upon “The Last Generation”,  I state 2 billion / 70,000  yielding a ratio of about  1  30,000 ). 
It is extremely sad Yahweh cannot find any more worthy individuals –  but as we are told,  it is the rebellious nature of people generally fulfilling their 
personal self-indulgent desire rather than to entirely submit themselves to fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  to precisely imitate  JC to edify both themselves and 
collectively,  the future society as a whole. 
Col.   1v29 og Into/Unto  whom/which/that  also  (I) {feel fatigue}/{work hard}/toil/labour,   
Col.   1v29 og (the) struggling/{competing for a prize}/{fervently labouring}/striving ([Greek] in like manner as an athlete) 
Col.   1v29 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  
Col.   1v29 og the  {efficiency (of energy)}/operation/strong/{effectual working}  (of the) him,   
Col.   1v29 og the (One [Yahweh])  {actively/fervently/efficiently/mightily  working/doing}  in  {to [= within] me}   
Col.   1v29 og in  (to the [= within]) {miraculous force/power/strength}/{mighty work}. 
Col.   1v29 = Unto which   (to fulfil The Mystery [within Paul/himself])   also  I  {work hard}/toil/labour, 

the  struggling/{competing for the prize}/{fervently labouring}  according to  His  (Yahweh)   efficiency/{effectual working},   
the  One  (Yahweh)   {fervently working}/{actively doing}  {miraculous power}/{mighty work}  within  me. 

 

Unto which   (to fulfil  “The Mystery”  within Paul,  himself,  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
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also I work hard   (to  accurately  spread  “The Word of God”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to my neighbour  [2Cor.11v24-28]), 
competing for a prize  (of Sonship)  according to His (Yahweh’s)  effectual working   (Paul is operating as a  faithful slave  to Yahweh), 
the One (Yahweh)  fervently doing mighty work within me   (to be an effective  multilingual  apostle for The Nations teaching God's Word). 
 

Paul -  perhaps the best example as a TC,  was  toiling/struggling  (in the  one/same  manner as do athletes competing in The Olympic Games to achieve 
The Prize/{Gold Medal},   pushing themselves to their very limits continuously for many years)   in  accurately  teaching God’s Word to edify his 
neighbour to Paul’s own hurt.  

We aiming to become TCs  must do likewise!  -  Else we do  not  have the correct mindset to become worthy of Sonship.   
We must clearly understand,  Yahweh is waiting for  “The Early Adopters” to prove themselves to The Judging World they have a  spiritual mind  having 
been wholly reformed away from worldly methodology to be trustworthy in administering  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.   Presently. the 
“in your face – for a worldly return”  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  have demonstrably the  wrong  spiritual mind for that position –  and that is  
precisely why  they are ejected from that position upon their resurrection as many of JC’s parables tell us.  Likewise,  the warnings given at Matt.12v8, 
etc.,  and Luke.16v1-8 together with similar such warnings). 
Furthermore,  notice the application of JC’s parable of the two sons located at Matt.21v28-31 within the cited context.  
In this example  

Perhaps the first son felt intimidated by  “The Enormity of The Task” –  but importantly,  he spoke  The Truth  of how he felt – and yet 
afterwards he relented,  upon which the task did not seem so oppressive when he started to tackle it.  It is important to notice the  inherent  
honesty within that specific individual! 
By contrast,  the second son was an  “ear pleaser”  (2Tim.4v3-4)  and self-indulgent –  having absolutely  no  intention of doing The Work. 
Also notice how this individual was an  inherent liar –  speaking without thought,  only to say what the listener wanted to hear! 

With that background,  now let us make a likewise comparison between the TCs and our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  together with the context of 
the parable –  we should carefully reason upon it. 

I need say no more!  
I only want The Reader to start  thinking for themselves,  rather than be brainwashed by clever and manipulative people! 

I realise for The Reader to get this far –  then you are seriously searching for Yahweh –  I am only providing you with The Tools to discover much more! 
 
 
30th Instruction – TCs must  (accurately)  teach/proclaim,  caution/warn,  edify all  men/women  in “wisdom”  by example 
How many  worldly  (and worse charlatan) Christian leaders really do this?   What Godly wisdom do they  really express? 
JC was  “The Wisdom of God”  because he  operated with fidelity  to “The Word of God” –  if the congregations  cannot  
attain the  accurate  “Word of God”  from their leaders  (and do  not  read The Bible),  then  “how on  Earth”  can they 
operate in Godly wisdom?   They merely operate according to worldly wisdom –  and damage society in their wake. 
40th Reasoning – TCs  accurately  teaching  “The Word of God”  to The World enable all hearkening people to grasp at 
“The Real Gospel”,  become part of The Brethren and ideally grow into maturity to become judged by Yahweh as TCs. 
Allegory – repeat - Mystery = unknown until JC explained it by his ministry, sacrifice and resurrection to be “The First 
Begotten  Son of God”.  Essentially: “How can members of The Creation (Mankind)  become like their Creator (JCg)?” 
It is personally solved by the member of the creation precisely imitating  his/her  Creator (JCg)  to become a Son of God 
(Yahweh)  as  elected only by Yahweh,  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  able to make become  who/what  He chooses to become! 
31st Instruction – TCs fulfil “The Mystery”  in themselves by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for  The Expectation. 
32nd Instruction – TCs  {work hard}/toil,  struggling/{competing for the prize}  being constantly driven by “The Word of 
God” (JC)  as a  presence/parousia  within them -  thereby Yahweh is working through them in HS  (composite defn.). 
19th Good News – Yahweh will miraculously work through JCg  (being what he had done as The Intercessor, 1Tim.2v5)  
within all TCs to ensure His Word is effectively,  efficiently and accurately publicised. 
33rd Instruction - TCs will struggle against all opposition to ensure that people,  personally seen and unseen  (by 
extensions of the geometric progression),  will be motivated by the TCs driven together through the physically displayed  
agape/{charity love}  to assist each other and the TCs to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  ideally within all people. 
41st Reasoning – The Brethren having a shining example of a TC (Paul)  to teach them by both word and deed delivering 
Charity works will instil full  assurance/confidence  of understanding the full  wealth/abundance  of what is to occur in 
The Millennium delivered by  The Kings/Priests  (Sons of God)  who were former TCs. 
42nd Reasoning – Because TCs imitate JC then they can discern “The Mystery of God”,  where Yahweh is Himself the 
Father of  Christ/Anointed  (being that it is He Who anoints  His  Sons of God).  The World cannot discern “The Mystery 
of God”  because they can only think as does The World, self-indulgently rather than edify their neighbour  simply/freely. 
22nd Allegory – Treasure = What is Most Valuable to us.  The two most important  (interrelated)  things for us are:- 

1. The Knowledge sourced by Yahweh to fulfil His Desire (to perfect [2] below),  ideally to achieve Sonship. 
2. The Synapse Construction Mapping that Yahweh uses to resurrect an identical spiritual clone of us. 

20th Good News – Yahweh is The Source of all  treasure/wealth  in the form of wisdom and secret  knowledge/science. 
43rd Reasoning – “The Hidden Enlightenment”  is  “The Knowledge”  of which JC had,  displayed within his deportment 
to yield  “The Wisdom of God”.   The World knew none of this before JC came at his 1st Advent,  and thanks to the 
miserable efforts of “Leaders of Christendom”,  the World still knows nothing  of it some 2000 years after JC’s 1st Advent! 
44th Reasoning – The TCs of The World are the first individuals of The Gospel Age able to wholly recognise these 
wonderful qualities of Yahweh and thereby express these qualities  within their deportment  to become  The Firstfruits  (as 
the proven  early harvest)  occurring at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (being the 1st 2nd C of JCg). 
Col.   2v1 og (I) determine/{delight in}/desire/{be pleased}/will  For  {specifically yourselves}   
Col.   2v1 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive   
Col.   2v1 og (the) {comrade (one of same age)}/{as big as}/{what/how  much/great}   
Col.   2v1 og (the) contest/{effort or anxiety}/conflict/contention/struggle/fight/race  (I) hold/take/possess/obtain/have   
Col.   2v1 og concerning/about  {of yourselves}  also  of the (people [Brethren])  in  (to the [= within]) Laodicea,   
Col.   2v1 og also  {as much/great/many/long}/whatsoever  (persons)   no/not/none   
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Col.   2v1 og (they have) {stared at}/{discerned clearly}/beheld/perceived/seen/{taken heed}   
Col.   2v1 og the  {frontal visage}/countenance/aspect/appearance/face/fashion  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Col.   2v1 og in  (to the [= within]) flesh/{carnal minded}, 
Col.   2v1 = For  I  determine/desire  {specifically yourselves}  to  know/understand    

the  {as big as}/{how great}  the  contest/contention/struggle/race  I  have/possess  concerning/about  {of yourselves},   
also  of the  people   (brethren)   within  Laodicea,   
also  whatsoever   (people)   not  they have  {stared at}/beheld/seen  my  face/countenance/appearance  within  the  flesh. 

 

For I determine specifically yourselves to  know/understand  how great  (is)  the  contest/struggle  I have concerning yourselves, 
also the people (Brethren)  within Laodicea,   (Paul has heard of new brethren and he is struggling to communicate to them all) 
also whatsoever people not they have stared at my face within the flesh   (meaning,  “we have not met face to face”) 
                   (Noting the letter Paul had already sent to the Laodicea and was now asking the Colossians to read it,  Col.4v16)   
 

Paul works so hard for his congregations –  he feels so personally attached to their spiritual welfare –  to try and bring them on,  to draw them out for 
Yahweh,  being those  receptive/hearkening  individuals to become part of JCg’s fleshly body  (driven by JC as The Head)  here upon the Earth 
throughout The Gospel Age.   Furthermore,  at The Millennium start,  these 144000 TCs become The One Metaphoric “Flesh”  in the Marriage Union of 
The Bride to her husband JCg  (Matt.22v1-9, 25v1-12, Eph.5v30-32, Rev.21v2,9, etc.,  please read my cited commentaries).  Paul’s message is given to 
all those people with whom he has contact,  moreover,  unto those receptive people –  then as we are commanded,  we are to carefully teach  “The Real 
Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”. 
Notice how Paul states    

To those people whom I have not seen face to face –  implying Paul is eager to see The Fruits of The Labours from The Brethren  (actively 
aiming to become TCs) –  being the new  (next generation)  brethren who likewise are to strive to become TCs.  Paul is desirous to see this  
“geometric progression”  occurring having  no  need for any money to fund –  as claimed by our  charlatan Christian leaders today hawking  
“The Word of God”  for a very worldly personal return  (Matt.24v23-26. Mark.13v21-23, etc.)! 

Now again I must exclaim some reasoning regarding  “The Real Gospel”  
It is  not  as I am told by many  worldly Christians   “JC died for us and became our saviour!” 
What do those  worldly Christians think JC was teaching for 3.5 years  -  if  this was supposed to be  “The Real Gospel”  message? 
When JC told his disciples  (only a few months before his execution),  he had to go to Jerusalem to be murdered –  why are we then told    

“The disciples did  not  understand!”   
The obvious point being,  if  JC had been telling them constantly for 3 years earlier  (if  it were The Real Gospel)  then  they would understand! 
Thus,  JC told,  explained and demonstrated something  very different  from what we receive today by our very  worldly Christian leaders when it comes 
to  “The Real Gospel”  that must be taught by both word and deed.  This website fully explains what  is  “The Real Gospel”  message,  and it is certainly  
not  what we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders, –  and sadly,  what they should teach concerning  “The Real Gospel”  message,  they absolutely 
do  not  teach it by either word or deed to their congregations –  because quite simply    

They do not believe it  (meaning,  they do  not  “believe in The Word of God”,  inasmuch,  they do  not  “believe in JC” [Rev.19v13])!   
Else,  surely,  they would teach it – especially if they  (falsely)  claim to have the HS and be supposedly  “servants of God”  all of which is a 
demonstrable misnomer! 
It appears to me these  worldly Christian leaders seem to have a fixation on “Death”  rather than the celebration of  “Life”! 

Especially when we witness their output! 
One last comment on this verse.   
Many very worldly scholars quote this verse to presume Paul had  not  been to Colossae.  But that is hardly true when we consider Luke writes Paul  
(Acts.18v18)  travelled all over Galatia and Phrygia spreading The Gospel to strengthen the disciples  (Acts.18v23)! 
So,  it is hardly likely he did not go to the three main cities of Phrygia,  namely Colossae,  Laodicea and Hierapolis to teach  “The Word of God”.   
Thus,  this verse clearly means    

“I not only have concern for you –  but also for those people I have not seen  (amongst you),  being of your  new  members”! 
Clearly,  these Brethren cum TCs were doing what they should be doing –  producing the next generation of TCs! 

Can our supposed  worldly scholars get anything correct?    The answer becomes obvious! 
Not much,  when  “The World evidently comes first,  and Yahweh a distinct second”  within their mind  (Matt.6v24, Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39, etc.)! 
Col.   2v2 og that  (they may/should be) {called near}/{invoked by imploration}/beseeched/exhorted/entreated   
Col.   2v2 og the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of them}   
Col.   2v2 og (the being) {driven together}/united/inferred/shown/taught/compacted/entrusted/gathered   
Col.   2v2 og in  (to the [= within]) agapao/{love by principal}/{edifying love},   also  into/unto   
Col.   2v2 og (the) all  (the) wealth/possessions/abundance/riches  of the  {entirely confident}/{full assurance}   
Col.   2v2 og of the  {assembling mentally}/intelligence/knowledge/understanding  into/unto   
Col.   2v2 og (the) recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation  of the  secret/mystery   
Col.   2v2 og of the  God  [Yahweh]   also  (the) Father/Forebear  [Yahweh],  also  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed [JC], 
Col.   2v2 = that their  hearts/{seats of motivation}  may/should  be  {called near}/entreated/exhorted,   

being  {driven together}/united/gathered   within  {charity love}/agape    (to be freely/simply helping each other for no worldly return) 
also   all   (spiritual)    riches/abundance/wealth   the  {full assurance/confidence}  of  knowing/understanding   
unto  of  recognising/discerning/realising  of the  Secret/Mystery  of the  God  (Yahweh)    also  The  Father/Forebear,   
also  of the  Christ/Anointed   (being of The Goal for the 144000 TCs). 

 

That their  hearts/{seats of motivation}  might be  {called near}/exhorted   (to be guided by  “The Word of God”  controlling The Mind)   
being  {driven together}  within  agape/charity   (working to edify each other to the giver's own hurt)   
also all the  (spiritual)  wealth/riches   (that comes from “The Word of God”  yielding  “Understanding”  given only by  “1st Century Christianity”) 
of the full  assurance/confidence  of  knowledge/understanding   (“confidence/authority” comes from vigorously assaying “knowledge”) 
unto of the  recognition/discerning  of  “The Mystery”  of the God (Yahweh)  also The Father (Yahweh), 
also  (The Mystery)  of the Anointed   (being  “The Goal” of “The Anointing”  to be  “Sons of God”  performed by Yahweh,  made possible by JC). 
 

Most importantly - 
What does this verse  really  mean? 

The first thing we notice is - 
As TCs,  “we”  have the  “full assurance  of   knowing/understanding  all the riches of  recognising/discerning  The Mystery” 
What do we conclude from this? 

I understand this to mean there is  no  mystery because we know   “What the explanation is”! 
We know –  because we have been told in The Bible what  “The Mystery”  is/means! 
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If we  personally  read The Bible  (= a good translation,  and  not  a modern translation)  then we  shall know  The Answer! 
Wherefore - 

It  should only  be a mystery to worldly non-Christian people  because  that is specifically  why  TC’s must go out and   teach about the 
understanding of this mystery  –  so worldly people might  “recognise/discern”  what should then be,   “no mystery”  for all people! 

This seems a very good starting point to exercise further reasoning  
So,  let us dissect this verse and see what it tells us.  It is essential we also include what we know of The Whole Bible to justify whatever stance 
we take with our reasoning,  so we might discern “God” –  to understand and recognise what that  “Mystery”  might be. 

We must understand when this was written by Paul for the Colossians,  there would have been many  (worldly) gods in Colossae,  for example Hermes 
and Athena being some of the more well known,  together with the Gnostic teaching that was starting to occur  (deviant then,  but  far worse  now/today  
as  “worldly Christianity”).   Why?   Because the  worldly teaching of  “Christianity”  is so  professionally insidious  in its error –  and to protect 
ourselves,  we then need to thoroughly know our subject matter to  unravel  Truth from Fiction. 
Paul had to guide the Colossians out of this mindset to understand there is only  one  Almighty God   (of The Universe  –  Who becomes  “The Father”),  
also of only one   { specific god’ of us = JC}  being  The Christ/Anointed   (who personally redeemed us),  there are  no  other gods that should consume 
our attention.   Please see how Paul did this at Acts.17v22-31 in the city of Athens,  as an example of how he taught by example at 1Cor.9v19-23. 
But we must not take this section out of context with the preceding part of the verse –  and earlier verses. 
The context is of Paul’s suffering to actively help The Brethren  “to become like him”  (1Cor.11v1). 
Therefore,  by  “becoming like Paul”,  mature in JC  (“The Word of God”, Col.1v28) -  then  they too  shall personally understand  “The Mystery”. 

As I state elsewhere,  and  “For the Record”  here  
    The Mystery is fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (Col.2v6),  to become a future “Son of God”,  as JCg is now. 

Thus,  Paul is returning to make  the differentiation  between the two Entities –  between  “God as The Father,  and of JCg  The  Christ/Anointed”. 
The Reason? 

So,  we might also understand towards what we should aim,  to become  “The Anointed”. 
Hence,  we  “recognising/discerning”  the differentiation  between The Two Entities  –  where the lesser one is  anointed  by The Greater One  
(we cannot “anoint” ourselves)  (Matt.22v42-45,  noting Yahweh’s separate Omnificence,  Heb.6v13)! 

This is exactly  the opposite  (satanic)  to what we are  taught in error  by the Trinity myth given to confuse so we  cannot  “recognise/discern”  “The 
Goal”  Yahweh requires for Him to close The Gospel Age  (144000 TCs achieving  “The Goal of The Anointing”,  because obviously the 144000 TCs 
cannot become  “The Almighty God”,  Yahweh).  Consequently,  worldly Christians become lost within  “a mystery”  as our present  worldly Christian  
leaders/theologians  seem so proficiently capable of doing when partaking within their illogical   worldly sourced  doctrine –  where they seem to proudly 
announce   “It is a mystery to them”!   How bizarre!    How can we claim to represent something if we do not understand it?   We must be fraudsters! 
See precisely why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are like this by reading   “Yahweh’s Desire” and “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary that explains 
exactly what is occurring today  (and has done for the last 2000+ years).. 
Thus  “recognising/discerning”  “The Mystery of God”  to be made plain  (as it is so clearly given throughout The Bible),  is that - 

1. Yahweh is  “The Omnipotent God”,  and all   {intrinsically good/ideal}   things in The Universe come from Him. 
2. JCg had a pre-existence in the heavens  within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body and was  “the specific god of us”  prior to his ministry on 

Earth.  It was JCg who created us  (Mankind as the “Superhuman Species” [Adam/Eve over the humanoids,  hence Gen.4v14-17,  of the 
previous some 100,000+ years])  being part of   “The  Adornment/Decoration”  (StrongsTM = 2889)  of The Earth when he expressed his 
Father’s HS  (noting its composite definition as given by  “FutureLife.Org”). 

3. JCg was made known to us when his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  was placed within a fleshly body  (by Yahweh’s infinite capability to 
express His HS)  to become JC during his ministry on Earth  (JC’s 1st Advent).  JCg thus  risked/{put in jeopardy}  his very  
breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  to redeem for an eternity those individuals within his Creation who ultimately choose to imitate him  
(over what will become our 2 part life  –  see my glossary). 

Once understanding the background given above then - 
Now  we  can  “recognise/discern”  “The Mystery of God”   when  having  wholly imbued  “The Word of God”  within us to  precisely imitate  JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  so we can then personally fulfil  “The Mystery”  within ourselves by becoming a future  “Son of God” –  chosen by Yahweh  within 
“His Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  from out of  The Christian Nation  during  The Gospel Age.   This becomes “Personal”,  no other  person can 
solve the mystery within us,  because it requires an internal mental change to yield successful people having  truly recognised the difference  between 
“The Two Methodologies”  (Satan’s and Yahweh’s),  and thus have personally  known what to do -  and most importantly,  “Done it”! 

This defines  “The Real Faith”  within “1st Century Christianity”. 
With one caveat - 

We must personally want to do it – “to freely edify our neighbour in Yahweh’s Desire”  (else we are rejected for “Sonship”)! 
Because it is  “specifically these type of driven people”  as “The Early Adopters”  required  to lead  “The Resurrected World”  in The 
Millennium to yield  “The Late Adopters”  (as  “The [3rd Remnant] of  [3rd Epoch] Israel that returns to The Lord”  Isa.10v20-22). 

It is as plan and as simple as that!    
This is precisely what The Bible tells us –  and is the opposite to what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us! 

(Quite “naturally”!) 
As an aside - 

Perhaps our Biblical  scholars/theologians  prefer an outdated,  incorrect and thus  errant  Trinitarian  muse/myth/hearsay  and feel 
comfortable to stay with something that is  not  supported by  the  original  Greek text  of The New Testament as I so very clearly show. 
Furthermore,  The Tanakh  [rearranged differently to  “The Old Testament”]  does not support the Trinity myth as I explain in my 
dissertation on Isiah that discusses every case of “El” and “Yahweh” used in that book. 

However,  Yahweh would much prefer  these  “worldly enlightened people”  become like Nicodemus and leave that misguided idea sourced by The 
World  for worldly consumption,  of which became human doctrine  some 260 years  after  this Epistle was written  (and of which we are constantly 
warned within the Epistles of  “false understanding”  given by  “false prophets”  leading to  “mysteries”  that cause  divisions/schisms)!     
By doing so,  they originate these some 37,000  worldly Christian  schisms/sects  (at the time of writing 2009 CE)  completely deceived by this errant 
teaching.   By contrast,  we must ideally become The Vanguard to move forward  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”,  as did The Apostles 
some 1900+ years ago  before  it morphed into the  worldly Christianity  (2Cor.11v4)  of which we have today –  having become a subset of  “Religion”  
sourced by Satan  (hence the instruction given at Rev.18v4,  see my local commentary). 
The Crux being - 

1. The  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  are  demonstrably driven by worldly methodology.   By consequence,  “1st Century Christianity”  
had to change –  it could do no other in the hands of this  “human maladministration”  (Luke.12v46-48).   

2. Yet this entirely suited Yahweh’s Desire  –   being of His  “Greater Plan”  of drawing out  “The Early Adopters”  who pulled themselves out 
“Religion”  (Rev.18v4)  throughout the age,  by  seeking/searching  (Matt.7v7-8)  and  personally finding  (The Solution to “The Mystery”)  –  
all precisely as JC instructs of us  as individuals.  This requires  “personal effort”  for something that has great personal meaning! 
These are the correct type of people required to be  “Slaves of Yahweh”,  but  Kings/Priests over  “The Resurrected World”. 

3. Thereby publicly showing the people of (1)  are  “demonstrably unworthy”  to rule  “The Resurrected World”  (Luke.20v16),  and the people 
of (2)  are  “demonstrably worthy”  to lead “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.    

4. Where those people of (1)  merely provided a  “continuum”  out of which Yahweh could draw His future  “Sons of God”  of (2). 
The above logical reasoning is just so  blindingly obvious  –  but moreover,  it is  precisely what we have witnessed  throughout The Gospel Age! 
Moreover -  being most important, -  it is precisely what The Bible  tells us! 
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Now the reader has  “The Explanation”  from  “The Evidence”  presented  
What would  you  personally feel more confident about,  “in believing”? 

Let us not forget the  “third person”  of the  “supposed Trinity”  (human created myth)  and ask ourselves this final question - 
If  this scripture  was  explaining  “The Mystery”  to make it plain to us    (1) The Entity “Yahweh”,  and to make it plain to us   (2) the entity 
“JC”,  but  where  is the supposed HS personage   (that might be equally made plain as another presumed  “entity”)? 
Furthermore,  this observation is repeated virtually  everywhere  in The New Testament that should be telling   “the  sane/reasoning   mind”  
“something”,  unless we  “chose to ignore”  (“agnoeo” StrongsTM = 50)  “The Obvious”  and  persistently   “bury our head in the sand”  of  
worldly Christian doctrine sourced by The World!    When are our leaders  “going to get Real”  with  “The Disclosing Truth”? 

Surely  if  there was a third person of the  (invented) “three-headed”  Deity  then  this would be an ideal place to mention it  -  would it not? 
Unless of course  -  Yahweh  did  not  want to confuse things  by bringing this  (human/worldly created)  concept into the explanation of  “The Mystery”! 
I think the lack of any reference here clearly shows to any  sane/reasoning  mind the HS as a  personage  is a figment of The World’s imagination given 
by Satan to confuse and take our mind off what Yahweh truly Desires  (please see all appropriate sections in glossary that completely explain this). 
Most importantly we should read an  accurately  translated Bible to validate what I write  (without worldly interpretation  [by example the NIV,  a  
“travesty of a translation”]  getting in the way)   ! 

But - 
Because the composite definition of the HS is  

1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}. 
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment  (= The Universe). 

The most important note for our attention! 
The HS within us,  can  only  come to us through JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  being our  only  “Intercessor”  to  “The Almighty God”,  
“Yahweh”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5). 
We must personally imbue/inculcate  “The Word of God”,  to  assay/prove/test  it in our minds to validate what we know is “Righteous” to every 
person having ever existed and thus  has  been sourced by  “The Righteous Yahweh”  and  not  by Satan   (via “Professional Leaders of Religion”, 
John.11v47-53, 2Cor.11v13-15)   and then operate with fidelity to this knowledge in  agape/charity  to our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh's Desire 
within The Environment.  In this manner we become the  one/same  with JC and Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  then - 

Yes!   The HS  can become personalised  within  “the receiving  hearkening  entity”  of  “The Word of God”  who then personally operates 
with the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh –  as given by the composite definition above. 
Thus,  it is  “the receiving entity”  whose  individual personality  has become modified by  “The Word of God”  as the metaphoric spiritual 
RNA upon which we as individuals have personally built our new character to yield a  new  creature/creation  within us  (2Cor.5v17, 
Gal.6v15,  and similarly explained at John.3v1+). 
It is  only  through this route the HS becomes “personalised”,  but  within us as individuals  operating in the  one/same  manner as would JC. 

Can the reader understand this? 
It is absolutely  not  as our  spiritually blind  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  worldly Christian leaders  choose  to understand the “HS”. 

It might be prudent to ask - 
Why  do  worldly Christian leaders choose to make the  “HS”  as a  “third person”  appendage to Yahweh  (and likewise errantly to JC)? 

Firstly,  they do  not  understand the concept  (because they proudly claim,  “It is a mystery to them”   and secondly ,  they had it,  brow-beaten  into 
them that a  “lie”  is  “truth”,  and thus instructed  “not to think and carefully reason”  through  “absurdity”!    Though they spend billions of man-
hours trying to bolster “absurdity” into “reality”  for the next generation of raw recruits –  who are then taught precisely the same thing! 

My conclusion would be,  if people claim   “it is a mystery to them”,  then do not go to them for any advice on  “That Subject Matter”,  else 
the chances are    It is most likely  to be wrong! 

The reality of the situation is that cohorts to Satan  (people who operate to his methodology and bolster his stance within the World)  would claim the HS 
to be a separate and yet one personage to Yahweh because when kept like that -  means we supposedly have  no  need to go through the necessary  
personal painful  process of  “Required Reform”  in making the HS become  “personalised within us”  by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Because - 

1.  That is precisely what Satan desires –  inasmuch Yahweh supposedly does  not  gain  “The Required Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 
144000 TCs  (Rev.14v1-4, who collectively themselves become Satan's nemesis, Rev.20v1-3, 10) 
2.  That is precisely what  worldly Christian leaders desire –  inasmuch they are after  “quantity”  to  milk worldly dues,  and the  very last 
thing  they want to do is  “establish Yahweh's Required Standard”  (to further His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  to gain 144000 TCs who 
precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  driven by agapao to deliver agape).  Why?   Because  worldly Christian leaders know if they 
stipulated this requirement,  then there would be a mass walk-out,  as there was when JC gave a  real  sermon about what was personally 
required   (John.6v54-66)! 
  Please read all my inter-verse commentaries to John chapter 6 to understand the  undercurrents  of what really was occurring. 

It becomes obvious within this congruent reasoning the two parties  are aligned in the  one/same  thought! 
Moreover,  we might reason –  how is it possible that  worldly Christian leaders can represent Yahweh? 

Obviously, they  demonstrably do not! –  Being what perhaps more than half of JC's parables tell us.  Please read my inter-verse commentaries to the 
four Gospels to understand what JC was  really  teaching us –  ready by warning for what was yet to come over the next some 2000 years of The Gospel 
Age!    JC was not  “shutting the gate after the horse had bolted”  (being of The Pharisees)  but rather he was closing the gate before The Christian 
Nation took off by means of warning  (of which only the 144000 TCs took fervent note,  and the leaders wholly ignored)! 
Col.   2v3 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  {they are/be}  (the [things]) all  the  deposits/treasures/wealth [plural]  
Col.   2v3 og of the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
Col.   2v3 og also  of the  knowledge/science/enlightenment   (the [things]) {kept secret}/{personally treasured}/hidden. 
Col.   2v3 = within which  {there be}  all the  deposits/treasures/wealth  of the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   

also   of the  secret/treasured/hidden  knowledge/enlightenment.   
 

       (And  “The Mystery”  of Yahweh,  The Father;   and of  “The Anointed”  [by The Father]  of which JC was The First of a following 144000 TCs … ) 
within which   (of this  “Mystery”  which is this,   “How to become a future Son of God”)    
there be all treasures   (being what  “The Word of God”  yields in The Mind)   of the wisdom   (the  accurate application  of “Knowledge”) 
also of the hidden  knowledge/enlightenment   (as it stays,  to worldly people  not  inculcating  “The Word of God”  nor be gaining  “Real Faith”). 
                 (Noting in The Millennium,  all shall be revealed  -  so  worldly people  could/perhaps  ideally become  “The Late Adopters”.) 

 

Therefore,  within the  recognising/discerning  of  “The Mystery of God”  (in the context of v2)  we might find all the  deposits/treasures/wealth  of  
wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}. 
We are told  

JC(g)  was/(is)  “The Wisdom of God”  because he applied  “The Word of God”  with fidelity in his  lifestyle/deportment.  
Note   By contrast there is  “worldly wisdom”  =  “the accurate application  of  faulty  knowledge”   (nominally  “Religious wisdom”)! 

Thus,  we understand,  the requirement to be successful is for us to  first  gain  “The Word of God”  (in its entirety,  without it going via Rev.22v18-19),   
then  we know  how  to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that gives us access to Yahweh’s  knowledge/enlightenment  presently hidden away from 
those people operating under this world’s methodology  (= “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt” =  “selfishness”). 
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However,  this can  only  occur by  accurately  imbuing  “The Word of God”  within our life and then  acting with fidelity  upon it. 
When  we do this –  then and only then  do we gain the HS to be operating within us  (noting the correct composite definition of HS).  After which,  this 
has truly occurred within us –  (another conditional statement)   then and only then  will Yahweh choose to operate within The Environment around us to 
open doors,  so  His Desire is fulfilled within The Environment  (because that is precisely what we have operating within us,  based upon  “The Word of 
God”  having completely moulded our  “synapse construction”,  hence then  1John.5v14-15,  because of John.14v20, 17v21-26).  
Most importantly,  this must be stated, 

Yahweh's Desire to be fulfilled within The Environment is to achieve His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  so Prophecy might be fulfilled 
thereby righteously enabling Him to bring forth The Millennium  (so He might gain  “The [3rd] Remnant” from out of  “The Resurrected 
World [Israel]”,   Isa.10v20-22). 

That is  “The REAL Gospel”  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  –  because it is  not  even on their radar screens  –  having metaphorically 
turned them off!   They are  not  interested  -  because this  “Real Gospel”  as taught by JC and The Apostles as  “1st Century Christianity”  cannot yield 
a personal worldly return upon which to  “worldly live”! 
After my rant caused by pent-up  frustration I have with  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  fraudulently representing Yahweh,   then I would like to 
explain what Paul is teaching us.   

“Treasure”  means  “What is most precious to us as individuals.   Two things are  “The Most Precious”  to us. 
(1) The Knowledge of how to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  that shall truly lead to our salvation if we personally apply it. 
Ideally do it now to become an  “Early Adopter and thus a Son of God”,  or wait until The Millennium to become a “Late Adopter”. 
(2) “The synapse construction mapping of our brain”   yielding our mind that defines “us”  “as individuals” -  classed as such because it is “ 
so precious to us”,  as “individuals”;  defining our very future that should be  built/reformed  upon  “The Word of God”  (to yield “agapao”). 
This is what is Yahweh captures at our death  (metaphoric “asleep”)  so it can be placed within a perfected physical body upon our 
resurrection  (of a  new physical body, of its two types, 1Cor.15v35-55  depending upon what we sowed in the 1st part of our life, Gal.6v7).  
“Wisdom”  means  “The accurate application of knowledge”  which is demonstrated in our  lifestyle/deportment  (as “agape”). 
Thus,  we imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  (driven by  “The Word of God”  as “Agapao”)  thereby giving  “Agape”  freely/simply  for 
absolutely  no  worldly return  (except abuse from  “Professional Leaders of Religion” - John.16v1-4 – as Stephen  (Acts.7v58-60),  and 
William Tyndale received)  and in this manner we are showing to The Judging World  (as determined by Yahweh in  “The 1st Judgement”)  
that we truly  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”.   The very best way to do this is to meticulously explain  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st 
Century Christianity”  so that ideally they too can become future “Sons of God”. 
Therefore,  we become  “trustworthy candidates”  to accurately teach  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  in The Millennium. 
“knowledge/enlightenment”  means  “The Word of God”  accurately  imbued/inculcated  within The Recipient  –  that by extension means  
(1) Gain accurate knowledge  then  (2) thoroughly/rigorously  assay/prove/test  the knowledge to ensure that it is accurate,  being righteous 
for every individual having existed on this planet  –  [thereby ensuring the knowledge is  not  sourced from a  worldly Christian leader]  from 
which we gain  assurance/competence and authority  to then  (3) operate with fidelity with what is known and assayed  to deliver real agape 
within The World.   
It through this required 3 stage process we  then,  and only then - are we operating with  “Real faith”,  to  then  we have the HS within us! 
“secret/hidden”  means  “unknown to the present world”  inasmuch,  the process above to fulfil Yahweh's Desire is utterly unknown to The 
World.  We have our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  pretending to be the conduit to  “an”  “Almighty God” -  where in hypocrisy they 
operate entirely to worldly methodology –  just as do all other members of The World  (as a generalised statement –  in the manner as JC and 
The Apostles spoke about the  Pharisees/Scribes/Jews, -  I speak no differently).   It is this required change  “The Early Adopters”  make 
within the 1st part of their physical life  to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  and ideally,  many people of  “The Resurrected World”  
shall do likewise in the 2nd part of their physical life when introduced into an  “enforced perfected environment”  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15). 
A decision made upon the individuals of  “The Resurrected World”  after their education period of about 1000 years that can go one of two 
ways at the end of The Millennium  (“life” or “annihilation”). 

That precisely explains what this verse means in a manner  never  taught by our  worldly Christian leaders. –  But why should they,  if they have not even 
approached the first step out of the  required  three steps in gaining  “Real Faith”?   Hence in context,  the next verse! 
 
3rd Warning – There are many religious (Christian) leaders who attempt to beguile The Brethren  (and millions upon 
millions  are  beguiled/deluded)  to follow worldly reasoning (Mark.13v21-23)  but Yahweh is waiting for those 144000 
TCs who are not beguiled and thus sincerely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  just as Paul imitated JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc) 
4th Warning – “beguile”  means just that!   Defences of the mind are brought down by alluring  words/(music),  then the 
“Leaders of Religion” swoop-in to take our “Reason” so they  plunder/pillage what we innocently give, by worldly return! 
5th Warning – “enticing words” means just that!  Defences are brought down and “Leaders of Religion” swoop-in to take 
our gifts,  relying upon our natural  “Good-Will” to think these leaders  (mirroring “Conmen”)  are  “honest people”! 
45th Reasoning – Paul would not frequently write this in his epistles unless it was a problem starting to occur and become 
more rampant in the succeeding some 2000 years.  This occurs because those people who climb to become The First/Most 
within Satan’s Methodology (of Eph.2v2)  have an errant mindset and a heart condition that favours The World  (being 
precisely why  they climb to these positions under the pretence “it is for us”, – that is why  JC  warned of their hypocrisy). 
Col.   2v4 og that/this/there/here  And  (I) state/exclaim,  that  not  {some/any/certain person}   
Col.   2v4 og {specifically yourselves}  (he/she may/should) misreckon/delude/beguile/deceive  [middle voice]  
Col.   2v4 og in  (to the [= within]) {persuasive language}/{enticing words}/{alluring eloquence}/{plausible discourse}. 
Col.   2v4 = And  I  exclaim  this/here:- 

That  not  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  may/should  personally  delude/deceive/beguile  {specifically yourselves} 
in the  {persuasive language}/{enticing words}/{alluring eloquence}. 

 

And I exclaim this:- 
  That not any person  he/she  might personally  delude/deceive/beguile  specifically yourselves   (actively aiming to be TCs) 
  in the  {persuasive language}/{enticing words}/{alluring eloquence}   (to lull us into a  false sense of security  in a  “Gospel of Excuses”) 
 

What else can I say other than, –  this deception is  now  pandemic! 
There are a  very few  (about four, being those of the last 100-150 years)  Christian Groupings attempting to  drive themselves  to be true to what The 
Bible  specifically teaches us  (and yet they  all  have some fundamental  unrighteous flaws  in their interpretation – of which I am prepared to discuss 
with their scholarly leaders). 

The absolutely  vast majority  (being virtually all 42,000+  of them)  are  deluded/beguiled  away from  what they should be doing by very  
delinquent/corrupt   worldly/charlatan  Christian leaders of varying degrees  (just as JC taught us a Luke.12v46-48).   
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It is utterly essential for the reader to daily read a good quality Bible  (perhaps a translation that is at least 50 years old)  or read this  most  accurate  
amplified translation on this website  “FutureLife.Org”  made readily and  freely available  to The World  to become  The Prime Reference Standard  for 
analytical understanding of  “The Word of God” –  together with my exhaustive commentaries,  totalling some 4,000,000+ words. 
Once  accurately  knowing and understanding what a good quality Bible has within it,  then we are able to audit our Christian leader –  and we shall find  
very few  Christian leaders will be shown favourably from our quality audit when compared with what  “The Quality Manual”   (The Bible)  instructs us 
to be doing within its procedures!   Quite simply every  “standard population”   “under The Sun”  will sit within  “The Gaussian Standard Distribution”  
curve,  and Christian leaders are no different!   We have the 144000 TCs at one end,  and the  charlatan Christian leaders at the other  –  and we have 
millions of varying mediocre Christian leaders between the two extremes  -  where it is  only  the 144000 TCs taken from the very tip of the right hand-
side of the Gaussian Distribution curve who are any use to Yahweh in The Millennium!   Furthermore, perhaps more than half of JC's parables are 
directly related to teaching us this!   If JC was so concerned about what was to occur over the next some 2000 years,  then clearly it is a most important 
topic in Yahweh's  “Salvation of Mankind” –  where the majority of Christian leaders jump onto Yahweh's Word  to make a worldly living out of it! 

That is precisely what The Bible  tells us!    
However,  like politicians,  these Christian leaders are hardly likely to tell us this in their speeches! 

“Hide the truth”  (in darkness)  and  “only give out snippets”  being  “very little truth”  and  “many lies”!   
I ask the reader     Have you heard anything taught about JC's parables specifically telling us about the many rejected Christian leaders? 

Paul teaches us to  “Beware”  in virtual every epistle  –  in Galatians it is at least three times throughout,  because they had become wayward  –  
through deviant newly aspiring  worldly Christian leaders  self-indulgently  coming-in as did Satan in the Garden of Eden  (Gen.3v1-5)  to actively steal 
The Minds of the children  (immature Christians).  Likewise,  as warned by JC  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23,  and the warning Luke.17v2, Matt.18v6, 
as did Paul at Acts.20v29)  based upon what occurred around him Matt. Chapter 23 and would occur for the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age. 
Continuing,  see again in 2v8 –  the constant warnings, –  Paul is genuinely so very concerned for their future spiritual welfare. 
So,  this deviant teaching  (loosely termed Gnostic teaching over the next 100 years or so)  occurred then within some 25 or so years of JC’s ministry – 
then carefully consider how many deviant Christian leaders there have been since then,  and how rampant  “The Deception”  is now -  nearly some 2000 
years later –  especially now “Satan knows his time is short!” (Rev.12v12).   Satan does  not  want that prophesied 144000  (Rev.7v3-8, 14v1-4)  Trigger 
Threshold to be met, -  else he becomes completely restrained  (Rev.20v1-4)  and thus his nemesis at Rev.20v10. 

Interestingly,  worldly Christian theologians today use  “The Gnostic”  teaching as a  “punch-bag”  to deflect the gaze away from their very 
deviant teaching! 

This is done under the pretence that -  because The Gnostics were demonstrably wrong,  and by pointing out their errors deflects the attention away from 
the errors of  “present-day doctrine”  (very much as would an errant school child do in the playground to deflect attention),  thereby enabling the 
present  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  to be viewed in a supposed  “favourable light”.    
How so very beguiling –  a complete  “confidence trick of deception”  (regularly done in Politics, by leaders of like mind to those in Religion)! 

Then we return to the warning contents of this verse! 
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  will  never  teach  “The Real, Unadulterated, Disclosing Truth”  else  “The Knowledge”  will become a stick given 
to the then educated Congregational Members that can be  “justly used  to beat their leaders”!  
 
21st Good News – TCs are united in  one/single  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with The Brethren who are also aiming to 
become like these mature TCs.  Clearly, they are not of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with worldly Christians 
Reasoning – repeat - Without “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers to the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 
and then given by Yahweh = to become His future “Sons of God”  –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 
22nd Good News – TCs are cheerful in seeing  “The Word of God”  changing the faithful Brethren’s lifestyle away from 
worldly standards so they become regimentally ordered into a manner that imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
46th Reasoning – The Brethren choosing to imbue “The Word of God”  within their  being/existence  gain the  one/same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as “the specific god” of them,  which they then imitate in  ministry/lifestyle.  Yet by 
contrast,  worldly Christians gain the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of The World  (Eph,2v2, 1John.5v29, etc) 
being “the specific god” of what drives their reasoning,  because of the “beguiling words” of charlatan Christian leaders. 
47th Reasoning – By gaining  “The Real Faith” (= accurate knowledge+assurance+fidelity)  people become steadfast in a 
lifestyle that imitates the illustrative source of  “The Knowledge”  being  “The Word of God”  = JC  (Rev.19v13). 
48th Reasoning – Those Brethren aiming to become TCs receive  “The Office of  Apostleship/Anointing”  as did JC  (to be 
The Head of what was to follow)  and if Yahweh so chooses,  then they shall become future “Sons of God” because they 
have deported their lifestyle with JCg’s presence/parousia  as  “The Word of God”  operating within,  to be guiding them. 
14th Comment – Yahweh  is  The Father of JC –  hence the  two  separate  Entities  –  The Almighty God, Yahweh, in The 
Heavens,  while JC  (formally JCg)  as  “the specific god” of us here upon The Earth redeeming  his  personal creation. 
Instruction – repeat - Mature TCs express sincere concern over The Brethren they are nurturing to become future TCs. 
Instruction – repeat - TCs “pray with a vow”  over people they have brought into  “The Real Faith”,  with further 
spiritual support through personal  one-to-one  instruction and guidance through the Scriptures –  for  no  worldly return. 
Instruction – repeat- The Brethren will always give time and material support to further the ministry work of the TCs in 
gratitude for The Gospel  accurately  given  (obviously, –  that is  why  The Brethren are faithfully responding)! 
Instruction – repeat - TCs will express gratitude to Yahweh for assisting their personal work in bringing more TCs to God 
34th Instruction – Just as JC was  solid/stable  with “The Word of God”,  then likewise because TCs are of  one/same 
mind as JC, because they have wholly built their knowledge/life  upon him ,  then they too are solid/stable  in what they do. 
23rd Good News – People gaining  “The Word of God”,  rigorously assaying it to gain  assurance/competence/authority  
and then practice this,  tested for righteousness,  knowledge become  stoic/steadfast/immoveable  (Matt.7v24-25). 
Col.   2v5 og if  For  also  to the  [= in/with/by/on]  flesh/{carnal minded}  (I) {be away}/absent  
Col.   2v5 og but  to the  [= in/with/by/on]  spirit/personality/desire/traits   
Col.   2v5 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  {to yourselves}  (I) am/exist,  
Col.   2v5 og (the) cheerful/{calmly happy}/{being well (salutation)}/rejoicing/greeting   
Col.   2v5 og also  (the) beholding/seeing/looking/beware/{taking heed}  {of yourselves}   
Col.   2v5 og the  {regulated arrangement}/{(fixed) succession}/{official dignity}/order,   
Col.   2v5 og also  the  {something established}/confirmation/steadfastness/firmness  of the [faith]  into/unto   
Col.   2v5 og (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (of the) faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  {of yourselves}. 
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Col.   2v5 = For  also,   if  I  {be away/absent}  within  the  flesh,     (meaning,  while not physically with yourselves)   
but  within  spirit/personality/desires/traits  I exist  {united as companions}  {to yourselves},   (my instruction/teaching works within you) 
also  cheerful/rejoicing  of your  beholding/{taking heed}  the  {regulated arrangement}/{official dignity}/ordered    (lifestyle/conduct),   
also  the  establishment/steadfastness/firmness  of  your  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  unto  the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

For also,  if I be absent within the flesh   (when I am not physically with you … … ) 
but in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  I exist united as companions to yourselves   (Paul's  instruction/teaching  operates within them) 
also  cheerful/rejoicing  of your taking heed the  {regulated arrangement}/{official dignity}   (in  lifestyle/conduct/deportment) 
also the  establishment/steadfastness  of your faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)    (a mind  entirely fulfilling  Yahweh's Desire) 
unto the Anointed   (to become  “The Goal of The Anointing”  given by Yahweh,  enabled by JC as the  lord/master  of us  who hearken unto Yahweh). 
 

Not quite the same sense as some other translations give –  but mine is  more accurate  to the original Greek -  as the reader can transparently see! 
Paul is congratulating them on their  conduct/lifestyle  and  steadfastness/firmness  in/for  the  Christ/Anointed  (being  “The Office of Anointing”  – 
which I claim becomes  “The Position of Sonship to Yahweh”  in The Millennium -  made so by Yahweh's  Anointing  of the 144000 TCs). 
These individuals are correctly showing to The World how a TC should behave,  being an individual who truly has  “The Real Faith”  imbued within 
their lifestyle –  rather than the practised hypocrisy within people  (particularly the leaders)  who claim to be “Christians”  (as many of us can see)! 
However,  Paul continues to exhort those people whom he terms  “{specifically yourselves}”  (the sincere elders of these fledgling ecclesia)  to have a 
conduct and lifestyle that  is  worthy for  “a representative of  Christ/Anointing”  given to promote  “The Word of God”  to The World with fidelity by 
both word and deed. 
As I profusely state elsewhere,  I understand when Paul uses just the word  “Christ/Anointed”  in this context –  without the word “Jesus”,  then he is 
telling us of this being  The Goal of a TC  –  to become  “anointed”  by Yahweh  (if Yahweh so chooses – Matt.20v23)  for that most excellent of positions 
–  a future “Son of God”  (to be a  king/priest  over  “The Resurrected World”  of The Millennium – 2Tim.4v6-8. 1Pet,5v4, Rev.1v6, etc.). 
The common observation springs back to us,  being the discrepancy between  (1) what The Bible teaches us and  (2) what is witnessed within many 
(worldly) Christian groupings who fervently believe  “they are so dearly loved”  by “God”  (as told to them by their leaders  in   “{persuasive 
language}/{enticing words}/{alluring eloquence}”  of v2 in context),  but when comparing their activity to what The Bible specifically teaches,  then we 
realise that they are  not  phileo  (attractively loved)  by Yahweh!   Because we are  only  attractively loved by Yahweh  if  we - 

1. Do precisely what The Bible tells us to do and 
2. We must  not  do what The Bible does  not  tell us to do!   . 

It is all very simple  –  if  we personally know what The Bible tells us.  The problem comes when people do  not  know what The Bible tells us! 
Virtually all  Christians have almost  “zero knowledge”  of what is in The Bible,  and hence they are not in the educated position to perform 
both  (1) and (2)  above! 

The absolutely vast majority of  “Christians”  prefer to hear what their  worldly Christian leaders tell them,  because  “this is easier”  (after the teaching 
has been pushed through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19),  rather than personally read The Bible first-hand  (before it went into The Mincer of Rev.22v18-
19 in the minds of our  “Leaders of Christendom”.  We must be careful because virtually all  modern  translations following the example of the NIV 
being  a travesty  of a translation  [almost a “fairy story”]  at key doctrinal places,  being hidden within about 99%  [or thereabouts]  of the correct 
translation  [“deception  slid-in alongside”, 2Pet.2v1]). 
As I very clearly show throughout my commentaries this is  not  a wise course of action,  because virtually all Christian leaders  choose  not to have the 
faintest idea of what they are supposed to be doing to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire!   Perhaps it could be stated   “They are as blind as “deaf bats”!” 

As this verse teaches us here - 
Yahweh is desirous of people who are organised in their life,  and thus self-motivated to be dependable and resilient. 
These specific people of whom Yahweh desires operate with the  one/same   “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate 
from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh’s Desire manifest within The Environment”  (the “HS”).  
Yahweh desires people who precisely imitate JC and the  “1st Century Christian Apostles”,  who in adversity,  personally maintained fidelity to  “The 
Word of God”  (which means we  must thoroughly know  “The Word of God”  in the first instance to then  accurately  act upon it). 
These TCs fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire extracting themselves out of  “The (worldly) Christian Nation”  (Rev.18v4)  must be respectable people,  not in 
high worldly office  (which is the wrong “respect”),  but rather their deportment and lifestyle must ooze  “credibility of worthiness”  in demeanour,  for 
the populace to then respect these eminently special people to hold a position of office over The Resurrected World.  

This is the type of person Christian leaders  should  be nurturing for Yahweh to select to become His future  “Sons of God”! 
(Please see Paul’s instruction in his letters to both Timothy and Titus explaining what type of person Yahweh Desires) 

Because it is to these eminently special people,  Yahweh shall be appointing over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium to teach righteousness! 
This is  “The Goal”  of which JC in  “1st Century Christianity”  is expressly teaching us in The New Testament,  being of what The Prophets tried to see 
and yet could not attain noting specifically what JC said about John the Baptist  (Matt.11v11, Luke.7v28 in the context of Matt.13v17, Luke.10v24, 
1Pet.1v10, etc.).  This is specifically why  “144000”  is a real number  (see my commentaries at Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  – because there are only too few 
people who truly achieve this goal in their life as the 5 and 2 talent stewards  (Matt.25v15-24, Luke.19v14-22)  where the 1 talent steward represents  
“the millions”  of  worldly Christian leaders of the approximate 2000 year Gospel Age. 

After understanding what Yahweh truly desires to become His “Dependable Tools”  to increment forward  “The Salvation of Mankind” … …. 
Then we look around our supposed  “Christian”  congregations and realise how their leaders rip into their devotees like wolves going into a flock of 
sheep  (Acts.20v29, Matt.7v15, Luke.10v3, John.10v1,  please see all my local commentaries)!   These leaders denuding these poor deluded devotees of 
worldly goods and personally sequestrating on their dais any  glory/honour  that should be directed to Yahweh!   All in  the pretence  it is for “God”! 
Noting the comment JC made of the religious leaders then at Luke.16v15,  plus many more,  see Matt. chapter 23,  repeated for the next some 2000 years. 
I ask these devotees this single and very simple question - 

At the end of your present physical life how many TCs  (who imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  have  you personally  brought to Yahweh in your 
sacrifice,  being your spiritual death to The World?    
(Therefore,  where would we place ourselves in Matt.13v20-23?   Being applicable to all “Christians”;  noting the atheists are of v19.) 

The point of this piece is,  Yahweh  requires proven 144000 TCs  for the next stage of His  “Most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation”  to occur in The 
Millennium,  and this shall not occur unless people realise what is demanded of them to be placed in this position at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
It is  “The Responsibility”  of people claiming to represent Yahweh -  to precisely fulfil His Desire! 

Hence Yahweh needs people who prove themselves in the manner described earlier,    else  “The Whole Plan”  shall not righteously work! 
This is what Christian leaders  should  be doing -  but they do  everything thing else   other   than what Yahweh desires! 

Thus,  Yahweh metaphorically spits  worldly Christian leaders out of His Mouth  (Rev.3v15-17)  -   He detests them!    
Hence most of JC’s teaching on this subject. 

Please read my many hundreds of inter-verse commentaries given in my translation of The Four Gospels of some 2,000,000 words  (to be found on this 
website “FutureLife.Org”)  that precisely explain everything  (some given in the manner never to be read  “anywhere”  on this planet). 

Returning to this verse. 
Paul makes the point,  he has left his  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with them in his accurate teaching for these recipients to knew how to precisely 
imitate JC,  just as Paul imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.),  because they were  given/taught   “1st Century Christianity”. 
This does  not  occur today,  “1st Century Christianity”  was all but  “killed off”  in the 2nd Century CE,  made so by  worldly “Christian leaders of 
Religion”,  but it  was/is  a continuum  out of which Yahweh can draw out His 144000 TCs,  who perhaps by example may be William Tyndale  (but it is 
not given for me to judge who is worthy to be given one of these most exclusive places).  
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So,  the question must be, –  after this hard reading  (John.6v60) - 
Do you wish to - 
Continue as you are for maybe the next 30 some years  and  miss the  “once only”  opportunity to be a future  “Son of God”  for an  eternity? 

OR 
Precisely imitate JC (gain “Real Faith” via the required 3 stage process)  over the next 30 some years to be a  “Son of God for an  eternity? 

Where just for The Record  “eternity” means   “1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000+ years”. 
I thought I would stop at one line rather than fill the next  “infinite”  number of pages packed with lines of  “0s”! 
(Again,  for The Record,  The Universe is  only  some 14.7 billion years old = 14700000000 years old,  which may seem a long time for some people!) 
Therefore,  I ask the reader - 

What seems to be  the most  common-sense  approach to  “The Most  Important Subject”  of our “lives”? 
Ultimately,  it is  your  choice –  not mine for you,  but when I am  “given to know”  (Matt.13v11-13)  then it  is  my responsibility to  accurately  tell you  
–  else I am culpable to Yahweh  (Eze.33v1-15, Luke.12v4-5). 
An aside  
By understanding what Yahweh truly desires,  then we can understand the majority of worldly  “manufactured saints”  for worldly religious consumption 
are  far away  from fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  and  would be rejected  by Yahweh to become His future  “Sons of God”  -  based solely upon what The 
Bible tells us to be “The Criterion” (as defined by Yahweh)  rather than what our  worldly Christian leaders  fraudulently tell us,  based upon their 
worldly criterion! 
When I analyse what many of these worldly  “manufactured saints”  (created by “human-hand”)  did in their life,  I realise them to be an enigma to what 
Yahweh desires in His future “Sons of God”,  and thus curiosities,  perhaps even  “social dropouts”  who were  “parasitic to society” –  being the very 
opposite to what Paul taught us  by both word and deed! 
All interesting food for thought –  especially when we consider James.3v11-12 in the context about the worldly based decision-making process,  together 
with Jeremiah’s observation about humans not even being able to guide their own footsteps,  let alone make judgments about other people  (Jer.10v23)!  

However,  our worldly Christian Leaders ignore Bible instruction and consider themselves more capable than Yahweh!    Yet, I think not! 
Col.   2v6 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  Therefore/Then   
Col.   2v6 og (you) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learned/received   
Col.   2v6 og the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) Jesus  the  lord/master,   
Col.   2v6 og in  (to the [= within]) him   (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}, 
Col.   2v6 = Therefore/Then  {in that manner}/as  you  {received near}/{assumed an office}, 

the  lord/master  Christ/Anointed  the Jesus,   yourselves  {deport yourself}/{occupy your life}  within the  him.   (JC, as God's Word) 
 

Therefore,  in that manner as you assumed office   (being  “The Responsibility”  of imitating JC to attain  possible  Sonship to Yahweh), 
the  lord/master   (controlling our mind to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire that means,  imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  freely/simply  for  no  worldly return) 
the Anointed Jesus   (“The Goal”  that JC laid down for us to aim towards,  where JC was  “The Golden Standard”  for Kingship), 
yourselves occupy your life within him   (JC as  “The Word of God”  operating as a  presence/parousia  within us  Luke.17v21). 
 

Paul swings back in this verse to use The Person’s name  “Jesus”  alongside  “Christ” –  written in context of  “The Person”  as “The Lord/Master”,  
being the specific entity of whom  we must precisely emulate –  to exactly imitate in the manner we are  “to occupy our life”. 
Notice how Paul states   “You  {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}” -  to make the specific point,  it is much more than just  
“believing in JC” existed,  –  as we so often hear today from our  worldly Christian leaders –  in the  vain/worthless  belief that  “believing in JC”  (see 
my commentaries at John.6v64, 68 and Matt.19v27)  will get us  “resurrected into heaven”   as absolutely  errantly  taught by  worldly Christian leaders 
just to boost the number in their flock –  “to milk”  in a  self-indulgent  manner.  Because  all  humans will have the opportunity of a future resurrection  
(1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.) -  whatever they might believe now  -  or not!   
Thus,  quite simply for this reason alone  they (and we)  have no need of  worldly Christian leaders – especially if they cannot teach  “The Real Gospel”! 

Because as we are taught -  JC has done that part for us –  as a  freely  given gift –  without caveats! 
If it is a gift without caveats -  then it must be available to  all  people – irrespective of what they are like! 

Obviously,  if the individual is part of  The Ecclesia/{Calling out}  (giving “The Real Gospel”)  and actively tries to become a TC then  (1) they have an 
opportunity to become a future  “Son of God”  or if failing that ideal goal,  then  (2) they are well placed in The Millennium to be commended by JCg. 
Note 1: 
I explain precisely what  “Believing in JC”  really  means in many places on this website  (and is also included in my glossary on FutureLie.Org). 
Paul telling us,  by having JC’s  presence/parousia  operating within us through “The Word of God”  actively driving  our  lifestyle/deportment,  then  
we have  “{received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}”  with the responsibility to operate in the  one/same  manner as did JC in his  
ministry/lifestyle.   This is to teach  “The Resurrected World”  as the 2, 5 talent stewards for the same reward of more responsibility  (Matt.25v17-23, 
Luke.19v16-19),  where these people are to replace the Gospel Age Rejects (worldly Christian leaders)  as we are told at Luke.20v16,  and many other 
places in The Gospels  (please read my Gospel Translations and Commentaries of nearly 2,000,000 words). 
Note 2: 
Iniquitous  Christian Leaders  (deemed as such by Yahweh to be charlatans)  shall  never  be resurrected –  because they are presently living in the 2nd 
part of their spiritual life and thus have no 3rd  opportunity to reform  if  they  twist/distort/malign  Yahweh’s Character when  “The Price” has already 
been paid  The Once   by JC  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22)  to get them into this privileged position to represent  “The Almighty God”  of The 
Universe.  However,  if as a  lost/perishing  single sheep of the “99” sheep,  then these  iniquitous Christian leaders  can  be brought back during their 
life  now  (Luke.15v4-7),  then through this personal genuine repentance,  there shall be much joy in The Heavens –  because Yahweh has no desire to 
see the annihilation of any entity  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9, etc.,)  that can  “reason like gods”  (Gen.1v26-27, John.10v34-35).  
Col.   2v7 og (the having been) rooted/{become stable} [plural]  
Col.   2v7 og also  (the having been) {constructed over}{built upon} [plural]   in  (to the [= within]) him,   
Col.   2v7 og also  (the having been) substantiated/confirmed/established  
Col.   2v7 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},   
Col.   2v7 og just/as/that/how/when  (you were) {caused to learn}/taught/trained,   
Col.   2v7 og (the) {super-abound}/excessive/overflowing/exceeding/{more than needed}   
Col.   2v7 og in  {to [= within]  her/it/same}  in  (to the [= within]) {act of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}. 
Col.   2v7 = (you)  the having been  rooted/{become stable}   (in The Real Faith),    (based upon accurate knowledge assayed) 

also  the having been  {constructed over}/{built upon}  within  the him,    (we have built our  mind/reasoning  upon JC, The Word of God), 
also  the having been  substantiated/established  within the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity},     (by the required 3 stage process) 
just/as  you were  taught/{caused to learn}/trained,     (by Yahweh's true apostles and  not  worldly Christian leaders) 
the  {super-abounding}/overflowing  within  it/same   (The Real Faith)   the  {acts of gratitude}/{giving thanks}.    (charity/agape) 

 

(yourselves)  the having been  rooted/{become stable}   (in the  Real  Faith,  based upon  accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity) 
also the having been built upon within him   (JC  as  “The Word of God”  as our foundation,  so we might imitate JC), 
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also the having been substantiated within the  (real) faith   (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)   
just/as  you were  taught/instructed   (by Yahweh’s  true  apostles and  not  by  worldly Christian leaders  appointed  by themselves) 
within the same overflowing acts of gratitude   (the ministry was freely given,  and by return,  we  freely  teach God’s Word,  Matt.10v7-8). 
               (That is The Priority –  to purify the mind,  then secondly  “if perchance”  we can physical help  –  then we are instructed to do so.) 
 

Paul continuing from the previous verses to show us how people having  The Motivation/Drive  to imbue  “The Word of God”  within their very 
being/existence  (of our  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence})  to precisely imitate JC within their  deportment/lifestyle.  These people have built 
their own life upon JC’s Methodology being  “The Real Faith”   to become  utterly stable in thought and actions  (not losing sight of  “The Goal”  of  
“The Anointing” -  because Yahweh quite simply wants them as  “wholly trustworthy leaders”  to be having the full respect of  “The Resurrected 
World”).  In doing so,  they have so much more to give –  overflowing in this  “Real Faith”  that in gratitude they give this  accurate  knowledge  (being 
the required precursor)  to other people,   so they too might have the opportunity to become like JC in their lifestyle  (Matt.9v37-38, Luke.10v2). 
The Bible message is,  we are  “personally responsible”  to become like JC for ultimate salvation –  but  “The Bonus”  is this -   

Precisely imitate JC’s  ministry  now  to other people –  then  perhaps/maybe/possibly  we might personally become future  “Sons of God”  –  
that is the  most superlative  accolade possible for any entity in this universe! 

An accolade  not  given by Yahweh for personal indulgence  but  only  used to edify other people during their conscious existence to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire. 
 
Warning – repeat - There are many religious (Christian) leaders who attempt to beguile The Brethren  (and millions upon 
millions  are  beguiled/deluded)  to follow worldly reasoning (Mark.13v21-23)  but Yahweh is waiting for those 144000 
TCs who are not beguiled and thus sincerely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  just as Paul imitated JC (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, etc) 
Reasoning – repeat - Paul would not frequently write this in his epistles unless it was a problem starting to occur and 
become more rampant in the succeeding some 2000 years.  This occurs because people climbing to become The First/Most 
within Satan’s Methodology (of Eph.2v2)  have an errant mindset and a heart condition that favours The World  (being 
precisely why  they climb to these positions under the pretence “it is for us”, – that is why  JC  warned of their hypocrisy). 
23rd Allegory – “leading you away as booty” = capturing our reasoning faculties  (= to enslave without realising it). 
(This is now pandemic being all forms of  “philosophy/{worldly wisdom}/{religious sophistry},  the worst is “Religion”). 
49th Reasoning – The customs of Man in  religion/politics/commerce  throughout the ages lead to worthless delusion. 
Anything based upon self-indulgence,  having no humility,  which leads to  harm/hurt  of our fellow neighbour shall 
ultimately lead to personal annihilation unless serious reform occurs within our 2 part life  (given by JC’s sacrifice). 
24th Allegory – “progression/fundamentals/rudiments” = thoughts and reasoning that people  naturally default towards 
being to progressively promote The Self rather than edifying their neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Col.   2v8 og (You) Behold/See/Look/Beware/{Take heed}   
Col.   2v8 og not  [= lest]  {some/any/certain person}  {specifically yourselves}   
Col.   2v8 og {shall be}/{come to pass}  the (one [person])  {leading away as booty}/seducing/spoiling/robbing   
Col.   2v8 og through (reason of)   (of the) philosophy/{worldly wisdom}/{religious sophistry}   
Col.   2v8 og also  (of the) empty/worthless/vain  (of the) delusion/deceit/deceiving/seduction,   
Col.   2v8 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  transmission/precept/law/ordnance/tradition   
Col.   2v8 og of the  countenances/{human beings}/men,   down/according/intensely/against (to) 
Col.   2v8 og the (things)  {(things) orderly in arrangement}/basal/fundamentals/elements/principles/rudiments   
Col.   2v8 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   
Col.   2v8 og also  not  down/according/intensely/against (to)   (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed, 
Col.   2v8 = {specifically yourselves}  beware/{take heed}  not/lest  {some/any/certain person}   

{shall be}  the  {leading away as booty}/seducing/robbing    (your thinking and thus adversely effecting your future prospects)   
through reason  of the  philosophy/{worldly wisdom}/{religious sophistry},    (as given by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 
also  of the  empty/worthless  delusion/seduction    (being religious doctrine – the most deceptive being  worldly Christian doctrine) 
according to  the  transmission/customs/tradition  of the  men,    (the old wine Luke.5v37-39 sourced outside The Bible) 
according to  the  progression/fundamentals/rudiments  of the  World,    (worldly methodology driving our mind) 
also  not  according to  the  Christ/Anointed.    (being what is required to be  “Anointed”  by Yahweh for Sonship) 

 

Specifically yourselves   (the brethren  [who presently know “1st Century Christianity”])    
take heed lest some person   (The  new  worldly Christian leaders) 
shall be  {leading (you) away as booty}/seducing/robbing   (to be hijacking  your/our  reason and sensibilities with  flattery/excuses)   
through reason of  philosophy/{religious sophistry}   (as given by  “Professional Leaders of Religion” to capture our mind with fancy soundbites)  
also of the  empty/worthless  delusion/seduction   (religious doctrine for example   “worldly Christianity”  as taught today throughout The World).  
according to the  transmission/customs/tradition  of men   (precisely as we are taught in “worldly Christianity” now taught throughout The World 
according to the  progression/fundamentals/rudiments  of the World   (worldly methodology driving these religious leaders' minds) 
also not according to the Anointed   (“Leaders of Religion”  preach  against  “The Goal”,  they having a mind driven by worldly methodology). 
 

Such a powerful warning! 
Why does Paul keep raising this subject?  

Because like then,  and even more so now,  false teachers migrate upwards to  “live off the backs”  of their acolytes in a mutual symbiotic harmony! 
The worldly Christian leaders have absolutely  no  intention on precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle –  even if they knew what it meant  (both 
personally and to  “their flock” as the thieves,  John.10v1).  Furthermore,  the devotional flock have obviously not even been taught correctly  “what to 
know” -  and thus only fulfil their desires in  worldly indulgence  (directed by their leaders,  so the leaders might indulgently feed off  “their flock”  
Acts.20v29, etc.)! 

What such a sad situation! 
We should also consider how Yahweh and JCg both feel concerning this witnessed farce! 
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That is  why  faithful ambassadors  (= TCs/apostles  and  not  “worldly created saints”)  constantly warn,  guide  and  assist through whatever means,  
because they genuinely have  agapao/{charity love}  (= the highest form of  “love by principle"  to edify one’s neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)  
driving the  agape/{charity love}.   The agapao operating in the mind is physically expressed by agape in works of  accurately  teaching  “The Real 
Gospel”  to The World for  absolutely no return whatsoever  (except  “the abuse” –  perpetrated by those people who feel threatened by this teaching 
stance –  John.16v1-4)! 

So,  I ask the reader to very carefully read the words used by Paul here within this verse,  sincerely given for our guidance and sanity. 
Carefully meditate upon these words -  to understand precisely what was in Paul’s mind when he gave this exceedingly precious warning to us. 

1. “{leading away as booty}/seduce/robbing” –  think what was in Paul’s mind,  now knowing what  “The Real Gospel”   message is to The 
World.  These people are  not  stealing your resurrection –  because JC died for  all  humans to give us a resurrection into the 2nd part of our 
life.  Therefore, Paul is speaking about  “The Most Important Thing”  possible that can be given to an entity in Yahweh’s Universe. 
Paul is speaking about the most wonderful prospect –  “personal Sonship to Yahweh”  being stolen away from us if we are carried away into 
the slavery of worldly methodology.  “Sonship to Yahweh”  can  only  occur by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best we 
are able  in the 1st part of our physical life  to become  “The Early Adopters”.  

To do this,  then  “The Word of God”  must be  accurately  imbued within us personally.   
We must gain  assurance/competence/authority  on this and become motivated to operate our life upon this with fidelity  –  then  in 
this manner we  possess/demonstrate  “Real Faith”  to our neighbour  (for their edification  [ideally to likewise become a TCs]).   

Thus,  quite clearly false religious teachers  (worldly and worse,  charlatan Christian leaders)  are  stealing  this wonderful future prospect 
away from us  (Matt.23v13),  if we are not personally guided through this process of  personal  reform/adjustment  to be exactly imitating JC. 

2. “through reason of  philosophy/{worldly wisdom}/{religious sophistry}”  -  consider what we witness today!   The Trinity Myth,  The Soul, 
Hell,  Purgatory  -  as a just  few  examples on the religious side.  Then for worldly wisdom we have  “participate in politics”,  “look after 
yourself”,  “climb to the top”  - as a  few  examples of worldly wisdom.  Where all these things have been created by leaders operating to  
“The Common Denominator”  of  “worldly methodology” = “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”. 
All this is  alien  to what we are taught in The Bible  –  utterly alien to what JC and The Apostles taught by both word and deed! 
They taught Yahweh's Methodology   “Edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  (hence  no  worldly return for what is freely given)! 

Which of the two methodologies will ultimately lead to  a perfected society  in  “Paradise/Park”  of The Millennium? 
3. “empty/worthless/delusion/seduction”  –  having no substance,  thus no future and shall be  dissolved/melted  away with this old worldly 

system –  when The Millennium is brought-in by Yahweh through JCg  (2Pet.3v8-13, Rev.19v16-21).   
Where “conmen”  (by implication = “leaders” over the recipients – controlling The Environment around their victims)  in the three bastions 
that support The World  (politics, religion, commerce)  spin  “Truth”  around into  “a Lie”  so they can gain a  {worldly return}/{upper 
hand}.  This practice is  intrinsically worthless –  because this methodology will  not  bring  long-term  success/salvation  into the eternity  
(either to the people or for society)   
These people will be  “rooted-out”  in their 2 part physical life  (over The Millennium)  and made to conform to  “The New Norms”  else 
ultimately be personally annihilated at “The 2nd Death of which JC did not  atone/{buy-back}/redeem  us/humans. 

4. “transmission/customs/traditions”  following the  ways/teachings  of men.  Paul does not just mean  politics/commerce,  but rather,  he is  
homing-in  to target  “religious doctrine” –  JC warned of this in Matt.23v16-39  directed to The Representatives of Judaism  (the 1st Epoch of 
Israel),  and as Paul states   given to us  (Christians)  as for our warning.  Likewise,  the representatives of God’s Word in  The Christian 
Nation  (The 2nd Epoch of Israel)  create their myriads of religious customs having absolutely  ZERO  relevance to us imitating JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  (Matt.23v23).  However,  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  disregard the more important thing –  being to precisely 
imitate JC to the very best we are able by divorcing ourselves  away/out/from  “The Methodology of This World”  (specifically Matt.23v23)! 
The reason why  worldly Christian leaders behave like this,  is because they have absolutely  no  desire in setting  “The Golden/Kingly 
Standard”  of JC for themselves,  or for their congregations to follow.   They would much rather  (and do)  give their deluded devotees 
something worldly -  being something worldly people are more desirous to follow as a distraction  (rather than copying JC)! 
Which demonstrates they have  not  intrinsically  “changed their mode of thinking” –  but  “layered a new custom onto the old” –  a classic 
example would be  “Christmas”  laid onto  “Saturnalia”  –  for precisely the same reasons as throughout this pandemic practice –  “for 
worldly gain”!   Even in the English Queen’s Christmas message  (2020 CE)  she gave credence to this when she stated,  “but we can’t 
celebrate his birth today in quite the usual way”.    Though she did not actually state this was an anniversary date it was sufficiently skewed to 
imply it JC was born during this day – even though JC was born in very early October and thus most likely,  immediately after Yom Kippur. 

5. “progression/fundamentals/rudiments” – just as it states – “The Base Methodology of The World”,  being towards which humans naturally 
choose to migrate.  Humans prefer to  “progress towards base self-indulgence” –  being the  “millions of things”  this world can deliver,  
rather than fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  These “elements”  become the fallout of  “Worldly Methodology”  to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt. 
It is absolutely  not  as we are  errantly  told by  worldly Christian scholars –  being a reference to  spirits/demons –  I will not give credence 
to this ridiculous suggestion by explaining in context precisely why Paul does  not  mean this! 

Again,  note how Paul uses  “Christ/Anointed”  being  “The Driver for The Goal”  –  “according to”  towards what we should be aiming,  so we may 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Of which JC taught us at Matt.12v48-50 is to become his  (spiritual)  brothers/sisters  alongside him as the 144000  “Sons 
(neuters thereby including women) of God”  as elected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23, etc.).   All precisely as we are holistically taught in The Bible but  
absolutely ignored  by our  worldly Christian leaders  in both their word and deed!   With the  charlatans amongst them twisting  “The Word of God”  
into a self-indulgent hype so they might gain worldly return in  money/leverage/prestige/honour/glory/pension/sex/etc.  of which this elevated position of  
power/control  over  “The Masses”  brings to them.  That is why they give a performance to sound  “inviting/alluring”,  for the more deluded devotees 
they can gain  (Matt.24v23-26, etc.,) –  then the more worldly gain they personally receive;  –  it is an utter abomination  (2Tim.3v5. Titus.1v16). 
That is precisely why they shall  never  be resurrected at the end of their present existence –  because they are imitating their mentor –  Judas Iscariot   
(John.12v6) –  “blaspheming against Yahweh's Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment” (Mark.3v28-29).  By consequence,  “blaspheming 
against  The Word of God  being made manifest within The Environment”  and are thus  “denying by rebellion JC”  (Rev.19v13)   Please see all my cited 
commentaries within this commentary! 
 
24th Good News – Yahweh chooses to place all divinity within JCg –  because JCg has proved himself worthy! 
35th Instruction – It must be understood “Godhead” is an  errant translation,  the Greek Word really means “Deity” or 
“Divinity” – being the recognition of  “The Right to Rule”.   In no manner does it support the Trinity myth. 
50th Reasoning – Yahweh supported His son’s choice to redeem his personal creation:-  (1) to forsake a perfectly safe 
position,  having JCg’s very existence placed within a corruptible  unsafe  fleshly frame for  “annihilation upon failure” 
(2) supported JC to express the HS as  “the specific god” of us,  (3) resurrected him back into his former position as JCg 
because JC succeeded  (remained perfect during his assay),  (4) will resurrect humans based upon what JCg  (as JC)  did 
for his Creation,  (5) gained 144000  new/more  “Sons of God/Yahweh”  into The Universe alongside JCg to assist in the 
teaching program of  “The Resurrected World”  during The Millennium. 
Col.   2v9 og because  in  (to the [= within]) him  (he/it) {housed permanently}/{firmly inhabited}/{persistently dwells} 
Col.   2v9 og (the) all  the  {item filled/brimming}/{container fullness}  of the  Deity/Divinity/{Divine Attribute}   
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Col.   2v9 og corporeally/physically/bodily/{belonging to the body}, 
Col.   2v9 = because  within  the him  (JCg)   

it  {houses permanently}/{firmly inhabits}  {as a filled container}  all/whole  of the  divine attribute  corporately/physically/bodily. 
 

Because the whole fullness of the divine attribute   (all of Yahweh's  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is mutually  responsive/connective … … ) 
(is)  permanently housed  physically/bodily   (JCg chooses to fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  Yahweh reciprocates to work through JCg), 
within him  (JCg) 
 

Let me categorically state,  this has absolutely nothing to do with the human contrived  “Trinity myth”  because that understanding is completely out of 
context with what Paul is teaching us here! 
Now please allow me to explain myself. 
Look at the words in this verse. 

Do  any  of the words in this verse state this is  “The Almighty God”? 
None! 

Old traditional  worldly scholars might argue  “Deity/Divinity”  means “Godhead”  –  but actually,  it does  not! 
There is  nothing  in The Greek word StrongsTM = 2320 = “theotes” that is not so far removed from StrongsTM = 2316 = “theos” to mean “God”. 
If  the interpretation  is  to be taken as “God+head”  then  perhaps StrongsTM = 2776 = “kephale” (see v10)  from the verb “kapto” = “to seize 
(headship)”  would have been written by Paul as a compound word  –  but he did not! 

Thus,  we conclude it is a  concoction  (= an invention)  by  “worldly scholars/theologians”  to  “bring to life”  a lie  of  “the Trinity myth”! 
The Word is precisely as I give in the  exact  translation above = “Deity/Divinity/{Divine Attribute}”  being an impute of methodology ascribed to JC(g). 
Also,  the reader can see there is utterly nothing to suggest this is to mean The Physical  “Absolute Almighty God”. 
Thus again,   another  lie given by those people trying to  prop up a  falsehood –  it is just like Aesop’s Fables  “The Emperor’s New Clothes”! 
Someone must stand up and categorically state,  this Myth has no substance –  just a fraudulent scam!    Prove to us now to the contrary –  the email 
section is open and waiting for  the world’s  very best  scholars/theologians  to contact me –  noting the terms and conditions given!   

However,  I would much rather they forsake their “sinking ship of unsubstantiated worldly myth”  and join  The Ship that leads to Salvation! 
The Bible  tells us,  Yahweh filled His receptive Son JC  (because JC had proved himself worthy over the previous years of expressing Yahweh's HS  
Matt.3v14, John.3v34),  and in context there,  we can see Yahweh  was  fully  supportive  of what His son was doing  (Matt.3v17, 17v5, John.17v1-2)  to 
redeem those people of his creation who ultimately choose to imitate JC.   

So,  what does that tell us?  –  We as people with  sane/reasoning  minds  operating upon facts as given in The Bible –  when  not  adding 
more to the text  (muses, assumptions, and opinions)  than what the text  precisely tells us  (Rev.22v18-19)! 

It tells us that  “deity/divinity/{divine attribute}”  was assigned within JC’s  “physical body”. 
“Divinity”  =  a  “divine nature”  =  a  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that pertains to  “The Almighty God”  (Yahweh] 
Therefore,  JCg legitimately has “The Right to Rule” (Rev.19v16)  because this he demonstrates “Righteousness”  for Law and Order to flow. 

Thus,  this entity as the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of 
sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  =  the “HS”. 

Consequently,  we are told,  JC freely choose to operate and think like Yahweh,   just as do the following 144000 TCs (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
That is  why  they too shall rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

All consistently logical statements that fully concord with what The Bible specifically tells us!   I have invented  nothing! 
It does  not  tell us,  JC was  “The Almighty God”.  –  Absolutely nothing  in  the whole Bible  tells us this  (when  correctly translated  from The 
Original Word,  that has not passed through a  worldly mincing machine  (Rev.22v18-19)  to deliver the  worldly  interpretation given in what we read 
within most English mistranslations of The Original Bible! 
I give the reader  full transparent access  to  a  precise  translation –  something  he/she  has never had earlier,  given by our  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  previously beholden to  protecting an errant doctrine  rather than change  “The Doctrine”  to  state precisely  what  “The Original 
Language”  clearly teaches us! 
We  are told  JC is  “the specific god” of “The World”  and thus  deity/divinity/[divine attribute}  lies within JC,  who is now JCg as  “The Premier Son”  
of  “The Almighty God”,  by virtue as we  are told   Because of what JCg has done for his personal creation,  to give its members a route for everyone to 
achieve everlasting life,  then Yahweh has assigned all things pertaining to this planet to JCg  (hence the assigned  justified  “divinity”  to JCg). 

JCg is  not  Yahweh, –  where,  Yahweh  is  “The Almighty God”,  not only of The World  –  but of  The Universe. 
Where JCg is  “the specific god”  of The World,  “we”  are of his responsibility unto The Father,  Yahweh. 

So,  let us now look at the context. 
What is JC doing for  “The World/Life”   (being  [StrongsTM 2889]  =  The  “Adornment/Decoration”  of the [barren] planet Earth)? 

We are speaking of JC as  “the specific god  of us”  (= “the specific god of  The World/Life”)  who desires to collect his bride  =  those  “{specifically 
yourselves}”  people who  “deport themselves”  like he did when he was upon  the Earth.  This was his primary mission  -  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to  
complete  “The Mystery”  as explained earlier  –  to further glorify Yahweh  so that Yahweh glorifies JC to be JCg (John.17v1-2).   JC glorified Yahweh  
by wholly fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and likewise,  the 144000 people  equally  demonstrating  “spiritual martyrdom”  away from this world’s 
indulgences to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.  Thereby they too are demonstrably showing to The World they likewise have a  “Right to Rule”  because they too 
have personally demonstrated  “the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits”  that is  not  to  “control people”  for a worldly income  –  but only in  
contriteness/humility  they edify their neighbour to their own hurt!”   Sadly this  “spiritual martyrdom”  often results in  “physical martyrdom”  only 
because the TCs become a target for “Religious Persecution”  orchestrated by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  retaliating to the public contrasting  
“Perfect Example”  being established by the TCs. 

I realise this is so repetitive  –  but  none  of this is taught by word or deed from our delinquent  “Professional Leaders of Religion”, 
Then secondly  (after gaining “The Early Adopters” [144000 TCs]),  JC’s mission is to collect those humans who will return as  “The Remnant”  from  
“The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (= The Resurrected World)   during The Millennium.  For Yahweh  (through JCg)  to draw specifically this remnant  (“The Late 
Adopters”)  from out of  “The Resurrected World”  shall require the 144000 TCs (Early Adopters)  resurrected as future  “Sons of God”  to teach  
“Righteousness”  (to imitate JC’s lifestyle).  Again,  all  precisely as The Bible tells us  and my electronic “Concordance of Topics”  shall show to The 
World,  therefore  bypassing  the many obstructions put in place by  worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.23v13)! 
I tell the  worldly Christian leaders   “Leave your sinking ship at The Close of The Gospel Age”  (Rev.18v4)  while you still can  “save your face”,  
noting JC’s parable at Luke.16v1-8  (please see my local commentaries),  because  “worldly Christianity”  will  become a  “byword”  (Deut.28v37, 
1Kings.9v7, 2Chron.7v20,etc.,)  having been replaced by  “1st Century Christianity”  that shall continue into The Millennium,  and on into The Eternity! 
 
25th Good News – JCg will justifiably become The King of kings  (Rev.19v16)  having  imbued/infused  his  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  within his virgin bride  (from JC's Ransom sacrifice)  and thus becoming the receptive 
bride  (of 144000 TCs)  during the 1st part of  “her physical life”  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 
26th Good News – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will also be  “made replete”  with JCg as future  “Sons of God”. 
51st Reasoning – As TCs having JCg’s presence/parousia  within them,  then they shall be resurrected alongside JCg in 
The Millennium as the metaphoric  'adoring wife'  to her  'agapao/{edifying loving} husband'. 
27th Good News – JC now as JCg with full divinity is assigned headship over all rulers and authorities  (of The World). 
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52nd Reasoning – JCg is waiting for Yahweh to make JCg’s enemies as a footstool (Psm.110v1-2) at the end of The Gospel 
Age and on into The Millennium.  So that also JCg’s Bride  (being  one  with JCg)  becomes The Authority over The World 
This shall occur (Matt.24v36)  when Yahweh considers He has His proven 144000 Sons of God  (Matt.20v23, Rev.14v1-4). 
Allegory – repeat - The Head = The Mind being  “The Source of Instruction”  to The Body = JCg as  “The Word of God”. 
53rd Reasoning – In the Millennium JCg will remove all powers of The World  (being  melted/dissolved  away, 2Pet.3v10)  
where those people  with/taking  The First/Most  in society today,  shall  become/given  The Last/Least  within society in 
The Millennium.  JCg will set up his own Authority within Yahweh’s  New (metaphoric) Jerusalem here upon The Earth. 
This new Authority is to be  headed-up  by the 144000 TCs  (they “were circumcised not made by hands”)  but created by 
Yahweh through what JCg did when he was physically on this Earth as  “The Word of God”  personalised in JC. 
25th Allegory – Circumcision = Cutting away from a former existence  (hence mirrors baptism).  Thus, we enter into a 
bilateral  agreement with Yahweh to fulfil His Desire to attain  “The Promise” = “The Inheritance”. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Col.   2v10 og also  {you are/belong}  in  (to the [= within]) him  
Col.   2v10 og (the having been) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled [plural],   
Col.   2v10 og who/which/that  (he) is  the  head  (of the) all  
Col.   2v10 og (of the) beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/wholly/ 

/chief/power/principality/rule/leader    
Col.   2v10 og also  (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power, 
Col.   2v10 = also  {yourselves are}  the having been  {made replete}/{filled up}  within  the him,    (JC, God’s Word changing our mind), 

who  (JC[g])   is  the head  of  all  chiefs/rulers  also  the  privilege/authority/power. 
 

also yourselves having been fulfilled within him   (JC as  “The Word of God”  operates within the mind of people actively aiming to be TCs)    
who (JC,  now JCg)  is the head of all  chiefs/rulers  also the  authority/power. 
                    (Exercised at Rev.19v16-21 to close The Gospel Age and then to continue into The Millennium,  -   and then on into The Eternity … … ) 
 

An interesting question  
Why does the reader think Paul has constructed this verse in its two sections –  in the manner he has? 

Paul exhorts The Brethren  “You have been made  replete/fulfilled  within JC”.  
This is only stating,  they have had their former lifestyle  atoned/reset  and they have been given  “The Knowledge”  on how to maintain their mind in a 
clean state –  inasmuch they have been  reset  to  “Spiritual Virgin state”  (Matt.25v10-12)  -  but the point made elsewhere is   How do we personally 
respond with this knowledge? 

We could be like Judas  (John.6v64)  or like Peter  (John.6v68, Matt.19v27)! 
Thus,  Paul gives  “The Goal” –  so  “The Mystery”  might be fulfilled within them  (and us equally  –  if we so choose)   exactly as this website  
“FutureLife.Org”  so very carefully explains. 

Then - 
Paul in the second section tells us,  JCg is  “The Head”  of all  chiefs/rulers  and  authority/power  (Rev.19v16). 

What does this verse tell us? 
Is it what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us? 

In most instances  -  it  never  is! 
Therefore,  what is Paul telling us? 

As the Bible consistently and persistently  teaches us  we now have a 2 part life  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  within which to fully imbue our saviour’s  (JCg’s)  
methodology into our very  being/existence  -  where,  what JC taught and showed,  is to be our very  lifestyle/deportment  given in a very non 
hypocritical manner. 
Thus,  being a 2 part life for all humans,  then as we are told,  JCg will be given all power and authority by Yahweh  (because of JCg’s  
deity/divinity/{divine attribute}  see v9)  when the time arrives for this to occur  (Matt.22v43-45, etc.,)  over all of Mankind. 

When does this occur? 
It occurs  (1) within a TC’s life in the 1st part of their physical life  (in the Gospel Age as we are taught in Rev.6v1-2, Dan.2v35, 45, Luke.17v21)   and 
continues for an eternity,  but  (2) for all other humans and in particular,  the contentious  worldly leaders taking their own power and authority over 
each other -  where they are presently allowed by Yahweh to fully express their  inept  capability  (Jer.10v23, Rom.1v18-32). 
JCg shall take personal control during the 2nd part of our physical life  (The Millennium) –  over  “The Whole Resurrected World”. 
At present JCg  (then as JC)  has proved himself as being entirely worthy and thus Yahweh resurrected JCg with  The Entitlement  to all Power to be 
exercised as,  and when.  Yahweh deems it to occur on this planet   (when  Yahweh has attained his 144000  “Early Adopter TCs”, being Matt.20v23 and 
hence logically Matt.24v36) –  as I stated in the previous sentence.   

Importantly,  this whole process fulfils the prophecy given to Judah some 3600 years ago at Gen.49v4-12,  underwritten by Jeremiah at 
Jer.31v31-34 some 1000 years later,  and endorsed by Paul at Hebrews chapter 8 to chapter 10 – explaining it all to us another 700 years 
after Jeremiah  (please see all my local commentaries).       

This is what our Leaders of Christendom  should  be teaching,  and yet they  only  preach fatuous  “Religion”!! 
Now I ask the reader to link all this together –  as Paul has done within this verse. 

What can the  only  conclusion be? 
The conclusion is,  by allowing JCg to rule  (as  “The Word of God"  correctly imbued for The Mind to reform away from worldly methodology)  within a 
TC’s  heart/{seat of motivation}  so  he/she  imitates JC’s ministry/lifestyle -  then  upon resurrection  he/she  too shall become a  “Son of God” 
alongside another 143,999 others having equally proved themselves during The Gospel Age!  
These future “Sons of God”  shall be  “The Adoring Bride”  (the 144000 TCs)  alongside her  agapao/{edifying loving}  Husband  (JCg,  Eph.5v30-32, 
Rev.21v2, 9, etc.),   where both partners shall rule in the heaven (singular)  as  “The Authority”   over  “The Resurrected World”  on the Earth in The 
Millennium  (Amen). 
This is what JCg told Paul,  as he tells us in 2Cor.12v1-3,  being the future realisation of Paul’s position in the 3rd heaven (singular)  over  “The 3rd 
Epoch Israel”  (“The Resurrected World”)  with God’s Word learning to  “Persevere with Subjector”  either  (1) persevering in rebellion or  (2) 
persevering with fidelity to “The Word of God”  (being the two states of which  JC taught us at Matt.7v12-14, 12v30, etc.). 
Col.   2v11 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  also  (you were) circumcised  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) circumcision  
Col.   2v11 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {not manufactured}/inartificial/{not made with hands},   
Col.   2v11 og in  to the [= within]  divestment/{putting/taking off}  of the  {whole/sound body}/bodily   
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Col.   2v11 og of the  sins/faults/offences  of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic  minded},   
Col.   2v11 og in  to the [= within]  circumcision  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  
Col.   2v11 = within whom  (JC)   also  you were circumcised  in/with  circumcision  {not made with hands}, 

within  the   divestment/{taking off}  of the  sinful/offensive  {whole/sound body}  of the  fleshly/{carnal/animalistic  minded},   
within  the  circumcision  of the  Christ/Anointed. 

 

within whom (JCg)  also you were circumcised   (entered into a covenant with  “The Word of God”  [JC]  sourced by Yahweh) 
in a circumcision  (a covenant,  being a “bilateral agreement”)  not made with hands   (a physical action made by the  worldly priest), 
by taking off the  sinful/offensive  carnal minded whole body   (we  personally  reformed the  sinful “synapse construction”,  to then be like JC)  
within the circumcision of the Anointed   (The Covenant between us and Yahweh for  “The Goal of Anointing”,  provided we imitate JC). 
       (This is a circumcision not made by hands,  but by our High Priest, JCg,  in whom  [as God’s Word]  we personally  “agree to imitate”  for Sonship) 

 

The precursor for this was given by Jeremiah at Jer.31v31-34 where he speaks in prophecy how the new covenant is to start through JC  as  “The Word 
of God”  to purify The Mind)  replacing the old Covenant  (reliant only on “works”).   This new covenant is for  “The Mind”  that starts within The 
Christian Nation being  “The New Israel”  (that shall comprise of two parts  [spiritual = the 144000 TCs]  and  [fleshly = the “failed Christians”])  
based upon  “The Word of God”.  This  “Word of God”  is then to be accurately taught to  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium.   
Now Paul picks this up here in this verse –  where the fleshly circumcision of  “The Old Covenant”  is replaced by the spiritual circumcision of the 
motivation  (= heart,  Rom.2v28-29)  but driven in the correct direction by the Brain,  itself operating  solely on  “The Word of God”  as given by JC in 
his  ministry/lifestyle. 
         Paul is speaking of the same circumcision for the genuine brethren as he spoke within his letter to the Romans  (chapters 2 to 4 inclusive). 
Paul is speaking of the circumcision of  The  Heart/{Seat of Motivation}  within those specific people choosing to imbue JCg as  “The Word of God”  
within their very  being/existence  –  so they start to imitate his  ministry/lifestyle  within their  life/deportment.  
This shows to The Judging World,  the TCs truly have taken off their old  body/{carnal/animalistic  mind}  (being that of the 1st part of their spiritual life  
–  being of this present worldly methodology).   The TCs have truly put on the new body,  being driven by a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is 
the  one/same  as that of JC’s because it has the  one/same  accurate  knowledge base driving it to produce  “Real Faith”  when the  heart/{seat of 
motivation}  has been circumcised with Yahweh’s HS  (that only comes through JC as “The Word of God”). 
In this manner,  JCg has his  presence/parousia  operating within us,  of which we then display to The World in our righteous works  imitating  JC. 

Can the reader see the full virtuous circle of this operation? 
There are two key problem areas that can break this virtuous circle  (and both are sourced by The World –  ultimately Satan’s Methodology) - 

1. Faulty knowledge base from  worldly  (and worse,  charlatan)  Christian leaders  (of which Paul repeatedly warns us,  as did JC during his 
ministry,  by analogy with The Pharisees). 

2. Not having the internal  motivation/drive/ardour  to make the required change in our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be  one with JCg. 
(Paul warns by not sliding back to The World,  and JC constantly warns of this in his parables –  the most illustrative being The Sower 
(Luke.8v4-18, Matt.13v16-23). 

This starts through a  bilateral  covenant between  two  Parties –  between  (1) Yahweh and the  (2) specific person to be baptised -  of which Paul then 
speaks in the next verse  (see v12 in context).  

The  “Christian”  promises  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to fulfil  “The Invitation of Sonship” 
             and by return  
Yahweh promises a  “like-for-like”  –  to become a  “Son of God”  just like JCg! 

Sadly,  the absolute vast majority of Christians  break the agreement  and thus fall away, –  so Yahweh righteously  cannot offer   personal Sonship. 
However,  Yahweh still honours The Atonement of which JC as  “The Mediator/Intercessor”  (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  has performed for every individual 
of his personal Creation to provide a resurrection into the 2nd part of our physical life  (1John.2v2, 4v14)  so we might physically experience what the 
144000 TCs practised within their minds demonstrated by works in the 1st part of their physical life. 
Then these  worldly Christians  along with  the non-Christians  can  make a  valid,  righteous   personal  judgement whether to imitate JC’s lifestyle for 
an eternity in the then experienced  park/paradise  here upon the Earth –  just as it was for Adam and Eve  before  they sinned. 
This is precisely what  “The Early Adopters”  (the 144000 TCs)  did in the 1st part of their physical life by making  The Correct Decision  in Satan's 
Worldly system   (2Cor.4v4 1John.5v19, with worldly methodology holding sway as spirit of the air  –  Eph.2v2)  to personally,  precisely imitate JC. 
Moreover,  in the future  when  this new and wonderful situation  (Yahweh's Methodology holds sway as The Spirit of the air in The Millennium)  occurs  
then  all humans  (in perfected DNA fleshly bodies)  are able to make a valid decision    

Do they continue imitating JC’s lifestyle to enable this most perfect situation to continue in society  –  or  do they return to their former 
existence as the 1st part of their physical life to face annihilation  (because JC  only  nullified human sin during the 1st part of our physical life  
and covered us over  “The Great Sabbath Day”  of The Millennium).  The  Choice/Judgement  whether  we continue into The Eternity  at the 
end of The Millennium is our  personal  decision  –  subsequent  premeditated sin shall  not  be atoned or covered by JC into The Eternity! 

This is something that Adam and Eve could not do –  they made a  “bad”  decision with all the repercussions falling upon this  new  6000 year 
superhuman species  (above the humanoids before and during),  because they had  not  experienced  The Resultant  of their sin  until they had sinned. 
Thus,  clearly JC covers Adam/Eve equally –  but they can  only  come back as a fleshly pair to resume as they left off –  if they so choose –  else be 
annihilated along with the remaining World  (= The 3rd Epoch of Israel)  who  personally choose to rebel within this most perfect society.  Those people 
who do not rebel and continue imitating JC’s lifestyle shall become  “The 3rd Remnant”  from  (The 3rd Epoch of)  Israel that returns to Yahweh”  –  all 
as The Prophets of  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  foretold  (Isa.10v20-22, etc.). 

Can the reader understand the  righteous  nature of Yahweh’s most wonderful plan for  “Human Salvation”? 
Regrettably,  this righteous scenario is  utterly unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders/theologians –  but it is   Precisely what The Bible tells us! 
Unfortunately,  worldly methodology has permeated so deeply within their mind and “twisted reasoning” -  then  “The Obvious”  as stated here will be 
rejected,  all manner of excuses will be made to reject this future scenario within their mind.  Why?   Because the ramifications are personally too painful  
(for “The Required Reform”)  by reason the present lifestyle yields worldly self-indulgent pleasures  (to the ultimate hurt of our neighbour –  inasmuch 
minimally  they are  not  presenting what Yahweh has on offer –  being personal Sonship to Yahweh  [hence Matt.23v13])! 

That is generally speaking,  there is  “the odd”  Nicodemus amongst them who will reform  (John.3v1-15, 7v50, 19v39)  to become a TC, 
beloved by Yahweh,  to rule over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium alongside JCg. 
Being a person who needed  “The Bright Light”  given by  “FutureLife.Org”  to penetrate the present darkness within  his/her  mind. 

 
26th Allegory – Entombed with JC = Dead to Worldly Methodology of placing The Self first to fulfil self-indulgence. 
27th Allegory – Baptism = Cutting away from a former existence (hence mirrors circumcision).  Enter into a bilateral 
agreement with Yahweh to imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle  for  the same  Expectation as had JC = to become “The Heirs”. 
28th Allegory – Awaken = Entering the 2nd part of our 2 part life  (made two part because of JC’s ransom sacrifice). 
Note: Any person now has 2 parts spiritual, 2 parts physical  (because of JC,  else it would have been annihilation for us). 
A Christian enters the 2nd part of their spiritual life,  while in 1st physical part of their life  (and then:-). 
A worldly Christian not purifying their mind (as deemed by Yahweh),  will be resurrected into a corruptible,  but perfected 
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DNA fleshly body to continue in the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon resurrection into the 2nd part of their physical life,  
thereby allowing the process of purification to continue during The Millennium under JCg's rule. 
A TC purifies the 2nd part of their spiritual life when purifying their mind,  then Yahweh can righteously give an 
incorruptible  heavenly/celestial  physical body commensurate to the personally purified mind on “The Word of God”. 
A non-Christian  enters the 2nd part of their spiritual and  physical life  (together)  upon resurrection  into The Millennium 
Unreformed iniquitous Christian leaders upon death are never resurrected – they have no more cover for a 3rd existence. 
54th Reasoning – An  “awakening”  occurs because the Yahweh can place our former synapse construction mapping into 
a physical body  (either fleshly or celestial [1Cor.15v35-55]),  being a physical platform upon which  “consciousness”  
can then again exist,  to yield a “{conscious existence}”  (= “soul” which “comprises of 2 parts spiritual + physical”). 
15th Comment – Yahweh demonstrated His HS  (His expressed Pure Desire made manifest)  by resurrecting JC as JCg. 
16th Comment – Notice that The Bible always states JCg is resurrected from out of The Dead Corpses (plural)  and thus we 
understand there were many humans,  dead at the same time – thus clearly people are  not  resurrected immediately they 
die –  but rather as this website states all humans remain  dead/unconscious  until resurrected into The Millennium. 
29th Allegory – Dead/Corpses = Destined to  annihilation  over one’s single life  (now comprising of 2 parts separated by 
a single period of which JC and The Apostles metaphorically call “asleep”). 
30th Allegory – JCg makes “alive” = (1) enables a 2 part life to occur allowing the experience of a perfected society,  (2) 
gives The Methodology to direct The Mind enabling our reform away from the  “old self”  that leads to annihilation. 
17th Comment – The Bible uses the word for  sideslips/transgressions  and a different word for  sin/offences,  the former is 
accidental,  the latter is premeditated –  this is important during Yahweh’s and JCg’s assessment of us for annihilation. 
(This exegesis is  wholly unintelligible  to our  worldly leaders of Christendom  -  as witnessed in their output!) 
36th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs imbue “The Word of God” to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so that 
JCg’s presence/parousia  operates within that person (as God's Word).  In this manner JC as JCg becomes alive within us. 
55th Reasoning – Because the Brethren aiming to become TCs have JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within them – 
being the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  then all The Brethren aiming to become TCs are made alive together. 
6th Prophecy – Paul is telling us that because The Brethren  are made alive  together  then they have the  one/same 
outlook together with JCg  –  to become future  “Sons of God”  with  guaranteed  everlasting life  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
56th Reasoning – Because the Brethren aiming to become TCs have JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within them and 
thus have no desire to commit  “premeditated sin”,  then they are judged by Yahweh on what their mind desires rather 
than the occasional  sideslip/transgression  that may occur. 
18th Comment – The Law of Moses was prescriptive,  negative and based upon works –  therefore it was against us and 
could not help humans who often make genuine mistakes.  It always operated in the background whether we accepted it or 
not  and was used to judge us because that was the  only  measure/rule  Yahweh could  righteously use. 
57th Reasoning – Because  “The Law of Moses”  only  judged Works then all works that hurt our neighbour were an 
offence and thus once sinning = failure.  However,  through JC’s action,  people were able to imbue JC’s methodology 
which then covers the  accidental  {side/slip}/transgression  because the mind was genuinely trying to be good. 
28th Good News – Because of what JCg did as JC,  then he has provided a better law which people  can  achieve if they so 
desire  (suitably motivated)  to operate upon Yahweh's Methodology.  Being the  “Law of The Mind”  to imitate JC to the 
best we are able  (based upon Mark.12v30-31),  that enables Yahweh to judge us upon that  measure/rule  that was 
delivered by JC’s ministry/lifestyle  culminating in his murder by  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”! 
58th Reasoning – A new  measure/rule  has been made available because JC has carried our future annihilation based 
upon works by his sacrificial murder driven by a mind  wholly operating upon Yahweh’s Methodology.  This righteously 
enabled a  RESET/atonement  condition for The Future.  The RESET condition is only viable for an eternity  if  we 
personally  (as an individual)  fully imbue JC’s methodology within us –  thus  he has carried our “old self”  (1st part of 
our life spiritually/physically)  and we  personally carry our “future self”  (2nd part of our life spiritually imitating JC,  
and physically within a perfected  [celestial or fleshly]  physical body created by Yahweh). 
(Again, this exegesis is  wholly unintelligible  to our  worldly leaders of Christendom  -  as witnessed in their output!) 
6th Warning – The logic that follows from the above reasoning means this:   There is  no  3rd option because JC only died 
The Once  to carry our former self,  and we need to live imitating JC in the 2nd part of our existence.  If while in the 2nd 
part of our spiritual life we reject JC by  actively blaspheming  (deny by rebellion)  against the HS  (being Yahweh’s 
expressed Pure Desire made manifest within The Environment)  and then we physically die  (loose our “soul” = loose our 
“conscious existence”)  then we have  no  3rd  soul/{conscious existence}  within which to be RESET by JC,  and thus we 
become annihilated.  This is the situation  iniquitous  charlatan Christian leaders are within now  –  they must beware and 
reform before they die  (Luke. Chapter 15) –  else it is annihilation for them  (as it  was/is  for Judas Iscariot)! 
(I repeat,  this exegesis is  wholly unintelligible  to our  worldly leaders of Christendom  -  as witnessed in their output!) 
Allegory – repeat - Fixed Posts = Self Denial of one’s life from this world (killing self-indulgence), thus culminating in life 
Col.   2v12 og (the) {interned in company with}/{assimilated spiritually with Christ}/{buried with}/{co-buried} [plural]  
Col.   2v12 og (to the) him  in  to the [= within]  {made overwhelmed}/{fully wetted}/baptism,   
Col.   2v12 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  also  
Col.   2v12 og (you were) {awaken/roused together}/{resuscitated/revived  conjointly}  
Col.   2v12 og through (reason)   of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}   
Col.   2v12 og of the  {efficiency (of energy)}/operation/strong/{effectual working}   
Col.   2v12 og of the  God  of the (one [Yahweh])   (the having) {collected the senses}/awakened/roused/resuscitated   
Col.   2v12 og (the) him [JCg]  {from/out of}  of the (ones [persons])  {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers. 
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Col.   2v12 = The  {being entombed}/{to assimilate spiritually with Christ}/{buried with}   with  him  (JC)   within  baptism,   
also  within  whom   (now JCg)   you were  {awakened/roused  together}    (“The Word of God”  has opened our mind to reform) 
through reason  of the  faith/{knowledge/assurance/fidelity}  of  God’s   (Yahweh’s)   {efficiently mighty}/{effectual working}   
the having  awakened/roused  him  (JCg)  {from out of}  of the  {dead people}/corpses   (plural). 

 

Being entombed with him (JC)  within baptism   (entered into a covenant by baptism to be dead with JC  away from  worldly methodology), 
also within whom  (now as JCg)  you were  awakened/roused  together   (“The Word of God” operating in our mind gives  “real Life”) 
through reason of the  (real) faith  (= accurate knowledge + assurance + fidelity)     (within entities  precisely fulfilling  Yahweh's Desire) 
of God's (Yahweh's)  effectual working   (as  “The Source”  of  “God's Word”  giving life in us,  as He would to His Son as “The Word of God”) 
having  awakened/roused/resuscitated  him (JCg)  from out of the dead people   (as The First/Chief Begotten Son of God of another 144000). 
 

Please see the commentary of the previous verse that must be read in conjunction with this verse –  because it leads into this verse. 
This is perhaps better tackled in several sections. 

Paul is speaking metaphorically here  at the  spiritual  level. 
By being baptised we are making an  undertaking/contract/covenant  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  for payment  (Yes, a “Payment”)  being precisely 
what JC’s parable teaches us  (Matt.20v1-12, etc.), –  “The Payment”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (being  “The Prize”  at the end of  winning  our race of 
the end of the 1st part of our physical life  –  1Cor.9v24-26)  because we have  “run according to The Rules”  (2Tim.2v5)  and as a  “by-product”  comes 
an  automatic,  guaranteed  everlasting life.  “The Payment”  is  NOT  “Everlasting Life”  because that is  (as we  are told  1John.2v2, 4v14, etc.),   
freely given and  no  payment can ever pay for JC’s Ransom Sacrifice to deliver us from  “The Curse of Satan”.  This “ransom sacrifice”  enables us to 
become in  the educated position  [hence righteous]  to make  a personal decision  to imitate our saviour [JC] for eternal life on a precise  “like-for-like”  
basis –  I cover the exegesis more fully elsewhere).   
           Because this  is  freely given  then it is given to  every  individual human  -  irrespective of what they believe in the 1st part of their spiritual life! 
Sadly,  worldly Christian leaders/theologians  up to 2007 CE being the time when this website first became  “live”  into The World –  have absolutely  no  
idea what all this means,  and thus muddle what The Bible tells us in their most  unrighteous  manner  (worldly wisdom based on  worldly methodology). 

This website  “FutureLife.Org”  has now come  “on stream”  within a parched desert,  as  “The Water of Knowledge”  (see glossary)  to 
unpick and straighten out their  worldly  and  unrighteous reasoning at  “The End of The Gospel Age”. 

Very much as did John the Baptist at JC’s 1st Advent,  “FutureLife.Org”  does likewise ready for JCg’s 2nd Advent. 
They presently infer,  we  “become a Christian”  (implicitly by empty words)  to  “have eternal life”,   therefore by implication,  we must become a 
member of  “their grouping”  to be “saved”.  The more people joining  their/our  group  “the better”  –  to justify  their/our  position as leaders and to 
become a larger source from which  “we”  are able to indulge  “our”  desires! 

How utterly wicked!   These leaders thinking like this have so much for which to answer before JCg in The Millennium  (Luke.13v25-30)  and 
also these leaders shall need to answer to the resurrected members of their former congregations  (Luke.16v1-12)! 

Thus,  as I state    
Christian leaders should be imitating Paul and be instructing their congregations to be precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and aiming 
for  “The Goal of Sonship”.   

I realise,   most people cannot achieve it –  but at least our leaders  ( if  they were doing their job correctly)  should teach  “The Expectation of The 
Promise”  given by  “The Birthright”,  and should not hide it under a bushel –  to quote JC  (Matt.5v15, Luke.11v33) –  else these leaders become 
personally accountable and are obviously  not  TCs either  (by likewise  failing  Yahweh’s Desire)! 
That is the 1st section of this verse completed. 

Now for the 2nd section  
It is by working together imitating JC do we then become  “awakened/roused  together”  (StrongsTM = 4891)  into the 2nd part of our 2 part spiritual life 
as though we are living in The Millennium –  being as JC taught us by having  “The Kingdom of Heaven”  operating within us  (Luke,17v21).   This 
means a reformed  spirit/personality/desires/traits  based upon  “The Word of God”  being the  presence/parousia  of JCg operating within us.   
Where,  this  “Presence/parousia”  effectively working  now during The Gospel Age,  becomes  “Coming” at  “The 1st Resurrection”  –  being of JCg’s 
1st 2nd C to collect his bride of 144000 TCs  (all as I carefully explain elsewhere).  Please see  “presence” and “coming”  in glossary to explain the 
subtleties as to  why  this very specific word is used.  My advice is,  we must ignore  what  worldly Christian theologians say about this very specific and 
unique Greek word –  they are spiritually deficient regarding the fulfilling of Yahweh's Desire –  there is  not  much that you can trust within  “their 
worldly reasoning”  because they are paid by The World for  “the reasoning”  The World  desires  to hear  (2Tim.3v3-4, etc.)! 

Personally,  if I was paying them,  then I would  want my money back,  because they are  demonstrably doing  such a  useless job! 
That is specifically why Yahweh shall throw them out from having any responsibility over  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 

It is through the  accurate knowledge of  “The Word of God”  from a good Bible translation thoroughly known,  that will yield  “The Real Faith”  spoken 
here by Paul  if the knowledge is practised with fidelity  to yield  “The Wisdom of God”.  By operating as  “The Wisdom of God”  (by precisely imitating 
JC)  then Yahweh using His infinite capability  (expresses  “His Desire that is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make His 
Desire manifest within The Environment” =  the “HS”)  is used to  awaken/rouse/resuscitate  (StrongsTM = 1453)  JCg from the dead people shall be 
operating within you,  TCs. 
The only difference between these words for  awakening/rousing  is  “together/{co-jointly}”  thus referring to The Ecclesia being those people of its 
specific members who freely choose to imitate JC within the 1st part of their physical life.  The core part of the word  (though for simplicity I write 
“awakening/rousing”)  for the actual Greek word means  

“To  Resuscitate/Revive/{Collect the senses}.” 
Thus,  from this I could reason just as JC stated,  we become now  “asleep”  (and  not  dead  -  John.11v11-15, etc.),  because of what Yahweh can do –  
only because of what  “the specific god of us” (JC)  did for us –  to become our ransom sacrifice.  Thus,  we still have this  one  life but now it is 
punctuated by the metaphoric  “asleep”  because Yahweh can legitimately alongside His Decree on Sin  (Gen.2v17),  resurrect us into the 2nd part of our 
physical life.   This new  (2nd part of our)  life experience shall be within a perfected society allowing us to make  the personal educated choice  to go with 
this most wonderful society operating under the Methodology of JCg and his 144000 TCs  (as kings/priests).   After which we might be judged upon our  
whole  single  life comprising of  two parts  (having then started to  really/truly  “believe in JC”  by imitating him  –  see John.6v68 and by contrast 
John.6v64, Matt.19v27).   

Can the reader see the righteous logic within this exegesis? –  
Being precisely what The Bible  teaches us  by word,  but sadly up to 2007 CE utterly ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders and theologians!    

Please come on-board,  start fulfilling Yahweh's Desire  and begin to teach  “The REAL Gospel”  to your congregations! 
Col.   2v13 og Also  {specifically yourselves}  (the) {dead persons}/corpses/mortified/cadavers  being/having   
Col.   2v13 og in  to the [= within]  sideslip/lapses/{unintentional errors}/trespasses/deviation/{false steps}   
Col.   2v13 og also  to the [= in/with/by/on]  uncircumcision  of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic  minded}  {of yourselves},   
Col.   2v13 og (he) {reanimated conjointly}/{made alive in unison}/{quickened together}   
Col.   2v13 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) him,   
Col.   2v13 og (the having) {(through) favour of}/{on account of}/{for  sake/cause  of}  {to yourselves}   
Col.   2v13 og (the) all  the  sideslip/lapses/{unintentional errors}/trespasses/deviation/{false steps}. 
Col.   2v13 = Also  {specifically yourselves}  (The Brethren)   being  the  {dead people}/corpses  within the  sideslips/trespasses 
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also  in the  uncircumcision  of  your  flesh/{carnal/animalistic mind},    (the mind has not been cut away from worldly methodology) 
he  (JC as The Word of God)   {reanimated conjointly}/{made alive in unison}  yourselves    (within The Mind ready for Millennium) 
{united as companions}/{together in union with}  him    (JCg as “The Word of God”  being his  presence/parousia  driving their mind) 
the having  {through favour/sake/cause of}  all  your  sideslips/trespasses. 

 

Also specifically yourselves being dead people within the  sideslips/transgressions   (have no future in  “hurting our neighbour”) 
             (Paul is speaking to The Elders,  and The Elders were originally predisposed  not  to be committing premeditated sin,  but  unguided they failed) 
also in the uncircumcision of your carnal mind   (previously only having worldly methodology in their local environment led to spiritual blindness) 
he (JC as “The Word of God”)  made alive in unison yourselves   (now  “we know  where to go  and  what to do”  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire) 
together in union with him   (“The Word of God”  now drives our mind in the correct direction,  rather than bumping blindly around in The World) 
having through  sake/cause  of all your  sideslips/transgressions   (JC has  shown/covered  our errors,  we try not to repeat these errors). 
 

I had better explain this,  else we shall become utterly confused with the bogus standard  worldly teaching of the Trinity myth. 
Yahweh is  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe Whose Existence started before Time itself and  He/It  continues forever. 

From this statement it is  impossible  for Yahweh to die!   However  worldly Christian theologians say   He did;   – thus we reason it to be an utter lie! 
If  on the other hand,  He did not die  then  He cannot righteously balance our existence as a ransom sacrifice! 
Thus,  worldly Christian theologians have just  lost the argument  whichever way they argue –  based upon  pure righteous logic  (as given in The Bible)! 

Therefore,  they are  obviously wrong,  and clearly,  they are lost within their own fabricated  “mystery”  (a creation of someone on drugs)! 
So how do they have any legitimacy to represent Yahweh?  –  When they get  “The Basics”  wrong!   Obviously, they do not! 
But this nonsense and irrational thinking is endemic within their grouping  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)! 

At which point we turn to The Bible to find out what  “The Word of God”  precisely teaches us! 
This is something our  “Professional Leaders of Christendom”  should have done  some  1700 years ago! 

We are told,  JCg is  “the specific god”  of The World and thus it was he who created The World  (JCg constructed The DNA of Life). 
(“The World” = “The  Adornment/Decoration/Life”  [of the formally barren Earth];  StrongsTM = 2889 = “Kosmos”). 

We are told,  JC  was/is  the “Son of God/Yahweh”,  and he specifically told us,  he was  not  The Father (Yahweh). 
We are told,  JC would die  (become asleep)  to be like Jonah in the bowels of the earth. 
We are told,  JC would be The High Priest and perfect to become The Righteous Sacrifice. 
We are told,  JC has become The Begotten Son  (JCg)  of God (Yahweh)  and thus,  JCg is  not  Yahweh. 
We are told.  JC said,  it is not be his will that is done but  “Your (The Father’s) Will be done”. 
We are told,  the husband is the head of the wife,  JC the head of man,  and Yahweh the head of JC. 
We are told,  when Satan tested JC by quoting what Yahweh was able to do to help His representatives,  then JC stated Matt.4v7. 

Where,  by inference  if  JC was Yahweh  then JC would have no need to state Matt.4v7,  and Satan would not have bothered 
knowing  all perfect  Yahweh could  never  be  swayed/bought  by anything that a subordinate Satan could ever  do/yield! 
Especially when Yahweh owns all things in The Universe,  so then,  how could Satan give The Powers back to Yahweh,  – it is a 
nonsense suggestion! 

By allegory we are told,  Abraham represents Yahweh,  and Isaac represents JC  (different “generations”  and are  not  equal). 
Now it requires  only a little  bit of common sense to put all this together,  and realise that JCg and Yahweh  are  two  separate  reasoning Entities,  
where They both freely choose to work together so that for a common purpose - 

1. Yahweh might gain 144000  more   “Sons of God”  (elected from out of The Gospel Age). 
2. JCg as JC redeems for an eternity,  those people within his personal creation who,  at an individual level,  choose to imitate their creator. 

Note,  it is in Satan’s interests,  items  (1) and (2)  do  not  occur else  “The Resultant”  destroys him  (see “Satan’s Desire” in glossary),  inasmuch it is 
the 144000 TCs reaching  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  that becomes Satan’s nemesis.   Because the 144000 Trigger Threshold releases The 
Brake for Yahweh to righteously move forward with the next stage of His  “Plan for Human Salvation”  being   (1) “The 1st Resurrection”  and  (2)  The 
Millennium that follows 3.5 years later   (hence Rev.20v1-3)  to start  “The Main Resurrection” and begin teaching “Righteousness” for a 1000 years. 
Now that some common sense  has  prevailed and been applied to what  we are  told by  The Bible,  then it becomes clear to those specific people who 
choose to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire,  they might reason Yahweh,  as  “The Omnipotent Entity of The Universe”,  overseeing all operations within  His  
Universe to ensure  “Righteousness”  pervades/prevails  throughout  His  Realm.  
However,  in a certain microcosm within Yahweh’s Universe,  His son JCg is in the process to resolve his  “wayward creation”  that presently operates 
on this pariah planet,  Earth.  Yahweh (Omnipotent)  will utterly ensure His premier son JCg will succeed into The Eternity through personal death  only  
because of his  demonstrable  faithfulness to his Father Yahweh. 
Thus,  it  is  JCg as  “the specific god” (ho theos)  of us  (being our personal creator and thus  our  immediate god,  hence we call him  “our god”,  as 
our  “Intercessor”  while operating according to worldly methodology)  who redeems us before his Father’s all-embracing  “Decree on Sin”.   

Yahweh placed  JCg’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  within a fleshly DNA frame of JCg’s creation so that JCg,  then operating as JC,  
could become  “The Word of God”  personified to redeem those people who ultimately imbue this knowledge  (The Light of God) within their 
existence for ultimate salvation.  JC became  “The Wisdom of God”  because he  “accurately applied his knowledge within his deportment”  
to ensure,  Yahweh’s Desire was fulfilled within The Environment and thus JC operated with the HS  (noting its composite definition as given 
on “FutureLife.Org”).   

Can the reader see how righteously circular all this is  (with no loose ends)? 
But  before  this can occur,  then JCg as JC must balance our personal sin on a  precise  “like-for-like”  basis in the midst of His Father’s Decree,  and 
thus he places his  very existence in jeopardy –  not before men  (as we are errantly told by  worldly Christian scholars/theologians)  but rather from 
himself  –  Yes,  himself!   He must personally remain perfect to Yahweh’s Desire during his 3.5 year  ministry/assay  period  (hence Matt.3v15)  else he 
would be annihilated according to Yahweh’s Decree;  and then we too would have ultimately become annihilated as a species –  through our selfishness 
expressed to cause an implosion within Mankind.  We are very near to that point of human species annihilation now –  but fortunately,  so is The 
Millennium –  because of what JC did for us –  and the fulfilment of the 144000 TCs prophecy  (the “144000” number correctly selected by Yahweh)!   
Thus,  because  JC remained perfect until his murder then he  (JCg as  “the specific god”  of us)  has become  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to atone/reset  
us  (his Creation)  on a  precise  “one-for-one”  basis before Yahweh’s Decree on sin  –  that shall be replicated by  all successful  people at the end of 
The Millennium  (Rev.20v7-15).  This whole scenario of Mankind’s Salvation expresses true  “Righteousness”. 

Obviously  if  it was Yahweh  (or any appendage of Yahweh)  instead of JCg  (Yahweh’s Son)  as an utterly separate reasoning entity to 
Yahweh,  then  the exegesis based upon what The Bible specifically teaches us becomes a ridiculous farce and collapse in unrighteousness! 

Interestingly,  the  worldly Christian  scholars/theologians  just close their minds to what  is  so obvious  and spend collectively millions of hours per year 
utterly wasting their time  in trying to justify  “The Unjustifiable”  within their minds –  and end up by stating  “The Unjustifiable”  is a  “mystery”  –  
which of course,  it will be  (because it is  an unrighteous invention  of a worldly insane mind refusing to read The Bible)! 

When are they going to  “wake up”  to what The Bible specifically   Tells us! 
I have finished my rant –  but sometimes I feel like shaking them,  to knock some common sense into their heads –  but one day it will be made crystal 
clear in The Millennium when  “The Reality”  is forced upon them by entities better than myself! 

After that preamble excursion,  I had better explain the verse! 
Notice Paul’s  “{specifically yourselves}”  targeted at The Elders of The Brethren and exhorting it to ripple down through the ecclesia so it,  as a whole,  
might imitate JC.   
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“{Specifically yourselves}”  were dead producing  transgressions/faults/offences  against your neighbour –  originally operating according to The 
Environment that creates a  carnal/animalistic  mind operating within The World’s Methodology for all people in the 1st part of their physical life  (only 
made 2 part because of what JC did –  else it would have been certain annihilation).  It must be clearly understood these people are very unlikely to have 
been like Saul  (pre/cum Paul),  and thus they were  “good people”  in a worldly sense doing the best they could  but having no knowledge of  “The Word 
of God” –  so they committed sideslips and minor offences that had made them daily transgressors.   They had no real instruction to improve  –  because 
everyone else was like them -  The Bar had not been raised!   Then  “The Word of God”  entered their life through Paul’s teaching!   The Bar had 
suddenly been raised very high,  they now knew minor transgression was wrong  -  and they  must endeavour to precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle,  
while JC  atoned/{bought back}/reset/redeemed  their past  sideslips/transgressions  when done in  “ignorance”. 

Note   “Uncircumcised carnal mind”  means  “a mind that has not been cut away from The World  (being its methodology driving the mind)”  
–  being what is considered  “life”  in today’s norms. 

However,  because as  “{specifically yourselves}”  we have entered the 2nd part of our spiritual life by imbuing  “The Word of God”  and reproducing it 
with fidelity to show  “Real Faith”  then  “we together have found  The Means of everlasting life”  -  but if ideally done now to the very best of our 
ability,  then we  may/perhaps/possibly  truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  and Yahweh reciprocates to fulfil His part of The Covenant to give us  “The 
Responsibility of Heirship”  to become a  “Son of God”!  
Because we  are  operating with fidelity to  “The Word of God”,  then  JCg has a  presence/parousia  within us so we become the  one/same  with JCg,  
just as JCg is the  one/same  with Yahweh  (because we,  and JCg,  fulfil/fulfilled  “The Word of God”  –  John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
Thus,  because JCg  is  operating within them  (and us – actively aiming to become TCs)  through  “The Word of God”  imbued as a  presence/parousia,  
then he  is  able to carry  their/(and our)  sideslips/transgressions/faults  through his atonement process. 

I explain how this is righteously done elsewhere –  but briefly here - 
Originally,  we were all judged on  “The Law of Moses”  (based solely upon “works”)  and thus we fail because being a  “Law of works”  then we fail – 
whenever we sin  (even if by accident  –  we have failed   “The Law”,  hence Rom.3v23).  Importantly,  we did not have a mind that was leading us in the 
correct direction regarding our works,  inasmuch we were more concerned about “The Outward Show”  rather than  “The Internal Motive”,  for 
example  we might have helped someone – but this was given with strings attached – for us to pull later,  to gain more than what we supposedly gave. 
Furthermore,   another example might be conspiring how to “Get around The Law so we can sin” and hence falling afoul of “The Spirit of The Law”. 
However,  if we have JCg’s methodology operating within us,  then Yahweh judges us  not  upon  “The Law of Moses” (being directly of our physical 
output) –  but rather He judges us upon the two laws that JC gave us,  located at Mark.12v30-31.  These two laws drive The Mind  (internally/spiritually)  
that subsequently drives The Works (externally/physically)  –  where   “The body follows the mind”.  
Because we are human,  then we  unintentionally  will have  sideslips/transgressions  through accidents  (rather than premeditated sin/offence)  and thus 
because JCg is operating within us  (for us to precisely imitate his  ministry/lifestyle)  then he effectively carries these sideslips in the midst of Yahweh’s 
Decree on Sin  (effectively stated at Gen.2v17)  because we are actively driving our mind upon  “The Word of God”  (JC [Rev.19v13]).   
We are now,  not  being judged upon  “The Law of Moses”  as our output  but we,  as Christians,  are being judged upon  “The Law of JC”  operating in 
our mind  (being our  motive/driver  on our intent behind what we do,  before it is expressed as physical works).   As we are told at 1Sam.16v7-13,  
Yahweh is assessing our mind for  possible future “kingship/Sonship” (in The Millennium)  being The Context of this citation).  Hence  “The 
Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  made by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  only upon  “Christians”  during The Gospel Age is based upon  “the 
motivation”  of what we do  (rather than what we actually do). 
Importantly,  the fallout from this is,  the TC does positive works as witnessed by  “The Judging World”  (so it ultimately recognises these 144000 TCs 
are proven worthy  to rule over it in The Millennium),  moreover the positive judgment is on good  works leading to (guaranteed) life (for a TC)  of  “The 
2nd Covenant”,  rather than the only outcome for humans would be a negative judgment on bad works  (Rom.3v23)  of  “The 1st Covenant”. 

Can the reader see how this righteously operates?  –  Being precisely as Paul tells us here – and expands in the next verse! 
Sadly,  again I need to state this righteous exegesis,  precisely what The Bible  tells us,  just flies straight over the heads of our millions upon millions of  
worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  -  being absolutely  incomprehensible  to them –  precisely as JC tells us in numerous places! 
Col.   2v14 og (the) {smearing out}/obliterating/{pardoning sin}/{blotting out}/{wiping away}/erasing   
Col.   2v14 og the (thing [handwriting])   down/according/intensely/against (to)  {of/from us}   
Col.   2v14 og (the) {(something) handwritten}/manuscript/{legal documentation}  
Col.   2v14 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  laws/decrees/ordinances,  
Col.   2v14 og who/which/that  were  {(covertly) under contrary}/opposed/opponent/adversary/against  {to us},   
Col.   2v14 og also  it/(same)   (it has been) {lifted/taken  up/away}/carried/taken  {from/out of}   
Col.   2v14 og of the  middle/{before them}/among/between/midst,   
Col.   2v14 og (the having) {to pegged upon}/{spiked fast}/{nailed to}  it/(same)   
Col.   2v14 og to the  {fixed stakes/posts/poles}/{self-denial}/{public execution (away from this world’s methodology)}; 
Col.   2v14 = (JC)  the  {smearing out}/erasing  the  handwriting/manuscript  in the  laws/decrees  (of Moses)  against  of us,   

that  were  (covertly) opposed/adversarial/adversary  {to us},   
also   (the)   same   (manuscript of The Law)   has been  {lifted/taken  away}  {from out of}  of the  middle/midst   (of us),   
the having  {pegged upon}/nailed  it   (manuscript of the Law of Moses)   to the  {fixed posts}/{self-denial}   (JC’s sacrifice). 

 

(JC)  smearing out the handwriting in the laws (of Moses)  against us   (JC replaced  “The Law on Works”  with  “The Law for our Mind”), 
that were  (covertly)  opposed/adversarial  to us   (inasmuch even our genuine errors are condemned by  “The Law on Works”), 
also the same  (manuscript of “The Law of Moses”)   has been taken away from out of the midst   (of us actively  aiming to imitate JC), 
(JC having personally)  pegged it  (the manuscript of The Law of Moses)   upon the  {fixed posts}/{self-denial}  (JC’s sacrifice). 
 

We must ask  
What does this mean? 

Actually,  much of this was explained at the end of the commentary to the previous verse. 
JC’s ransom sacrifice has been recognised by all those individual people who desire to precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 

Just  “believing in JC”  has  no  significance  (see John.6v64 – Judas must have believed what he had seen,  far more than we of today because JC was 
there physically  in the flesh  and Judas would have participated in the miracles –  but JC considered Judas did  not  believe).   Consequently,  just  
“believing in JC”  as taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  is hypocritical  unless the devotee  precisely imitates JC,  this means,  “practise 
with fidelity what they know”  =  “walk the walk rather than just talk the talk”! 
Thus,  for those people  truly believing  by imitating  JC,  then through JCg’s  presence/parousia  operating within the individual,  JCg can righteously 
erase out our sins according to  “The Law of Moses”  (based purely upon works –  where,  just  one  sin means failure and everlasting death = 
annihilation),  we become perfected spiritual virgins (Matt.25v1-12)  and we  must stay like this   by  “imitation JC”  (1Cor.11v1)  for  “The Goal”.  
Moreover,  he has nailed  “The Law of Moses”  to the  {fixed posts/poles}  so this must mean JC has  atoned/{bought back}/reset   all  humans even for 
those people of whom The Law has not yet been  {smeared out}/erased  by taking JC on in their own lives  (over their 2 part life). 

This critical,  but righteous understanding blows apart the useless exegesis put out by our  worldly Christian leaders on this subject! 
Thus,  Paul is telling us here in this verse,  JC has died for  all  humans  irrespective  of  “what they believe”  now in the 1st part of their physical life but 
it is only when they  “believe”  (= to precisely imitate JC  [for most people,  this shall occur in The Millennium])  that everything becomes  {smeared 
out}/erased  into  The Eternity. 
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Paul tells us through the double operation what is occurring based upon the context of the writing. 
It is these subtleties that are missed in standard commentaries because the supposedly educated writers just do  not  understand Yahweh’s most righteous 
Plan,  but merely muddle everything up in an  unrighteous  “melting pot”  of useless and confusing waffle! 
Finally - 
Notice the use of “covertly”.  “The Law of Moses” is “covert”  because most people do not accept it applies to them and thus consider their  “soul”  will 
exist after they are dead.  This is a Satanic  lie  (originating by “The Father of The Lie”,  Satan  [John.8v44]  all the way back at Gen.3v1-5)   –  being 
that it directly  opposes  what Yahweh effectively stated in The Garden of Eden (Gen.2v17)   “In the day you sin you will (begin to ) die (everlastingly)”.   
It was Satan who twisted this around by saying   “you will not die”  (Gen.3v4)  and thus perpetuates this myth unto this very day through our  worldly 
Christian doctrine  (subservient to  “Religion”)  adding more mystery to  “soul”  –  please see glossary on what  “soul”  really  means. 
Nor does it help by our worldly translators deliberately add mystique into the translation by swapping “life” and “soul”  for the  same  Greek word!  
Sadly,  this website  “FutureLife.Org”  has hundreds upon hundreds of corrections to make upon the  worldly Christianity  today to return it back to 
what JC and the original Apostles taught as  “1st Century Christianity” –  to which this website  “FutureLife.Org”  subscribes   “Fulfilling Yahweh's 
Pure Desire to be made manifest in The Environment”  (the “HS”). 

Upon my 2nd Revision I realised because this section is so important inasmuch it explains  “The Real Gospel”  that is  never  taught today  –  
then I felt moved to copy and paste another part of my writings down into this commentary. 

The Brethren aiming to become TCs imbue  “The Word of God”  to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so JCg’s presence/parousia  operates within that 
person  (as God's Word),  in this manner JC as JCg becomes alive within us  (who precisely imitate him  [being of his ministry/lifestyle]). 
Actually,  it is more than just this,   

JC as  “The Word of God”  becomes  “The Lord/Master”  of our mind and we truly become a slave to his instruction! 
When was that last said by our Leaders of Christendom?   Never!   Except we are to become a slave of their false teaching! 

Therefore,  because the specific Brethren  are  aiming to become TCs,  then  they shall have JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within them –  being the  
one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  -  and in this manner all The Brethren aiming to become TCs are made alive together. 
Paul is telling us,  because The Brethren  are made alive together  then they have the same outlook together with JCg –  to become future  “Sons of God”  
with  guaranteed  everlasting life  (Rev.2v11, 20v6). 
Because the Brethren truly aiming to become TCs have JCg’s presence/parousia  operating within them,  then obviously they have no desire to commit  
“premeditated sin”,  and therefore they are judged by Yahweh  upon what their mind desires  rather than the occasional  sideslip/transgression  that may  
accidentally  occur. 
The Law of Moses was prescriptive,  negative and based upon works –  therefore it was against us and could not help humans who often make genuine 
mistakes.  It always operated in the background whether we accepted it or not;  moreover,  it was used to judge us because that was the  only  
measure/rule  that could be used for “Everlasting Life” in Yahweh’s Domain  (being “The Universe,  hence no escape from it). 
Because the Law of Moses  only  judged Works,  then all works that hurt one’s neighbour were an offence and thus  “sinning the once”  =  everlasting 
failure.  However,  through JC’s action,  humans were able to imbue JC’s methodology,  which then  covers  the  accidental  sideslip/transgression. 
Because of what JCg did,  as JC,  then he has supplied a better law upon which humans  can  achieve  if  they so desire  (being suitably motivated to 
personally reform away from worldly methodology [= to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt])  to operate upon Yahweh's Methodology  (= to edify our 
neighbour to our own hurt).  Being  “The Law of The Mind”  to imitate JC to the very best we are able  (based upon Mark.12v30-31),  that enables 
Yahweh to judge us upon that  measure/rule,  being what was delivered by JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
The new  measure/rule  has been made available because JC  has  carried our future annihilation based upon works by his sacrificial murder driven by 
Yahweh’s Methodology in his mind  (conquering Satan’s worldly methodology in the Religious leaders’ minds)  –  thereby enabling a  “RESET”  
condition for The Future.  The  “RESET “ condition is  only  viable for an eternity  if  and only if,  we personally  (as an individual)  fully imbue JC’s 
methodology within us to be driving our mind.   Therefore JC has carried our  “old self”  (1st part of our life both  spiritually/physically)  and we 
personally carry our future self  (2nd part of our life spiritually imitating JC,  and physically within a perfected  [celestial or fleshly]  physical body 
created by Yahweh). 
Sadly,  as I profusely state elsewhere –  this  righteous  exegesis is presently  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians/scholars  - 
because they  never  teach it –  and if they do already know this –  then they stand  doubly accused  for remaining silent!   Hopefully after reading this 
exegesis then perhaps it might cause bright illumination within their mind to assemble the jigsaw of pieces presently loosely scrambled in their mind into 
a wonderful vista as that precisely explained on “FutureLife.Org”.  This new vista is only given as  “The Picture on the front of The Box”  as presented 
by The Bible  (but the pieces must be put together  by the individual  to personally fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)! 
On my 3rd Revision  I notice that I have not explained  “The Law of Moses”  was a very necessary requirement that had to be laid in place first  - not  to 
show  “Mankind could not fulfil it”  and thus this become an automatic “death sentence”  (of annihilation)  as might  “a blood thirsty god”  conceive,  
but rather   Yahweh  righteously  had to set  “The Required Standard for Salvation”  not  for Mankind,  but for JC in his 1st Advent to fulfil. 
JC in fulfilling “The Required Standard at the time” (1st Covenant)  could establish  “The Standard we can achieve”  (2nd Covenant)  and thus be in the 
righteous position to set  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  for  “The Mind” (of “The 2nd Covenant”,  not of Levi,  but of Judah,  Jer.31v31-33  
[prophesied some 650 years earlier], Heb.8v8)   to achieve. 
Thereby having been educated,  then we all,  with a perfect mind imitating JC  operating to Yahweh’s Methodology  (to edify our neighbour to our own 
hurt),  shall ultimately be part of  a perfected society over our 2 part physical life. 
This is precisely what JC told us at Matt.5v17-18,  and for all this to work,  being his resurrection back into a  heavenly/celestial  body as  “The Lead”  
for his following Body  (of 144000 TCs over the next some 2000 years)  then see Matt.3v15.  Please see my local commentaries at all the given citations. 
 
7th Prophecy – JCg will remove all present worldly power,  where the leaders focussed upon  religion/politics/commerce  
shall be resurrected as  “The Last/Least”  in The Millennium so they might ideally learn humility for personal salvation. 
59th Reasoning – This is  not  being vindictive – far from it,  rather JCg is concerned about both their long-term best 
interests and  equally/righteously  society’s best long-term interests.  These present  “power hungry”  individuals  (and the 
self-indulgence accrued)  must learn humility so they might  fit-in  with a righteous society and thus gain eternal life. 
8th Prophecy – Present leaders  (of politics/commerce/religion)  demonstrably operating according to worldly 
methodology will be resurrected to learn  “Righteousness”.   Those specific individuals personally reforming to Yahweh's 
Methodology in the 2nd part of their life can be metaphorically paraded before The World as being great joys to The World 
having successfully reformed upon  “The Word of God”  (= “within JC”)  to become worthy inhabitants for the eternity. 
Col.   2v15 og (the having)  {divested wholly (oneself)}/{(for oneself) despoiled}/{(personally) stripped} [middle voice]   
Col.   2v15 og the  beginning/extremity/corner/{commencement (in order/time/place/rank)}/originally/wholly/ 

/chief/power/principality/rule/leaders 
Col.   2v15 og also  the  privileges/competences/freedoms/capacities/authorities/powers,  
Col.   2v15 og (he) exhibited/showed/presented   
Col.   2v15 og in  (to the [= within]) {all out speaking}/frankness/bluntness/publicity/plainly,   
Col.   2v15 og (the) {noisy iambus}/{an triumphant procession}/{lead in victory}  {of them}  
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Col.   2v15 og in  {to [= within] him/(it/same)}. 
Col.   2v15 = (JCg)  having  {divested wholly}/despoiled/stripped  the  chiefs/rulers  also  the  authorities/powers,   

         (JC has removed the power  [being the hypocritical façade]  of worldly leaders self-indulging themselves to their minions' hurt) 
(and)  within  {all out speaking}/boldness/publicly/frankness  he  (JCg)   exhibited/showed/presented   
within  his   victorious/{triumphant procession}  of them   (in positive or negative sense depending upon The Individual). 

 

(JCg)  having  {divested wholly}/despoiled  the  chiefs/rulers  also the  authorities/powers   (having exposed their wantonness)  
(and)  within  {all out speaking}/frankness  he (JCg)   (publicly)  exhibited/presented  them   (as being  useless/hurtful  to Mankind) 
within his (JCg’s)  triumphant procession   (in the positive or negative  sense/{position within},  depending upon The Individual). 
 

This verse operates at two levels  (as do so many things in The Bible),  obviously Paul is speaking about various leaders at the time of JC's public murder 
who firstly become exposed by JC's public speaking and after his resurrection,  he showed to them,  even  “The Death”  of which they were responsible  
had no power over him,  and thus in the minds of   “The Early Adopters”  JCg has despoiled these leaders and lead them captive in his Authority 
assigned to him by Yahweh.   That is stage one,  spiritually within “The Minds”  of  “The Early Adopters”. 
Stage two occurs at the physical level in The Millennium,  when these resurrected people will need to publicly “eat humble pie” in their personal reform. 
Let me explain what this means over the second stage,  being what is to occur over the following some 2000 years after the death of those people in stage 
one,  having brought about JC's murder. 
Starting at the beginning  

“chiefs/rulers  also  authorities/powers”  means all humans who exercise power over other people in an  unrighteous manner  (= operating 
according to worldly methodology)  when compared with fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 

This includes  all  worldly humans exercising dominion in the three pillars of society,  namely - 
Politics,  Commerce  and  Religion  (it being  the most  hypocritical)  

These three pillars cover all forms of social activity –  as an example –  street gangs terrorising neighbourhoods  (classified as operating under the 
pillars of politics and commerce). 
Thus,  JCg will make those people  being/having/taking  “The First/Most”  within society to  become/have/given  “The Last/Least”  within The 
Millennium when resurrected into the 2nd part of their physical life so that by learning  humility/contriteness,  they then have  the opportunity  of 
becoming Christlike for ultimate personal salvation. 
Furthermore, JCg will ensure those schemes,  planed in secret to maximise self-privilege  (at the expense of one’s neighbour)  in the 1st part of a person’s  
physical life  –  shall be fully exposed in public within The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3, Mark.4v22).   
“The exhibition of them”  can operate at two opposite levels. 

The Negative: 
JCg will publicly exhibit their utter  ineptitude/incompetence  (as practised in the 1st part of their physical life)  for an  “equitable society”,  thus 
enabling the general  (innocent)  members  (victims)  of The Public to fully recognise the hypocrisy of these  “chiefs/rulers  also  authorities/powers”  
when they claimed at the time to be working as supposed  “ministers”  for the public’s  “supposedly best”  interests  (but were actually working to 
further their  own  interests to  our  hurt/harm  throughout the ages –  as equally done today)! 

The Positive: 
JCg will publicly exhibit in The Millennium  (= 2nd part of their physical life)  those very specific leaders in the 1st part of their physical life who  
personally  “crossed the line”  from worldly methodology unto Yahweh's Methodology showing the victory that JCg has –  being  “The Power of The 
Word of God”  to cause internal reform deserving of an everlasting existence within a perfected environment. 
 
37th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs must ensure they are  not  operating their lifestyle according to the 
customs of The World,  to gain a preferred self-indulgent worldly judgment according to The World’s Standards. 
Worldly people give “what the World wants to hear” for a favourable response,  yet the mind is wrong to please Yahweh. 
60th Reasoning – A person who desires to find favour in the eyes of humans by following The Methodology of The World 
shall find  no  favour in Yahweh’s eyes.  Worldly Customs are designed to take our eye off  “The Real Ball”  and become 
bedazzled by glitz, hype, and pomp.  This is even more true of Christian  customs/activities having “the [spirit of the] air”  
(Eph.2v2)  of respectability and praise to “God” –  but in reality,  consume our time and energies to “the present god of 
this world”  that is to be “dissolved/melted  away”.  Our mind and time is taken  off/away  from  “accurately  imitating 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle”,  being what Yahweh truly desires to make His Pure Desire manifest within The Environment.  
Note: There is only one  occasion we are to quietly observe – The Last Supper  once  a year that replaces The Passover. 
Because  it is  “The Preparation/Sacrifice of the 144000 TCs” ready for “The Millennium”  of “The Great Sabbath Day”.  
Allegory – repeat – The Body = Those specific people who are ultimately accepted by Yahweh to be an intimate part of 
JCg, become metaphorically as  “one flesh”  in union as husband and wife upon resurrection.  To be in this position they 
must be of  one mind  (equivalent to the one head)  and not amputated away by Yahweh.  Thus,  we accurately reason  
“The Body”  does not comprise of  worldly  Christians as deemed by Yahweh in his  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
The Body  only  comprises of specific people who   have imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able. 
9th Prophecy – These activities are as nothing to the activities having real meaning in The Millennium to actively edify our 
neighbour  (then to be  brother/sister -  nationalism will not exist = one family)  in a mutual symbiotic relationship. 
31st Allegory – Shadow = not the real thing but merely something that is worthless,  has no significance.  Obviously do not 
aim for the shadow,  but rather aim for  “The Thing”  that casts the shadow –  being  “real and tangible”! 
38th Instruction – Thus we aiming to become TCs must aim for  “The Real Things”  of The Millennium,  being  “The 
Methodology”  (= Yahweh's Methodology”)   that JC showed us during his  ministry/lifestyle. 
7th Warning – JC did  not  show us  “slain in the spirit”  activities – these are  not  activities of The Millennium -  we have 
been warned of such-like activities by people  “pretending to be Christs”  at the end of the (Gospel) Age (Mark.13v21-23). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
10th Prophecy – The Body of Christ   (“Anointed” metaphorically as “The Spiritual Temple”)  will be real and operating 
in The Millennium as  “The Authority”  to ensure all people learn  “Righteousness”  in the best possible manner. 
Allegory – repeat - The Prize = “The Goal of Sonship”,  “The Office of Appointment”,  the TC being proved righteous to 
Yahweh’s Requirement – by the TC persevering to maintain JC’s standard driving The Mind for this expectation. 
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This is the greatest accolade any entity in The Universe can achieve directly from Yahweh that can only occur in The 
Gospel Age when Yahweh makes His Special/Greater Judgment based upon The Golden/Kingly Standard laid down by JC. 
32nd Allegory – Animalistic mind = a worldly mind seeking  “The Immediacy of emotional stimuli”  for self-indulgent 
“feel-good factor” -  yet ignores  “The Greater Long-Term Requirement”  of  “Mankind’s Salvation”  over our 2 part life. 
8th Warning – We must not allow  “false Christs”  (“anointed as leaders”)  to  delude/beguile/seduce  us with  “wonderful 
signs”  and thus draw us away from receiving  “The Prize of Sonship”  that Yahweh desires to give to those very specific 
people who  sincerely/accurately  imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (see v23),  for no worldly return  (but religious hurt). 
9th Warning – There will be many  “false Christs”  (“anointed as leaders”)  parading themselves as being most proficient 
– having all manner of the most alluring prophecies to  delude/beguile/seduce  us with their apparent abilities claimed to 
be sourced by Yahweh's HS – but in reality,  sourced by The World for  hype/sensationalism  to  self–indulge  The Leader! 
39th Instruction – Those Brethren aiming to become TCs must be humble,  exercise humility,  take the lowly positions and 
thus  not  take centre stage with a microphone before their adoring hyped-up adrenalin “junkies” come for their  “weekly 
fix”.  This is  not  what The Bible teaches  anywhere within it – I ask those disagreeing people,  to send me scriptures to 
support their activities – but I have many scriptures telling us to operate with  a sane and sober mind in all our dealings. 
10th Warning – These  “false Christs” (“anointed as leaders”)  have  not  seized “The Head”  being of its methodology to 
direct their own personal lives,  and thus are bordering upon being  iniquitous Christian Leaders in their activities. 
40th Instruction – The Brethren who seize  “The Head”  being  “The Methodology of JC”  operating faithfully to 
Yahweh's Methodology,  to direct their own lives,   shall become part of  “The Body of Christ”  fully anointed  (John13v9-
10)  washed clean as  “The Future Bride of Christ”,  fully united. 
11th Prophecy – Ultimately it is  “The Body of Christ”  (metaphorically The Temple)  as  “The Bride of Christ”  who will, 
under/alongside  Christ Jesus,  teach “The Resurrected World” righteousness and thus bring billions of people to Yahweh 
Col.   2v16 og Not  therefore/then  {some/any/certain person}  {specifically yourselves}   
Col.   2v16 og (let he/she) {judiciously/mentally decide}/{to try}/conclude/judge  in  (to the [= within]) eating/feeding  
Col.   2v16 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) drinking/draught,   
Col.   2v16 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) apportioning/divisioning/sectioning/sharing/pieces/extents   
Col.   2v16 og (of the) {observing a festival}/{keeping the feast}   
Col.   2v16 og or/than/either/rather  (the) {new moon} [= Jewish  observance/festival  of a new month]   
Col.   2v16 og or/than/either/rather  (of the) Sabbaths/{days of weekly repose from secular activity}; 
Col.   2v16 = Therefore/Then  let  not  {some/any/certain person}  he/she  {mentally decide}/judge  {specifically yourselves}  

within  the  eating,   or within  the  drinking,   
or  within  apportioning/sharing  {festival observances}/{keeping feasts},  or the  {new moon},  or  of the  Sabbaths; 

 

Therefore,  let not some person  he/she  judge specifically yourselves   (Do  not  put yourselves in a position,  so other people  can  judge you) 
           (their basis for judgement may be wrong – but second guess their mind and extricate yourselves from that position,  so the situation does not arise) 
within eating,  or within  drinking   (being careful how we might conduct ourselves – so that no blame can be levelled against us  [hence “holy”]), 
or within the apportioning festival observances,  or the new moon (observance/festival)  or of the Sabbaths  (special days); 
 

Paul is stating something a little more profound within this verse than what might be immediately apparent. 
Paul is  not  just stating,  we should in some manner be a good person in these various activities to appear worthy in the eyes of The World. 
(Note what Paul exclaims about Abraham at Rom.4v1-5 in doing  “good works”  that can be given progressively incremental twists by our leaders of 
“Religion”  in the manner I now describe). 
Paul is really saying something much more when taken in context with the other verses. 
He is making the specific point,  TCs aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  must refrain from participating with any of these activities in a worldly manner  
by employing Mankind’s customs to achieve  “supposed worthiness”  in the eyes of The World. 

What do I mean? 
There are many things considered worthy in the eyes of humans –  but these things are an anathema to Yahweh. 

Religious customs,  food customs,  dress customs,  national customs,  pilgrimages,  etc. 
The problem is,  these  worldly customs are fractious,  creating groupings which illicit some form of infighting -  ultimately to fulfil Satan’s desire. 
The World  is to be  “one united family”  and this scenario shall occur in The Millennium  without  these worldly customs.   Furthermore,  they tend to 
generate a  “self-indulgent  feel-good”  within the participants -  thinking themselves to be  “superior”  than those not participating  (for example the 
Pharisees”  not limiting the washing to their hands – but made a ceremony of including the arms).  Again,  this is completely the wrong mind to be ruling  
“The Resurrected World,  whose members shall be instructed to do nothing  “Religious”! 
That is on the one hand,  but on the other hand - 
Paul gives examples in Rom.14v1-23, and 1Cor.8v1-13  that teach us   Our activity should be of such a nature,  for us not to be The Cause for a possible 
recipient of  “The Word of God”  to take offense about our worldly opinion,  that then colours what we might teach about  “The Word of God”,  of which 
Paul likewise explains by another example at 1Cor.9v19-23.    

Thus,  we are to exhibit ourselves to be  always  taking the  neutral  position in all forms of  worldly  matters. 
How Yahweh's Word is presented to a potential recipient,  must always be of our  first concern  within our life  (if we are true ambassadors for Yahweh). 
Col.   2v17 og who/which/that  (it) is  (the) shade/shadow/adumbration   
Col.   2v17 og of the (things)  occurring/expecting/intending/necessity/going/coming/{about to}/purposing,   
Col.   2v17 og the  and  {whole/sound body}/bodily  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Col.   2v17 = (the leaders promoting these practises)   that  it is  the  shadow/adumbration  of the  things  expecting/intending/coming  –   

and  the  {whole/sound body}  (TCs)   of the  Christ/Anointed   (shall make this occur). 
 

        (the worldly leaders promoting these practises  [for their self-interest] … … ) 
that is  (only)  the  shadow/representation  of the things  expecting/coming   (to what is really to occur in The Millennium), 
and the whole body  (the 144000 TCs)  of the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  these TCs achieve,  shall make  “The Real Things”  occur). 
 

The worldly customs and the positions of power to enforce such  “uniting of principles”  of v16 to gain human favour are a mere shadow of what is 
expected to come in The Millennium,  but the body of  Christ/Anointed  is real and is formed of the 144000 TCs,  who shall be part of that future to make  
“The Kingdom of God”  occur as  “The Reality upon The Earth”.  These 144000 TCs shall become the completely  new set of leaders  (Luke.20v16)  who 
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were truly  humble/contrite  in the 1st part of their physical life to become Yahweh's  “Early Adopters”  of His Methodology as practised within their life,  
thereby making them worthy leaders of The Millennium over  “The Resurrected World”. 

Where the  uniting  “Principle of Yahweh’s Methodology”  shall cover The Earth and operate within The World of resurrected people. 
As this website copiously explains    

The Body of  Christ/Anointed  comprises of the 144000 TCs  selected by Yahweh  in  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  (James.3v1)  
upon the Christians of The Gospel Age.  It is these specific 144000 TCs  awakened/roused  by Yahweh to become  kings/priests  (= “Sons of 
God”)  in  “The Anointing of The Body”  that are to rule  “The Resurrected World”  by teaching it  “Righteousness”  along with JCg  (all as 
The Bible  tells us). 

Thus,  resurrected humans generally will gain mutual favour through learning  “Righteousness”  within an environment led by those 144000  “Sons of 
God”  (led by JCg as  “The Husband”  being  “The Word of God”  driving their minds as a dutiful wife  [Eph.5v30-32]  fulfilling their husband's desire)  
operating with the full access of Yahweh’s HS to ensure  all  humans are correctly edified! 
However,  if they reciprocate by hearkening becomes a personal matter and thus a personal choice to  (1) live or ultimately  (2) be annihilated! 
Col.   2v18 og {not even one}/{no one}/none (person)  {specifically yourselves}    
Col.   2v18 og (let he/she) {against award of arbitration/judgement}/{beguile to defraud of prize}/ 

/{judgement misled by deception}  
Col.   2v18 og (the) determining/{delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}   
Col.   2v18 og in  (to the [= within]) {humiliation of mind}/modesty/{humbleness/humility/loneliness of the mind};   
Col.   2v18 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {ceremonial observance}/{pious ritual}/{parading worship}   
Col.   2v18 og of the  {bringers of tidings}/messengers/angels,   
Col.   2v18 og who/which/that  not  (he/she has) {stared at}/{discerned clearly}/beheld/perceived/seen/{taken heed}   
Col.   2v18 og (of the) {walking/pushing  onto}/{intruding into} [plural]   {without reason/cause}/{in vain}   
Col.   2v18 og (the being) {blown up}/inflated/{made proud}/{puffed up}  under/through/inferior/below/by     
Col.   2v18 og of the  intellect/mind/understanding  of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}  (of the) him, 
Col.   2v18 = Let  {no one}  person  he/she  {(interfere with) award of judgement}/{beguile to defraud of prize}  {specifically yourselves}, 

the  {delighting in}/desiring/{being pleased}  within  modesty/humility,    (by self-indulging upon apparent humility), 
also  in  {ceremonial observance}/{pious ritual}  of the  messengers/angels    (“Leaders of Religion”  [angels]  imposing pious ritual) 
of the  {without cause}/vainly  {pushing onto}/intruding    (“Leaders of Religion”  imposing their customs and myths for worldly return) 
what  he/she  has not  {stared at}/{discerned clearly}/perceived,    (“Leaders of Religion”  not comprehending what they preach) 
the being  {puffed up}/{made proud}  the  intellect/mind   
(operating)  under his  {carnal/animalistic mind},    (pretentious  “Professional Leaders of Religion”) 

 

Let no person  (“Professional Leader of Religion”)  beguile you,   (by leading you up the wrong path … … ) 
to defraud specifically yourselves of the prize   (by luring you away from achieving  “The Goal of Sonship”), 
(he/she)  the delighting within humility   (the “Religious Leader”  operating in  “feigned humility”  to the greater entities gods,  and “The God”) 
also in pious ritual of the  messengers/angels   (“Religious Leaders”  in pious ritual giving  “feigned worship”  to God,  “as His messengers”),   
vainly/worthlessly  intruding   (“Religious Leaders”  pushing “Religion” on the recipients as the means to “supposed salvation”,  else “damnation”) 
what  he/she  (the religious leader)   has not seen   (hence what is preached is a  “mere invention/myth”,  a concoction of sweet, beguiling words) 
of the  intellect/{reasoning faculties}  being made proud by  his/(her)  animalistic mind   (please see   2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16). 
 

I might state as a competent and authoritative  “Auditor of Religion”    This is,   “Most common today!” 
Paul saw it then starting to occur in his day,  and what is described here has grown ever since to cover the entire world today! 
After that observation now let me state    

Many  worldly bible translations mince this verse  (Rev.22v18-19)  to yield deviant understanding  –  however I present  The Original Greek  
as given by StrongsTM  concordance/dictionaries  and  Greek Lexicons  for your use. 
Worldly bible interpretations ignore the warning context of the surrounding verses. 

This verse follows on from v17  (obviously –  but we would not think so when looking at some interpretations  [feigning to be supposed translations])! 
The last part of v16 speaks of  “The Body of Christ”,  that under JCg’s direction,  shall rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium and  bring-in  
major reform  upon the present  worldly  customs presently  concocted/driven  by  “Professional Leaders of Religion”.    
Noting those people presently with  “The First/Most”  now  (in the 1st part of their physical life)  shall become   “The Last/Least”  in The Millennium  (= 
the 2nd part of their physical life)  to bring about restitution and  readjustment  to human  “synapse constructions"  (by  learning  “Righteousness”).  
Thus,  Paul’s point,  as he often states,  is - 

Do not allow yourself to become beguiled and seduced by the present  worldly customs so you  miss out  from being  elected/selected  by 
Yahweh to become part of  “The Body of Christ/Anointed” now  (and thus to become the  one/same  with JCg as his bride in The Millennium). 

Consequently, Paul is telling us - 
Yourselves  (having been given  “The Word of God”  as  “The Invitation”  to become future  “Sons of God”)  are to ignore the fancy customs 
and the  worldly wisdom pandemic in this present  worldly system,  and you are to become  humble/meek/modest  with your dealings in this 
present  worldly methodology,  else you  will  be defrauded out of your prize by your  deviant/delinquent  “Professional Leaders of Religion”! 

That is the part of the verse where we come onto our deviant  worldly leaders  (principally of “Religion”). 
As I state elsewhere  (as a generalisation in the same manner as JC and the Apostles spoke of The Pharisees and Jews respectively)  

Worldly leaders of commerce  are generally honest  -  inasmuch they effectively state   We want your money for a good lifestyle! 
Worldly leaders of politics  are more hypocritical inasmuch they state   Vote for our politics -  we will help you in your present life -  but they 
want  “power”  to  “control people”  (“their minions”)  from which they gain money and influence in this present existence. 
The worst  (and  most  hypocritical)  are leaders of religion  vainly promising something better in  “the afterlife”  –  Stating   Vote for our  
religion/sect  –  we will help you in your future life –  but like the political leaders,  they are only after  “power”  to  “control people”  
(“their minions”/flock)  from which they gain money and influence in this present existence. 

Therefore,  the leaders of all three groupings have  “Cut their specific third of the whole cake”  leaving nothing for The Public! 
As the reader can see  –  The  True  “1st Century Christian”  message is  vastly different  to what we witness operating within The World today under the 
cloak of  “Christianity” –  and that is the specific point Paul is making within these verses –  being to re-educate the mind based upon  “The Word of 
God” –  so after personal reformation  (into the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  we become worthy candidates for The Millennium and on into The Eternity  
(provided we have perfected the 2nd part of our spiritual life –  upon  “The Word of God”). 
Let me make this very clear –  being how all this works  (precisely as we are told by Paul at   1Cor.15v35-55) - 

1. In the 1st part of our physical life,  the 144000 TCs are able to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life based entirely upon  “The Word of 
God”  (operating in their minds),  The Judgement solely made by Yahweh –  and He places them into a perfected physical body  incapable of 
dying  (commensurate with their demonstrably  perfected  minds)  of  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  bodies upon their resurrection into the 2nd 
part of their physical life –  to become  The Heirs  to teach  “The Resurrected World”  (= “The Inheritance”)  “Righteousness”. 
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2. In the 1st part of our physical life,  the  “failed Christians”  (almost some 3 billion in number over the last some 2000 years)  having not 
entirely perfected their mind on  “The Word of God”  (to varying degrees)  shall be given  in trust  a perfected DNA fleshly body by Yahweh 
that   is  capable of dying  (as did Adam and Eve)  upon their resurrection into the 2nd part of their physical life to become  The Inheritance 
requiring further reform of the 2nd part of their spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”  (accurately  given by The Heirs)  in The Millennium. 

If the mind of these failed Christians entirely reforms to become perfected  (hence perfecting the 2nd part of their spiritual life)  hence truly “ believing in 
JC”,  and by consequence,  pass the final 3.5 year assay at the end of The Millennium when Satan has been released  (Rev.20v7-15)  –  then they have  
truly been covered into The Eternity on a precise like-for-like  basis   as was JC proven perfect during his 3.5 year assay during his ministry.  However,  
if their minds choose to refuse reform and follow Satan's methodology  (being the methodology of today as the 1st part of our spiritual life)  when freely 
allowed during his release for 3.5 years,  then they shall face  “The 2nd Death”  of annihilation at the end of The Millennium,  as we are precisely told in 
Matt.13v28-30). 

3. All non-Christians,  being  all  people of some 6000 years pre- and post-JC’s ministry  -  enter The Millennium under item (2) above,  
alongside  “failed Christians”. 

Note   The Prophets and Ancient Worthies come in additionally at (1) –  being the two flocks of JC  (as “The Word of God”  truly  given/expressed into 
“Israel”)  shall come together in The Millennium  (John.10v16)  because likewise they precisely fulfilled Yahweh's Desire with The Word of God. 
This is  precisely as we are told by given prophecy  at Psm.45v16  (in the whole context of v13-17, noting my commentary at John.2v11)  and  
Heb.11v38-40,  and underwritten by what JC said about John the Baptist at Matt.11v11.   
Quite simply stated - 

That is  “The Real Gospel”  (of 1st Century Christianity)  never  taught by our  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  because as the reader can 
discern,  our  “Professional Leaders of Religion” cannot  “make a worldly earner”  (by tithes/donations)  from teaching this  “Disclosing 
Truth” –  because they  are  personally  redundant  in Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  hence John.11v47-53, 
This is exactly what JC taught us in perhaps most of his parables,  all as I very carefully explain in my commentaries to these parables. 

Continuing - 
In the second part of this verse Paul warns us of  worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders who claim to be  representatives/messengers  (= 
angels)  “supposedly of God”  with prophecies,  revelations and all the associated hype  (music/glitz/entertainment)  given within their  “worldly 
worship”  (see glossary on what  “worship”  really means).  Clearly,  the participants have clearly  not  understood  “The Word of God”  (deliberately 
so,  as explained above  –  2Tim.3v5, Titus,1v16, 1Thes.2v3-6, etc.),  but are given to sensationalise and indulge the puffed-up mind  (the reason is 
explained in context)  –  to become self-indulgent within The World.    These are  not  the type of people Yahweh wants to rule “The Resurrected World”! 
This is what we have witnessed in the last 100 plus years,  being an explosion in hype and entertainment within many Charismatic and Pentecostal 
groupings –  and Paul gave this to us in his warning –  just as did JC at Matt.24v23-26,  Mark.13v21-23, etc.  and 1John.2v18-19, 4v1-3  please see my 
local commentaries).  Furthermore,  not merely these groupings,  but a myriad of some 43,000 different Christian  sects/schisms  (2013 CE)  from the 
Charismatic at one end of the spectrum to the spiritually dead churches of some 400 + years  “in the making”  by their  “Leaders of Religion” -  where 
all the congregational members of these  sects/schisms  are  being defrauded  of  “The Prize of Sonship to Yahweh”.   Why? 
Because all members are being instructed by default,  not  to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  (noting 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.,)  
and thus they become subject to their leaders of Matt.23v13. 
Where  “The Set-Up”  is presented to  “worship God”  in a manner  “To  please/titivate  a  worldly/animalistic  mind”  for  “The Immediacy”  –  with 
everyone choosing  not  to understanding what  Real  “worship to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”  really means by imitating Paul as he imitated JC –  see also 
1Cor.3v16 in its local context –  and all my local commentaries,  especially the last two thirds of Col.2v5.  
Col.   2v19 og also  not  (the) {using strength to seize/retain/obtain}  the  head,   
Col.   2v19 og {from/out of}  {of whom/which}  (the) all  the  {whole/sound body}/bodily,  
Col.   2v19 og through (reason)   of the  ligaments/fastenings/joints/bonds 
Col.   2v19 og also  (the) ligaments/{uniting principles}/controls/bands/bonds   
Col.   2v19 og (the being) {furnished besides}/{fully supplied}/contributed/nourished   
Col.   2v19 og also  (the having been) {driven together}/united/inferred/showed/taught/compacted/entrusted/gathered,   
Col.   2v19 og (it [increase] will)  grow/enlarge/{give increase}  the  growth/increase  of the  God [Yahweh]. 
Col.   2v19 = (leaders of “Religion”)   also  not  {using strength to seize/retain/obtain}  the  head,    (JC  [now JCg]  as The Word of God)  

{from out of}  {of whom}  the  {whole/sound body}    (the brethren actively aiming to become TCs and ultimately yield the 144000 TCs)   
through reason of the  joints/bonds  also the  ligaments/{uniting principles}/controls    (being “The Word of God”  binding them together) 
(is)  being   {fully supplied}/nourished  also  having been  {driven together}/united/gathered    (yielding the one/same HS within them) 
will  grow/enlarge  the  increase/growth  of the  God   (Yahweh)   (being Yahweh's Methodology operating within the minds of Mankind). 

 

Also  (“Professional Leaders of Religion”)  not using strength to retain the Head   (JC as  “The Word of God”  to be controlling our mind), 
                (“Professional Leaders of Religion”  ignore JC  as  “The Word of God”  to control themselves,  yet by contrast,  the TCs/Brethren … … ) 
from out of whom   (JC as  “The Word of God”,  being  “The Head”  controlling those people as now described … … … ) 
the whole body   (the 144000 TCs,  elected by Yahweh from out of The Christian Nation during some 2000 year Gospel Age) 
through reason of the joints  (physical union)   also the ligaments   (uniting principles)    (being truly of  one/same  mind as The Head) 
(the body is)  being nourished  also having been driven together   (by “The Word of God”  fully inculcated  to yield the HS within The Body) 
will grow  (Dan.2v35, 45,  during The Gospel Age)   the increase of God   (Yahweh,  being  His Methodology  in  “The Early Adopters”). 
 

Continuing from the previous verse,  Paul is initially speaking of the  worldly (and worse) charlatan  Christian leaders parading themselves as being  
“The Authorities”  of their subject  (insinuating a  “direct line to Yahweh”).   Yet in reality,  they are  not  prepared to seize The Head = JCg  (as  “The 
Word of God”  to be operating within their minds)  that directs the members of The Body (144000 TCs).   
Thus,  clearly these puffed-up leaders are  not  members of The Body and further,  Yahweh has closed His eyes and ears to their  showman-like  antics 
and  “perverted sermons”  that are given merely  “To please The World”  –  and then we roll back to v16 in context. 

Can the reader now get into Paul’s mind as he was writing this piece? –   For our benefit –  to offer protection and advice! 
Noting the warning JC gave at Matt.24v24,  and  if  “The Elect” (being the 144000 TCs through The Gospel Age)  could  almost  be seduced by these  
charlatan Christian leaders giving their sales spiel -  then  “standard Christians” have no chance!   They will fall over themselves to be running 
headlong unto these  charlatan Christian leaders in their millions upon millions!   That is why Yahweh has  “The Safety Net of The Millennium”  to 
straighten out their minds with  “The Word of God”  accurately taught by  “The Early Adopters”  who were  not  falling over themselves to visit these 
charlatan Christian leaders in the 1st part of their physical life! 
Paul witnessed this starting to occur then  (45-60 CE, hence Acts.20v29) –  but now,  today,  it is just so rampant throughout most of Christendom  
(spoken in the same manner as JC spoke of The Pharisees  –  in the manner that both John and Paul collectively spoke of The Jews -  but not  the general 
Jewish public).   We must recognise  “The Professional Religious Leaders” of  “1st and 2nd Epochs of Israel”  have the  one/same  mind as do  all  
“Professional Leaders of Religion”  (being paid to “do a job”)  throughout  all  Time under Satan's present 6000 years of tenure,  even if the religion 
were  “Fairies at the bottom of my Garden”  the  same type  of people would  take  their respective slots within it! 
Then Paul moves on away from  “The Spoilers”  to something more worthwhile for Mankind’s Salvation.,  being the members of  “The Body of 
Christ/Anointed”  who truly follow the instruction given by JCg as The Head,  and those members of The Body who personally,  faithfully  fulfil  the 
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instruction as given by  “The Word of God”.  By contrast for the vast majority as “The Spoilers”,  they are likened to the limbs being cut-off –  as JC 
teaches us in his allegories and parables on this subject matter  (for example John.15v1-6, and as did Paul in Rom.11v15-25). 
However,  the reader must beware,  these  worldly (and worse charlatan) Christian leaders in this delinquent state,  will give to their 
captivated/bewitched  (hence unquestioning)  audience,  “supposed evidence”  of their  “presumed superb credentials” –  to be offering signs and 
portents to bolster their  ever-puffed-up  image/ego. 
Finally,  Paul offers solace,  if  you are participating within an  Ecclesia/{Calling Out}  operating within what JCg instructs as  “The Word of God”, 
then  all members of The Ecclesia throughout The World will be  ever-bound  closer to one another,  united together in The  One/Same  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that sourced  by Yahweh through  “The Word of God”  given by JC’s ministry/lifestyle.   
Having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  then there will be  no  schisms,  divisions,  dissensions because  all  people are actively working  
in  harmony/concord  to promote Yahweh through JC and  not  of themselves or the self-indulgences within their deluded devotees.   

By promoting Yahweh's Desire to be fulfilled upon this Earth  (within this world of JCg’s creation)  will  ever-grow  The Status of Yahweh 
within the minds of the members of Mankind. 

Sadly it is through the  shenanigans/buffoonery/{illogical reasoning}  by those people who claim to represent Yahweh that brings  disrepute  to  “The 
Word of God”  (JC, Rev.19v13)  and to The Source (Yahweh)  –  these millions of leaders promoting this nonsense,  shall have so much to answer  –  I 
would be exceedingly fearful of my future if I were in their place.  However,  they do not care  because  they only live for this world  and for the things 
this World can bring to them,  they have absolutely  no  interest for The Millennium as shown because they  never  teach it,  and that topic was  “The 
Core Teaching”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  as explained by JC  (and we return back to v16 again,  and the lead-in to v20)! 
 
11th Warning – If the Brethren (Christians) died with Christ (for The Goal)  by announcing they have entered the 2nd part 
of their spiritual life  (to imitate JC)  then they must  not  return to  “The Methodology of The World”  that puts  “The 
Self”  first,  before what JC showed us in his  ministry/lifestyle  as being the most important  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire). 
33rd Allegory – died = not living!  However,  this means we have cut our life away from “The Methodology of The World” 
Our life now operates upon  “The Methodology”  JC showed to The World = Edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire becoming the new lush vine branches  (John.15v1-4, Early Adopters)  and then in The Millennium teaching The 
World by the lush vine branches to then be delivering grapes  (Late Adopters)  for Yahweh’s Winepress  (= 3.5 year assay 
at the end of The Millennium)  to produce the fine wine at the end of The Harvest  (being, the end of The Millennium). 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Allegory – repeat - “progression/fundamentals/rudiments” = thoughts and reasoning that people  naturally default 
towards being to progressively promote The Self rather than edifying their neighbour to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
41st Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs must  not  be attaching themselves,  or even experience such 
worldly activities being the culture of Worldly Methodology to self-indulge  “to the hurt”  of others  (in/of whatever). 
42nd Instruction – The Methodology of JC by implication is the opposite to worldly Methodology because TCs are to edify 
their neighbour through charity work being  the giving of time to accurately teach “The Word of God” to their neighbour, 
being what it really means,  so the neighbour might know  why and how  they too are to fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
12th Warning – Those humans who practice The Methodology of The World shall be brought to destruction  (The 2nd 
Death of Annihilation)  if  they do not reform themselves over their 2 part life.  It is much more serious warning to 
Christians and  double-so  for  worldly Christian leaders given The Most –  thus being expected to deliver The Most. 
13th Warning – Those people practicing Worldly Wisdom given in the form of Religious Doctrine  (by worldly Christian 
leaders/theologians)  demonstrated by  “{self-imposed desire to worship}”,  “feigned humbleness”  also in “neglecting 
the body”  (fasts or any form of physical deprivation)  are all an utter waste of time from Yahweh’s point of view and is 
merely done to satisfy the individual’s self-indulgence.   This is all vanity to titivate a worldly mind! 
Sadly,  this is done by millions upon millions of Christians who innocently do not understand what Yahweh  really desires. 
61st Reasoning – Worldly wisdom is a complete waste of time because the mindset is focussing on the wrong direction.  
Worldly Wisdom operates to promote  “The Self”  in any one of perhaps a hundred possible directions at a worldly level,  
rather than being singularly motivated to promote the best interests of our neighbour –  being ideally how they are to 
achieve  “The Goal of Sonship”  to Yahweh. 
Allegory – repeat - Animalistic mind = a worldly mind seeking  “The Immediacy of emotional stimuli”  for self-indulgent 
“feel-good factor” -  yet ignores  “The Greater Long-Term Requirement”  of  “Mankind’s Salvation”  over our 2 part life. 
Col.   2v20 og if  Therefore/Then  (you) die/expire/decease  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Col.   2v20 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  off/away/separated/from   
Col.   2v20 og of the  {(something) orderly in arrangement}/basal/fundamentals/elements/principles/rudiments [plural] 
Col.   2v20 og of the  World/Adornment/Decoration/Life,   
Col.   2v20 og who/which/what/{wherefore/by}/whether/why  {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) living/existing   
Col.   2v20 og in  (to the [= within]) World/Adornment/Decoration/Life [= all life on what was initially a barren planet],   
Col.   2v20 og (you are) {subject to rules}/{be subject to ordinances}/{under decrees}? 
Col.   2v20 = Therefore/Then  if  you  died/expired  {united as companions}/{together in union with}  the  Christ/Anointed   

off/away/from  the  progression/fundamentals/rudiments/elements  of the  World/Life,   
why  are you  {in that manner}/as  living/existing  within  {subjection to the rule}/{under decrees}  of the  World/Life? 

 

Therefore,  if you  (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)  died together in union with the Anointed   (“The Goal”  that JC made possible for us) 
away/from  the  fundamentals/elements  of the World   (being  “The Basic Methodology”  that operates throughout Mankind) 
why are you in that manner as  living/existing  within subjection to the rule of The World? 
                (Why do you allow worldly methodology to rule your life?   =  Why do you behave like worldly people?) 
 

Paul asks the simple question to them –  and it is especially applicable to us,  of today - 
If  you have publicly stated    

You have died away from The World to be as companions of The Body,  to live according to JC’s ministry/lifestyle, 
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Then  why  do you live according to  “The Methodology of The World” –  being of its laws and customs that  “please The World”? 
This is precisely what we witness throughout the hierarchy of  worldly Christian groupings! 
Just explaining what this phraseology means  

“Died as companions of The Body  (for “The Goal of The Anointed”)  to live as according to JC’s ministry/lifestyle.” 
Died  away from self-indulgence,  being the  worldly methodology of this present worldly system –  so our time is spent in  “edifying our 
neighbour”  in order they too might know  why  and  how  to  personally  fulfil  “Yahweh's Desire”  (see glossary). 
Companions  with other fellow humans who are of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and are  equally  humble/contrite  (presently 
being  “The Last/Least”  in this world)  and  not  self-indulgent in what they do for The Ministry work, –  because they take  nothing  for the 
work they put in  (Acts.18v1-3,  2Thes.3v6-12, etc.). 
The Body  is the complete 144000 TCs  accepted as such  by Yahweh,  by election from out of a much larger grouping fraudulently  self-
claiming  to be  “The Body of Christ”  -  having been misled by their leaders to think in this delusional manner! 
To live  in  “The Kingdom of God”  means our mind delivering works commensurate to  “The Rules of The Millennium”  to our neighbour,  
so we might have a perfected mind ready to rule as a  possible  future  “Son of God”  (as “The Most” in The Millennium)  teaching  “The 
Resurrected World”  righteousness.  Being accepted by Yahweh as a “Son of God” gives  “guaranteed everlasting life” –  hence  “to live”. 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle  is to simply imitate precisely what he did –  and practice  nothing  that he did  not  perform as stated in The Gospels. 
Clearly,  we are not asked to perform miracles –  but in every other respect –  we must imitate him –  else in Yahweh’s eyes,  we are  not  TCs! 

The reason why we are  not  asked to perform miracle?    
Because quite simply in our imperfect state we would become like our many, many  charlatan Christian leaders  (2Tim.3v5, Titus.1v16).  
Yahweh wants us to  perfect our mind first  before  we are given more capability and responsibility in The Millennium  (Luke.19v16-19).  

If we examine The Bible,  the examples show several common traits of which we should take careful note - 
1. The frontmen proved themselves entirely faithful by works from 7 to 25 years  before  Yahweh intervened with a miracle. 
2. The miracle that occurred came with a frequency of perhaps 1 miracle per 2 to 20 years  (not “dial-up-a-miracle” every week)! 
3. The Miracle furthered Yahweh’s Desire to move forward His Plan for Human Salvation. 
4. The miracle never brought glory to the frontman,  but rather,  it often brought suffering for the frontman. 

If by contrast we examine the output of our  charlatan Christian leaders - 
1. The frontmen/women  hardly have need to wait any time before a supposed miraculous event occurs. 
2. The miracles seem to come every week,  often in multiples rather than singularly,  as though the leader has Yahweh on a piece of string! 
3. These supposed miracles seem to fill the pocket of the leader and do nothing to move forward Yahweh’s Plan for Human Salvation. 
4. These supposed miracles appear to magnify the leader while entertaining the recipients of “The Bewitched Crowd”! 

Therefore,  I simply ask the reader to draw the obvious conclusion about what the two listings show regarding the individuals involved,  being whether 
their mind is tuned to Yahweh or to The World! 
Moving on,  I carefully explained in v8 what  “progression/fundamentals/rudiments”  means  (and repeated here)  –  It is just as it states –  “The  
Base/Elemental Methodology of The World”,  being towards what humans naturally choose to migrate –  humans prefer to  “progress towards base self-
indulgence” –  being the  “millions of things”  of which this world can deliver,  rather than fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
It is  not  as we are  errantly  told by  worldly Christian leaders –  being a reference to  “spirits/demons” –  I will not give credence to this ridiculous 
suggestion by explaining in context precisely why Paul does  not  mean this!   Obviously  worldly Christian reasoning would be entirely out of context. 
Note how Paul again uses in the first section of the verse  “Christ/Anointed”  being  “The Driver for The Goal” –  “according to”  being towards  “The 
Superlative Outcome”   towards which we should be aiming to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
Col.   2v21 og Not   (you may/should) {attach oneself}/{to touch (in relationships)} [middle voice],   
Col.   2v21 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor  (you may/should) taste/eat/{to experience} [middle voice]  
Col.   2v21 og {and/but  not}/neither/nor   
Col.   2v21 og (you may/should) {to finger}/manipulate/{to have to do with (to injure)}/handle/touch; 
Col.   2v21 = Not  you   (brethren actively aiming to be TCs)    

may/should   personally  attach/{touch to form a relationship};   (= avoid worldly practices and material things becoming our goal in life) 
{and not}  you may/should   personally   taste/eat/{to experience};    {and not}  you  may/should  {to manipulate}/{to handle};       
          (and hence to gain personal spiritual protection from the temporal lures sourced by a Worldly thinking mind  [that hurt our neighbour]) 

 

Not you might personally attach yourself,  neither you might personally experience   (the worldly lures that  consume/waste  your time) 
neither you might manipulate   (a passionate warning from Paul to The Brethren to  keep away  from  worldly methodology) 
 

It is so self-explanatory –  but  why  do  worldly Christian leaders ignore what Paul instructs those people whom he calls to  “imitate him as he imitates 
JC”  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil;.2v17, etc.)?   
The regular call of  worldly Christian leaders  (and thus are demonstrably  not  TCs) is -    

We must be involved within The World  (especially of its politics)! 
When everything on this subject in The Bible tells us to  avoid  worldly politics  like the plague!   

I greatly desire the premier advocates of  “involvement in worldly politics”  to contact this website to defend  “The Indefensible”  –  so I might gain 
more material against which I can use The Bible  in context  to publicly show how erroneous is their exegesis –  line by line –  linked in with examples 
taken off the internet!  
The Bible instructs TCs to be  absolutely neutral  in  all  aspects of worldly politics  –  this is  not  our world –  we actively canvass for The Millennium –  
not only by word,  but also by deed   (worked “deeds” speak with far more volume than do empty “words”)!  
Listen to the  “vain promises”  given by politicians and then the  “downright lies”  given by leaders of Religion! 
This world is truly appalling -  made so by its leaders, of whom the populace copies - that is  why  we need the Millennium led by “Good  Kings/Priests”! 
Col.   2v22 og who/which/that  (they) are  (the) all (things)  into/unto   
Col.   2v22 og (the) decay/{waste away}/corruption/ruin  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {act of using up}/consumption/using,   
Col.   2v22 og down/according/intensely/against (to)  the  injunctions/{religious precepts}/commandments  
Col.   2v22 og also  (the) {instructions/teachings of information/function doctrine}   
Col.   2v22 og of the  countenances/{human beings}/men. 
Col.   2v22 = that  by  consuming/using  (the things of v21)   they  are  unto  the  decay/{wasting away}/corruption   

according  to the  {religious precepts}/commandments  also  the  {instructions/teachings  of  information/doctrine}  of the  men. 
 

        (Those things given at a high level in the previous verse … … ) 
that by  consuming/using  (the  practices/things  of v21)   they are unto the  decay/ruin  (of themselves and of yourselves)  
               (all the unprofitable things that lead to our ruin by consuming our time following the advice of men  [chiefly,  the “Leaders of Religion”]) 
according to the  {religious precepts}/commandments  also the instruction of doctrine of the men   (fulfilling their own desires) 
               (being our leaders  [religion/politics/commerce]  taking  their position  [for  The First/Most  out of society]  over us  [feeding their lifestyle].) 
 

Paul is very concerned about his spiritual children –  and gives them these warnings for their edification from v16 onwards. 
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He thoroughly knows  “The Word of God”,  and most importantly,  he wholly understands it. 
Moreover,  with fidelity he consistently and  accurately  instructs these spiritual children on how they too are to deport themselves and to keep avoiding 
worldly lures that will otherwise consume our time away from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire –  that is to be imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
Finally,  Paul closing off this section,  goes back v16-v18 in stating,  we must be separate from this World,  being the methodology that is sourced by 
Mankind in all its guises to ensnare,  engulf and smoother reason.  “The Word of God”  becomes a powerful tool to peer into worldly interaction and 
discern hidden Machiavellian nuances.   
No TC will participate in doctrine that is sourced by Mankind,  religious or otherwise  (they remain  entirely neutral,  so  not  to become blemished  –  
being the tarnishing of how The Mind thinks and reasons upon circumstances –  by avoiding the slippery path into worldly methodology). 
Col.   2v23 og who/which (things)   (it) is  (the) word/sayings/topics/reasoning  truly/indeed   
Col.   2v23 og (the) holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (of the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
Col.   2v23 og in  (to the [= within]) {voluntary (arbitrary/unwarranted) piety}/{self-imposed desire for worship}/sanctimony   
Col.   2v23 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {humiliation of mind}/modesty/{humbleness/humility/loneliness  of the mind}   
Col.   2v23 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) unsparingness/austerity/neglecting/[abuse]   (of the) {whole/sound body}/bodily,  
Col.   2v23 og no/not/none  in  (to the [= within]) value/esteem/honour/precious/dignity   (to the) {some/any/certain thing}   
Col.   2v23 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  (the) {filling up}/gratification/satisfying   
Col.   2v23 og of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}. 
Col.   2v23 = which  (things/doctrine)  it is  the  word/sayings/reasoning  truly/indeed   the 

having/possessing   (supposed)  wisdom/{application of knowledge}  in   (showy)  {voluntary piety}/{self–imposed desire for worship}   
also  in   (pretence/mock)  {humiliation of mind}/humbleness    (flaunting a hypocritical façade for public acclaim,  as done today)  
also  in  austerity/neglecting/abusing  of the  {whole body}   (a show  to give the appearance of  commitment/devotion/allegiance  to “God”) 
within  no  value/esteem/honour  in  {some/any thing}  toward  the  {filling up}/satisfying  of the  flesh/{carnal/animalistic  mind}. 
      (none of these things bring any honour to the animalistic mind –  that desires self-gratification for  “The Immediacy”). 

 

        (This instruction  of men  [principally the  “Professional Leaders of Religion”]  of v22) 
which  (things/doctrine/instruction)  it is indeed the  word/sayings/reasoning   (of supposed great religious worth … … ) 
having  (supposed)  wisdom in  (showy)  self-imposed desire to worship   (being the  “worldly worship”  endemic in  “Religion”) 
also in  (pretence/mock)  humbleness   (being the flaunting of a hypocritical facade for public acclaim,  pandemic in Christendom by its leaders) 
also in  austerity/abusing  of the  whole body  (being the pretence of being wholly committed to  The [worldly] Faith,  often for notoriety) 
            ([1]  practices that hurt 144000 TCs and [2] by personal hurt –  fasting, flagellation, etc.)  
within no  value/honour  in anything towards the satisfying of the animalistic mind   (all are just pointless religious exercises, a waste of time). 
           (= None of these things bring any honour to an animalistic mind craving after  “The Immediacy”  [The Worldly Return from deluded devotees])   

            (Everything we do should have some worth,  The Greatest Worth is to bring forth 144000 TCs so Yahweh can righteously close this evil system) 
 

Rewording just to make it a little easier to understand - 
The doctrine comprises of words that truly appear to be  “wisdom”  in the self-imposed desire for worship and pretence of humility and harsh 
treatment of the body,  but all this has no value in satisfying the animalistic mind  (craving for “The Immediacy”). 

Here we understand it is possible to follow  worldly  doctrine that  “supposedly has wisdom”  to inspire us to worship God for  “the wonderful feelings 
this gives to us”,  in apparent humility and perhaps to the  neglecting/harsh  treatment of the body!   But afterwards we have no long-term satisfaction for 
the mind – and so we need to return each week to be topped up  (with spiritual  hype/indulgence). 

This is precisely why  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  give this type of preaching -  because they want devotees each week  “to be 
milked”   (or to come for “the next fix”  [and to give more money])! 
They do  not  teach for  the long-term edification of The Mind  being The Foundations upon which we can spiritual grow  (Matt.7v23-27). 

This follows very much along the same reasoning as given at 1Cor.13v1-4 where we are told we can do all manner of the most wonderful things -  but if 
it is  not  done with the correct  motivation/intention  (being  agapao/{edifying love}  delivering  agape/{charity love})  then it is all worthless because it 
does  not  edify The Mind to become  like that of JC. 
The point being,  each one of us,   as individuals,  must personally reform our  “synapse construction”  based entirely on  “The Word of God”  being The 
RNA upon which we build our spiritual DNA within our mind for the new  Creature/Creation  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15)  that Yahweh can make  physically  
“born again”  as a future  “Son of God”  (as the ideal goal).   This produces a mind that sincerely desires to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire for the internal joy 
this brings to us and of our neighbour understanding  why/how  they too can imitate JC to improve both themselves and society around them.   
We  cannot  sub-contract this out to our  “spiritual leader”,  it is our  personal  responsibility  (Heb.5v12-14, Luke.19v14-22, 1Cor.11v1).   
Thus,  this worship is  not  for  “the self”,  in the pretence it is directed to Yahweh,  but rather we must  naturally  desire to  assist/edify  our neighbour  
without the hype  but rather  the hard work  that is personally painful to us –  as The Bible tells us  throughout  its pages  (read Hebrews chapter 11 as a 
good start) 

However,  what do we witness by contrast within The World? 
There are just so many  worldly Christian groups who practice all these things to make them feel good inside  (self-righteous)  and to  “look good”  
before other people  (please see v8 and v16-18).  Especially when we hear them say  “Lord we make mention of those people in difficulty,   or,  “Help us 
to be good people”,  or  “something else likewise”  to sound concerning and good -  yet it is worthless – of which I thoroughly explain why elsewhere, 
Paul tells us it is merely  “vanity”,  a waste of time in the midst of  Yahweh’s Judgment,  He just  ignores them.  Because it is for self-gratification,  even 
those being masochistic –  these weak-minded people feel they have done something for Yahweh –  but it would have  been better if they had done  
nothing  in the midst of Yahweh’s eyes,  rather than to mock Him in front of other people’s judgement of their actions.   
The correct meaning of what Paul tells us  

It is to edify other people to our own hurt by putting ourselves out in difficulty to  accurately  teach the message or other appropriate service. 
Even though  it may be  very inconvenient  for us  to do this service for  God/Yahweh,  and we are back to the parable of the  sheep/goats  being 
separated,  and what JCg says to them  (Matt.25v31-41)  -  please read my local commentaries because JC is teaching something  very different  to what 
our  worldly Christian leaders teach us in this cited parable  (being the usual problem with  “worldly Christianity”  as spun by its leaders). 
So,  after this,  let the reader ask themselves  

Why would the creator of a DNA fleshly body having placed all those wonderful  self-protection  mechanisms from danger within it,  seek 
pleasure in that  “entity/human/animal”  hurting or harming itself? 

Furthermore,  if it is not hurting –  then why should these religious masochists do it  (if they state  “the pain is for them to remember what JC did”)!   
Obviously,  these religious deviants should have no need to be reminding of their most wonderful creator – JCg  - it should come naturally! 
The only entity desiring this sort of crazy thing to occur -  is the one causing pain and suffering in the first place  =  Satan.  

So,  who really is their god’? 
I must ask for the reader to carefully consider  all  these things –  and then we together can move forward to truly fulfil Yahweh's Desire. 
 
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
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Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
43rd Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will seek the things,  of the methodology sourced from The Heavens 
62nd Reasoning – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs are actively trying to imitate JC and thus have his 
presence/parousia  within them –  in this manner they are seeking the things JCg represent in The Heavens. 
19th Comment – Because JCg is  sitting/dwelling/residing  at the right-hand side of Yahweh,  means JCg is  not  Yahweh! 
29th Good News – Our loving Creator JCg is accepted by Yahweh as being perfect to Yahweh’s Desire and as such,  JCg 
has been anointed with all  honour/glory/dignity  to reign as supreme King over The World – all people are subject to him. 
44th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to be mentally considering things in the manner JC would consider 
things  (if  his  presence/parousia  was operating within them through Yahweh’s HS,  this would be automatic,  1st nature). 
45th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must  not  be mentally considering things in the manner normal men of The 
World would consider things  (being  anything  deemed as normal practice to gratify The Self over other people). 
Col.   3v1 og if  Therefore/Then  (you have been) {awakened/roused  together}/{resuscitated/revived  conjointly}   
Col.   3v1 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Col.   3v1 og the (things)  upward/{on the top}/above/brim/high/up   (you) seek/search/endeavour/inquire [present tense],   
Col.   3v1 og {of whom/which}  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (he/it) is  in   (to the [= within]) {right (hand side)}   
Col.   3v1 og of the  God [Yahweh]   (the) {sitting down}/sitting/remaining/residing/dwelling; 
Col.   3v1 = Therefore/Then  if  you have been  {awakened together}/{roused conjointly}  with  the  Christ/Anointed,   

you  seek/search/inquire  the  things  upward/{on the top}/above,   
{of which}  the  Christ/Anointed  (JCg)   is  {sitting down}/resides  within  the  {right hand-side}  of the  God  (Yahweh).  

 

Therefore,  if you have been  awakened/resuscitated  together with the Anointed   (start a  new life  and aim for  “The Goal of Anointing”) 
you  seek/search  the things above   (seek  “Yahweh's Methodology”  that is available through JC as  “The Word of God”), 
of which the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  that JC made available to 144000 TCs of The Gospel Age  [Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4])   
is sitting down within the  right-side  of the God   (Yahweh,  being  “The Goal of The Anointing”  Matt.20v23) 
                (We too can be placed alongside JCg  [Matt.20v23]  provided we exactly imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  driven by agapao to yield agape.) 
 

Paul is stating to The Brethren    
Look to your mediator JCg who sits at the right-hand of God.  It is through him as  “The Word of God “  that we might come to Yahweh.  
Once we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle as  “The Word of God”  then we can look to Yahweh as our Father and be positioned to be Anointed. 

We have become  awakened/roused  into the 2nd part of our life by imbuing JC’s ministry into our lifestyle to reform our  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
away from the 1st part of our spiritual life.  In this manner we are now dead to the present  worldly system and come alive in  “The New World Order”  
by actively ensuring that JCg is operating within us as his  presence/parousia  to bring  “The Kingdom of God”  operating within us  (Luke.17v21)  –  so 
that we might become rulers of  “The Physical Reality of The Millennium”  upon our resurrection to teach this new methodology to  “The Resurrected 
World”. 
Just an aside,  I often state    

If our sole long-term goal is to exercise power to  “control people”  then Yahweh will  not  elect us to be future  “Sons of God”! 
By contrast - 

If our sole aim is to genuinely  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  and demonstrate this in the 1st part of our physical life by precisely 
imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  in  agape/charity (= truly given freely),  then Yahweh  shall  elect us to be future  “Sons of God”! 

Can the reader understand what The Bible is teaching us within the various Biblical quotes used in the earlier sentence? 
Because JCg is now sitting at the right-hand of  God/Yahweh  then he as mediator (Gal.3v20, 1Tim.2v5)  has  been assigned  by Yahweh  full authority  
as “The Master”  to make available to all the people whom he  “fancies”  (Rev.3v20)  “The Word of God”  that can then direct and amplify our DNA 
given gifts and abilities.  Those faithful stewards take upon themselves the appropriate  weight pf responsibility  {5 or 2 or 1 talents}, {10 or 5 or 1 
minas}    (Matt.25.15-24, Luke.19v14-20)  to express the HS,   for them to use as they personally deem fit.  However,  it is Yahweh Who in  “The  
Special/Greater (1st)  Judgement”  decides  who  of those people make  “The Grade of Sonship”  with the weight of responsibility they take upon 
themselves based upon  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down by JC’s ministry. 
Yahweh has assigned  all things  to JCg  (pertaining to this Earth –  being The Creation of JCg’s upon it)  and that is  why  it is JCg who collects his 
bride of 144000 TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (= the 1st 2nd C,  Matt.24v40-44, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v4-9, 20v6, etc.,)  and  
why  it is JCg who separates the sheep from the goats –  all as The Bible teaches us  (Matt.25v31-46). 
An important aside on  “Christ/Anointed” (as written in my 2nd Revision,  and now I leave this  “dawn of understanding”  untouched in my 3rd Revision). 
Though I have up to this point in the commentary personalised the  “Christ/Anointed”  in the text to be JCg,  again as I make mention elsewhere when 
the word  “Jesus”  is not resident next to  “Christ/Anointed”  then we can assume Paul is speaking about  “The Office/Appointment  of The Anointed”  
inasmuch this is The Goal for a Christian to be  “anointed”  by Yahweh at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55, etc.,)  alongside The 
Premier Son of God,  JCg,  in The Millennium.  This understanding is quite applicable here. 
However,  moving on,  we can sensibly conclude this verse destroys the Trinity myth!   
The Bible teaches us that there are  two  separate Individual  Entities  –  this verse also supports this fact,  else why deliberately be confusing and imply 
two individuals when really there is one!   Clearly there are  two  Individuals sitting alongside each other and  not  the  one  Individual!   
For that matter there is not three either,  else Paul would have implied three by including the HS “personage (invention)” –  of which he did not! 
I am  most desirous  for the most highly  “qualified  (by Whom?)  scholars”  worldly Trinitarians to contact this website to explain themselves! 
Let us remove this worldly myth  once and for all time  by bringing it out into The Open and  publicly  analysing the exegesis  line by line! 
This I will so do with my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  to bring a bright light into The World,  presently held in darkness by Christendom. 

However,  I would much prefer they look at  “The Evidence”  and realise this worldly myth does not stand up to scrutiny and come on-board 
with what this website teaches  in utter  fidelity  to  “The Word of God”  so they also start to imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  which is to start 
teaching “1st Century Christianity” by both word and deed! 

Of which  if  they did,  then  the HS would become personalised within them! 
Finally,  we might reason if we are conjointly revived at  “The 1st Resurrection”  to be  “The Bride alongside our future husband JCg  (Rev.19v6-9, 21v2, 
9,  etc.,)  then why should it not be the  “Quadnity”  because there is Yahweh,  JCg and The Bride  (plus the worldly presumed HS)  –  especially if this 
reasoning is supported by John.14v20, 17v21-26.  Thus,  the whole notion of the  “Trinity”  is a  worldly farcical myth  created by humans for humans 
(Col.2v8, 18-23,  etc.,  noting Luke.5v39)  to take their mind off from truly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire,  moreover,  it nullifies Yahweh's Credibility within  
sane/reasoning  minds –  that sadly brings  glory/honour  to Satan!   How repulsive! 
Col.   3v2 og the (things)  upward/{on the top}/above/brim/high/up   
Col.   3v2 og (you) {exercise the mind}/{interest oneself}/regard/think/minded [present tense],   
Col.   3v2 og not  the (things)  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region. 
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Col.   3v2 = Yourselves  {exercise the mind}/{yourselves think}/{interest yourselves} 
(concerning/about)  the things  upward/{on the top}/above,      (spiritual things sourced by Yahweh's Methodology) 
not  the things of the  Earth/land/country.     (worldly things sourced by worldly methodology) 

 

You exercise your mind  (concerning)  the things above   (The Methodology sourced by Yahweh,  by imitating JC to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
not the things of the Earth   (the methodology sourced by worldly men  [“Leaders of Religion”  fulfilling Satan's desire  to oppose the above]) 
 

Paul exhorts us to exercise our mind upon  “The Word of God”  (sourced by Yahweh off this planet via JC)  to instil within us  “The Kingdom of God”  
for ultimate salvation.  This means  constantly churning  over  “The Word of God”  within our mind so that we thoroughly know and then understand it – 
for there to be  “no mysteries”  because we then have the  one/same  mind of Yahweh regarding Mankind’s Salvation and how we can actively make this 
occur to fulfil His Desire.  This action reforms our mindset into the 2nd part of our spiritual life away from the present  worldly customs and doctrine 
created by the leaders of Mankind  (sourced by Satan whose jurisdiction is confined to this planet)  to please Mankind  (Col.2v8, 16-18).  Sadly the  “fall-
out”  from our leaders’ actions,  hurts/harms  the majority of The World –  caused by the self-indulgence expressed by those leaders  (wherever within 
the social structure)  having whatever power to exercise their authority upon other people! 
 
Allegory – repeat - – died = not living!  However,  this means we have cut our life from “The Methodology of The World”. 
Our life now operates upon  “The Methodology”  JC showed to The World = Edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire becoming the new lush vine branches  (John.15v1-4, Early Adopters)  and then in The Millennium teaching The 
World by the lush vine branches to then be delivering grapes  (Late Adopters)  for Yahweh’s Winepress  (= 3.5 year assay 
at the end of The Millennium)  to produce the fine wine at the end of The Harvest  (being, the end of The Millennium). 
46th Instruction – TC’s lifestyle  (imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  being different to The World is incomprehensible to the 
members of The World and thus  is  concealed/secret  because worldly people  cannot connect  to this  “foreign lifestyle”. 
63rd Reasoning – TCs will never occupy their life in the same manner as would a worldly person,  their mind is different. 
Worldly people (generally as “leaders”)  always put their own interests first in their life,  all other people come second. 
TCs always put their own interests last and  never  take from any person,  and all other people came first in a TC’s Life.   
20th Comment – However TC’s recognise other TC’s in the manner they live and  can  connect with each other –  through 
millennia  by being of  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  uniting the whole body of Christ!   Ultimately,  they will 
be  awakened/roused  and translated together at the beginning of The Millennium ready for their new teaching role. 
64th Reasoning – When  “The Word of God”  is imbued within a receptive person then JCg has a presence/parousia.  It is 
through this  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  operating within TCs during the 1st part of their physical life that 
will be made apparent in  glory/honour/dignity  with JCg,  as his bride in the 2nd part of their physical life  (Millennium). 
12th Prophecy – TCs chosen by Yahweh shall be given full  honour/dignity/majesty  when resurrected as “Sons of God”. 
65th Reasoning – When a TC has the  one/same  mind as JC  (because  he/she  truly has  “The Word of God”  controlling 
his/her  mind as the lord/master)  then the TC is within  God/Yahweh  (John.14v20, 17v21-26). 
30th Good News – TCs will be demonstrably worthy to be “anointed” by Yahweh and be ruling alongside their  “spiritual 
brother” JCg,  as the metaphoric Wife to yield the reformed children out of  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
Col.   3v3 og (you) died/expired/deceased  For  also  the  life/existence  {of yourselves}  
Col.   3v3 og (it has been) concealed/hidden/{kept secret}  {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Col.   3v3 og to the [= in/with/by/on]  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  in  to the [= within]  God [Yahweh]. 
Col.   3v3 = For  yourselves   died/expired,     (having killed “the old self” –  by putting to death worldly methodology in our mind) 

also  your  life/existence  has been  concealed/hidden/{kept secret}    (new methodology not  realised/understood  by The World at large) 
{united as companions}/{together in union}  to the  Christ/Anointed    (having the  one/same  methodology for “The Anointing”) 
within  the God  (Yahweh).     (it being Yahweh's Methodology via JC as The Word of God that operates within our mind) 

 

For yourselves died   (away from worldly methodology  [having  left/forsaken the methodology that  “self-indulges to the neighbour's hurt”]) 
also your  life/existence  has been  concealed/hidden   (Yahweh’s new methodology is not realised by The World at large –  for  “The Anointing”) 
united as companions to the Anointed   (the  one/same  methodology given by JC that leads us who imitate him,  to be  “The Anointed”)  
within the God   (Yahweh,  chooses whom He desires to be  His  future  “Sons of God”,  alongside  “The Premier Son of God”,  JCg) 
                  (Inasmuch,  we are of the  one/same  spiritual DNA having wholly inculcated  “The Word of God [JC]”  to have The Mind of Yahweh.) 
 

Paul instructs us    TCs have died to the fleshly  desires/lusts/acts  of this World,  where the World closes its eyes to The Methodology of the TCs,  hence 
Yahweh’s Methodology becomes hidden to The World  (John.15v18-19, 17v14).  By contrast,  TCs become united by The Mind  (being its driving 
methodology)  with JCg that has been sourced by Yahweh though  “The Word of God”  operating within TCs.  It has been concealed from The World  
only  because The World  “freely chooses”  not  to imbue  “The Word of God”  within their lifestyle.  The members of The World prefer  “The 
Immediacy”  given by The World to satisfy personal  emotions/{animalistic desires}.   This is not of Yahweh’s Mind constructing  “The Righteous Route”  
to yield  “The Long-Term Future”  as offered by The Millennium.   Consequently,  Worldly people cannot understand why the TCs’  motivation is  “to 
suffer hardship”  now (1Cor.4v13) –  while people of The World practise whatever form of hedonism they can afford,  at the expense of their neighbour! 
Col.   3v4 og Whenever/{Inasmuch as}/{As long as}  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Col.   3v4 og (he/it is) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared  the  life/existence  {of/from us},   
Col.   3v4 og then/{at the time}  also  {specifically yourselves}   
Col.   3v4 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Col.   3v4 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) him  (you will be) {rendered apparent}/{made visible/manifest}/declared   
Col.   3v4 og in  (to the [= within]) glory/honour/dignity/magnificence. 
Col.   3v4 = Whenever  the  Christ/Anointed   (being of  “The Methodology”  that leads to  “The Goal”)  

our  life/existence  it is  {rendered apparent}/{made visible}   (being what  “The Goal”  shall achieve for us aiming to be TCs) 
then  also  {specifically yourselves}   (brethren actively aiming to be  TCs)  
{united as companions}/{together in union}  with  him   (JCg)    (to be  “The Bride of Christ”  united as  “one flesh”) 
within  the  glory/honour/dignity/worship.    (as the  kings/priests  of the future  “Resurrected World”) 

 

Whenever the Anointed   (he,  as JC,  being  “The Goal”  laid down for  “The Early Adopters”  )   
                 (Always operates at two levels  [1] spiritual first,  in the mind,  then  [2] physically second,  at “The 1st Resurrection”) 
our existence is rendered apparent   (at  “The 1st Resurrection”  as future  “Sons of God”,  about 3.5 years before The Millennium is inaugurated) 
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then also specifically yourselves   (the brethren assiduously aiming to become  “The Early Adopters”)   
united as companions with him   (JCg,  as The Bridegroom collecting his Bride) 
                 (Always operates at two levels  [1] spiritually, God’s Word guiding The Mind,  then  [2] physically as The Bride of Christ) 
within the  glory/honour   (the  honour/glory  commensurate to the future  “Sons of God”  ruling as  The  Kings/Priests  during The Millennium). 

                 (Always operates at two levels  [1] spiritually,  our life imitates JC  [2] physically,  as future  Kings/Priests  of  The Millennium) 
 

Paul specifically tells us,  at  
“The First Level”  provided we imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  in the 1st part of our physical life by JC as “The Word of God”  becoming the spiritual  
parousia/presence  within us -  so that we personally purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life to be exactly like JC,  then at - 
“The Second Level” we  might/perhaps  (as only deemed by Yahweh)  enter the 2nd part of our physical life  (upon our  “awakening/rousing” = 
resurrection)  to be alongside JCg as  “The Bride of Christ”  (Matt.24v40-44, Eph.5v30-31, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor15v35-55, Rev.11v11-13, 19v6-9, 21v2, 
9, etc.). 
Paul always has in his mind  “The Goal”  being of JCg’s physical  parousia/coming  to collect his TCs at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (being JCg's 1st 2nd C),   
where the TCs shall then become glorified as future  “Sons of God”  (kings/priests – 2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.5v4, Rev.1v6)  ruling over  “The Resurrected 
People”  of The Millennium. 
As we are told in Matt.24v27, 40-44, Rev.11v11-13, – it will be  exceedingly visible  to The World when JCg comes to collect his bride at  “The 1st 
Resurrection”  (Matt.24v27, 24v40-44, Rev.11v12-13, etc.,) – noting that 1Thes.5v2-4  (and similar such references, Luke.12v39-40, Rev3v3, etc.,)  does 
not  nullify the visibility of JCg's coming to collect the 144000 TCs.   We must understand this latter terminology means,  the Timing  will be  unknown –  
because  only  Yahweh knows  (Matt.24v36)  when He has His own Sons  (Matt.20v23)  to become  “The Fulfilled Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  for 
Him to instruct His most beloved Son JCg to come and collect all the 144000  to-be  “Sons of God”  (Matt.25v1-12, 1Thes.4v13-18, 1Cor.15v50-55). 
 
Allegory – repeat - – died = not living!  However,  this means we have cut our life from “The Methodology of The World”. 
Our life now operates upon  “The Methodology”  JC showed to The World = Edify our neighbour to fulfil Yahweh's 
Desire becoming the new lush vine branches  (John.15v1-4, Early Adopters)  and then in The Millennium teaching The 
World by the lush vine branches to then be delivering grapes  (Late Adopters)  for Yahweh’s Winepress  (= 3.5 year assay 
at the end of The Millennium)  to produce the fine wine at the end of The Harvest  (being, the end of The Millennium). 
34th Allegory – body members = The Resultant of our senses indulged –  clearly it is The Mind that processes the 
indulgences,  and it is towards The Mind this allegory is directed.  Thus again,  it is The Mindset being constructed by the  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  steered by The Environment  (knowledge either from The World or from Yahweh). 
47th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to educate their mind with “The Knowledge” = “The Word of God”,  so 
they might  not  desire to succumb to  “titivating the mind”  with self-indulgent stimuli sourced by  worldly activity. 
66th Reasoning – Paul carefully uses the words  {image worship}  because these self-indulgent activities pamper  “The 
Image”  within The Mind in a habitual fashion.  Paul is teaching us to break out from these worldly activities by killing 
“The Image”  within which we choose to indulge  (based upon The Environment we choose to inhabit). 
14th Warning – Sons of disbelief are people who publicly  “claim to believe”  –  but do not really believe  (John.6v64).   
Thus,  worldly Christians to various degrees  (but specifically  charlatan Christian leaders)  shall reap Yahweh’s 
vengeance within The Millennium  (if ever resurrected),  noting specifically Luke.12v46-48. 
67th Reasoning – Atheists are not “Sons of disbelief”  because they have never placed themselves into the position to  
“disbelieve God’s Word” -  they have not read God’s Word first-hand – but only witnessed the output of worldly Christian 
Leaders and correctly recognised these leaders are  “Sons of disbelief”  because they demonstrably do not imitate JC! 
68th Reasoning – Paul can only be talking about Christians generally because:-  (1) in context of v5,  Paul is speaking 
directly to The Brethren as “You” and  not  to The World at large,  (2) Yahweh can only be vengeful against those people 
who hurt Him.  The only thing we can hurt of Yahweh is His Word,  thus it is  only  charlatan Christian leaders who twist 
God’s Word to suit their own aims by misleading  “The Children of The Faith”,   who are the main target of this verse. 
It is  not  non-Christians – because they know no different – they are merely judged by The Law and failed,  like all of us, 
but they start with a clean record when they enter both the spiritual and physical 2nd part of their life upon resurrection. 
15th Warning – v7and v8,  Paul comes back to warn The Brethren (Christians)  “{specifically you}”  not to behave as The 
World  -  now they are in the 2nd part of their spiritual life  –  because JCg  did not  atone them twice if they die,  should 
they behave like a  charlatan Christian leaders acting as  “spiritual paedophiles”,  “rogue traders”  (1John.2v18-19). 
48th Instruction – The Brethren must not display violent passion,  fierceness,  badness,  gossip,  shameful speech uttered 
by their mouth,  else this reflects badly on Yahweh’s Character  (if we claim to represent Him). 
69th Reasoning – The Brethren are supposed to be setting The Example of the Future Righteous Society of The 
Millennium,  so they might draw more people to imitate them,  as they imitate JC.  They must absolutely  not  be 
hypocritical to what they claim to represent – and turn people away who see what occurs from afar.  By far the worse 
“grouping of things”  a supposed Christian can do is to bring Yahweh’s  Name/Character/Authority  into disrepute within 
the minds of sane reasoning people (atheists)  by the shenanigans and ridiculous antics performed.  Those specific 
Christian leaders will be  severely reprimanded  in The Millennium both by JCg and their hoodwinked congregations 
(Luke.16v1-10) demanding  why  they were  “led down the garden path”  and thus missed the opportunity of Sonship! 
13th Prophecy – Yahweh will be severely vengeful on Christian leaders who have seriously misled  “The Children of The 
Faith” – being the congregations under their responsibility  (Matt.18v6, Mark.9v42, Luke.17v2,  12v46-48). 
Col.   3v5 og (you) deaden/subdue/mortify/{put to death}  Therefore/Then  the  members/{body parts}   
Col.   3v5 og {of yourselves}  the (things)  over/upon/concerning  of the  Earth/land/province/country/region, 
Col.   3v5 og (the) harlotry/adultery/incest/fornication,  (the) impurity/blemished/uncleanness,   
Col.   3v5 og (the) {suffering/passion (concupiscence)}/'pathos'/{(inordinate) affection}/lust,   
Col.   3v5 og (the) lust/{forbidden desire/longing}/concupiscence,   
Col.   3v5 og (the) worthless/depraved/hurtful/bad/harmful/evil/wicked,   
Col.   3v5 og also  the  avarice/fraudulence/extortion/{covetous practices}/greediness  who/which   
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Col.   3v5 og (it) is  (the) {image worship}/idolatry; 
Col.   3v5 = Therefore/Then  you  deaden/subdue  your  members/{body parts}  upon/concerning  the things  of the  Earth/land, 

the  harlotry/fornication,  the  impurity/uncleanness,  the  passion/{inordinate affection},   
the  lust/{forbidden desire},  the  worthless/hurtful  (things) 
also  the  fraudulence/greediness/extortion  which  is  the  {image worship}/idolatry. 

 

Therefore,  you  deaden/subdue  your body parts   (any  organ/limb  that  inputs or outputs  to the world) 
concerning the things of the Earth   (worldly methodology  [to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt]  =  politics/religion  [and often commerce]) 
(namely)  the fornication   (chasing after other gods and religions –  other than remaining chaste to JC as  “The Word of God”) 
the impurity   (having a mind that thinks about  self-gratification  to the hurt of our neighbour) 
the passion   (being unreasoningly driven to fulfil  “The Immediacy”  without considering the future consequences) 
the lusts   (yearning to satisfy cravings for things of which we know will ultimately hurt us) 
the worthless   (anything that does not edify our neighbour to understand  why/how  to personally fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
the fraudulence   (misrepresenting anything to make personal gain out of our neighbour) 
(all of)  which is idolatry   (inasmuch  all  these things  consume our mind and time  away from  “The Fulfilling of  Yahweh's Desire”). 
 

JC first taught us about our body parts being  (1) input stimuli or  (2) output functionality (an example of the negative at Mark.7v17-19),  being how we,  
“as humans”  connect to The World.  
The input organs  (of the five senses) collect information from The Environment  (Matt.5v29, 6v22-23, etc.,)  that moulds our  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  either positively or negatively depending within what environment we personally choose to surround ourselves. 
We must not be inputting  hurtful/harmful  stimuli into our mind –  else we shall consider this to be The Norm –  and then practice it,  in works to our 
neighbour,  either to  (1) “self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”  according to the input stimuli of worldly methodology,  or  (2) edify our neighbour to 
our own hurt”  according to the stimuli of Yahweh's Methodology via JC as  “The Word of God”. 
Paul is telling us,  for us to be successful in achieving  “The Goal of Sonship”,  then all the things occurring on this planet pertaining to satisfying  “The 
Animalistic Mind” (= self-indulge for  “The Immediacy”)  must be  deadened/subdued  and then Paul gives a useful list to help us understand what we,  
aiming to become TCs,  must subdue at  the two levels  (where the obvious physical level is easily recognised and need not be explained  –  but the higher 
level is  ignored  in our  worldly Christian leaders’ sermons –  giving us perhaps an insight  of what is occurring within their mind) - 

1. Harlotry/fornication  =  Not committing ourselves to our husband (JCg),  but rather indulging with The World’s suitors (methodology)! 
2. Impurity/uncleanness  =  Lifestyle that follows the methodology of The World –  rather than imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
3. Passion/{inordinate affection}  =  Becoming  “fired-up for worldly causes”  to promote worldly activity – and not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire. 
4. Lusts/{forbidden desires}  =  Driven to  promote/indulge  “The Self” –  rather than edify our neighbour’s long-term interests. 
5. Worthless/hurtful  =  To exercise  power/{lord-it}  over others - rather than to  help/guide/assist  driven by agapao to deliver  charity/agape. 
6. Fraudulence/greediness  =  To  steal/take  whatever does not belong to us – rather than to  freely give  The Word of God in word and deed. 
7. {Image worship}/idolatry  =  Things of The World stealing our time – rather than giving our time  in works  to glorify Yahweh to The World.  

Given this miniature toolkit  (and other slants in the earlier listing),  then we should look around ourselves –  and what do we see,  as we examine the 
activities of  Worldly people?    Especially considering many of those people claiming to be  “Christians”,  and worst,  those leaders who fraudulently 
use God’s Word to excite the  bewitched/entranced/intoxicated   devotees to gain a  “very nice living”  –  “Thank You!” 
What would Yahweh really think of these - 

Spiritual  rogues/charlatans/conmen/paedophiles –  often look so wonderful in  “The Eyes of The World”  behind  “The Painted Facade”? 
Quite obviously Yahweh is allowing them to fully express themselves (Rom.16-32) –  then Yahweh  shall forget about them for an eternity  when they die! 
They have taken up JC’s ransom sacrifice at baptism,  and then thrown it back in his face,  and made Yahweh’s Name appear  “as mud”  (see next verse)  
within the minds'  of  sane/reasoning/intelligent  atheists.  Consequently,  these  “millions” of  charlatan Christian leaders have indulged to excess by 
destroying Yahweh’s Image during the 2nd part of their spiritual life  (rather than be perfecting it during their  last  opportunity while having a  
soul/{conscious existence}/life)   - so obviously when they die,  then they have  no  further opportunity in which JCg can atone for them,  because - 

The Spiritual  Charlatan/Rogue/Conman/Paedophile  has no more  {conscious existence}/soul  within which to reform.    
Therefore,  to all those very many  charlatan Christian leaders within The World  (claiming to accurately represent Yahweh's Character)  drawing the 
millions upon millions of  seduced/deluded/bewitched  Christian devotees flocking to them  (Matt.24v23-26,  Mark.13v21-23, etc.),  –  you have been 
audited and found  entirely fraudulent –  hence my plea for you to reform now  (Luke chapter 15),  while you have the opportunity –  else it becomes 
your  nemesis/annihilation  and there shall be no Millennium for yourselves! 

The Bible makes this all very clear,  of which I show to The World on The Internet  and then   Matt.24v14. 
My electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will draw all these passages out,  to precisely  endorse/support  this exegesis. 

Col.   3v6 og through (reason of)  who/which/that  (it is) accompanying/appearing/bringing/coming [middle voice]   
Col.   3v6 og the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance  of the  God [Yahweh]   
Col.   3v6 og over/upon/concerning  the  sons  of the  disbelief/rebellious/disobedience/{non commitment}; 
Col.   3v6 = Through reason of  that/which  is  appearing/coming     (the annihilation/nemesis  of  charlatan Christian leaders) 

the  {violent passion}/wrath/vengeance  of God [Yahweh]  upon the sons of the  disbelief/rebellious/disobedience. 
 

Through reason of  that/which  is personally  appearing/coming   (at the end of your present existence) 
                (The  Annihilation/Nemesis  of  charlatan Christian leaders at their forthcoming death) 
the  wrath/vengeance  of God upon the sons of  rebellion/disobedience   (Yahweh is vengeful to those people who hurt His personal “Word”) 
                (Noting this is exactly what Judas started in the last year of JC’s ministry,  a rebellious “take-over bid”  to usurp JC as  “The Word of God”) 
 

Now to whom is this verse written? 
Our  worldly Christian leaders would  (by insinuation)  immediately  “finger point”  to  non-Christians. 

They  naturally  would  –  would they not! 
But exactly of  what  is Paul telling us in context? 

1. He is teaching us to precisely imitate JC  (as he equally did at 1Cor.11v1). 
Why might he do this?  -  Because the people who do,  accurately  teach The World about the  True  Nature/Character  of Yahweh. 

Noting the true ”Character”  of Yahweh is   “Righteousness” and “Agapao” -  but  not  “love”  as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
(Please see elsewhere where I explain the differences between  “the three words”  and introduce a few more Greek words for “love”). 

2. Those people  not  precisely imitating JC. 
Show the incorrect nature of Yahweh to The World in what they do  (and thus  cannot  bring an acceptable sacrifice to Yahweh). 

Only the above  two  things interest Paul   (nothing else  in this world interests Paul). 
It is those people claiming to be  “Christians” –  who are by name,  to imitate JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17,  and many other places). 
If they do  not  imitate JC then they have slid back into The World.   
Moreover,  if they are acting to please The World while claiming to be  “Christians”  then they are  hypocrites and fraudulent  to what they claim  
(Cor.2v8, 16-18 and behaving as the verses in context,  noting John.15v17-19, 17v14-19),  but the worst,  is to take Yahweh’s Name into The Mire  (mud 
– see previous commentary)  of The World to  sane/sensible/reasoning  minds of the non-Christians –  in particular “ atheists”. 
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Also look at the words used - 
“disbelief/rebellious/disobedience” 

These are  not  words that can be applied to  non-Christians  because they have  not  reasoned upon the subject matter to even be in the position to 
“believe and then either become obedient,  or disobedient”  because they have had  no access to  “The Core of The Material”  available,  only because 
their decision has been made upon what  they witness by those people already claiming to be  “Christians”!   Where perhaps Yahweh might not be 
agreeing with these presumptuous self-assessments,  when externally auditing the shenanigans these supposed  “Christians” are personally doing! 
Therefore,  Paul can  only  be speaking  (in prophecy)  of people calling themselves  “Christians”  who  “have the knowledge” –  because they  “go to 
church”  every week,  claim to know The Bible  (and if not  –  then why not?)  because  “they are Christians”,  and then as we witness,  they rebel 
against what they claim to represent which demonstrates  “disbelief/rebellion/disobedience”.   This is  not  what Paul exhorts of those people claiming to 
be “Christians”,  hence of his continual exhortation for The Brethren  (read “Christians”)  not  to back slide into worldly methodology. 

Then put this together with points (1) and (2) made above,  along with the reason  why  Paul wrote this Epistle to guide those people with  
“The Knowledge”  away from The World so they might  accurately  represent Yahweh’s Name –  and what do we have? 

Actually,  worldly Christian leaders are  wrong again  (what a surprise!)  –  It is  not  directed to non-Christians  –  but rather  “The Finger of Yahweh”  
is pointing directly to themselves! 

That is precisely  why  Paul wrote this verse positioned where it is in relation to the other verses! 
As an auditor,  I am writing to be exhorting all people with  “The Knowledge”  to pull themselves from out of a worldly rut within which they are 
presently lying,  being that of general apathy –  where,  Yahweh is calling out  “{specifically yourselves}”  to come to Him –  to repent and start 
precisely imitating JC so that we all might be considered by Yahweh to be actively aiming to be a TC,  and thus be entered on the  “short list”  in 
consideration of  perhaps/maybe   to become part of  “The Body of Christ/Anointed”   as the future  “Bride of Christ”  (Matt.25v1-12,  22v1-9,  
Eph.5v30-31, Rev.19v4-9, 20v2, 9  of numerous useful citations to support this future reality)! 
Col.   3v7 og in  {to [= within] whom/which}  also  {specifically yourselves}   
Col.   3v7 og (you) {trod all about}/walked/{deported oneself}/{as once occupied one’s life}   
Col.   3v7 og {sometime past}/then/previously,  {at which too}/when   (you) lived/existed  in  {to [= within] them}. 
Col.   3v7 = within  whom  (The World)  also  {specifically yourselves}  then/previously  {deported yourself}/{occupied your life},   

when  you  lived/existed  within  them   (initially living in the World operating according to worldly methodology). 
 

Within whom   (being those type of worldly people,  flirting with “Religion” of “The World”)    
also specifically yourselves previously occupied your life   (you were like worldly people,   driven by worldly methodology,  knowing nothing else)  
when you  lived/existed  within them   (had a lifestyle similar to worldly people,  being driven by the same methodology). 
 

The reader must understand,  Paul is exhorting The Brethren to become like him,  away from The World because they  must change  their lifestyle to 
become  “exemplary”,  “luminaries”   by precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
This does not nullify what I stated in my earlier commentaries –  but rather reinforces what I state. 

We do not imbue this knowledge being  “The Word of God”  as exemplified in JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to stay as we were,  to be operating in 
the methodology of The World –  but perhaps  (on a bogus self-assessment)   “Not quite as bad as that person  -  over there”!   
Neither should we look at ourselves in the manner James describes at  James.1v22-25. 

By contrast,  we must make a  complete change  -  and  totally throw away everything  we know of our  “old self”,  and completely realign our reasoning 
centres within the mind so our guide becomes  “The Standard”  as written within The Bible  to pull us away from The World  as it presently stands.   
We also use The Bible to - 

1. Learn from  “The Mistakes”  of those people recorded in The Bible for our edification,  and Yahweh’s retribution made upon them  –  so we 
learn  “not to place ourselves in the same position”  –  as they placed themselves. 

2. Recognise the wonderful qualities of people like Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph for example,  so that  “we might copy them”. 
If  we do make this  complete change  to precisely imitate JC,  then  Yahweh accepts us as being a TC –  else,  the context around this verse applies. 

There is no escape –  either we are for JCg gathering (as a TC),  or against JCg dispersing (Matt.12v30) –  alongside with The World! 
Once having this knowledge –  we must stop acting within The World,  and aim to become a TC,  so we might deliver a worthy sacrifice to Yahweh 
commensurate with our DNA given abilities,  to take upon ourselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  as a 5/10 or 2/5 talent/minas  person  (Matt.25v17-
21, Luke.19v16-19)  with  “The Word of God”.  It is a  personal  commitment to Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  driving our mind,  and  not  
a commitment to a  worldly  religious establishment –  being of its worldly  “values and customs”  (Matt.23v23)  driving our mind! 
On my 3rd Revision I notice,  I have not added an important comment  (of which I do elsewhere)  applicable to this verse. 
Certain  (worldly)  religious institutions might use this verse in a vain attempt to justify their monastic existence!    
There is  nowhere  in The New Testament  (if at all,  in the whole Bible)  that justifies a monastic existence except we are taught  the very opposite.   
However,  the leaders of these institutions will have censored those parts by passing  “their bible”  through The Shredder of Rev.22v18-19.   

“1st Century Christianity”  teaches us by both word and deed,  we are to  get out into  The World,  to physically live in The World so that we 
might teach our neighbours by both  (1) our word and by  (2) our  righteous deportment  how to precisely imitate JC.    
What we are  not  to do is spiritually contaminate our mind with worldly methodology,  we are however,  to be physically in The World to  
“edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  that means accurately teaching  “The Word of God”  by both word and deed.  

We might carefully reason - 
Where would  “[1st Century] Christianity”  be,  if Jesus or Paul locked themselves away from The Public? 

The answer is obvious! 
We should reason likewise about monastic people  (they are clearly  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire   [but their own desire]). 

Where I further reason,  if this is what drives them,  where  “The Resultant”  of their activities  does  not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire,  then it is better they 
lock themselves away,  so their  “self-indulgent  methodology”  does not contaminate  The Public  and defile Yahweh's Character any further within the 
minds of  sane/reasoning  people!    Elsewhere I  very carefully  explain why Yahweh shuns their vain silence or worthless chants of worldly piety! 

Just imagine when we are in The Millennium – will we all be shut away in monastic institutions?   Of course not! 
We will be out showing our good nature  (Luke.17v21)  working with our neighbour  -  just as it should be now  (if we are leading The Way)! 
Moreover,  will The Public want their  Kings/Priests  of The Millennium to shut themselves away?   Obviously not!   The Bible tells us that  
“The People will go to (New) Jerusalem”  (= Yahweh’s “Organisation of Peace” = “Kings/Priests/Assistants all around The World”).  

Just read  “The Whole Bible”  and human created nonsense becomes readily visible! 
All this reasoning seems to  “turn on the head”  what we think about monastic institutions,  but that is thinking  with a worldly mind,  however,  when 
understanding  “Yahweh's Pure Desire that should be made manifest within The Environment” (the “HS”),   then we realise these monastic institutions 
are just another manifestation of  “worldly methodology”  operating within the environment  (through “The Ages”,  to the detestation of Yahweh)!  
Perhaps one of these monastic leaders might be bold enough to contact me in defence of their behaviour,   but The Bible correctly used in context will 
simply demolish their worldly reasoning -  especially my electronic “Concordance of Topics” where this will be one of its topics for The World to view! 

The bright Light makes all things visible! 
Col.   3v8 og {just now}  And  (you) {put away}/{cast off}/{lay apart}   
Col.   3v8 og also  {specially yourselves}  the (things)   (the) all,   
Col.   3v8 og (the) {violent passion}/indignation/anger/wrath/vengeance,   
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Col.   3v8 og (the) {passion (as if breathing hard)}/fierceness/indignation/wrath,   
Col.   3v8 og (the) badness/depravity/malice/evil/trouble/naughtiness,  (the) vilification/{evil speaking}/railing,   
Col.   3v8 og (the) {vile conversation}/{filthy communication}/{shameful speech}   
Col.   3v8 og {from/out of}  of the  {“gash in face”}/{front/edge of weapon}/mouth/edge/face  {of yourselves}. 
Col.   3v8 = And  {just now},   also  {specifically yourselves}  {put away}/{cast off}  all  these  things: 

the  {violent passion}/indignation/anger,   
the  fierceness/wrath/fury,   
the  badness/malice/naughtiness,   
the  vilification/{hurtful speaking}/gossip,   
the  {vile conversation}/{shameful speech}/obscenity  {from out of}  of  your  mouth. 

 

And just now   (under my  [Paul’s/TC’s]  guidance of  “1st Century Christianity”),   
also specifically yourselves cast off all these things   (being where worldly methodology takes us): 
the  indignation/anger 
the  fierceness/wrath 
the   badness/naughtiness 
the  vilification/gossip 
the shameful speech from out of your mouth  
 

The topics are obvious! 
Yet how far can we go before we pass  “the limit of acceptability”  within any of these topics? 

We realise from what Paul tells us,   “{specifically yourselves}”  must have a pure mind that does not belittle our neighbour in any fashion.  
Taking the last topic for an example of what Paul is teaching us. 
Just telling a joke to friends based upon nationalism is  “shameful speech”  because it is both factious and fractious,  inasmuch it belittles a fellow 
human within the eyes of friends,  and sadly many Christians will fall foul of this and thus declare by their own mouth  “They are part of The World”. 
I could give many such examples –  but this one should be sufficient to make us carefully think about what we do within our life,  and how we are to 
display   The Name, Character and Authority  of Yahweh  (in our  lifestyle/deportment)  to The World. 
 
49th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must never lie to one another or to other people.  The extension to this  
(being much more difficult)  is that we must never lie to ourselves about our personality and how we behave to others! 
70th Reasoning – Because the  “old self”  (personality of the 1st part of our spiritual life)  has been removed then so must 
be the  “old self”  practices.  Clearly if the  “old self”  practices occur then we do  not  have JC’s presence within us,  nor 
his  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  -  hence we remain in  spirit/personality/desires/traits  with The World! 
35th Allegory – garment/clothing = How people see our presentation = our character  (spirit/personality/desires/traits). 
71st Reasoning – Clearly  if  The Brethren (Christians)  are  becoming like TCs  then  they have sunk into a new garment 
which is  renovated/renewed  so the wearer might be recognised as being the image of JCg -  being created by  “The Word 
of God”  that came through JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
21st Comment – The same word  “likeness/image/resemblance” used here is exactly the same word used to describe JC as 
being the  “likeness/image/resemblance” to Yahweh.  Interestingly, Trinitarians use this word to insinuate JC is Yahweh – 
so does this mean,  TCs are JC or by extension TCs are Yahweh!   Their argument must be considered as being facile! 
Col.   3v9 og Not  (you) {deceive by falsehood}/{utter an untruth}/lie [middle voice]   
Col.   3v9 og into/unto   {one another}/mutual/together,   
Col.   3v9 og (the having) {divested wholly (oneself)}/{(for oneself) despoiled}/{(personally) stripped} [middle voice,  plural]   
Col.   3v9 og the  antique/{warn out}/{not recent}/old  (the) countenance/{human-being}/man   
Col.   3v9 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}   
Col.   3v9 og to the [= within]  practices/functions/deeds/offices/works  (of the) him  [= the old self], 
Col.   3v9 = Not you  personally  {deceive by falsehood}/lie  unto  {one another},   

the having  personally  {wholly divested}/stripped  the  antique/old  man/self  together/with  his/self   (old)   practices/deeds/works. 
 

Not you personally deceive by falsehood unto one another, 
having personally  {wholly divested}/stripped  the old  man/(self)  together/with  his  (old)  practices/deeds/works. 
 

By applying the  “middle voice”  we can perhaps extract a little more out of this verse. 
Normally the verse is translated   

“do not to lie to one another,  stripping off the old-self together with its practices”. 
Which is  “OK”  but perhaps we can extract that bit more to give - 

We are not to  (personally)  {deceive by falsehood}/lie  (thus within ourselves)  in what we present to others. 
The point being made here is that we  lie to ourselves  about who we really are,  and what we pretend to be to others. 
This was captured by a psychiatrist many years ago – by saying    

When 2 people enter a room – actually 6 people enter that room  (but to be absolutely correct - he is wrong - as we soon find out). 
1st pair = 2 people as the individuals see themselves. 
2nd pair = 2 people how they see each other. 
3rd pair = 2 people as they really are  (being how The World sees them). 

However,  the Psychiatrist  is wrong  because he has ignored  the most  important set of people - 
4th pair = 2 people as how Yahweh views those individuals. 

This is The Crux of my point –  people only see want they want to see and will  utterly disregard  what does not suit their  ideals/aspirations/desires,  
their mind will completely remove anything of which they have no desire to be  party/associated  with  -   even if it is an indisputable fact! 
Now, continuing the verse we understand,  we must throw away our old sel  –  being our old lifestyle,  being how people see us in our clothing,  it should 
all be cast away.  We imbue  “The Word of God”  within our very  being/existence  so The World can view us as being utterly separate from  “The 
Ways/Manners”  of The World  –  thus showing ourselves as suitable candidates to rule within The Millennium by a lifestyle Yahweh has judged as being 
commensurate with  “The Golden/Kingly Standard”  as laid down  (= the foundation upon which to build)  by JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
JC also gave a useful allegory to show us how we must be honest with ourselves when conducting a personal audit  (Matt.7v3-5, Luke.6v41-42). 
Col.   3v10 og also  (the having) {sunk into a garment}/endued/{put on}/clothed  
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Col.   3v10 og the  new/fresh/regenerated/young  (self/man),   the (one [self/man])   (the being) renovated/renewed   
Col.   3v10 og into/unto  (the) recognition/discernment/acknowledgement/knowledge/realisation   
Col.   3v10 og down/according/intensely/against (to)   (the) likeness/image/representation/resemblance  
Col.   3v10 og of the (one [JCg])  {proprietorship of the manufacturer}/fabricating/forming/creating  (the) him. 
Col.   3v10 = also  having  {sunk into a new garment}/endued  the  new/fresh  self/(personality),    (built only upon “The Word of God”) 

the  self/(personality)   being  renovated/renewed  unto  the  recognition/discernment/realisation  according to   
the  likeness/image/resemblance  of the  one (JCg)  fabricating/forming/creating  the him.     (the individual of v9 upon The Word of God) 

 

Also having sunk into a new garment   (our new  spirit/personality/desires/traits [= character]  that has been built upon  “The Word of God”)   
(being)  the new self   (having  personally  thrown away the old  spirit/personality/desires/traits  that was built upon worldly methodology), 
the one (self)  being renewed unto the  recognition/discernment   (being a repentant and  reformed mind  that has become receptive … … ) 
according to the  likeness/image  of the one (JCg)  creating him   (“the new man” whose character has been built upon “The Word of God”) 
 

We read the new man  (“us” working to become TCs)  is to become like JCg by replacing the old personality  (formed by The World in the 1st part of our 
physical/spiritual life)  with a new personality  (formed by Yahweh through His Spokesperson,  JCg in the 2nd part of our spiritual life)  created by “The 
Word of God”  sourced by Yahweh given to us by JC during his ministry).   Where it is JC as  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  who becomes the 
metaphoric Spiritual RNA within our mind enabling us to build our new personality to become the new DNA spiritual Creature/Creation  (2Cor.5v17, 
Gal.6v15)  upon JC as the original RNA. 

It is as simple as that!    
But we must passionately do this ourselves and make it a reality ourselves,  by working at it  –  no one else can do this for us! 

Most importantly - 
1.  Throw away all  worldly  religious customs –  because these worthless customs take our time away from imitating JC’s ministry. 
2.  Throw away  all  doctrine of “Religion” –  designed by men to scam off their devotees,  because what they preach will  never  bring 
“Salvation”  to Mankind! 

Quite simply    
If JC did something  –  then do it yourself! 
If JC did  not  do something  –  then do  not  do it yourself! 

Where quite simply if we do not read The Bible to discover what JC did  –  and more importantly what he did  not  do,  –  then how are we to know what 
to do –  and importantly,  to discover whether our  “Professional Leaders of  Religion”  are  “pulling the wool over our eyes” in what they preach to us? 

Because I give you my personal assurance,  they are preaching what they want to give to us,  and  not  what Yahweh wants taught! 
I have written this to be controversial to provoke reaction –  as a loud clear trumpet to awaken us –  precisely as Paul instruct of us,  as individuals. 
Because as Paul teaches us - much of which we are told by  worldly Christian leaders  in both word and deed is absolutely  not  what Yahweh would 
desire His representatives to be teaching and doing!   As I profusely state elsewhere,  Yahweh must and is working in parallel,  outside  “Leaders of 
Religion”,  because quite simply,  they are worldly –  seeking worldly things  (being a worldly return)  on the back of God's Word being unable to 
separate what is worldly and what is of Yahweh (Matt.6v24, 22v21, etc.).   Noting what Paul taught us at Acts.18v1-3, 2Thes.3v6-12. 
It might be claimed this is perhaps  “a little over the top”  –  but please use The Bible as a filter –  which means  read it  yourself  to discover truth! 
I hope that provokes some correspondence  –  so that I might be in the position to teach  (worldly Christian leaders)  what we  all  should be doing. 
A 3rd Revision addition - 
This is another verse of so very many,  that operates at two levels  (both physical and spiritual). 
As I profusely state  (being only what The Bible tells us)  

JCg created “Life” on this planet,  The Culmination being  “Mankind”  that is The Physical Level. 
JCg also volunteered himself to be his creation's saviour. 
JCg as JC also forgives our sins in our presently imperfect state. 
JCg also became our  only  Intercessor  (not worldly created 'saints')  to The Almighty God,  Yahweh. 
JCg also created the new self within us, being those people who inculcate “The Word of God” to be precisely like him at The Spiritual Level. 
JCg  as JC became “The Ransom Sacrifice”  to righteously get us all into the 2nd part of our physical life. 

However,  it is - 
Yahweh as  “The Almighty God”  is  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  to ensure that  “All Righteousness”  occurs within  His Domain, -  The Universe. 
Yahweh having created  “The Building Blocks”  of The Universe was then able to create His  “Sons of God”  who became responsible to its zones. 
Just ignore the  unsubstantiated nonsense  taught by  worldly Christian leaders; –  the above is  precisely what The Bible tells us  and all the above shall 
be subjects within my electronic “Concordance of Topics”  so The World can  bypass  the  delinquent  teaching given by  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”  at The Close of The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14, supported by the true understanding of the standard allegories given in Rev.12v16). 
They really must wake-up to The Reality operating around them -  being precisely what The Bible tells us,  of which sadly they refuse to accept. 
My Comment – The same word  “likeness/image/resemblance”  used here is precisely the same word used to describe JC as being the  
“likeness/image/resemblance” to Yahweh.   Interestingly Trinitarians use this word to insinuate JC is Yahweh – so does this mean that TCs are JC or by 
extension TCs are Yahweh!   Their argument must be considered as being entirely facile!   Can they really reason through what they publicly state? 
Obviously not! 

Please see all my cited commentaries. 
 
50th Instruction – Yahweh has no interest in  race/colour/{ethnic background}  of humans,  neither male nor female,  but 
He is  only  interested in their  {heart condition}/{seat of motivation}  to sincerely fulfil His Desire.    
Ideally,  they are to exactly imitate JC and  accurately  spread  “The Word of God”  so Yahweh might be  praised by more 
TCs being generated  who truly themselves precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
72nd Reasoning – Contrary to what  worldly Christian leaders teach us,  Yahweh detests empty songs and praises if people 
of the congregation act,  not  like  “The Ecclesia”  among their neighbours to bring more potential TCs to  (1) praise 
Yahweh for an eternity as  being  “Sons for God”,  and  (2) the action of enabling more TCs increases the number unto 
144000 elected from The Gospel Age  to enable Yahweh  (according to His Word)  to then  bring-in  The Millennium. 
Col.   3v11 og {what/where ever}/{in any location}  no/not/none  {there is (in or among)} 
Col.   3v11 og (the) Greek  also  (the) Jew,   
Col.   3v11 og (the) circumcision   also   (the) uncircumcision,   
Col.   3v11 og (the) foreigner/{non-Greek}/barbarian/heathen,  (the) Scythian,    
Col.   3v11 og (the) slave/{bond servant},   (the) unrestrained/{not a slave}/{exempt from obligation/liability}/free,   
Col.   3v11 og but  the (things)  all  also  in  (to the [= within]) all  (persons)   (the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed. 
Col.   3v11 =  There is  not  {In any location}  The Greek,   also  the Jew,  
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the circumcision,  also  the uncircumcision,   
the foreigner,   the Scythian,  the slave,   the free person,   
but  the  Christ/Anointed  (is)  all  the  things,  also  within  all  the people. 

 

There is not in any location   (people who are rejected from being invited to endue a new  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC)   
the Greek,  also the Jew 
the circumcision  also the uncircumcision 
the foreigner,  the Scythian, 
the slave,  the free person,  
but the Anointed   (being  “The Goal”  for Sonship,  alongside JCg making all this possible)   
is all the things   (that matter for our future wellbeing), 
also within all people   (those people who truly  have  put on a new garment  [imitate JC]  to fulfil Yahweh's Desire) 
 

As we are told here and in  Gal.3v28  there is no nationalism,  and therefore can be used to support my exhortation as to what  “Israel”  really means in 
prophecy  (over its 3 Epochs)  as viewed by Yahweh,  rather than what  worldly  humans errantly chose  “Israel”  to mean today.   
It must be clearly understood that Yahweh is  looking at “The Bigger Picture”,  rather than a worldly assigned name to a  “bit of land”!    
Yahweh is only interested  “in people”  noting specifically Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9  and of His Righteous Means to extract them from out of “The Hole”  
into which they are presently digging ever more ferociously as The Gospel Age now closes  (before 2067 CE  [the next Jubilee year for Rev.21v1-4])! 

We must get into “The Mind of Yahweh”  –  through what JC has taught us as  “The Word of God”  to ultimately yield  “Human Salvation”,   
then  we can gain the HS to  understand precisely  what  “Yahweh Desires to be made manifest within The Environment”. 

We can see rather than Jesus being only  “The Word of God”  operating within us who are actively  aiming to become TCs,  but by extension,  the term 
“anointed”  also means  Jesus is The Access  to  “The Office of the Anointing”  for  “The Early Adopters”  as we are told at Rev.3v20  by giving “The 
Invitation”   to any receptive person on this planet.  Where  “The Office of the Anointing”  is to become a future  “Son of God” –  so enabling Yahweh to 
gain His future leaders to  accurately  represent His Interests rather than those leaders of today who do not  (hence Matt.21v40-41, Luke.20v16). 
It must be clearly understood,  JC was  not  speaking about the Pharisees (ie.  “shutting the gate after the horse has bolted”)  but rather,  as being all 
part of Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation” –  JC is speaking through a  warning prophecy  about  what is to occur in The Gospel Age! 
Thus continuing  
The  “Israel” of  “The Jews”  (understanding what  “Israel”  really means =  “to persevere  (positively or negatively)  with  Subjector/God”)  were 
disbanded   from being entrusted with  “The Word of God “  (spiritually  at 37 CE  –  at the baptism of Cornelius),  and because The Israelites were able 
to trace their roots back to  “Abraham”  [read  “Yahweh”]   (physically  at 70 CE  –  at the destruction of the temple records and razing of Jerusalem).   

But from the 1st Epoch of Israel  - Yahweh attained His Prophets and yielded the 1st Advent of JC. 
The  new  2nd Epoch “Israel”  comprises of  “The Christian Nation”  -  likewise having its two components  (positive and negative),  out of 
which Yahweh attains His 144000 TCs and thus yields the 2nd Advent of JC to collect his bride at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6). 

After  “The 1st Resurrection”  Yahweh shall then have  “The Tools”  –  being  “the two flocks of JC”  (= “representatives of The Word of God”  –  pre- 
and post-JC’s 1st Advent)  that come together  (John.10v16)   to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in The Millennium. 
We must understand that  generally   “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  (=  “The Christian Nation”)  behaved just as badly as did  “The 1st Epoch Israel”  (but  
“The 2nd Epoch of Israel”  has  no  excuse  [unlike  “the Jews who  are  excused”  and thus all members shall be resurrected] –  because  “The Christian 
Nation”  should have learnt from the mistakes of The Jews, – but virtually all the members of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”  have not). 
That is  why  we need  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  (“The Inheritance”   itself  as  “The Resurrected World”)  learning from the first two “Remnants’  (= The 
Prophets + TCs)  beloved  (agapao/phileo/storge, {edifying/attractively/family loved})  by Yahweh and  extracted/elected  by Yahweh  (see next verse)  to 
become  “The Heirs”  with  “The Responsibility”  to administer  “The Resurrected World”.   All of which to be  in/under  Christ/Anointed  (Rev.19v16)  
if they desire  “survival” -  where it is  “The Anointed”  (JCg  [as The Barley]  and the 144000 TCs  [as The Wheat]  – Firstfruits   Lev.23v5-25, 
Acts.2v1+)  who make  “salvation”  for  “The Resurrected World” possible. 
Now for the usual section in my commentaries –   “Untangling  worldly Christianity”  as preached its  worldly  “Professional Leaders of Religion”. 

Untangling the soundbite   “God is within you”  or  “JC is within you”. 
Firstly,  let us consider  “God is within you”. 
This is  never  stated within The Bible,  where the closest statement is made by JC at John.14v5-15,  where JC said   “He was the image of Yahweh”,  but 
never that Yahweh was in him.  Moreover,  if Yahweh was never in JC,  being the most perfect entity having ever existed on this planet,  then  He is 
certainly not within any person!  
Let now move to JC. 
Yes!  -  JC can be within us as  “The Presence/Parousia  of  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  left operating upon this Earth within His Body  (of TCs)  
while he is presently on a distant journey  (Matt.25v14, 19,  Luke.19v12, 15)  and  he is to return at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6)  within the 21st 
Century CE. 
But there is a caveat,  being already spoken , and yet utterly ignored by our  worldly Christian leaders giving out this soundbite   “JC is within you”. 
They ignore The Context of this verse when they pluck out this soundbite,  being a well-practised  craft on their part in their sermons! 
The context is naturally given in the previous verse    “having sunk into a new garment”   past tense,  assessed by the TC,  Paul,  rather than by  worldly 
Christian leaders operating to Matt.6v24. 
Then our worldly Christian leaders ignore the following verse to the soundbite they use,  it states,  “These people are elected”  and as I explain in much 
detail elsewhere on this subject,  they must be elected from out of a large pool of people who supposedly have the same concept driving their mind  
(hence Matt.20v16, 22v14).  This tells me most people are rejected,   being the people who demonstrably have not JC's  presence/parousia  operating 
within them  (as determined by Yahweh). 
The point is this,  the Christian congregations are the fruit of The Trees  (Matt.7v16-20)  and sadly The Trees have  not  “sunk into a new garment”  to 
thoroughly imbue  “The Word of God”  within themselves to be in the position of imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  freely/simply  for  no worldly return. 
Regrettably,  the trees are diseased with worldly methodology (James.1v6-8)  -  having very little of Yahweh’s Methodology operating within them!  
Where it can be stated   The apple does not fall far from the tree!” 

They are not objective in representing Yahweh,  but they only represent themselves,  all as to be expounded in The Millennium  (Luke.12v2-3, 
Mark.4v22, etc.). 

 
36th 'Allegory' – Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  “love by 
principle”  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1)  and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 
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(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she is  to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics –  just as JC clearly showed us –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
Allegory – repeat - garment/clothing = How people see our presentation = our character (spirit/personality/desires/traits) 
Reasoning – repeat – Clearly  if  The Brethren (Christians)  are  becoming like TCs  then  they have sunk into a new 
garment which is  renovated/renewed  so the wearer might be recognised as being the image of JCg -  being created by  
“The Word of God”  that came through JC’s ministry/lifestyle. 
51st Instruction – If  the Brethren (Christians)  are  to be selected by Yahweh  (as future “Sons of God”)  then  they must 
be holy/blameless/innocent/pure/{separate from this world of sin},   {love by principle  (to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire)},  
compassionate,  useful/kind,  modest/humble,  gentle/meek,  forbearing/patient. 
52nd Instruction – If  the Brethren (Christians)  are  to be selected by Yahweh  (as future “Sons of God”)  then  they must 
also to one another  {grant favours},  any  fault/blame  against a brother must be dealt-with,  graciously by the offended. 
73rd Reasoning – TCs are to imitate JC to have his  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  and thus just as JC forgave 
those people who come to him,  then we are to forgive those people who come to us for “forgiveness”  (Matt.18v25-34). 
This is what The Bible  teaches us in true righteousness –  but what we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders is  not  
righteous,  and more importantly;  they do  not  teach us what The Bible teaches us  (see commentary). 
53rd Instruction – All these displayed works will be done in the form of  {charity love}/agape  to expend time with each 
other to  teach/reform/guide/help  our neighbour whoever they might be –  just as JC did during his  ministry/lifestyle. 
74th Reasoning – It is through the action of displayed works in the form of  {charity love}/agape  that binds all these 
wonderful actions together –  as it will be in the perfected society of The Millennium. 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
75th Reasoning – “The Body of Christ”  is forming and imitating JC for  “The Goal of The Anointing”  by likewise  
sacrificing their lives  to bring forth the next generation of TCs from out of these hearkening brethren. 
Col.   3v12 og (you) {sink into a garment}/endue/{put on}/{be clothed}  Therefore/Then  {in that manner}/likewise/as   
Col.   3v12 og (the) selected/favourites/elect/chosen (persons)   of the  God  [Yahweh],   
Col.   3v12 og (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin} [plural] 
Col.   3v12 og also  (the having been) agapao/{loved by principal}/{edifying loved},   
Col.   3v12 og (the) intestines/{inward affections}/bowels/{tender mercies}  (of the) pity/compassion [plural],   
Col.   3v12 og (the) usefulness/excellence/gentleness/goodness/kindness,   
Col.   3v12 og (the) {humiliation of mind}/modesty/{humbleness/contriteness/loneliness of the mind},   
Col.   3v12 og (the) gentleness/humility/meekness,  (the) forbearance/longsuffering/patience. 
Col.   3v12 = Therefore/Then  you  {sink into a new garment}/endue  {in that manner}/as    (if fully inculcated  “The Word of God”) 

the  selected/elect/chosen  (people)   of the  God  (Yahweh)    
the  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin},    (there are the 144000 TCs  elected/selected  by Yahweh) 
also  the having been  {loved by principle}/{edifying loved}/agapao,    (these 144000 individuals precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
bowels of compassion,  usefulness/kindness,  modesty/humbleness,  gentleness/meekness,  forbearance/patience.    (wonderful attributes) 

 

Therefore,  you sink into a new garment   (Paul instructs them to inculcate  “The Word of God”  to precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle)  
in that manner as the  selected/elected/chosen  (people)  of the God  (Yahweh)     (these are the 144000 TCs elected from out of The Gospel Age) 
                  (JC told us    Many  [some 3 billion] “Christians”  are invited,  but few [144000] “TCs” are elected   [Matt.20v16, 22v14]) 
the (144000 people/TCs)  holy/pure/blameless/innocent/{separate from this world of sin} 
also the having been  agapao/{edifying loved}   (Yahweh through JC as  “The Word of God”  edified them to become Christlike) 
(you to be having)   the bowels of  compassion/pity,   the  usefulness/kindliness,    
modesty/humbleness,  gentleness/meekness,  forbearance/patience   (being all wonderful attributes) 
 

Paul now states here precisely what this website teaches throughout  
Sink into the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that of JC,  and Yahweh shall  select/elect  us as being  holy/pure/blameless. 
Also “The Remnant” (TCs of  “The 2nd Epoch Israel”)  returning to The Lord –  have been  agapao/{edifying loved}  by The Lord  (Yahweh). 
Where Yahweh is offering  “edifying love”  to all of Mankind through His Word to edify our mind,  but most people reject it in Satan's World,  
and it is only “The Early Adopters”  who fully grow upon  “The Word of God”  to achieve  “The Required Standard” to  become mature TCs. 

TCs have their bowels full of compassion,  usefulness/kindness,  modesty/humility/humbleness,  gentleness/meekness. 
This is the true  “clothing”  that a TC shows to The World  and  to those people with whom they associate.   

There is no hypocrisy,  nor a façade painted for the public gaze  (clothes/garb/trinkets/etc.  or  “the professional public face”) –  as we witness operating 
in persons claiming to be “Christians”  where they prefer “darkness” to hide their private lives  from public  examination/scrutiny  and audit against 
1Pet.2v21-24.   Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  shall peer deep into a Christian’s  “synapse construction”  (1Sam.16v7-13  for 
election unto future kingship)  to see if their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is worthy of being a Personally  adopted  Son  (as The Bible tells us). 
Importantly a  Buddhist/Hindu/etc.,  may have all these wonderful qualities and still  not be a TC,  thus it is  also  the  accurate  teaching of The Real 
Gospel  that  separates a TC  from those non-Christians.  But clearly non-Christians having these wonderful qualities will have nothing to fear in The 
Millennium –  they will  blossom/mature  in this new righteous society and will certainly gain eternal life as  sons/daughters  of The JCg and his bride 
(144000 TCs).  Note   It would  not  be their  worldly  faith of the 1st part of their life that delivered them into The Millennium,  but  only  what JC did for 
all  humans  (irrespective of what they believed 1John.2v2, 4v14)  as a free gift  (being no respecter of people – Matt.22v16).  This free gift of JC allows 
them upon their resurrection to flourish in  “Righteousness”  within the perfected society of The Millennium in a perfected DNA fleshly body  (given  in 
trust  for the person to then purify  his/her  mind in The Millennium,  commensurate to the given perfected physical body). 
Col.   3v13 og (the) {holding oneself up against}/{bearing with}/enduring/forbearing/suffering [middle voice, plural]  
Col.   3v13 og {one another}/mutual/together   also  
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Col.   3v13 og (the) {granting as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindliness/forgiving/pardoning/rescuing} [middle voice, plural]   
Col.   3v13 og (to the) {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves],   
Col.   3v13 og if/whenever  {some/any/certain person}   toward/nearness/{accession to}  {some/any/certain thing}   
Col.   3v13 og (he/she may/should) hold/possess/obtain/has  (the) blame/fault/quarrel/complaint,   
Col.   3v13 og just/as/that/how/when  also  the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed   
Col.   3v13 og (he) {granted as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindliness}/forgave/pardoned/rescued [middle voice]   
Col.   3v13 og {to yourselves},  {in this manner}/{after that}/likewise/as/so   also  {specifically yourselves. 
Col.   3v13 =  the  personally {bearing with}/enduring   {one another}   

also  yourselves  personally {granting as a favour}/{dealing graciously}/{gratuitously in kindliness}    (always be  gracious/kind  if a TC) 
whenever  {some/any person}  has/possesses  the  blame/fault/compliant  towards  {some/any thing},   (have a fault between brethren) 
just/as  also  the  Christ/Anointed  personally {granted as a favour}/{dealt graciously}/{gratuitously in kindliness}  {to yourselves},  
also  {specifically yourselves}  (brethren/“Christians”  behave)   likewise.      (You are to imitate JC to one another – just as he to yourselves) 

 

(Yourselves)   personally {bearing with}/enduring  one another   
also yourselves personally  {granting as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindliness}    
whenever some person has  blame/complaint  towards something   (a  problem/fault  between The Brethren then … … ) 
just/as  also the Anointed  (JC unto Sonship to Yahweh)   personally  {granted as a favour}/{gratuitously in kindliness}  to yourselves 
also  specifically yourselves  (brethren/”Christians” behave)  likewise   (If you are a Christian,  then you are to imitate JC's qualities). 
 

By imitating JC who personally  {grants favours}/{deals graciously}  with us individually,  then likewise we too are to personally  {grant favours}/{deal 
graciously}  with those brethren who fault against us.  
Consequently,  by doing this,  then we gain a mindset worthy of The Millennium,  where we,  as  brothers/sisters  (of The One Family,  Matt.12v48-50),  
shall mutually forgive -  just as JC stated to his disciples  (Matt.18v21-22).  Note this instruction is  directed to our  brothers/sisters  who themselves did  
not  deliberately  cause  fault/complaint/blame -  being only a  True Accident.  There is absolutely  nothing  in The Bible that instructs us to personally 
forgive any person who premeditates a grievance and shows no remorse afterwards.  This  is True  -  irrespective of what our errant  worldly Christian 
leaders state in unrighteous  error!   I give some very detailed exegesis elsewhere,  and specifically quote The Bible to justify what I have stated here. 
However,  if  the person causing the premeditated grievance  truly repents  afterwards –  then we  must  welcome them with open arms and explain  why  
we have utterly forgiven them.  This is absolutely core Bible message – it is,  however,  not  what we are taught by hypocritical  worldly Christian leaders 
who spin God’s Word upon its head and make it utterly  unrighteous  within  sane/reasoning  minds!   And thus,  not  truly representing Yahweh’s Word. 
The reader can understand  why  we too  must truly imitate JC,  so we become truly forgiven and be given eternal life according to Yahweh’s Decree and 
the most wonderful gift that JC gave to us being “The Undeserved Gift”  of  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  as a  like-for-like  equivalence. 

It is not specifically  “The Works of forgiving”  being of our  “Output”  from our Mind that saves us –  but rather,  our thoughts  of agapao 
operating in our mind that  “make us righteous”  in Yahweh’s Judgement  (1Sam.16v7-13). 

It is all about The Mindset –  being constructed by the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  of JC being  “The Word of God”  giving instruction to 
then deliver The Works commensurate with The New Mindset  of which  “The Judging World”  can view to become their window to our mind. 

We can look around The World today and examine what both Christians do and what non-Christians do. 
The overlapping Gaussian Distribution of both populations show virtually no differences between both populations,  and so how can  “Christians”  
(being specifically the leaders in their fallacious claims)   then state  “God loves us”  when by  examination/audit  their group is no different to The 
World at large  (where by inference of their teaching   “God does not love them”)  -  thereby demonstrably having  not  endued a new garment that gives 
a personality that precisely imitates JC's ministry/lifestyle.  Then looking at some of TV Reality Court-room cases of  “Judge Judy”  and  “Judge 
Rinder”  where the defendant is obviously guilty when examining The Evidence,  and afterwards,  the defendant having lost an indefensible case then 
calls upon Jesus or God to rebuke the sentence and the plaintiff!     

Has this person really put on a new garment? 
But yet,   no doubt the defendant regularly goes to church,  sings most ardently,  participates within the religious discourse and highly commended by the 
church leader as supposedly being   “a child of God”! 
The whole thing is a charade,  bunkum,  bogus nonsense and thus all these people are rejected by Yahweh for any position of future responsibility as a  
“Son/Child of God”;   particularly  the  worldly Christian leaders making  such fraudulent statements  (Luke.12v46-48, James.3v1, etc.). 

Can the reader see where I am going with this,  without any more words needed? 
That is  why  there  are only  144000  “Children/Sons of God”  over the whole some 2000 year Gospel Age of some 3 billion Christians. 

Sometimes when I look at  “Mankind”,  I am somewhat surprised Yahweh can justify that many proven righteous individuals over 2000 years! 
The ratio is about 1 TC in some 100,000 worldly people at the close of The Gospel Age  – based upon a calculation I give elsewhere. 

Col.   3v14 og over/upon/concerning   (to the) all  And  {to these  (persons/things)}   
Col.   3v14 og the  agape/benevolence/charity/dear/love  who/which  (it) is   
Col.   3v14 og (the) {joint tie}/ligament/{uniting principle}/control/band/bond/link   
Col.   3v14 og of the  {(the state of) completeness/perfectness}. 
Col.   3v14 = And  upon/concerning  to the  all  these things    (being the aforementioned attributes of a TC) 

the  {charity love}/agape  which  it is  the  complete/perfect  joint/bond/{uniting principle}    (yielding these attributes operating in a TC). 
 

And concerning all these things   (being  within/supporting  all these aforementioned things is …  … ) 
the  agape/charity   (the physical works being freely given,   driven by the mind operating upon  agapao/{edifying love})   
which is the  {joint tie}/ligament  (uniting principle)  of the state of  completeness/perfection 
 

Paul is teaching us,  {charity love}/agape  (driven by the  agapao/{edifying love}  of the mind)  given as physical “works”,  is  the unifying action 
between all these forms of works stated in the previous several verses.  It is the  “putting out”  of oneself in  difficulty/trouble/sacrifice  to aid our 
neighbour shows to  “The Judging World”  the state of our mind. 
The greatest aid any human can do is to lay down their life in sacrifice for their neighbour. 
This sacrifice operates at two levels. 

1. Spiritual Level.  Means we sacrifice our mind away from self-indulging one’s own present existence,  but ideally set The Required 
Standard in our life that is truly represented of what shall occur in The Millennium. 

2. Physical Level.  Means we inevitably sacrifice our physical life – because our actions in  (1) above  exposes the hypocrisy operating 
within  “Professional Leaders of Religion”  provoking them to remove “this irritant”  TC  from out of society thereby enabling these 
leaders to  “continue business as usual”  (John.11v47-53). 

This is  not  what we are taught by deed through our  worldly Christian leaders  –  who do  not  understand what this all means! 
It means  we sacrifice our present existence away from the  self-indulging  of what The World can yield,  so we,  aiming to become TCs,  ideally to 
precisely imitate  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  thereby enabling other people to understand  why and how  they too can become a TC  (as judged by Yahweh),  
and thus ideally become future  “Sons of God”  (to further fulfil Yahweh’s Desire into The Millennium).  
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It is The Sacrifice away from self-indulgences of this world,   to deliver an acceptable offering  (of the next generation of TCs)  to Yahweh on His altar  
(= our local environment - within His presence). 

Again,  this is  not  what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders! 
Yahweh does  not  want a physically dead individual –  He desires these TCs to remain alive sufficiently long enough for His Word to be  accurately  
promoted/transmitted  into The World by people precisely fulfilling His Desire to ultimately yield the required 144000 TCs over the required 2000 year 
period!   Thus,  foolishly putting yourself in the  “firing-line”  for  a worldly cause  is absolutely  not  regarded as sensible by Yahweh  (a classic 
example of this,  is Dietrich Bonhoeffer being foolish –  but he is errantly held up as a good example by our  spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders 
who obviously ignore what The Bible teaches us at Luke.13v1-5, Rom.13v1-5, etc.). 
Sadly,  worldly Christian leaders promote  “the negative” (of The World)  in their sermons,   rather than  “the positive”  (being Yahweh’s Word), –  how 
twisted and so very bizarre!”  But unless we  absolutely know and thoroughly understand  The Bible –  then we would accept what they say is correct,  –  
but I can show how  entirely wrong and twisted  are our worldly Christian leaders in what they preach –  because they are  firmly rooted  in the present 
world and of its methodology!    

Where,  by contrary, they should be as sojourners, aliens in a foreign land –  precisely as The Bible tells us in many places. 
Consequently,  they evidently have  no  HS – because they cannot reason and think like Yahweh –  and we return full circle –  they have no agapao to 
yield agape  (freely and simply for  no  worldly return),  yet by contrary they will speak much about “love” and  “the HS oozing out of them”! 
As I state elsewhere,  a conman, rogue trader must state how wonderful they,  and their works are,  because they have no works desired by Yahweh to 
show to us!   They preach to The World,  for what The World wants to pay to have its ears flattered,  2Tim.4v3-4. 
 
31st Good News – TCs will have  peace  (knowing Yahweh has sorted out “The Most Marvellous Plan for Human 
Salvation”),  prosperity  (of the most wonderful future as possible a “Son of God”),  rest  (from the problems sourced by 
self-indulging within The World)  that  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  brings to a person. 
22nd Comment – This  “Good News”  will rule the TC’s  heart/{seat of motivation}  to drive the TC ever forward to fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire within The World,  which is simply stated:  “To precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle”. 
76th Reasoning – The Brethren (Christians)  are summoned to become TCs,  but whether they are finally  elected/chosen  
for Sonship to Yahweh depends upon their heart condition. –  Are they  truly  motivated to imitate JC’s  ministry/lifestyle? 
16th Warning – While we are  called/summoned  (as Brethren),  we might not be  Elected/Chosen (as “Sons of God”),  
thus it is very possible to fail at  “The Short List”  stage  (and  “be moved down The Table”  by being too presumptuous”),  
as Paul keeps stating,  we who are aiming for Sonship to Yahweh must be  stoic/firm/steadfast  in  “The Real Faith”. 
32nd Good News – TCs who achieve Sonship to Yahweh will be well-favoured,  because  they remained resolute against 
the persecution faced during the 1st part of their life precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  (as deemed by Yahweh). 
14th Prophecy – People accepted by Yahweh as being part of JCg’s body shall become  “well favoured”  as Sons of God. 
Allegory – repeat – The Body = Those specific people who are ultimately accepted by Yahweh to be an intimate part of 
JCg, become metaphorically as  “one flesh”  in union as husband and wife upon resurrection.  To be in this position they 
must be of  one mind  (equivalent to the one head)  and not amputated away by Yahweh.  Thus,  we accurately reason  
“The Body”  does not comprise of  worldly  Christians as deemed by Yahweh in his  “Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”. 
The Body  only  comprises of specific people who  have imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle  to the very best they are able. 
Col.   3v15 og Also  the  peace/prosperity/rest  of the  God  [Yahweh]   (let it) {to arbitrate/govern}/prevail/rule   
Col.   3v15 og in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of yourselves},   into/unto  who/what/which/that   
Col.   3v15 og also  (you were) called/bid/summoned/announced/named/assigned  in  (to the [= within]) one/singularly   
Col.   3v15 og (to the) {whole/sound body}/bodily,   
Col.   3v15 og also  (the) {well-favoured}/grateful/thankful [plural]   (you) {become to be}. 
Col.   3v15 = Also  let  the  peace/prosperity/rest  of the  God  arbitrate/govern/rule  within  your  hearts/{seats of motivation},  

into  what  also  you were  called/summoned  within  the  one/singular  {whole/sound body},   
also  you  {become to be}  the  {well-favoured}/grateful/thankful. 

 

Also let the  peace/property/rest  of the God  (Yahweh)    (being what  “The Word of God”  yields within a truly repentant mind) 
arbitrate/govern  within your  hearts/{seats of motivation}   (“The Word of God”  working in The Mind,  guides our  unruly/impassioned heart), 
into what  also you were  called/invited  within the one whole body   (of  “The Anointed”  –  being  “The Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”) 
also you become to be  {well-favoured}/grateful   (for being given  “The Opportunity”   of possibly achieving this most marvellous Goal). 
 

From the previous verse,  we see Yahweh is  electing/selecting  His future  “Sons (of God”)  demonstrating their virtuous qualities to The World by 
imitating JC  (see what Peter said about JC,  knowing JC for perhaps 20+ years  [1Pet.2v21-24] and my commentary to Matt.4v22 that explains how). 
Consequently,  in the next verse we see it is these very specific individuals who have Yahweh’s  “Word of God”  ruling their  heart/{seat of motivation}  
proving themselves worthy to become part of  “The Body of Christ”.   This body comprises of 144000 members here upon The Earth driven by The Mind  
(that is JCg as  “The Word of God”  operating within their own minds to control their potentially unruly and impassioned  heart/{seat of motivation}  
[that could go off in the wrong direction if unchecked, Jer.17v9]). 
These individuals are accepted by Yahweh as being  “The Body of Christ”  comprising of the 144000 TCs taken over the whole Gospel Age of some 2000 
years,  then,  as we are told,  they are highly favoured  (given positions of Great Responsibility,  Luke.19v16-19)  for which they are personally  
grateful/thankful  when  awakened/roused  to become future  “Sons of God”  at  “The 1st Resurrection” (Rev.20v6).    
 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - Christ/Anointed = The Office of Appointment made possible by Yahweh’s Anointing as  Kings/Priests 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Reasoning – repeat - “The Body of Christ”  is forming and imitating JC for  “The Goal of The Anointing”  by likewise  
sacrificing their lives  to bring forth the next generation of TCs from out of these hearkening brethren. 
54th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will have the  word/sayings/reasoning  of JC firmly inhabiting 
themselves and with fidelity practised,  to have JC's presence/parousia  (and thus  not  hypocrites to what they profess). 
77th Reasoning – TCs having imbued and are practising  “The Word of God”  will operate in abundant Godly Wisdom. 
(Is this what we see by many people claiming to be “Christians”,  are they worldly or Godly wise in what is practised?) 
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55th Instruction – TCs will also teach themselves through  caution/warning/admonishing  themselves in psalms,  hymns 
and spiritual odes through singing to The Lord. 
(Are the songs sung in our congregation  cautionary/warning/admonishing  lifestyle behaviour  or merely have a good 
merry tune with  “flippant  and/or  irrelevant words”?  -  How does this concord with what The Bible teaches us here?) 
78th Reasoning – As I teach on this website  “worship”  is  not  what we are taught by our  worldly Christian leaders.  
True “Worship” means “to fulfil Yahweh's Desire”,  songs are one aspect of this training –  but if it is not being correctly 
done then we are  not  “learning how to please God”  in our  “supposed temples”  where the songs take place! 
Instruction – repeat - The Brethren (Christians)  are to occupy their  life/deportment  worthy of  The Lord/Master. 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Col.   3v16 og The  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (let it) indwell/inhabit   
Col.   3v16 og in  {to [= within] yourselves}  copiously/abundantly/richly  in  (to the [= within]) all   
Col.   3v16 og (the) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}  (the) {causing to learn}/teaching/training,   
Col.   3v16 og also  (the) {putting in mind}/cautioning/warning/admonishing/{reproving gently}   
Col.   3v16 og {my/our/your/it them self} [= yourselves],    
Col.   3v16 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {set pieces of music}/{sacred odes to music}/psalms,   
Col.   3v16 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) hymns/{religious odes}   
Col.   3v16 og also  (to the [= in/with/by/on]) chants/odes/songs/cantillations   
Col.   3v16 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) {non-carnal}/spiritual/{pertaining to the mind},   
Col.   3v16 og in  (to the [= within]) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit  
Col.   3v16 og (the) singing  in  to the [= within]  hearts/{seats of motivation} 
Col.   3v16 og {of yourselves}  to the [= in/with/by/on]  lord/master. 
Col.   3v16 = Let  the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the  Christ/Anointed  indwell/inhabit  within  yourselves,   

copiously/abundantly  within  all  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge},  {causing to learn}/teaching,   
also  the  cautioning/warning/admonishing  yourselves,  in  psalms,  also  in  hymns,   
also  in  spiritual odes  within  gifts/favour/benefit  the  singing  within  your  hearts/{seats of motivation}  to the  lord/master. 

 

Let the  words/sayings/reasoning  of the Anointed  (being the  description/requirements  of  “The Goal”)  inhabit within yourselves, 
(operate)   abundantly within all wisdom   (= the accurate application of knowledge within our life), 
(thereby)   causing teaching   (to our neighbour who may have none of this information to become knowledge within their mind), 
also  (this teaching of God's Word yielding knowledge)   cautioning/admonishing  yourselves, 
in psalms,  also in hymns,  also in  spiritual odes   (all of which shall have lines of God's Word to be  cautioning/warning  ourselves) 
             (compare with the many new hymns sung today, “frivolous and repetitive” [ignoring Matt.6v7]  having no instruction,  but to titivate indulgence)  
within the  gifts/benefits   (the above yields)   singing within your  hearts/{seats of motivation}  to the  lord/master   (controlling our mind). 
 

Paul states  (just as this website publicises),  “The Word of God”  (as JC)  is to  indwell/inhabit  those people claiming to be  “Christians”,  from which 
all wisdom and teaching comes  (provided we are personally interested).  The wise  “Christian”  becomes a TC because  he/she  imbues this knowledge 
and uses it to  caution/warn/admonish  his/her  personal  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as  reform/readjustment  away from The World,  to be that of 
God’s Kingdom presently within the mind  (Luke.17v21)  ready for The Millennium. 
We also use  “The Word of God”  placed within psalms,  hymns and spiritual odes delivering  gifts/favour/benefit  (= learning)  within our  hearts/{seats 
of motivation}  given to The Lord. 
Interesting point to be made is,  Paul teaches us to have  “The Word of God”  placed within our  psalms/hymns  so we might learn from them,  thus the 
songs  become  audit material  for our edification. 
So,  I must ask the reader –  

What informational content have their  psalms/hymns  to teach and admonish those persons who sing? 
To guide and keep the singers on the straight and narrow road as specifically required by  “The Word of God”. 

I could name so many modern  hymns/songs  that do  none  of these things  but self-indulge  upon  “feel-good emotion”! 
Would Yahweh desire us to be singing these  psalms/hymns  if there is  no  wisdom/teaching/admonishments  within them? 
Am I being deliberately controversial? 

No,  it should  not  be controversial,  because  I am only following what The Bible teaches  (to which all humans should be following for  no controversy) 
–  and thus endeavouring to be analytical between what The Bible teaches us,  to be compared with what The World delivers instead,  by those leaders 
who  fraudulently claim  to represent Yahweh.   

Those people feeling,  I am being controversial,  are simply themselves being controversial to  “The Word of God”! 
I state all this to cause internal personal reflection on what we have perhaps hitherto accepted as The Norm –  unquestioned,  by going into the large 
open gate with all the other  worldly Christians (Matt.7v12-14),  where by contrast,  we should be striving as TCs through the small tight gate. 
 
56th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  aiming to become TCs in what we  do/produce,  or in  word/reasoning,  or in  
{occupational effort}/labour  then it must be done in  “The  Name/Character/Authority  of JC”  and give thanks to Yahweh 
because of what JCg  (as JC)  did for us –  being his personal creation. 
79th Reasoning – Firstly because of what JC did for us then we are to imitate him in reverential recognition of what he did 
for us as  the minimum  that we should do!   Furthermore,  we generate the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as 
JCg by imitating him,  of which Yahweh can state is worthy to become a  (His)  future  “Son of God”. 
17th Warning – Obviously because Yahweh can read our very synapse mapping then it is clear He can measure the 
sincerity of our service in imitating JC,  is it merely to be  “men eye-pleasers”  or is it through  agapao/edifying love}? 
Col.   3v17 og Also  (the) every (thing)   who/which/that/what  {some/any/certain thing}  wish/suppose   
Col.   3v17 og (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,  in  (to the [= within]) word/sayings/topics/reasoning   
Col.   3v17 og or/than/either/rather  in  (to the [= within]) {occupational effort}/doing/work/labour/deed,   
Col.   3v17 og (the) all (things)  in  (to the [= within]) name/character/authority  (of the) lord/master  (of the) Jesus   
Col.   3v17 og (the) {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}/thankfulness  to the  God  also  (to the) Father [Yahweh]   
Col.   3v17 og through (reason of)   (of the) him [JCg]. 
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Col.   3v17 = Also  everything,  that  {some/any thing}  you  wish/suppose  do/make/provide/yield/practice,   
within  word/sayings/reasoning  or  within  {occupational effort}/labour/work,   
the  all  things  within the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  of the  Jesus,   
the  {giving thanks}/{expressing gratitude}  to the  God  (Yahweh)  also  The Father  (Yahweh)   through reason  of the  him  (JCg). 

 

Also everything,  that something you supposedly  do/practice, 
within  word/saying  or  within occupational effort   (to all other people around us  [whoever they might be within society]), 
(you do)   all things within the  name/character/authority  of the  lord/master  Jesus   (JC as  “The Word of God”  is to control our mind), 
the giving thanks to the God (Yahweh)  also The Father (Yahweh)  through reason of him   (JCg as JC on this Earth). 
            (because  “The Power”  of  “The Word of God”  has caused serious reform within a previously  callous/hardened  worldly mind) 
 

Whatever we wish to do,  in anything that we do,  either in what we speak or in our occupational effort within our interaction to other people,  then we  
must  imitate the Lord JC by doing all things within his name,  character and authority.  By so doing –  we are giving thanks to God,  Yahweh The Father 
through reason of what JC did for us,  inasmuch we truly recognise what he has done for us,  that  “in reverence we choose to imitate him”. 

1. He created us  –  and thus he becomes “the specific god” of us. 
2. He redeemed his creation from annihilation  –  and thus becomes  “our saviour”  (from ”The 1st Death”)  –  through whom we exist. 

We must ask ourselves - 
Is this precisely what our  worldly Christian leaders preach to us, –  think very carefully on their sermons,  and give them a  careful audit. 

 
57th Instruction – Wives are to be subject to their husbands – clearly the husband  agapao/{edifying loves}  his wife (v19). 
'Allegory' – repeat - Love = (sadly I need to write this).  This love is  “agapao”  the highest form of Love being  “love by 
principle”  where humans are motivated to put the edification of their neighbour into  the fulfilling of Yahweh’s Desire  in 
their life  (this and what it all means is  never  taught by worldly Christian leaders  –  I invite their response to this claim!) 

1. Agapao (love) = Highest form of  “love by principle” operating within The Mind  to edify our  brother/neighbour 
to fulfil Yahweh's Desire so they too might have eternal life  (this  is the very best  we can freely give away)! 

2. Agape (love) is derivative of (1)  and are the  physical works demonstrated  within The World to be edifying our 
brother/neighbour  to understand  why/how  they too might fulfil Yahweh's Desire for everlasting life. 

(Sadly, this needs to be explained)  JC commands us  “By principle”  to Love your brethren  (and by implication)  our 
neighbour/stranger.  In doing so as a TC,  he/she is  to fully commit their very  existence/being/methodology  of the 1st part 
of their life to  accurately  teach of The Gospel  (= The Acceptable Year of The Lord)  impartially  to  all  humans,  with no 
encumbrance of worldly politics putting up a potential barrier for transfer of The Knowledge  (hence TCs are to be 
absolutely  neutral  in  all forms of worldly politics –  just as JC clearly showed us –  we are  not  to be of This World). 
80th Reasoning – Someone must carry the responsibility,  and for harmony  (Yahweh knows why),  it has been assigned to 
The Man,  but in doing so  “the decision making”  must consider his wife’s desires,  so she  is  involved. 
58th Instruction – Husbands must take into full account his wife’s position on any subject and  not  dominate her,  so 
perhaps over time it can be shown that 50% of the decisions went in her favour.  In this manner he shows to her there is no 
bitterness in feelings towards her and they  both  operate as  one  flesh (Gen.2v24)  working together, 
All under  “agapao”  -  being edifying love between both partners. 
37th Allegory – wife = The context tells us this is The Goal for the 144000 TCs to become  “The Wife to JCg”  in The 
Millennium – so from the union of JCg and the 144000 TCs,  then the 3rd Remnant of Israel might return to The Lord. 
38th Allegory – husband = The context tells us this is JCg and is mentioned so the 144000 TCs shall always be reminded of 
the wonderful qualities that JCg has for his future metaphoric wife  (144000 physical  “Sons of God”). 
Col.   3v18 og The  women/wives  (you be) subordinate/subjection/{under obedience}  to the (persons [husbands])   
Col.   3v18 og {pertaining to the self}/{one’s own}  (the) men/husbands/fellows,   {in that manner}/likewise/as    
Col.   3v18 og (it is) {to attain}/{being fit/proper}/convenient  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master. 
Col.   3v18 = The wives,  you be  subordinate/subject  to  {one’s own}  husbands,   

{in that manner}/as  it is  {being proper}/convenient  within the  lord/master. 
 

The wives,  you  be subject to your own husbands   (see commentary,  being allegoric to how it is to be between JCg and the 144000 TCs), 
in that manner as it is being proper within the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind  [for The Goal of Sonship]). 
 

This is  not  the one-sided equation as  inaccurately stated by political groups whose activities cause faction and The Fallout of this activity -  is starting 
to be seen in subsequent generations.  The equally important  “other side of the equation”  is stated in the next verse. 

However,  why does Paul suddenly drop this section into the text within the surrounding context? 
Quite simply reading Paul's mind,  we understand this section is all representative of  “The Marriage”  between JCg and his future Bride consisting of 
the 144000 TCs being selected out of the previous section.  Consequently, Paul is using the allegory of  “wife being subject to her husband”  –  and 
likewise the 144000 TCs to become  elected/selected  out of The Gospel Age –  must be subject  (and inherently “shall be”)  to JCg as  “The Word of 
God”  in The Millennium  (Rev.19v13-16). 
Col.   3v19 og The  men/husbands/fellows,  (you) agapao/{love by principal}/{edifying love}  the  women/wives,   
Col.   3v19 og also  not  (you be) {to embitter}/bitter  toward/nearness/{accession to}  them. 
Col.   3v19 = The  husbands  yourselves  {love by principle}/{edifying love}/agapao  the  wives,   

also  not  you  be bitter  towards  them. 
 

The husbands,  you  agapao/{edifying love}  the wives   (in the same manner as JCg does to his bride of 144000 TCs) 
also not you be bitter towards them   (thus -  no cutting words or hurtful deeds). 
 

This is the most important part of the equation given in Col.3v18-19.  If the husband has a mind that truly  agapao/{edifying loves}  his wife,  then he will 
treat her very carefully to nurture her both spiritually and physically. 
If the wife is also operating under  “The Word of God” (v18),  then she will  “not abuse this tender care  (to take a commanding role)”,  and desire to be 
subordinate to her agapao husband,  as are the 144000 TCs to JCg. 
All this is a virtuous circle –  but it requires  both  partners to work at it,  as instructed in The Bible –  else ultimately the union fails. 
Again,  in context with the above verse and my commentary, –  we realise by reading Paul's mind through his writings,  Paul is explaining to the 
potential TCs amongst the brethren about the characteristics of JCg,   the future physical and yet metaphoric husband in The Millennium. 
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23rd Comment – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will naturally have the best interests of their children at heart.   
59th Instruction – Children of The Brethren should  {attentively hearken}/obey  their parents’  instruction  (note v21). 
81st Reasoning – The Brethren desire to nurture their children as presentable humans to Yahweh  (ideally for Yahweh to 
use – however that is a personal choice between Yahweh and the individual child)  being entrusted with The Responsibility 
60th Instruction – The Brethren fathers must not provoke their children to dishearten them. 
82nd Reasoning – This  “provoking”  can operate at both extremes and occur at different times of life. 
When young,  being too harsh will deaden or make the youth rebel.  Or if given too much freedom when young then this 
will instruct the child to become self-indulgent,  predatory upon other people when older,  or later become disillusioned. 
39th Allegory – children = The context tells us that while the 144000 TCs must be subject the Authority of The Father 
Yahweh  -  but they likewise must understand the spiritual children of The Millennium will need careful nurturing. 
40th Allegory – fathers = The context tells us the 144000 TCs will become responsible to the administration of the future 
children (= “The Resurrected World” – requiring teaching)  during the 2nd part of their life in The Millennium. 
Col.   3v20 og The  children/daughters/sons  (you) {attentively hearken}/comply/obey/submit  
Col.   3v20 og the  parents/forebears  down/according/intensely/against (to)    (the) all (things),   
Col.   3v20 og that/this/there/here  for  (it) is   (the) {fully agreeable}/acceptable/well-pleasing  to the  lord/master. 
Col.   3v20 = The children  yourselves  {attentively hearken}/obey  the parents  according to  all things,   

for this  (action)  is  {fully agreeable}/{well pleasing}  to  the lord/master. 
 

The children,  you  {attentively hearken}/obey  the parents according to all things   (as instructed by  “The Word of God”  via the parents), 
for this  (action of obedience)  is fully agreeable to the  lord/master   (obedience to  “The Word of God”  is required for us to become TCs)  
 

Again,  this is a two-verse equation comprising of 3v20-21. 
The children are to obey parents in all things  –  so they might learn from their  “caring parents”  seeking the  “Godly best”  for their children. 
The parents  are caring  because they  are  ideally following what The Bible states –  having  “The Word of God”  guiding their own actions. 
Again,  the reason why Paul is stating this,  is because he is viewing the future situation between us,  as people aiming to be TCs to be demure/contrite  to  
“The Authority”  of  “The Word of God”  (sourced by Yahweh via JC)  within our minds –  where,  we are spiritual children to learn  “Righteousness”.  
Likewise,  “The Resurrected World”  is to respond similarly to the 144000 Kings/Priests  as proven TCs – hence the next verse in context. 
Col.   3v21 og The  fathers/forebears,  not  (you) stimulate/provoke/arouse/irritate/exasperate/incite   
Col.   3v21 og the  children/daughters/sons  {of yourselves},   
Col.   3v21 og that  not  (they be) {with zero passion}/spiritless/disheartened/dismayed. 
Col.   3v21 = The  fathers,  not  yourselves  stimulate/provoke  your  children,   

(so)  that  they be  not  spiritless/disheartened/dismayed. 
 

The fathers not yourselves provoke your children  (so)  that they be not  spiritless/disheartened. 
 

From the previous verse 20,  the children will not be frustrated if the parents are consistent in their instruction and give explanation,  either to guide 
forward or to discipline after the event. 

Provoking can occur either by being too burdensome or interestingly,  giving them too much freedom. 
Disheartening can occur at once by being overbearing,  else interestingly,  later when they have learnt no self-control. 

Obviously then,  children require a stable and acceptable  “envelop of operations” -   this direction must come from the parents. 
Likewise,  at the prophetic level in The Millennium. 
It is  “The Responsibility”  of The Husband (JCg)  and the Bride (144000 TCs)  to behave as Paul instructs of the parents here –  because we who are 
aiming to become TCs in our own right  must learn these qualities  –  so we are  competently able  to exercise these qualities with our new Responsibility  
(Luke.19v16-19, etc.,)  of teaching  “The Resurrected World”  “Righteousness”  over the 1000 year period of The Millennium. 
 
24th Comment – The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what “The Master”  tells us –  
which means we must  first know and then understand  what The Master Desires  before we become a slave to it! 
This is given to represent what the TC (slave)  is to JC as  “The Word of God”  as the master of our mind. 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians” -  and  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
61st Instruction – Slaves must obey their masters  (however TC slaves must not contravene The Laws of Yahweh). 
62nd Instruction – Those underlings asked to fulfil their master’s bidding must operate with fidelity and not with mere eye- 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
83rd Reasoning – Why not operate an “eye-service”? -  Because it sets the wrong standard within our mind when it comes 
to our service to Yahweh.  If we cannot be trusted with worldly things –  then we cannot be trusted with Godly matters! 
63rd Instruction – The Brethren delivering services to their masters must be simple  (= must not have strings attached to 
what they have done)  –  likewise the masters helping those people under them. 
84th Reasoning – Why not operate in simplicity?  -  Because it sets the wrong standard within our mind when it comes to 
our service to Yahweh.  If we give, expecting a return in worldly things,  then we give, expecting a return in Godly matters. 
Also, it shows we are  not  imitating JC’s sacrifice –  it was offered to  all  humans with no strings attached –  that is why  
worldly Christian leaders are  absolutely wrong  in their doctrine of  “exclusion” (being,  non-Christians are “doomed”) 
This website explains The Absolute Truth that  all  people have access to the 2nd part of their life  (includes non-Christians) 
25th Comment – as an extension of this verse,  we are slaves of JC,  slaves implement what their owner desires.   
Is this what we see today?   Do our religious leaders fulfil  “what their owner desires”?   Who really is their “owner”? 
41st Allegory – slaves = The context tells us this the 144000 TCs become the slaves to Yahweh's Desire. 
Col.   3v22 og The  slaves/{bond servants},  (you) {attentively hearken}/comply/obey/submit   
Col.   3v22 og down/according/intensely/against (to)   (the) all (things)   to the (persons [lords/masters])   
Col.   3v22 og down/accordingly/intensely/against (to)   (the) flesh/{carnal/animalistic minded}  (to the) lords/masters,   
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Col.   3v22 og not  in  (to the [= within]) {sight labour}/{that needs watching (remissness)}/{eye-service} [plural]  
Col.   3v22 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  (the) {men-courting}/fawning/{men-pleasers},   but   
Col.   3v22 og in  (to the [= within]) singleness/simplicity/{generosity without self-seeking}/ 

/{bounteous without strings attached}   
Col.   3v22 og (of the)  heart/{seat of motivation},   
Col.   3v22 og (the) {being frightened/alarmed}/{being in awe}/revering/fearing/respecting/deferring  [plural]    
Col.   3v22 og the  God [Yahweh]. 
Col.   3v22 = The  slaves,   you  {attentively hearken}/obey  according to  the  all  things  (commanded) 

according to  the  {carnal/animalistic minded}  lords/masters  (desires),  
not  within  {sight labour}/{eye-service}  {in the manner}/as  the  {man–courting}/{men-pleasers},   
but in  singleness/{generosity without strings attached}  of the  heart/{seat of motivation},   
the  fearing/awe/revering  the God (Yahweh). 

 

The slaves  {attentively hearken}/obey  according to all things   (as commanded) 
according to  the  animalistic minded  lords/masters   (being what they desire having a worldly thinking mind), 
not within  {sight labour}/{eye service}  in the manner as   {man-courting}/{men-pleasers}, 
                  (= not only  man-pleasing  the masters while they are in eyesight  [hence,  equally do what the maters desire when they are away] … … ) 
but in  singleness/{generously without strings attached}  of the  heart/{seat of motivation}, 
                  (there must be no under-hand activity to make gain out of the masters -  be utterly honest in everything that is done … … ) 
the  fearing/revering  the God  (Yahweh). 
 

Again,  this should be considered as a two-verse equation being linked-in with Col.4v1. 
Notice how Paul’s mind is considering the weaker side of the equation first  (see also v18, 20) –  as though he has empathy with them  (likened to a TC 
serving The World)  and states their duty to respect their lowly position  (as humans should be to The Lord JCg).  But in every instance on the other side 
of the equation Paul shows the other aspect of a TC  –  to still remain  humble/contrite  when in a position of power –  to have empathy with the 
underling,  to be best placed to edify  him/her  rather than subject the person to oppression. 
Thus,  the slaves must behave honourably in the  “servant/master”  (employee/employer)  relationship,  commanded to obey their masters fully,  and not 
merely  “be seen to please”,  driven with an honest dedication to get the job done as “best as possible”  –  “for it will go well for you”.  The master will 
be pleased,  and trust grow between both sides  (precisely as that which occurred with Joseph Gen.39v4-5 and 39v21-23  –  where  “The Lord was with 
him”  ONLY  because The Mind of Joseph  was  firstly with  Yahweh  inasmuch Joseph was honourable and  could be trusted)!   This is  not  what we 
are taught by  charlatan Christian leaders –  when they pretend to have the HS and state without justification to  “their minions”   “The Lord is with 
you!”   When perhaps in  all  instances –  The Lord is most certainly  not  with them –  because they are  not  fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire!     
      Where these people are running on emotion and easily corralled by the  charlatan Christian leader  (to keep the money flowing into the coffers). 
Also note,  there are to be  “no strings attached”  in whatever is done –  inasmuch  “I will only do this – provided I get something by return”.  
Sadly being  “a man of the world” –  I have witnessed both sides of this where the  “apparent debt”  might be called upon many years hence,  in any 
form –  this is all an anathema to Yahweh  (being The Model of JC who had  no  strings attached to  “The Ransom Sacrifice”  he freely gives to  all  
humans  [1John.2v2, 4v14]  being twisted to by our  worldly Christian leaders   – “You are only saved - if you belong to  our  group”)  -  what a lie! 

Thus continuing    
Paul is showing us,  humans are subservient to JCg and ultimately to Yahweh. 

Clearly all successful humans shall ultimately become subservient to JCg either as The Wife  (144000 TCs)  or as The Children  (= the resurrected 
fleshly humans who reform during The Millennium),  else by contrast,  the rebellious people ultimately face extermination of  “The 2nd Death”  occurring 
at the end of their 2 part physical  life/existence.   There is absolutely  no  “soul”  that drifts off into the  “after-life”  of a  human concoction. 
Therefore,  we are to learn how to conduct ourselves in worldly matters,  so we have the correct mindset ready for The Millennium. 
Thus,  in conclusion    

We are to put our very best into what we do –  this sets the correct standard,  and the heart-knower  “Yahweh”  will recognise these works 
and reward us accordingly. 

 
64th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will during their personal existence  do/yield  through occupational 
effort in the manner that JC did during his  ministry/lifestyle  and not according to how The World behaves. 
Is this what we see by many of those persons who claim to represent Yahweh? 
42nd ‘Allegory’ – “soul” = the “conscious existence of a reasoning entity” (I realise this is  not  an allegory but a  very 
necessary  definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by persons who claim to know – but obviously do  not  know!) 
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explain what the word  really  means! 
Allegory – repeat - The Prize = “The Goal of Sonship”,  “The Office of Appointment”,  the TC being proved righteous to 
Yahweh’s Requirement – by the TC persevering to maintain JC’s standard driving The Mind for this expectation. 
This is the greatest accolade any entity in The Universe can achieve directly from Yahweh that can only occur in The 
Gospel Age when Yahweh makes His Special/Greater Judgment based upon The Golden/Kingly Standard laid down by JC. 
Comment – repeat- The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what “The Master”  tells 
us –  which means we must  first know and then understand  what The Master Desires  before we become a slave to it! 
This is given to represent what the TC (slave)  is to JC as  “The Word of God”  as the master of our mind. 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians” -  and  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 
and then given by Yahweh = to become His future “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 
85th Reasoning – TCs have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as did JC during his  ministry/lifestyle  and as 
such will receive the same  Prize/Reward  as did JC upon  awakening/rousing  to Sonship and future  “Inheritance”. 
33rd Good News – TCs by precisely imitating JC will be given  (by God)  “The Inheritance”  through the act of requital to 
yield  “The Prize/Reward  (of Sonship)”  –  because they slave for their master JCg and receive  The Same  from Yahweh. 
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15th Prophecy – TCs will receive  “The Prize/Reward  of Sonship”  - with which shall then come  “The Inheritance”. 
Allegory – repeat - The Inheritance = The Resurrected World  in The Millennium, whose members shall be taught  “God’s 
Word”  from the 144000 TCs  (the Kings/priests = the 144000 future “Sons of God”,  doing the final assay Rev.20v7-15). 
18th Warning – Those Brethren (Christians)  who  hurt/offend  during the 1st part of their physical life will receive in The 
Millennium the equivalent  hurt/offence  in the 2nd part of their physical life so they might be humbled,  and thus through 
this education process  reform/readjust  their mind to become Christlike for eternal life in new “clothing”. 
Col.   3v23 og Also  (the) every (thing)  who/which/what/that  {some/any/certain thing}  if/whenever  
Col.   3v23 og (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice,   
Col.   3v23 og {from/out of}  (of the) breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}   
Col.   3v23 og (you) {to toil as occupation}/effect/{be engaged with}/{labour for} [middle voice],   
Col.   3v23 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  to the  lord/master   
Col.   3v23 og also  no/not/none  (to the) countenances/{human beings}/men. 
Col.   3v23 = Also  what  everything  whenever  {some/any thing}  you  yield/make/produce/provide  (then:-) 

you  personally  {occupational toil}/labour  {from out of}  of  the/(your)  breathing/life/soul/{conscious existence}  
{in that manner}/as  to the  lord/master,  also  not  to the  men. 

 

Also whatever,  whenever something you  do/yield/practice   (being whatever you may do in your life) 
yourselves  (must)  personally  labour/toil  from out of  the  (= your)  conscious existence   (whatever consciously drives us in our toil) 
in that manner as the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind,  -  being that our  labour/toil  is  audited from  within),   
also not to the men   (inasmuch they perhaps can only see the surface of what we do,  and not the hidden thoughts behind what we do). 
 

Check out your bible translation to this most accurate translation given here and see the potential differences. 
Notice how it is the  things produced  from our  occupational effort  that is to be  -  as though it is directed to The Lord. 
This is much stronger than that which most  worldly  translations give.   

Also,  I could expand upon the word  “soul”  –  what does this mean within the given  worldly  translations?   
Importantly,  compare the usage of “soul”  with the  accurate  translation given here  -  and it means so much more! 

We can see how the text is pointing directly to us at a  personal conscious level  to precisely imitate JCg,  because everything is directed to  “The Lord”  
so we might fulfil Yahweh's Desire  –  right now! 

Again,  this is all so different to what our  worldly  translations give in error –  by losing the deeper meaning.  
It is this constant battle I have with “dumbed-down” worldly bible translations  -  fulfilling Satan’s desire to obscure The Goal of Anointing! 
Why?   Because Satan knows when 144000 TCs occurs then Yahweh shall move in and restrain him  (Rev.20v1-3, 10 [being of his nemesis]). 

Therefore,  by doing what Paul instructs,  as a TC,  then we set ourselves as being apart from The World,  because  worldly people  will  notice we are 
different,  respect us and then talk to us.  We then explain why –  and in this manner we are  honouring/worshipping  God in our life in something 
meaningful –  being that we are making  “Yahweh”  valuable in the minds of the recipients  to our  worship/honour/dignity  to Yahweh,  inasmuch we are 
the mini-temples to where recipients come to learn about Yahweh  (1Cor.3v13-16).  All this is  unintelligible  to our  worldly  Christian leaders when we 
witness both what they preach and do,  in their sermons and deportment  (and thus quite an important verse to them –  but they have pushed this verse 
through Rev.22v19 within their minds)! 
Col.   3v24 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  because  off/away/separated/from   
Col.   3v24 og (of the) lord/master  (you will) {receive in full}/{take/lead aside}/{welcome as a guest}   
Col.   3v24 og the  {(through the act of requital to yield) the reward}  of the  heirship/patrimony/possession/inheritance,   
Col.   3v24 og to the  for  (to the) lord/master  (to the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (you) serve/{in bondage}/slave. 
Col.   3v24 = Because  the  knowing/understanding  off/from  of the  lord/master   

you will  receive/{take aside}  the  heirship/inheritance  {through the act of requital to yield The  Reward/Prize}   (of Sonship),   
for  to the  lord/master  Christ/Anointed   (JC as The Word of God)   you  {serve in bondage}/slave. 

 

Because  (a TC [Paul])  knowing/understanding  you   (brethren assiduously aiming to be TCs)   
will receive the reward of heirship   (to rule as  Kings/Priests  over  “The Resurrected World”  during The Millennium)   from the  lord/master. 
               (Provided we precisely imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  [controlled by “The Word of God”]  then  shall become heirs  [= Sons of God]) 
for to the Anointed  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”,  makes possible  “The Goal”  of  “Sonship to Yahweh”) 
you  (aiming to be TCs)  slave   (noting Luke.17v7-10 is a good example of how we are to behave in  “The Lord's Work”). 
 

Again,  The Bible,  when  correctly  translated,  screams out  “The Gospel Message”  of  “1st Century Christianity” –  where  “The Ideal Goal”  is of 
“Sonship to Yahweh”,  and with that  “Goal of becoming heirs” -  also comes the gaining of  “The Inheritance of The Resurrected World”.   
This is  never  correctly taught by  worldly Christian leaders because they just seem to close their eyes to it –  and thus  cannot  be TCs themselves –  if 
they  cannot  faithfully reproduce God’s Word to their congregations!   My personal feeling is they have absolutely  no  intention of aiming towards  
“The Goal”,  and in the meantime –  they make sure no one else can achieve  “The Goal”  (Matt.23v13)!    

What an appalling situation! 
However,  it was this  “Most Important Goal”,  JC taught during his 3.5 year ministry of   “1st Century Christianity”  and linked it with the 
prophecies and allegories of the Tanakh -  that is  why  he was preaching  all day,  day after day  (precisely as The Bible  tells us, Mark.8v3). 

This is  “1st Century Christianity” -  where,  JC  (God’s Word part 2)  righteously answers  The Tanakh  (God’s Word part 1). 
We must behave as  a personal slave  to JCg,  which is to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  =  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”,  
and in doing so,  we give  honour/worship  to Yahweh –  because we are bringing more of the  “next generation”  of faithful TCs towards Yahweh,  to 
become future  “Sons of God”  themselves.   

Contrary to the above,  if  we are  not  doing this,  then  we are  not  working as slaves to JCg,  (JC set  “The Required Golden Standard”  for 
“Kingship”)  but sadly,  we are slaving for The World,  having self-indulging  “strings attached”  in what we do. 

Thus,  we are instructed through  agapao/{edifying love}  driving our minds to honour Yahweh’s Authority,  in humility we are to bring more TCs to Him 
in the faithful sacrifice of our time away from the  self-indulgences  of this world –  this shows  true dedication  to The Master and of his chattels. 
Finally,  fully understand what the word  “Slave”  really means. 
“Slave” means - 

1. We  belong  to someone else  (we belong to JCg because of  what he did for us –  else we would be ultimately annihilated).  
2. Moreover,  a slave  being owned  must honour and do what The Master desires  (we do this because  we are of JCg’s Creation  and being of 

one/same  mind with our master,  then we desire to fulfil what our master desires). 
3. Finally,  and most important  –  because  we demonstrate ourselves  to be slaves  under the mutual desire with our master,  then because our 

master/JC  agapao/{edifying loves}  us through the  agape/{charity love}  he physically  demonstrated  to us through his ministry and 
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sacrifice,   then we individually  desire to be  commanded  in what we must do to fulfil his desire  always knowing our master knows better 
than us,  and he always has his slaves’  best interests at  heart/{seat of motivation}. 

The question is  
Do we  personally  fulfil the requirements  of a slave  for the  Christ/Anointed   (being what is required as   “The Office of Anointed”)? 

Because if not –  then we are  not  a TC of  Christ/Anointed  (being  “The Goal of Sonship”), -  it is as simple as that statement.   
That is precisely  why  there are  only  144000 TCs that Yahweh could  elect/select  out of The Gospel Age to become His future Sons of God! 

Col.   3v25 og the (one [person])   and   (the) {being unjust}/{doing wrong}/offending/hurting   
Col.   3v25 og (he/she/it will) tend/{take care of}/{provide for}/{carry off}/obtain/receive [middle voice] 
Col.   3v25 og who/which/that  (he/she/it did) {being unjust}/{doing wrong}/offending/hurting,   
Col.   3v25 og also  no/not/none  (he/it [Yahweh via JC]) is  (the) partial/favouring/distinguishing/{respecter of persons}. 
Col.   3v25 = And  the person  {being unjust}/offending/hurting   

he/she  will  personally  tend/receive  that/which  he/she  did  {being unjust}/offending/hurting,   
also  not  He  (Yahweh through JC)  is  the  partial/distinguishing/{respecter of persons}. 

 

And the person  {being unjust}/hurting, 
he/she  will personally  tend/receive  that/which  he/she  did  {being unjust}/hurting, 
also He (Yahweh through JC)  is not  partial/distinguishing   (the person will receive a just return,  irrespective of what their position is in society) 
 

This becomes Paul’s  lead-in  to the next verse at Col.4v1,  a common link on both sides of the equation. 
Paul makes the point - 
Whoever you might be,  slave or master  (or any person in between)  you will  “reap what you sow”  (Gal.6v7, etc.,)  because  “the specific god”  is not 
to be mocked  (note the use of  “the specific god”  as a dual floating pointer as I carefully explain at the quoted location). 
We are also told,  both Yahweh and JC make no differentiation  (with regard to social standing  Acts.10v34-35, Matt.22v16)  because  “The Invitation to 
Sonship”  being  “The Primary Goal of The Gospel Age”  is open to any person within the world at  “The Invitation”  of Rev.3v20.  
Thus,  those people  accurately  representing Yahweh’s Interests shall be rewarded with  “Sonship to Yahweh”  (Matt.20v1-12),  but those people who 
are  charlatan Christian leaders will become annihilated,  unless reform is forthcoming  (Luke. chapter 15) –  but that is Yahweh's decision,  however,  it  
is  my responsibility as a competent auditor to warn of what can occur,  else I become condemned by Yahweh  (Eze.33v1-12)! 
Where,  it is the  charlatan Christian leaders who  are  “{being unjust}/hurting”  their  bewitched/seduced  paying  audience  (mutual symbiosis)  
because they are excusing worldly behaviour and  not  be exhorting their millions of devotees  (as did Paul)  to personally reform,  and actively aim to 
become a TC by behaving as a slave  (noting again Luke.17v7-10 explaining how a slave should behave).    

Thus,  these  charlatans/{rogue traders}/{spiritual paedophiles}  have   Matt.23v13  (while their bewitched devotees cheer them on)! 
 
 
Comment – repeat- The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what “The Master”  tells 
us –  which means we must  first know and then understand  what The Master Desires  before we become a slave to it! 
This is given to represent what the TC (slave)  is to JC as  “The Word of God”  as the master of our mind. 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians” -  and  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
Instruction – repeat - lord/master  means just that;  we as faithful slaves exactly fulfil  “The Master’s Commands/Desire”! 
If we do not know nor precisely fulfil what The Master commands/desires,  then we are  delinquent/rebellious  slaves! 
65th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs as masters over people must behave in an  equitable/righteous 
manner and  deliver/supply  similar  equality/likeness  to people beneath us,  as we would like our masters to do to us.   
86th Reasoning – Clearly dealing righteously to people beneath us shows a contrite heart condition ready for a much 
greater position of authority as a future  “Son of God” in The Millennium  –  where identical qualities must be exercised. 
Though that is the main reason,  Paul choose to express it in the sense of role reversal –  teaching that today’s masters are 
equally to be judged by The Supreme Entity (for Sonship)  against how they personally behave.  Thus,  we are to behave 
towards other people in the same manner as we would like to receive treatment from superior people  (Matt.18v23-33). 
26th Comment – Notice how heavens plural is used to be very clear that Paul is speaking about Yahweh Judging. 
All this subtle information is lost within our inept translations caused by our  “less-than-professional”  translators  who 
demonstrably do not understand the underlining message below the sub-text –  and they edit it out  (Rev.22v18-19)! 
Col.   4v1 og The  lords/masters  the  equitable/innocent/righteous   
Col.   4v1 og also  the  {likeness (in condition or proportion)}/equality  to the  slaves/{bond servants}   
Col.   4v1 og (you) {hold near}/present/afford/exhibit/{furnish occasion}/bring/do/give/supply/offer,   
Col.   4v1 og (the) knowing/understanding/{being aware}/seeing/perceiving  because  also  {specifically yourselves}   
Col.   4v1 og (you) hold/take/possess/obtain/have  (the) lord/master  in  (to the [= within]) heavens. 
Col.   4v1 = The  masters  be  equitable/righteous,   

also  you  present/furnish/supply  the  {likeness in condition/proportionality}/equality  to the  slaves/{bond servants},   
because  the  knowing/understanding  also  {specifically yourselves}   (masters)   have  The Lord  (Yahweh)  within  the heavens. 

 

The masters be  equitable/righteous   (to their  workers/slaves/employees) 
also you  presenting/supplying  the equality to the bond servants, 
because  knowing/understanding  also specifically yourselves   (as the masters)   
have The Lord (Yahweh)  within the heavens   (making  “The Special/Greater [1st]  Judgement”  upon “Christians” during The Gospel Age). 
 

Another key verse for self-reflection.  
Masters are defined as,  people in the position to exercise power over some other person.  

Thus we,  as masters,  must be utterly equitable in what we do to those people under us (Matt.18v23-33).  Be scrupulously fair and treat them as we 
would desire to be treated if the roles were reversed.  In this manner we reflect the same characteristics of our Father in the heavens  Who  is  presently 
making  “The Special/Greater (1st) Judgement”  upon The Christian Nation as He draws out by  selection/election  His 144000 future  “Sons of God”  
ready for their next role of much greater responsibility to teach  “Righteousness”  upon their resurrection to what shall follow -  being  “The 
Resurrected World”. 
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What a marvellous position for us, humans, who could not make the grade of Sonship,  to know that we will have these 144000 most righteous  (perfect)  
teachers (kings/priests)  to guide us to  completeness/perfection  in The Millennium –  for our everlasting life in a perfected and righteous society without 
the pandemic premeditated sin we witness today under our present worldly leaders throughout society! 
What is so wonderful –  is this future prospect  will soon occur,  though sadly we must go through the harshest of times –  that have never been so bad – 
only because many humans are so  stiff-necked,  they need to be allowed to sink to almost extinction level before they realise they need,  individually and 
as a society,  to accept  “The Standards as given by Yahweh” -  are the necessary requirements to produce the  only  acceptable route to salvation! 
3rd Revision addition. 
We must clearly understand this is the outward sign of what is occurring within The Mind.  It is not simply a  “tit for tat”  arrangement here,  Yahweh is 
desirous for His 144000 TCs who  automatically think and reason like JC  for  “The Greater Responsibility” given to them in The Millennium,  where 
these specific individuals have created the correct  “synapse construction”  (heavenly treasure)  that can be downloaded into a  heavenly/celestial  
physical body to rule  “The Resurrected World”  in  “Righteousness and Justice”  as we are told at Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc.    
It is  “The Responsibility”  of TCs throughout The World to instruct hearkening recipients of this required internal reform of The Mind to be entirely 
Christlike  is required  so Yahweh achieves His “Prophesied Trigger Threshold “ (of 144000 TCs)  that must occur  before  The Millennium can start.   
Yahweh needs His  “proven trustworthy in adversity”  TCs/{future sons of God}   (where  “the adversity”  is orchestrated by  “Professional Leaders of 
Religion”)  during the 1st part of their physical life,  to be the demonstrably competent and resilient administrators over  “The Resurrected World”  in 
The Millennium.    
Yahweh must be demonstrably seen to be righteous in all of this,  likewise His future  “Sons of God”,  else there will always be some resurrected person 
who can shout out    

That is not righteous because of something that specific  “Son of God”  did to me in the 1st part of our physical life.   
Obviously,  this will not occur,  and Yahweh in His  “Special/Greater [1st]  Judgement”  shall ensure this accusation would be unjustified within His 
Judgement to yield the 144000 TCs to rule  “The Resurrected World”. 

I really cannot state any clearer than above,  what Yahweh Desires now and,  in the future. 
It can also be clearly seen how  worldly Christian leaders are utterly  delinquent  in what Yahweh  truly desires to be taught,  and hence the reason why 
they are specifically and comprehensibly rejected from future office in The Millennium  (as perhaps most of JC's parables and illustrations teach us)! 
 
Instruction – repeat - TCs will express gratitude to Yahweh for assisting their personal work in bringing more TCs to God 
Instruction – repeat - Mature TCs express sincere concern over The Brethren they are nurturing to become future TCs. 
Instruction – repeat - TCs “pray with a vow”  over people they have brought into  “The Real Faith”,  with further 
spiritual support through personal  one-to-one  instruction and guidance through the Scriptures –  for  no  worldly return. 
66th Instruction – The Brethren are instructed to  pray/supplicate  on behalf of TCs to assist in furthering  “The Efficient 
Spread”  of  “The Real Gospel”  being  “The Word of God”  to all humans within The World. 
27th Comment – Note the use of  “the specific god”  in the context. 
The specific god,  JCg,  as  “The Word of God”  being exercised in the minds of TCs to go out knocking on The Door 
(Rev.3v20),  and The Specific God,  Yahweh,  ensuring His HS operates to assist in the effectiveness of the TC’s work. 
All this understanding is lost within  worldly Christian theologian reasoning, I merely beg they use  “The Knowledge”  on 
this website to change their  much senseless reasoning  and embrace “The  Reality”  at The End of The Gospel Age! 
Comment – repeat - “the specific god” ensures that those people who might become viable TCs will have access to The 
Gospel (Rev.3v20)  to ensure that they will grow through The Brethren to become TCs in their own right. 
Allegory – repeat - Mystery = unknown until JC explained it by his ministry, sacrifice and resurrection to be “The First 
Begotten  Son of God”.  Essentially: “How can members of The Creation (Mankind)  become like their Creator (JCg)?” 
It is personally solved by the member of the creation precisely imitating  his/her  Creator (JCg)  to become a Son of God 
(Yahweh)  as  elected only by Yahweh,  “The 3rd Party Assessor”  able to make become  who/what  He chooses to become! 
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “ho theos” = “the specific god”  is a floating pointer and swaps over as the person changes from 
The World to become a TC;  it is JCg as  “the specific god” of us  who knocks on the door (Rev.3v20)  as  “The Word of 
God”  taught by a TC in  “The Ministry Work”,  then as the person matures in  “The Real Faith”,  then Yahweh becomes 
“The Adopting Father”  as  “the specific god”  expressing His HS to enable TC growth  (1Cor.3v6). 
Good News – repeat - “the specific god”  ensures potentially viable TCs will have access The Gospel so they might grow. 
Good News – repeat- The Mystery comprises of  glorious/honourable  wealth/abundance  of attributes that is open to 
144000 individuals who are to become “Sons of God”,  and The World shall be resurrected to be taught “Righteousness”. 
28th Comment – TCs consider themselves to be dutybound by what  “The Word of God”  constrains upon their behaviour.  
In this manner TCs operate with fidelity to what they know –  it is  not  merely a matter of  “academic interest”  to a TC! 
67th Instruction – TC’s are dutybound to  accurately  publicise  “The Word of God”  to  neighbours/strangers  and also to 
precisely explain what it means in the  life/deportment  of the recipient to this knowledge. 
Col.   4v2 og To the [= in/with/by/to]  supplication/{earnest praying (for a mutual result)}   
Col.   4v2 og (you) {earnestly toward}/persevere/{attend continuously},   
Col.   4v2 og (the) {keeping awake}/{being vigilant}/{carefully watching}  in  {to [= within] her/it/same}   
Col.   4v2 og in  (to the [= within]) {acts of gratitude}/{grateful language}/{giving thanks}; 
Col.   4v2 =  You  {earnestly toward}/persevere  with  supplication/{earnest praying for a mutual result},   

{keeping awake}/{being vigilant}  within  the same,   within  {acts of gratitude}/{grateful language}. 
 

You persevere with earnest prayer for a mutual result   (TCs pray to personally make possible what Yahweh desires  [1John.5v14-15]), 
the  {keeping awake}/{carefully watching}  (of yourselves)  within the same   (supplication,  prayer with a vow) 
within grateful language   (for  “The Word of God”  received and of its reform within us to become a TC and of its effectual working around us.) 
 

Again,  a general message to all people,  we  (either as a slave or master)  are to constantly recognise our master JCg,  through whom we earnestly pray 
for a mutual result to  “The Almighty God”  of The Universe to aid us in our bringing forth the next generation of TCs unto Yahweh,  of which Yahweh 
will work alongside us to make this possible.  We are absolutely  not  to speak through dead people  (misguidedly called “saints”)  this is a form of 
human ancestor worship and is wholly  condemned within The Bible  being an anathema to Yahweh!    
It is by speaking through JC as  “The Word of God”  operating within our minds,  then we guide our thoughts to be as the  one/same  with  “The Word of 
God”  by imbuing what it means within our lifestyle –  demonstrated to our neighbour –  of whom we are instructed to edify them –  so they too might 
understand likewise for The Lord.  
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Therefore,  we earnestly pray with a vow  for the assistance to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire  -  Whose  “Desire is  pure/innocent/blameless/{separate from this 
world of sin}  to be made manifest within The Environment” (the “HS”)  that is the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as of Yahweh –  then we  
are  operating within the HS.  
The resultant of which is -   

To be assisting us within our ministry work to  accurately  spread  “The Gospel of 1st Century Christianity” to The World,  then,  and only 
then  will Yahweh work with us through JC as  “The Word of God”  (we having made the required and necessary transformation within 
ourselves to fully imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle)  to be operating as JC’s  presence/parousia  within us.   

That is how the HS  really operates –  and is absolutely  not  in the nonsense  speeches/sermons/hype  given by  worldly  (and worse, Charlatan)  
Christian leaders who themselves have  not  the faintest idea how the HS operates,  or what it is –  and thus obviously they do  not  have the HS  –  even 
though they are the very people bragging to be full of the HS!    
As I state elsewhere,  it is  only  “The Rogue Traders”  who keep publicising how good they are  –  because they have no suitable works to exhibit,  
however  “The Good Traders”  never have need to mention their qualities  –  because quite simply the quality of their work is obvious to The World!   
Likewise,  this becomes a comparison to be made between the  charlatan  Christian leaders who keep speaking about the HS to their congregational 
members and by contrast with the TCs who never have need to mention it,  because the latter are precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  throughout 
The Gospel Age.   This is precisely as we read in The New Testament as to how the HS was mentioned –  and it was certainly  not  in the manner as is 
done today within The Charismatic fringe! 

But  how  do the devotees know –  if they do  not  daily read The Bible,  neither  correctly taught by their  charlatan Christian leaders? 
Quite simply    

If JC did it – then we must do it!    
If JC did  not  do it  –  then we must  not  do it!    
We humans are absolutely  not  called to do,  nor feign miracles! 

Yahweh wants our mind to be like JC,  and has no interest in the physical body,  because we get a  better body  in the 2nd part of our life. 
We must get our mind correct in the 1st part of our physical life,  before Yahweh will work miracles in the 2nd part of our life  (James.1v6-8)! 
This is what The Bible specifically teaches us  (and not the nonsense taught by  charlatan Christian leaders in emotional  hype)! 

Now moving on - 
Notice the Greek word used to mean,  “{acts of gratitude}” –  that goes both ways. 

We thank Yahweh for assisting us by both word and deed given to our neighbour in aiding them to understand  how  and  why  they too should aim to 
become a TC with a possibility of attaining  “The Inheritance”  as future Heirs.  It is  what is demonstrated  to our neighbour,  rather than just what we 
say  –  please see JC’s parable of the two sons located at Matt.21v28-31. 
The Crux behind this  “praying with a vow”  is as I explain elsewhere - 
It is absolutely  not  a nebulous   “Lord we think of those people there ………………………”  and “Lord we pray for those people there …………………” 

These are examples of utterly  hypocritical  prayers common place today  -  that Yahweh would find detestable!    
Yet this is the type of prayer our  worldly Christian leaders encourage,  –  again showing they have absolutely  no  HS operating within them –  if 
Yahweh’s  spirit/personality/desires/traits  would find what they do is detestable!   This is the rampant hypocrisy under which our  worldly Christian 
leaders operate -  and sadly for obvious reasons,  the deluded devotees are not encouraged to think about what they are doing –  because as any farmer 
knows  “an animal that thinks and reasons”  becomes a dangerous animal to corral!   Our “Professional Leaders of Religion”  know this,  and that is 
why JC slammed them at Luke.16v19-22+  (and in many other places –  for example the cursed fig tree,  out of so many  –  please see my local 
commentaries at  Matt.21v19-21, Mark.11v12-14, 19-21, etc.)! 
The point I am making is this,   we  personally  should be  precisely imitating  JC’s ministry/lifestyle (Mark.1v22, v38)  so The World can appreciate and 
recognise the full  glory/honour/dignity  of Yahweh through The Scriptures  carefully explained  -  rather than make Yahweh look  “stupid and an 
ignoramus”  within a  sane/reasoning  mind as that which operates within many atheists –  being precisely why they remain as atheists! 

Our  “Leaders of Religion”  have  so much for which to answer -  if they are fortunate enough to be resurrected into The Millennium! 
However,  they do not believe  “The Millennium”  shall occur,  because it being  “The Centre-Fold” of Yahweh's  “Plan for Human Salvation”  is utterly 
ignored in their sermons,  so they blithely teach  “Religion”  because it pays well  (of whatever,  power/glory/money/leverage/honour/etc.)  now! 
They are only interested in  “The Immediacy”  of an  “animalistic/carnal mind”  and have no care for  “The Millennium and of its Principles”!  
Col.   4v3 og (the) {toward supplicating}/{praying with a vow} [for a mutual result]  [middle voice, plural]   
Col.   4v3 og {(at the) same (time)}/{close association}/together   
Col.   4v3 og also  concerning/about  {of/from us},  that  “the specific god”  (he may/should) {open up}  {to us}   
Col.   4v3 og (the) door/portal/entrance/gate  of the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning,   
Col.   4v3 og (to) speak/utter/say  the  secret/mystery  of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,   
Col.   4v3 og through (reason of)   who/which/that  also  (I have been) bound/{be in bonds}/knitted/tied; 
Col.   4v3 = The  personally  {toward supplicating}/{praying with a vow}  (for a mutual result)   

{at the same time}/{close association}/together  also  concerning/about  of us  (TCs),   
that  “the specific god”  may/should  {open up}  {to us}  the  door/entrance  of the  word/sayings/reasoning,   
to  speak  The Mystery  of the  Christ/Anointed,   through reason of  which  also  I  have been  bound/{in bonds}. 

 

(Yourselves)  personally pray with a vow  (for a mutual result)  together   (to bring forth the next generation of TCs),   
also concerning of us  (TCs)    (to support us, TCs,  in our ministry work,  both spiritually  and physically) 
that  “the specific god”   might open up to us,  a door of  word/sayings/reasoning,   (in our ministry work given to our neighbour) 
to speak  “The Mystery”  of the Anointed   (“The Goal of Sonship”,   personally solved  by  precisely imitating  JC's ministry/lifestyle) 
through reason of which  also I am bound.   (Paul reasons he only exists to publicise  “1st Century Christianity”  [that is  never  taught today]) 
 

Quite an interesting verse! 
So not only are The Brethren to pray with a vow and offer support amongst themselves,  but they are also to offer prayer with a vow and support to the 
TCs (as apostles)  who are out on the front-line teaching  “The Mystery of the  Christ/Anointed”. 
Taking the 1st section,  we see it is  not  to be self-indulgent prayer,  but rather,  specific prayer that unites the congregation together so they together 
might assist in fulfilling Yahweh's Desire through the hardship they encounter in the ministry and support work.   It is  not  prayer for our world leaders!  
Nowhere  in the Bible does it instruct us to prayer for our worldly leaders –  only in 1Tim.2v2 does it mention prayer for  kings/leaders  for the  sole  
reason that  “it might go well for us” –  inasmuch  “to stop their persecution of us”  and impeding our work in  accurately  spreading  “The Word of 
God”  to The World! 
Which again,  is all very different to what our  “Leaders of Religion”  teach us today –  who are  “very much in bed”  with the  “Leaders of Politics”   –  
showing us with whom their affiliation lies –  being that of The World,  and  not  of Yahweh through JCg and of The Millennium! 
The next interesting part is Paul’s Goal!  

Clearly,  he tells us his aim is to teach  “The Mystery of the Christ/Anointed”  to The World. 
Now clearly if it is a mystery and Paul is actively aiming to  explain  “The Mystery”,  so it is a mystery  no longer,   else it is rather foolish to teach   

“I have a mystery” –  and then  not  fully explain it,  else it still remains a  “mystery”  –  and the listeners would think Paul daft! 
Interestingly that is precisely what  worldly Christian leaders state   “ 
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It is a mystery to them!”     So,  what must we think of them,  and this becomes the answer as to why so many people remain as atheists! 
So,  they are not much use in promoting  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”   if any parts of it are still a mystery to them  –  therefore,  
they are  not   “given to know”  by Yahweh (Matt.13v11-13)  –  and consequently,  they do  not  truly represent Him! 
Let me explain The Mystery here  –  precisely as I do in so many places on this website  –  so there is to be  “no  mystery”  in our minds. 
“The Mystery of  the  Christ/Anointed”  (being  “The Office of Anointed”  as deemed by Yahweh)  is this - 

1. JCg as the son of  “The Almighty God”  created us as a  “superhuman species”,  then our ancestors sinned against Yahweh’s Decree and we 
copied them,  after which all of us are thus destined for annihilation. 

2. JCg in a general atonement,  redeemed his creation  (being all members)  from annihilation by sacrificing his life  (and potential existence). 
3. Yahweh accepted this Ransom Sacrifice as an atonement for all members of the  “Superhuman” species and now we,  have  a personal choice  

for everlasting life,  rather than a choice made for us by Adam and Eve who  personally  made the wrong decision for themselves and their 
progeny.  This resulted in annihilation for us all unless our Creator (JCg)  stepped in to redeem The Culmination of his personal creation. 

4. This choice can be made at any time during our  single  life that now  consists of 2 parts  (2 parts physical,  and 2 parts spiritual). 
5. If we make the correct choice in the 1st part of our physical life to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life upon  “The Word of God”   –  then we 

can/perhaps/maybe  become a future  “Son of God”  upon our   awakening/rousing  occurring at  “The 1st Resurrection”  (Rev.20v6). 
6. If we leave the correct choice unto the 2nd part of our physical life  (after  “The General Resurrection”  =  “The 2nd Resurrection”)  then we 

can become  the children  of  “JCg and The Sons of God”,  (bridegroom and bride)   thus these children become the grandchildren of Yahweh  
(provided we truly  “believe in JC” = “imitate him”). 

7. “The Mystery”  personally fulfilled is how a member of JCg’s creation can become precisely like him = a future  “Son of God”.  
8. As we are told,  this is possible because Yahweh is making  “The Decision”  (at  “The Special/Grater [1st] Judgement”  made  only  upon 

“Christians”- James.3v1, Matt.20v23)  because it is only through  “The Word of God”  (JCg – Rev.19v13)  operating within our mind as a 
presence/parousia  that makes us a  “New Creation”  (2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15).  Consequently,  we can become  “Born Again”  if,  and when,  
we are accepted by  “Those who judge us”   -  Yahweh  (having “The Capability”)  and The World  (learning “to respect” us). 

9. Yahweh judges us in the 1st part of our physical life to become  “Sons of God”  (see my commentaries in John chapter 5)  and JCg  (with his 
Bride of 144000 TCs)  shall judge  “The Resurrected World”  (John.5v22-30, Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3)  during and at the end of The 
Millennium so  “The (3rd) Remnant”  might be extracted from  “The 3rd Epoch Israel”  as children from the Special Marriage of the Sons of 
God  (Eph.5v30-32, Rev.19v4-9, 21v2, 9, etc.). 

That  is  “The Mystery”  so very clearly explained and is precisely what Paul was teaching The World as  “1st Century Christianity”. 
As the reader is quite aware,  they have  never  heard anything like this taught by their  worldly Christian leaders –  because quite simply,  the  worldly 
Christian leaders do  not  believe it will occur –  else surely,  they would teach it –  being the  “1st Century Christianity”  that JC taught!   
Consequently,  we realise they do  not  have  “a mind of God”  to  personally solve  “The Mystery”,  because they have no real interest in solving  “The 
Mystery of Anointed”  (to be anointed by Yahweh to Rule  “The Resurrected World”  with  “Righteousness” –   all as The Bible instructs).    
Nor have they any interest in personally solving  “The Mystery of God”  to become a future  “Son of Yahweh”  and a  “brother/sister of our creator”,  
JCg being  “the specific god” of us,  his personal creation in its present sinful state.  This is all  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders having  
no  mind for this,  and that is why it is a still a mystery to them and why they  never  teach  “The Ideal Goal for Mankind”!   
However,  they are so proficient at teaching “Religion”  for a worldly earner! 

This is  absolutely  and  precisely  what The Bible teaches us throughout its many pages –  hence The Mission of  “FutureLife.Org”  is to 
make this knowledge widely publicised –  thereby enabling Yahweh to reach  “The Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000  forthrightly   
(as given at Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4,  please see my local commentaries –  because as usual,  it is  not  what our  worldly Christian leaders tell us)! 

The last part speaks of Paul in bonds. 
I read this both ways  (1) physical and  (2) spiritual. 

1. Being the classical understanding that he was imprisoned in Rome and thus could not travel! 
2. Paul was constrained by  “The Gospel (message)”  to spend 100% of his time in  accurately  promoting it to The World. 

Just as Paul instructs us (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc.). 
It is because we are  (1) instructed to be imitating Paul,  and then  (2) do precisely imitate Paul,  that  (3) Yahweh  then  listens to us and therefore 
becomes the  only thing  for which the TC should pray    

To be  personally active  in the  accurate  promotion of  “The Word of God”  and to be assisting The Brotherhood to become more effective. 
We must pray for  nothing  else!   

Anything else becomes self-indulgent  –  when carefully analysed.   Please see examples in The Bible  –  how Yahweh operates in these circumstances. 
Quite naturally,  this is  the opposite  to what our leaders of Christendom will preach to us –  because they do  not  understand what Yahweh is doing 
having refused to imbue  “The Word of God”  and thus obviously have  no  HS operating within them  -  all contrary to what they falsely claim! 
Col.   4v4 og that  (I may/should) {render apparent}/{make visible/manifest/plain}/declare/reveal  it/(same),   
Col.   4v4 og {in that manner}/likewise/as  {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought   I/me/my  (to) speak/utter/say. 
Col.   4v4 = That  I  may/should  {render apparent}/declare  it   (The Real Gospel),   

{in that manner}/as  I  ought/{it is necessary}/must  speak/say. 
 

That I might render apparent it   (“The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”), 
in that manner as I must speak   (Paul is  solely driven  to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  of  “1st Century Christianity”). 
 

As an  apostle/TC  Paul feels duty bound to speak freely about  “The Real Gospel”  message to make it utterly clear to those specific people who wish to 
imbue it within their very  being/existence –  to be precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle. 
 
68th Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must deport themselves in Yahweh’ Wisdom through JCg and  not  in worldly 
wisdom  (copying The Methodology of The World).  That is  why  worldly leaders  cannot  be TCs as they presently stand,  
because to be leaders,  they must operate within The Methodology of The World to  “climb to where they desire”. 
Their desire is for this world  (that is  why  they are leaders now)  and  not  for “The World of The Millennium” where the 
mindset must be  humble/contrite  to be worthy of Sonship – hence “The Most now shall become The Least” as JC tells us. 
69th Instruction – It is the TC’s responsibility to concentrate their time in rescuing all possible members of the human 
species from annihilation (The 2nd Death) – ideally the sooner this is practised then the less pain in society (Rom.8v22). 
87th Reasoning – Primarily, Yahweh Desires His future “Sons of God” – 144000 to be elected from The Gospel Age TCs 
in His  Special/Greater (1st) Judgement based upon JC’s Golden Standard.  Then He can move to the 2nd stage of His plan 
to bring salvation to those members within  “The Human Species”  through  “The General Resurrection”  of all humans  
(perhaps in staggered 100 years period Isa.65v20)  throughout the 1000 year  “Great Sabbath Day of The Lord”  (JCg). 
Col.   4v5 og In  (to the [= within]) wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge}   
Col.   4v5 og (you) {tread all about}/walk/{deport oneself}/{to occupy one’s life}   toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Col.   4v5 og the (persons)  outside/{away from}/without/outward,  the  time/season/occasion   
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Col.   4v5 og (the) {buying up}/ransoming/{rescuing from loss}/{improving (opportunity)}/ 
/redeeming/reclaiming [middle voice, plural]. 

Col.   4v5 = Within  the  wisdom/{accurate application of knowledge} 
you  {deport yourself}/{occupy your life}  towards  the people  outside/{away from},     (bring more people into The Brethren) 
the  personally  {rescuing from loss}/redeeming/reclaiming   (the people outside) 
the   ( = this)   time/season/occasion   (of The Gospel Age,  ready for  “The 1st Resurrection”). 

 

Within the wisdom   (= the accurate application of knowledge)    (= precisely imitate  JC's  ministry/lifestyle  -  hence deportment) 
you deport yourself towards the people outside   (those people presently not aiming to become TCs  [to be taught “1st Century Christianity”]) 
the personally  {rescuing from loss}/reclaiming  this  time/occasion   (the 1st part of our life in The Gospel Age, ready for the 1st Resurrection) 
 

In wisdom deport our lifestyle towards those people outside  “The Real Faith” of  “1st Century Christianity”   (please see commentary at Phil.3v7 giving 
an example how  not  to behave).  It is the prime responsibility for a TC to  accurately  represent Yahweh's Interests.   

Yahweh desires  new  “Sons of God”  who operate with the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  that is  
pure/innocence/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  to make His Desire manifest within The Environment”  (the “HS”).   
These TCs come from wherever on this planet,  both Yahweh and JCg are no respecters of people,  Acts.10v34-35,  Matt.22v16. 
Therefore,  we must be inviting in our personality to Rev.3v20 and not be having a  worldly/objectional  self-indulgent personality.   

However,  it is utterly important to understand standards must  not  be devalued to gain more  “clientele”  to fill seats,  which sadly occurs in many 
deviant streams of  worldly Christianity!   Thereby  “Professional Leaders of Religion” gaining  “Quantity”  (for the  worldly return  this brings now)  –  
but Yahweh is desirous of  “Quality”  (“Early Adopters”  now for The Millennial  “Late Adopter”  gains in the future)!    
Yahweh's Standards are as given by JC  (“The Word of God”)  and by The Apostles must be upheld!   This is specifically why I feel duty bound to 
continue what they started –  to bring The World back to what was originally taught as  “1st Century Christianity”  thereby delivering  “The Prime 
Reference Standard”  for The World to use.  In direct contrast to the unrighteous nonsense exegesis taught today by  worldly Christian leaders having  
no  authority over their subject matter as my critique of their output clearly demonstrates! 
It is essential for TCs with  “{occupational effort}”  to fervently work  (all quotes from The Bible)  to be  “{rescuing from loss}/redeeming/reclaiming”  
all those people within The Gospel Age who presently are in spiritual darkness when concerning  “The Word of God”.  Because most certainly The 
Public will  not  gain this  accurate  information from  worldly (and worse charlatan)  Christian leaders who presently  take  the prominent positions so 
they might  gain from The World,  by what they  “fraudulently give”  to The World,  being what The World thinks it desires!   

What an utterly sad state of affairs! 
Thus it  is  “The Body of Christ”  comprising of 144000 body parts on the Earth during The Gospel Age  (imitating what The Head  [JCg] tells us)  
whose members are fervently working together to draw out more TCs for the future Priesthood  (1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1.6)  away from Satan’s present 
control of the whole World so the all-important  “Prophesied Trigger Threshold”  of 144000 TCs is attained –  thereby enabling Yahweh to righteously  
bring  forth The Millennium for all our personal edification under  new World leaders  in The Millennium  (Matt.21v40-41, etc.).   Amen! 
 
70th Instruction – The Brethren must always speak through  words/sayings/reasoning  delivering  (spiritual) 
gifts/favours/benefit  to the recipient. 
88th Reasoning – There can be  no  excuse,  a recipient was put-off from being a potential “Son of God"  because of what 
was said.  The TC  must  be able to hold their head up high in The Millennium and state as Paul did at:  2Tim.4v6-8 they 
have run The Race to the best they were able to bring a worthy “Sacrifice of Labour” to Yahweh in their offering of TCs. 
43rd Allegory – Salt = adds  strength/fortitude  to preserve.  Likewise, TCs must be like “salt” so they might preserve their 
listener from future annihilation by  accurately  teaching The Word of God.  We must  not  be like  worldly Christian 
leaders whose message  is  worthless and thus being like salt having lost its savour  (Matt.5v13, Mark.9v50, Luke.14v34). 
19th Warning – Those people with  “The Word of God”  (Christians)  must answer to JCg in The Millennium how they 
behaved,  when having this knowledge:  – Did they imitate JC,  or did they hide this knowledge under a bushel  
(Matt.5v15, Mark.4v21, Luke.11v33)? 
Col.   4v6 og The  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  {of yourselves}  {every when}/{at all times}/always   
Col.   4v6 og in  (to the [= within]) grace/{gifts/favour}/gratitude/benefit,   
Col.   4v6 og (to the [= in/with/by/on]) salt/{(figuratively) prudence}   (the being) prepared/spiced/stimulated/seasoned,   
Col.   4v6 og (to) know/understand/{be aware}/see/perceive  {in what manner}/how   
Col.   4v6 og {it is/was necessary}/behoves/should/ought  {specifically yourselves}  (to the) singularly/one   
Col.   4v6 og (to the) each/any/every (person)    (to) {conclude for oneself}/{to respond}/{begin to speak}/answer. 
Col.   4v6 = Your  word/sayings/reasoning  always  within  the  gift/favour/benefit,   

the  being  prepared/seasoned/stimulated  within  the  salt/prudence,   
to  know/understand  how  {specifically yourselves}  ought/{it is necessary}    (we must personally learn how to teach The Word of God) 
to  singularly  {conclude for yourself}/respond/answer  each/every  person.    (it becomes our singular responsibility) 

 

(Let)  your  word/sayings/reasoning  always  (be given)  within the  gift/favour/benefit 
the being seasoned with  salt/prudence   (our speech should be well practised with prudence)  
to  know/understand  how specifically yourselves ought to singularly answer each person   (it is our responsibility to give no unjustified hurt) 
               (Noting the  “justified hurt”  is not physical but only mental – being The Cause to Reform from worldly methodology to Yahweh’s Methodology) 

               (This also includes “The Authority”  over our subject matter,  inasmuch we know how to  correctly  teach  “The Word of God”.) 
 

A particularly illuminating verse when read in the context of the previous verse. 
We were told in v5,  how it is our personal responsibility to deport our lifestyle in a manner that is worthy of JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so we might bring the 
next generation of TCs to Yahweh in our life’s work.  Consequently,  it becomes a geometric progression throughout The Gospel Age thereby enabling 
Yahweh to ultimately achieve His  “Prophesied Target Threshold” –   to bring forth  “The 2nd Advent of JC” –  just as The Prophets delivered prophecies 
that had to be fulfilled to yield  “JC's 1st Advent”.    
The Question we must ask ourselves is this    

Do we personally want to be part of that number of 144000 TCs to thoroughly fulfil Yahweh’s Desire? 
If we do, –  then quite simply we must personally do something about it to make it occur! 

Paul tells us in this verse,  we are to be judged on this –  being along these lines - 
How have we spoken to our  neighbours/strangers  in the 1st part of our physical life?   
Are we able to speak with competence and authority about  “The Word of God”  in the  one/same  manner as was JC  (Mark.1v22)? 

Is it in a manner that would induce people to ask -   
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What is your  “Righteous Methodology”  that makes you different to The World  –  so I might freely imbue your knowledge? 
To be  “seasoned with salt”  means that  “The Knowledge expressed in wisdom edifies and is pleasing to ingest.” 
I reason the last comment of the verse can be taken at two different levels  –  and I deem both are acceptable. 
1.  Paul instructs  

It is our personal responsibility to know and understand  “The Word of God”  so we can become proficient in  accurately  explaining it to one 
another,  and to The World at large –  thereby bringing  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh within a recipient's mind  (Heb.5v12-14, etc.). 

2. Paul asserts  
You must know  “{specifically yourselves}”  at an individual level,  shall be required to answer Yahweh’s mouth-piece JCg about your 
lifestyle –  and when having The Knowledge,  did we take upon ourselves  “The Weight of Responsibility”  and become like the 10 and 5 
Minas person,  or was it like the 1 Minas person who was rejected from being part of  “The Bride of Christ”  (Luke.19v15-23). 

This  will  occur very soon,  certainly before 2067 CE  (represented by Rev.21v1-4 of The Jewish Jubilee Year [see the steady progression of what 
occurred on the previous three Jubilee Years])  and  “The Professional Leaders of Religion”  with much of God’s Word,  shall have much expected from 
them  (Luke.12v46-68)! 
The Question being asked - 

How many new TCs were they able to generate for Yahweh’s Favour in the 1st part of their physical life  (as shown in “The 1st Judgement”)? 
 
34th Good News – Tychicus was a faithful minster of The Lord and loyally fulfilled Paul’s aspirations of him. 
71st Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  should imitate these shining examples during their daily life. 
20th Warning – Many  worldly Christian leaders now teach that certain aspects of Paul’s teaching should be ignored – 
because his teaching belongs to a distant age.  Get away from these charlatans!   Paul was a premier Apostle,  a 5+ talent 
individual who shall become a foremost future “Son of God”!  “Yahweh is unchanging” – and so are His statutes! 
Whose teaching should we ignore?   Would it be a 5+ talent person  or  someone who claims to have taken 1 talent (even 
though perhaps JCg has not issued any talents to that very  worldly individual dressed up in  worldly  doctorates)! 
35th Good News – Paul exclaims that through his  suffering/persecution  by  “The Worldly Religious Authorities”  then 
perhaps he can motivate The Brethren aiming to become like him to keep going through their trials and tribulations. 
That is how I understand it –  if Paul can do it –  then so can we –  so we might all come together in The Millennium! 
36th Good News – Likewise,  Onesimus was a faithful minster of The Lord and loyally fulfilled Paul’s aspirations of him. 
Col.   4v7 og The (things)  down/according/intensely/against (to)  I/me/myself  (the) all (things)   
Col.   4v7 og (he [Tychicus] will) {to make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  {to yourselves}  Tychicus,   
Col.   4v7 og the (one [brother])  {dearly/well-loved}/beloved  (the) brother  also  (the) trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true   
Col.   4v7 og (the) {runner for errands}/attendant/{waiter on duty}/minister/servant   
Col.   4v7 og also  (the) {co-slave}/servitor/{fellow servant}  in  (to the [= within]) lord/master, 
Col.   4v7 = The all  things  according to  me   (Paul’s circumstances  –  being his 1st occasion within a Roman Prison),   

Tychicus  will  {make known}/declare/publicise  {to yourselves},   
the  {dearly loved}/beloved  brother,   also  the  trustful/faithful  attendant/servant   
also  the  {co-slave}/{fellow servant}  within the  lord/master. 

 

All things according to me   (being of Paul's circumstance –  of his 1st occasion within a Roman Prison ending in about 61 CE), 
Tychicus will make known to yourselves   (of my condition in  prison/{strict home arrest}) 
the beloved brother,  also the  trustful/faithful  attendant  
also the  co-slave  within the  lord/master   (JC as  “The Word of God”  controlling our mind). 
 

Tychicus a beloved brother learning from Paul to become a TC in his own right supported Paul and became one of Paul's many emissaries to aid the 
spread of  “The Word of God”  amongst The Nations  (noting Paul's statement at 2Cor.11v28). 
Col.   4v8 og whom/which/that  (I) dispatched (from the point of departure)}/transmitted/bestowed/wielded/sent/{thrust in}     
Col.   4v8 og toward/nearness/{accession to}  {specifically yourselves}  into/unto  it/(same)  that/this/there/here (thing),   
Col.   4v8 og that  (he) {with certainty}/{absolutely know/understand}  the (things)   concerning/about  {of yourselves}   
Col.   4v8 og also  (he may/should) {set beside}/{call near}/{invoke by imploring}/beseech/exhort/entreat/urge/comfort   
Col.   4v8 og the  hearts/{seats of motivation}  {of yourselves}; 
Col.   4v8 = Whom  I  dispatched/sent  toward  {specifically yourselves}  unto  this  same  (thing)    (as an interface between all persons) 

that  he  {absolutely knows/understands}  the things  concerning/about  {of yourselves},   
also  that  he  may/should  {call near}/exhort/entreat  your  hearts/{seats of motivation}. 

 

Whom I dispatched towards specifically yourselves unto this same thing   (as an emissary between all people) 
that he (Tychicus)  absolutely  knows/understands  the things concerning yourselves, 
also that he (Tychicus)  might  exhort/entreat  your  hearts/{seats of motivation}. 
 

Again,  standard bibles spin the translations here to  “dumb-down”  the text  from  “exhort”  to  “comfort”.   
While it could be  “comfort”  –   I would suggest not,  because Paul could have used numerous other words,  but rather,  The Brethren already know 
Paul was not charged with a serious offence,  but actually he asked to go to Rome,  Acts.25v11  and therefore has no need to be  “comforted”. 
I maintain Paul is actually giving encouragement for The Brethren to persevere in their struggles to  accurately  promote/publicise  “The Word of God”  
to neighbours and strangers,  using Paul as a mentor to how they should behave  (see his other epistles). 
Col.   4v9 og {united as companions}/together/{in union/resemblance}  Onesimus   
Col.   4v9 og to the  trustful/believe/faithful/sure/true  also  (to the) {dearly/well-loved}/beloved   (to the) brother   
Col.   4v9 og who/which/that  (he) is  {from/out of}  {of yourselves}.    (The) all (things)  {to yourselves} 
Col.   4v9 og (They  [Tychicus and Onesimus] will) {to make known}/declare/publicise/{give to understand}  the (things)   
Col.   4v9 og {in this same spot}/hither/here. 
Col.   4v9 = (Tychicus)  {united as companions}/{together in union}  to the  trustful/faithful  Onesimus 

also  to the  {dearly loved}/beloved  trustworthy/faithful  brother who is  {from out of}  {of yourselves}.   
They  (= Tychicus and Onesimus)   {will  {make known}/declare  the things  {in this spot}/here. 

 

(Tychicus)  united as companions to the  trustful/faithful  Onesimus 
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also the beloved  trustworthy/faithful  brother (Onesimus)  who is from out of yourselves. 
They  (Tychicus and Onesimus)  will declare the things here   (regarding Paul's present imprisonment). 
 

As we read here,  Onesimus was also one of The Colossian Brethren and considered by Paul as being  faithful/true  to  “The Word of God”  as 
demonstrated by his ministry and lifestyle.  This was the  one/same  Onesimus mentioned in Paul's letter to Philemon,  the runaway slave who went to 
Paul and became a Christian.  Hence perhaps Paul's instruction in this letter about  slave/master  relationships –  because he was thinking about 
Onesimus and how he would construct the letter to Philemon. 
 
37th Good News – Paul’s fellow captive Aristarchus greet fellow Brethren.  Likewise,  the apostle Mark will travel to these 
Brethren if he has time during his ministry travels  (Their supplication is a “prayer with a vow”). 
72nd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  are to accept all ministers of God and assist them in their needs.  As Paul 
mentions in Heb.13v2,  these people can be likened as  “angels/messengers  of God”). 
38th Good News – The Brethren aiming to become TCs will put themselves out to assist those of similar mindset – to be a 
comfort in times of stress – because  “The Kingdom of God”  is operating within them,  –  ready for the real thing to occur 
in The Millennium  –  where they shall be key members  (as determined by Yahweh)  to make it occur! 
44th Allegory – “The Kingdom of God” = a society that operates under  (thus fulfils)  Yahweh’s Desire.  
Col.   4v10 og (he [Aristarchus]) {enfold in the arms}/embraces/salutes/greets  {specifically yourselves}  Aristarchus  the   
Col.   4v10 og {co captive}/{fellow prisoner}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my  also  Mark  the  relation/cousin  (of) Barnabas,   
Col.   4v10 og concerning/about  {of whom/which}  (you) {got hold of}/grasped/{took up/away}/had/received   
Col.   4v10 og (the) {authoritative prescriptions}/commandments/injunctions/precepts,  
Col.   4v10 og if/whether  (he) accompanies/appears/brings/comes  toward/nearness/{accession to}   
Col.   4v10 og {specifically yourselves}  receive/accept/take/welcome [middle voice]   (the) him [Mark], 
Col.   4v10 = He  embraces/greets  {specifically yourselves}  Aristarchus,   my  {co-captive}/{fellow prisoner},   

also  Mark  the relation of Barnabas  concerning/about  {of whom}  you  had/received  commandments/direction/advice,  
if  he  comes/appears  towards  {specifically yourselves},   (then)   personally   receive/accept  the him   (Mark). 

 

My  co-captive  Aristarchus greets specifically yourselves  
also Mark the relation of Barnabas,  about of whom you had advice, 
if he comes towards specifically yourselves,   (then)  personally receive him (Mark). 
 

Paul keeps the networking alive to introduce fellow Brethren and TCs to one another. 
This verse identifies some premier campaigners for  “The Politics of The Millennium”  being  so far removed from that of The World –  absolutely  no  
TC aiming for  “The Goal of Sonship”  would ever become  sullied/tainted/spoiled  in worldly politics –  because it would destroy the purity of their  
“synapse construction”,  if they partook in the Machiavellian machinations  (lies and corruption)  present in today’s politics! 
The specific  “Mark”  mentioned here is the writer of  “The Gospel of Mark”.  It is assumed the man  mentioned running away in The Gospel  
(Mark.14v51-52)  was Mark himself.   His parents held ecclesia meetings at their house.  It is also of my opinion,  it was at this household,  JC had his 
last supper with the disciples –  and it was the young Mark who followed along behind the grouping to The Garden of Gethsemane on the night of JC's 
arrest and trial.  He also accompanied Paul and Barnabas in the first part of Paul’s 1st Missionary Journey  (Acts.13v13,  noting Mark was also called 
“John”  Acts.12v12, 25, 13v37, 39). 
Col.   4v11 og also  Jesus  the (person)   (of the) stated/exclaimed  (the) Justus,   
Col.   4v11 og the (persons)  being/have  {from/out of}  (the) circumcision;   
Col.   4v11 og these/those (specifically)   merely/alone/only  (the) {companions in labour}/{fellow workers/helpers}   
Col.   4v11 og into/unto  the  kingdom/reign/realm  of the  God  who/which  (they) {became to be}  {to me}/mine [= my]   
Col.   4v11 og (the) {to harangue an assembly}/{an address alongside}/exhort/([bad translation] consolation/comfort). 
Col.   4v11 = Also  Jesus  the person  stated:  “Justus",   

The people   (of v10 and 11)   being  {from out of}  the  circumcision   (The Jews),  
these specific   (people are my)   only  {companions in labour}/{fellow workers}  unto the  kingdom/realm  of God (Yahweh),   
who  {became to be}  my  {harangue an assembly}/{address alongside}. 

 

Also Jesus the person stated:  the Justus, 
the people  (of v10 and v11)   being from out of the circumcision   (The Jews), 
these specific people  (are my)  only companions in labour unto  “The Kingdom of God”   (Yahweh's society operating upon The Earth), 
who became to be my  {harangue an assembly}/{address alongside}   (co-speakers of  “The Word of God”  to The World). 
 

Paul mentions  Jesus/Justus  and other people (v10)  of the circumcision (Jews)  where the only people specifically working together through teaching to 
make possible the future “Kingdom of God” –  being the teaching of The Millennium and of  “The Goal”  of  “The Anointing”! 
Notice Paul’s use of  “The Kingdom of God”,  in the sense of the terminology JC uses it.  Importantly, they are campaigning for  “The Kingdom of God”  
to be taught to people,  where the operation as such is  “The Real Gospel”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  that starts within The Minds of people feeling 
moved to apply it within their  lifestyle/deportment  to precisely imitate JC –  as we read here within this verse. 

When, and only when,  there are 144000 individuals who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  freely/simply  for absolutely  no  worldly 
gain  –  being sincerely driven with contriteness of  heart/{seat of motivation}  
Then  the Millennium shall become a physical reality –  because Yahweh will have attained His full quota of 144000 TCs as  “The Prophesied 
Trigger Threshold”,  thereby enabling Him to righteously to move ahead  without  contravening His Prophecy given to John in his Revelation 
through JCg  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4,  please read my local cited commentaries). 

It is interesting to note how our worldly bible translations  “dumb down”  the last Greek word to  “consolation/comfort”  -   of which I have added for 
completeness to my original Greek amplified version so I might now comment upon it!   The original Greek word means a much more proactive 
approach –  being  “The Witness”  for  “The Word of God”  out into The World  alongside what Paul is accurately teaching!   
Thereby we understand these individuals are actively working  outside  within The Public Arena –  being physical extensions of Paul  (while he was in 
prison) -  working alongside Paul with his  presence/parousia  operating within them –  while they imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle   This is absolutely not 
what we read in our  “dumb-down”  bibles –  where we are led to believe in the translation,  to visualise a grouping of people locked up in a room with 
Paul commiserating about his pains!   

No!   That is not what we are being taught here!    
This is  “dumbing-down”  translation in our standard bibles is quite rampant in places  –  the worst being when it comes to “doctrine”,  Rev22v18-19 
that almost goes into over-drive at these places –  as my  utterly transparent  translation of The New Testament wholly testifies! 
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Comment – repeat- The term “slave” means precisely as we understand it.  We fulfil precisely what “The Master”  tells 
us –  which means we must  first know and then understand  what The Master Desires  before we become a slave to it! 
This is given to represent what the TC (slave)  is to JC as  “The Word of God”  as the master of our mind. 
Seems obvious –  but is utterly ignored by  worldly “Christians” -  and  endorsed/encouraged  by the leaders over them! 
Instruction – repeat - “Anointed”  (without “Jesus” alongside) means,  “The Goal of Sonship” for “The Appointment of  
Heirship”  alongside JCg for 144000  kings/priests  to teach  “The Resurrected World”,  “Righteousness”. 
Reasoning – repeat - Without the  “Jesus”,  then  “The Anointed”  infers the “The Office of The Anointed”  as determined 
and then given by Yahweh = to become His future “Sons of God” –  alongside The Premier Son (JCg)  of God (Yahweh). 
39th Good News – Paul recognised Epaphras as being a faithful slave of Christ,  who was always fervently struggling for 
The Brethren’s sake,  also always praying so that they might  remain faithful to “The Word of God” = “The Real Faith”. 
73rd Instruction – The Brethren (Christians)  must stand  staunchly/firmly  in  “The Real Faith”  if they desire to be 
considered as being a TC.  Where “Real Faith”  =  “accurate Knowledge + Assurance + Fidelity”,  be short on  any  one 
of these three requirements,  then quite simply it is utterly  impossible to have the real faith  –  of which Paul speaks! 
74th Instruction – The Brethren are to ultimately become solid and mature in The Real Faith to carry The Baton forward! 
75th Instruction – TCs are filled up with the  purpose/will/desire  of Yahweh by imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus 
fulfil Yahweh’s Desire in their ministry/lifestyle  (very circular – but  never  explained or practised  by  worldly Christian 
leaders).  However Christian leaders  precisely imitating  JC  (and there  are  a very few)  fulfil Yahweh’s Desire. 
76th Instruction – The Brethren aiming to become TCs are demonstrate  zeal/drive/motivation  for the sake of their 
brothers  (this means to edify them in “The Word of God”)  in other locations that often means  travel/missionary  work. 
Col.   4v12 og (he [Epaphras]) {enfold in the arms}/embraces/salutes/greets  {specifically yourselves}  Epaphras   
Col.   4v12 og the (one [person, Epaphras])  {from/out of}  {of yourselves},  (the) slave/{bond servant}   
Col.   4v12 og (of the) Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  {every when}/{at all times}/always   
Col.   4v12 og (the) struggling/{competing for a prize}/{fervently labouring}/striving   
Col.   4v12 og over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
Col.   4v12 og in  to the [= within]  supplications/{earnest prayers (for a mutual result)},    
Col.   4v12 og that  (you may/should) {stand staunch}/establish/{hold up}/appoint/abide  
Col.   4v12 og (the being) complete/perfect/mature [plural]  
Col.   4v12 og also  (the being) {made replete}/imbued/{filled up}/fulfilled   
Col.   4v12 og in  (to the) all  the) determination/decree/purpose/choice/will/desire  of the  God [Yahweh].  
Col.   4v12 = He  embraces/greets  {specifically yourselves}  Epaphus,   the person  {from out of}  {of yourselves},   

the  slave/{bond servant}  of the  Christ/Anointed,    (dedicated entirely to be part of  “The Office of Anointed” = future “Son of God”) 
always  struggling/{fervently labouring}/striving  {for the sake/behalf of}  {of yourselves}  within  supplications/{earnest prayers},   
that  you may/should  {stand staunchly}/established/abide  complete/perfect/mature,    (God’s Word accurately taught within your minds) 
also  the being  imbued/{filled up}  within every  determination/purpose/will/desire  of the  God  (Yahweh). 

 

Epaphus,  the person from out of yourselves,  he greets specifically yourselves, 
the slave of The Anointed   (dedicated himself entirely to be part of  “The Office of Anointed”  =  a future  “Son of God”)  
always fervently labouring for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves within earnest prayer for a mutual result   (to bring forth more TCs) 
that you might stand staunchly  complete/perfect/mature   (“The Word of God”  accurately taught,  and thoroughly inculcated for Real faith). 

also being filled up within every  determination/purpose  of the God  (Yahweh –  The Almighty God of The Universe) 
               (To make possible  “The Salvation of Mankind”  through  “The Three Remnants of Israel that return to The Lord”.) 
 

Notice the subject of Epaphus’ prayers.   
Was it to self-indulge,  or perhaps give voice to  “some passing thought”  with a name  “splashed”  alongside? 
Or was it that his friends should stay firmly in  “The Real Faith” of “The Real Gospel”   accurately  taught  (1st Century Christianity”)? 
Of which he would help them by vow  (v13)  to teach them more new material from Paul  (being his stay with Paul)  when he reached them. 

This is  The Crux  of  real  prayer compared with much of what is given today.  Moreover,  the required  “follow-through” to underwrite for what we ask!   
Do we put ourselves out into pain and difficulties to assist those people we know,  as actively as might be personally possible,  to help them become and 
then to remain staunchly in  “The Real Faith”  of  “1st Century Christianity”? 
These are questions we all must ask individually of  ourselves –  there can be no accusing finger,  I am only an observer recording  “The Evidence” 
during my audit work and making recommendations  (CARs  =  “Corrective Action Requests”  after an audit report). 

It is purely between the reader and Yahweh –  whether you take this any further! 
Noting,  you will have need to personally reconcile yourself to your decision for  “the rest of your life”  that could be  for an eternity! 
Col.   4v13 og (I) witness/report/testify [as the person giving the evidence]  [middle voice]  For  (to the) him   
Col.   4v13 og because  (he) holds/possesses/obtains/has  (the) zeal/passion/ardour/drive/motivation   
Col.   4v13 og many/much/plenteous  over/above/beyond/{for the sake of}/{behalf of}/instead  {of yourselves}   
Col.   4v13 og also  of the (ones [persons])  in  (to the [= within]) Laodicea   
Col.   4v13 og also  of the (ones [persons])  in  (to the [= within]) Hierapolis. 
Col.   4v13 = For  I  personally  testify/{adduce as a witness}  to  the  him   (Epaphras)   

because  he  has/possesses  much  zeal/drive/motivation  {for the sake/behalf of}  of  yourselves,   
also  of the  people  within  Laodicea,   also  of the  people  within  Hierapolis. 

 

For I personally testify as a witness to him  (Epaphras) 
because he has much  zeal/motivation  for the  sake/behalf  of yourselves, 
also of the people within Laodicea,  also of the people within Hierapolis. 
 

These are three main cities  (Colossae, Laodicea, and Hierapolis)  which form a triangle within the Lycos valley,  Laodicea was very much the 
prosperous/moneyed  city out of the three mentioned,  being a manufacturing and banking centre.   
We read how Paul recognised Epaphras’  zeal/drive/motivation  to teach  “The Word of God”  to his country folk. 
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40th Good News – Luke the physician,  and Demas greet The Brethren  –  always dearly beloved. 
41st Good News – Laodicea Brethren also Nymphas and his house group greet The Brethren. 
Col.   4v14 og (he [Luke]) {enfold in the arms}/embraces/salutes/greets  {specifically yourselves}  Luke   
Col.   4v14 og the  doctor/physician  the (one [person])  {dearly/well-loved}/beloved,  also  Demas. 
Col.   4v14 = He  embraces/greets  {specifically yourselves}  Luke  the  doctor/physician,  the person  {dearly loved}/beloved,   

also Demas. 
 

Luke,  the doctor,  greets specifically yourselves,   also the beloved Demas  (greets you). 
 

The “Luke” mentioned here,  is the same Luke as the writer of Luke’s Gospel and  “The Acts of the Apostles”  –  two major books of The Bible.   
Furthermore,  he is the only scribe to use the term   “heart knower”  within his two writings regarding  “The Specific God”  which can be attributed to 
Yahweh  (as  “The Specific God”  of The Christian Nation entrusted with  “The Word of God”  [JC – Rev.19v13])  examining our motives behind the 
public things supposedly done in Yahweh’s Name  (being the Character and Authority  –  with the “Name”).  
Col.   4v15 og (you) {enfold in the arms}/embraces/salutes/greet  the (ones [persons])  in  (to the [ =within]) Laodicea   
Col.   4v15 og (the) brothers/{The Brethren},  also  Nymphas  also  the [ecclesia]  down/according/intensely/against (to) 
Col.   4v15 og (the) dwelling/temple/house/household/family  (of the) him   
Col.   4v15 og (the) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church. 
Col.   4v15 = yourselves  embrace/greet  The Brethren  within  Laodicea,   

also  Nymphas,  also  the  ecclesia/{calling out}  according  to   (= meeting at)   his  house/family. 
 

Yourselves  (of Colossae)  greet The Brethren within Laodicea, 
also Nymphas,  also the  {calling out}/ecclesia  accordingly/(meeting at)  his  house/family. 
 

As stated earlier,  these cities were within fairly easy travel of each other,  and thus quite a close-knit community of Brethren would have formed within 
and between these cities. 
 
78th Instruction – Paul was keen to spread his  epistles/letters  around the different Brethren ecclesia –  and likewise we 
too are to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  to whomever we might meet to edify them. 
89th Reasoning – Upon our resurrection  if  we had this knowledge and kept it to ourselves  then  in Luke.12v3,  when all 
things are disclosed,  how shall we answer those around us who did not know of this knowledge we had to attain Sonship? 
They shall ask:  Why did you not tell us – so we might have had an opportunity to become a future  “Son of God”! 
They could perhaps rightly state,  it was the  worldly Christian leader’s fault that they lost out  (Luke.16v1-10)! 
Col.   4v16 og Also  whenever/{inasmuch as}/{as long as}  (it is) {to know again}/read   
Col.   4v16 og near/beside/with/against/alongside  {to yourselves}  the  {written message}/epistle/letter,   
Col.   4v16 og (you) do/make/produce/yield/perform/provide/practice  that  also  in  to the [= within]  Laodicea   
Col.   4v16 og (to the) {a calling out}/congregation/ecclesia/assembly/church  (it is) {to know again}/read,   
Col.   4v16 og also  the (one [epistle/letter])  {from/out of}  Laodicea  that   
Col.   4v16 og also  {specifically yourselves}   (you) {to know again}/read. 
Col.   4v16 = Also  whenever  the  epistle/letter  it is  read  alongside/with  {to yourselves},   

that  also  you  perform/provide  (= arrange)   it   (epistle/letter)   is  read  within  the  Laodicea  ecclesia/{calling out},   
also  the  (epistle/letter)  {from out of}  the  Laodicea  that  also  {specifically yourselves}  read. 

 

Also whenever the  epistle/letter  is read amongst yourselves  
(ensure)  that also you  provide/arrange  it (letter)   is read within the Laodicea  {calling out}/ecclesia, 
also the (letter)  from out of Laodicea that also specifically yourselves read  (the letter). 
 

Perhaps to the consternation of  worldly scholars I have added an assumption to the end of the verse,  stating Paul may have written another  (but now 
lost)  epistle/letter  to  Laodicea,  and Paul is asking the Colossian Brethren to also read the  letter/epistle  he sent to Laodicea. 
Paul is trying to bring the various members of The Brethren within the different ecclesia to  “network between each other”  so they might grow together 
through mutual support. 
 
78th Instruction – A general instruction to  all  Brethren (Christians) –  if  we agreed at baptism to imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle  -  to assume That Office and of its responsibility –  then we are to continue with it! 
Col.   4v17 og Also  (you) say/utter/speak/command/grant  (to the) Archippus:   
Col.   4v17 og (You) Behold/See/Look/Beware/{Take heed}  the  attendance/ministry/{servicing in the world}   
Col.   4v17 og whom/which/that  (you) {received near}/{associated with}/{assumed an office}/learned/received   
Col.   4v17 og in  (to the [= within]) lord/master,  that  {her/(it/same)}   (you may/should) {make replete}/imbue/{fill up}fulfil. 
Col.   4v17 = Also  you  say/speak/command  to the  Archippus: 

You  look/{take heed}  the  attendance/{serving in the world}   
which  you  {received near}/{assumed an office}  within  the  lord/master,   
that  you  may/should  imbue/fulfil  it/same   (The Responsibility of The Office worthy for The Anointed). 

 

Also you say to Archippus: 
  You take heed the serving in the world   (to  accurately  teach  “The Word of God”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  to The World) 
  which you assumed an office within the lord/master   (JC as “The Word of God” gives a hearkening person the possibility to be a “Son of God”) 
  that you might fulfil the same   (that you might imitate  JC's ministry/lifestyle  to possibly achieve  “The Goal”) 
 

Once baptised,  we are to keep working at  accurately  teaching  “The Real Gospel”  of  “The Real Faith”  being  “1st Century Christianity”   to whoever 
we personally meet –  yet absolutely  not  to be forcing it onto people,  but by making our  deportment/lifestyle  worthy so people are self-motivated to 
freely come to us  (as the mobile temples, 1Cor.3v16).   This shall enable us to become the interface between Yahweh via JC  (as  “The Word of God”)  to 
our neighbours because they are attracted to the fact of JC's  presence/parousia  is accurately operating within us.   
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The best analogy is for us to be freely  inviting places  of watering holes  (of knowledge and wisdom –  inasmuch our neighbours can see our 
deportment precisely matches JC,  noting 1Pet.2v21-24), –  is like an oasis of  clean/fresh  water in the middle of a dry desert,  we must  
absolutely not  be like the water jetted out of a fireman’s hose pipe,  and blast people away!   “The Knowledge”  should be accurately 
presented by both  ministry/lifestyle  of  humility/contriteness,  to have empathy  (1Cor.9v19-23)  with the recipient,  so the recipient can freely 
choose if  he//she  desires to fully inculcate  “The Word of God”,  thereby knowing  why/how  he/she  should fulfil Yahweh’s Desire.   
If they are unable –  then the fault could be laid at our door  (as the supposed teacher) –  not theirs  (as the pupil)! 
Sadly,  very many “Christians”  fail this very basic requirement –  because they are  not  operating with humility and understanding! 

It is by imitating JC and The Apostles,  we are sowing  “The Seed” –  being  “The Knowledge”  of  “The Word of God”  accurately  taught –  so the 
recipients know  why/how  to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire and then be in the position themselves to imitate us,  imitating Paul,  imitating JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1 
etc.).  It is because our  worldly Christian leaders are  not  enthused to be doing this,  means they become metaphorically  “The Diseased Tree”  with 
diseased fruits  (not being the fault of  “the fruit”),  where the metaphorical spiritual DNA of The Tree comes out in the tree’s fruits –  and neither groups 
can be considered for  “The Anointing”  by Yahweh as future  “Sons of God”.  Where it is  “The Growth”  of  “The Word of God”  within us that 
ultimately yields  “The Real Faith”  (not  the  “blind faith”  of endemic in  “Religion”)  and with  “Real Faith” of “1st Century Christianity”  comes the 
HS  (the composite definition as given by  “FutureLife.Org”). 
 
Instruction – repeat - TCs will express gratitude to Yahweh for assisting their personal work in bringing more TCs to God 
29th Comment – Paul confirms the authenticity of his letter by a signature.  Sadly, many “worldly scholars” to gain a very 
worldly  qualification of  “divinity”  will contrive all manner of possibilities to “supposedly rubbish”  Yahweh’s Word and 
suggest some of these  epistles/letters  are of  2nd century CE origin,  only because they choose  not  to understand the full 
Word of God lying just underneath the surface of these Epistles,  being fearful of the implications upon their life! 
42nd Good News – Gifts and favours will be dispensed between the TCs and brethren. 
Col.   4v18 og The  greeting/salutation  to the [= in/with/by/on]  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  (of the) Paul.   
Col.   4v18 og (You) {exercise the memory}/{recollect deeds}/{make mention}/{be mindful}  {of me}/I/me/mine/my   
Col.   4v18 og of the  bands/{ligaments of body/shackles}/bands/bonds/chains/strings.   
Col.   4v18 og The  grace/{gifts/favour}/benefit  {amid/together/with (meta)}  {of yourselves}.   
Col.   4v18 og Amen/Trustworthy/Surely/{So be it}. 
Col.   4v18 = The  greeting/salutation  with  Paul’s hand!    

You  {be mindful}/remember  my  bands/chains/bonds. 
The  gifts/favours/benefit  together/with  {of yourselves}.   Amen! 

 

The salutation  (is)  with Paul's hand! 
You remember my bonds. 
The  gifts/favours/benefit  (be)  together/with  yourselves. 
Amen! 
 

Yes - let us all remember who made him a prisoner by this world.   
Paul was only in bonds  for  one  thing,  it was through him actively teaching  “The Absolute, Disclosing Truth”  of  “1st Century Christianity”  
By fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire,  the  worldly religious authorities became concerned their position in society was threatened and thus organised a posse 
who then constantly harassed and harangued him -  forcing the hand of the secular authorities to respond!    
This occurred before JC's ministry,  it occurred during JC's ministry,  it occurred after JC's ministry –  and  occurs today,  throughout The World! 
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Appendix 
 
Reference sources: 
 
Original Greek Text: The Interlinear New Testament Greek/English.   ISBN 1-878442-81-3,   

The Interlinear KJV-NIV Parallel New Testament.   ISBN 0-310-95070-8,   
The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures. 
Concordant Greek Text 

 
Concordance:  King James New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.   ISBN 0-7852-4723-8 
   Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible.   ISBN 0-529-07235-1 
 
Lexicon  The New Analytical Geek Lexicon.   ISBN 0-943575-33-8 
   The Analytical Greek Lexicon.  Zondervan. 
 
Grammar  Basics of Biblical Greek Grammar.   ISBN 0-310-25087-0 
   Greek Grammar – Beyond the Basics.   ISBN 0-310-21895-0 
 
Various Translations: The New Testament in Four Versions.   KJV, RS, PME, NEB. 

Concordant Literal New Testament with the Keyword Concordance. 
The Jerusalem Bible. 
NAS 
NWT 

 
Reference Material: Publications and books from  four  different  Christian schisms  

Of which I consider the  closest  to “1st Century Christianity”,  even though 
they have numerous unrighteous errors within their exegesis,  they are much 
superior to the more popular schisms  (both the very old and new)! 
Various websites delivered by The Internet search engines. 

 
 
 
 


